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Foreword
This book is for auditors who want to use statistical sampling. Even a scanning
of it should convince many auditors that statistical sampling is as specialized an
audit tool as the computer and also that it holds nearly as much promise for enhancing
audit practice. Both statistical sampling and the computer require improved audit
planning and a more thorough understanding of the objectives of audit tests. However,
until now, there has not been an understandable and comprehensive explanation of
statistical sampling in auditing comparable to material available on the computer.
The book covers the array of statistical techniques available to the auditor
thoroughly, yet understandably, and explains what they are, the assumptions on which
they are based, and in what circumstances they should be used. Some statistical
techniques—such as dollar unit sampling, discovery sampling, or difference estima
tion—have been touted as ideally suited to the needs of auditors. This book makes
clear that no sampling plan is superior in every situation. More important, it explains
the considerations that should determine the auditor’s choice of a particular sampling
plan
The book provides practical ideas on incorporating statistical sampling into audit
practice. Advice is given on establishing firm-wide policies, conducting training pro
grams, and documenting and reviewing statistical applications. Often, valid applica
tion of statistical sampling in auditing requires specialized knowledge that exceeds
the practical knowledge and skills of a staff auditor; this book will increase recogni
tion of that. However, it will also provide the basis for a CPA firm to develop and
implement the specialization required for efficient and effective use of statistical
sampling in its practice.
Manual application of statistical sampling is often expensive, tedious, and time
consuming—disadvantages that usually offset the expected advantages of statistical
sampling. This book not only recognizes the importance of the computer to effective
and efficient application of statistical sampling, but supplies useful computer pro
grams as well.
Finally, although some progress has been made in relating statistical tests to
audit judgments, this book is more comprehensive in this area. Statistical tests often
provide only part of the audit evidence for a particular account or class of transactions
and never provide more than a portion of the evidence supporting an opinion on
financial statements. This book offers many suggestions for integrating statistical
tests with other audit tests and relating statistical judgments to other audit judgments.
Auditors have long needed a practical and knowledgeable explanation of statis
tical applications in auditing. Most discussions about statistics in auditing are either
simplified introductions without enough detail to permit direct application or esoteric
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Foreword

dissertations filled with statistical jargon and complex formulas This book is neither
simplistic nor esoteric; it provides a systematic approach to audit planning that
includes statistics as an important tool

Douglas R. Carmichael
Vice President—Technical Services
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

Preface
The purpose of this book is to help the auditor use statistical sampling in audit
practice. Statistical techniques currently being used in practice are discussed
together with some suggestions concerning how and when each may be imple
mented The major topic addressed is the integration of statistical sampling into the
auditing process
Although a brief review is provided, the reader is expected to be familiar with
the basic concepts of statistical sampling. The exposition is directed to auditors who
already know something about commonly used statistical techniques and want to
incorporate them into an audit practice.
The necessary background in statistical concepts may have been acquired in a
variety of ways the programmed instruction series published by the AICPA, college
coursework, or programs available through organizations such as the Institute of
Internal Auditors, the state societies of CPAs, or one of the CPA firms However, those
persons whose backgrounds consist of self-instruction would benefit from discussion
with others who have had some experience in using statistical techniques in auditing.
The first chapter discusses the audit process from the point of view of the auditor
who wishes to limit audit risk and, thus, demonstrates the role of statistical sampling
Chapters 2 through 6 summarize the basic statistical concepts and techniques that
are currently used in statistical auditing Chapter 7 suggests procedures that might
be used in integrating these techniques into the auditing process in order to limit
the risk caused by observing only a sample Chapter 8 illustrates those procedures
by means of an extended case study, and chapter 9 describes the set of computer
programs that assist the auditor in planning, selecting, and evaluating statistical
samples. Finally, the problems of training and implementation are discussed in
chapter 10
Preparation of this book began after publication of the six-volume series, An
Auditor’s Approach to Statistical Sampling The first five volumes of that series are
programmed texts treating the basic statistical techniques, volume 6 is a field manual
that illustrates, by means of case studies, tables, and time sharing computer pro
grams, how these techniques can be applied While these books serve the useful
purpose of introducing basic statistical concepts, it was felt that something more
would be needed if a practice unit were to decide that statistical sampling should
be used in audit engagements.
I began work on this book in June 1974 at the AICPA in New York where I spent
a delightful year as a research associate on the staff of the auditing standards division
I received much help and encouragement from my colleagues, especially Douglas
R. Carmichael Throughout the writing process, members of the Statistical Sampling
Subcommittee have been active collaborators Their suggestions and criticisms have
helped to improve the book, and I wish to express my deep gratitude for their efforts.
XI
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Preface

Nevertheless, I accept the responsibility for the final product. Many subcommittee
members have strongly suggested that the present level of exposition is not suitable
for the majority of practitioners. I acknowledge that charge and offer in defense the
plea that the subject matter is complex and attempts to make it appear simple would
be dangerous. The danger is that simple solutions to complex problems are often
inappropriate.
It is hoped that the reader will find some suggestions that can be put into imme
diate practice and others that will require thought and considerable modification
before they can be implemented. The issues discussed are important for the practi
tioner who wants to improve usage of statistical techniques.
A special note of thanks is due to the members of the subcommittee—past and
present—who gave so much of their time and effort to this project. I want to acknowl
edge especially the efforts of Robert B. Ilderton, who wrote all the time sharing com
puter programs in chapter 9; Carmen Spinelli, who is responsible for both the CPA-1
and CPA-2 programs; COMSHARE, INC., which donated computer time during the
development of the program; James Kusko, who read all the early drafts and made
many valuable suggestions; James K. Loebbecke, who was chairman of the sub
committee during most of the process and who personally contributed much to the
book; and Robert K. Elliott, the present chairman, who thoroughly reviewed a final
draft and offered many excellent suggestions.

Urbana, Illinois
October 1977

D.R.
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1
Statistical Sampling in
the Audit Process

Statistics has been defined as “a body of methods for making wise decisions in
the face of uncertainty.”1 Similarly, statistical auditing could be defined as a body
of methods for making wise auditing decisions in the face of uncertainty At first
glance such a definition appears pretentious: After all, auditors have made wise
decisions for years without the aid of statistical sampling What, then, does statistics
offer the auditor?
Roughly speaking, statistical sampling helps answer one of the auditor’s three
key questions concerning the nature, extent, and timing of his audit procedures. The
auditor can determine the extent of testing more objectively when using statistical
sampling in tests of details rather than judgmental samples. That is not to say that
statistical sampling replaces the auditor’s judgment Rather, statistical sampling
allows the auditor to exercise judgment relative to the amount of sampling risk that
can be borne and to express that sampling risk quantitatively.
The problem of controlling the sampling risk that an incorrect conclusion will
be reached because only a sample has been examined has been extensively studied
only when a single audit procedure is considered. However, some technical statis
tical problems remain unresolved. These pertain to which statistical techniques may
be validly used in a particular set of circumstances. Both theoretical and empirical
research studies have contributed to improving the statistical techniques the auditor
may use
Auditing is a very complex process in which the auditor uses many sources of
evidence—some statistical and some nonstatistical There are strong interrelation
ships among the many audit procedures requiring the auditor who wishes to use them
to integrate statistical tests into the general audit process.
While controlling the sampling risk for a single audit test is important, it is an even
greater challenge to control the sampling risk for audit tests considered as a whole.
Doing this requires careful planning of the audit program, including nonstatistical
1

See Wallis and Roberts [22], page 3
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as well as statistical procedures It requires the auditor to think statistically—not to
be a statistician, but to understand thoroughly the concepts of sampling risk and be
able to apply them creatively.
The goal of this book is to help the auditor achieve that understanding. To do
this the auditor needs to grapple with some difficult problems, among the most dif
ficult of which are those that require quantification of some aspects of professional
judgment. For example, what is the quantifiable likelihood that a particular set of
accounting controls would prevent or detect a particular type of error?
Many auditors feel uncomfortable with the prospect of attaching numbers to these
kinds of judgments; assigning a number may create a false sense of exactness.
Such an attitude is understandable. However, quantification merely makes explicit
that which has always been implicit. With or without statistical sampling, the auditor
has determined the extent of his tests of details, the timing of the auditing procedures,
and the nature of those procedures. Consequently, an expression of some judgments
on a numerical scale does not entail procedures different from those normally re
quired—only that judgments be rendered explicitly
Using numbers to reflect professional judgment improves an auditor’s ability to
communicate examination results to others. The auditor called upon to defend pro
cedures can demonstrate their rationality and consistency. The numbers are the
result of a reasoned process—the auditor’s examination and evaluation For example,
while different auditors examining the same evidence may use different numerical
assignments, their results would ordinarily exhibit strong similarities. Thus, if both
use a numerical scale to express the maximum possible reliance, both would prob
ably assign a low number to a weak system of internal control and a high number to
a strong system.
The attitude expressed in this book is that attempting to quantify certain judg
ments is worthwhile as long as the inexactness of the resulting numbers is recognized.
To place the role of sampling risk into perspective, the following discussion focuses
on the basic audit process and the problems of developing an audit strategy. The
purposes of this discussion are to demonstrate the role that sampling plays in the
auditor’s audit program and to highlight the relative contribution of sampling risk to
overall risk.

The Basic Audit Process
The auditor uses many techniques in addition to statistical sampling to gather the
evidential matter on which to base a professional opinion. The portions of the audit
process that are relevant to that decision to use statistical sampling are the following

1

2
3

System review and preliminary evaluation of internal accounting control.

.

Audit program design.

Application of the audit procedures, evaluation of the evidential matter, and
refinement of the audit program as required

System Review

Statistical sampling is not used to review the system of internal accounting con
trol. However, the results of the system review and preliminary evaluation directly
affect the auditor’s decision to use statistical sampling in his tests of details. From
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the system review, the auditor obtains detailed information concerning the proce
dures and methods prescribed to achieve internal accounting control. The preliminary
evaluation of the system of internal accounting control is made on the basis of this
review and consequently is a conditional evaluation that assumes satisfactory
compliance
Section 320 of Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) no. 1 describes the audi
tor’s study and evaluation of internal control, and SAS no. 3 considers how electronic
data processing affects it To obtain maximum benefits from this book, the reader
should be familiar with those professional pronouncements Unless otherwise indi
cated, section numbers cited throughout the book refer to SAS no 1
Audit Program Design
The next phase of the basic audit process is to design a tentative audit program
The tentative audit program specifies, in detail, the set of audit procedures to be used
to satisfy the third standard of field work concerning the sufficiency and competence
of evidential matter As section 320 70 states,
The evidential matter required by the third standard is obtained through two general
classes of auditing procedures (a) tests of details of transactions and balances and
(b) analytical review of significant ratios and trends and resulting investigation of unusual
fluctuations and questionable items These procedures are referred to
as “substantive
tests "

In addition to specifying the substantive audit procedures, the auditor specifies the
compliance tests to be conducted As section 320.55 indicates, compliance tests are
necessary when the prescribed internal control procedures are to be relied upon in
determining the nature, timing, or extent of substantive tests, but are unnecessary
otherwise

Audit Risk Uncertainty is inherent in auditing Indeed, the general purpose of
auditing procedures is to reduce the auditor’s uncertainty to a tolerable level.2 The
risk the auditor faces is that material errors or irregularities, if they exist, will not be
detected. The auditor is responsible for controlling this risk and exercises control
by determining the nature, extent, and timing of his substantive procedures.
A major portion of the auditor’s tentative decisions concerning the nature, extent,
and timing of his substantive procedures depend upon his preliminary evaluation of
the system of internal control During the review of the system, the auditor considers
the type of errors and irregularities that could occur and the accounting control pro
cedures that should prevent or detect such errors and irregularities.3 The preliminary
evaluation reflects his assessment of the likelihood that each type of error or irregu
larity could occur in a material amount4 As a working hypothesis, his assessment
assumes satisfactory compliance with the prescribed internal control procedures
that he considers pertinent. Pertinent procedures are defined in section 320B.15 as
2

3
4

Section 330 10 states “In the great majority of cases, the auditor finds it necessary to rely on evidence
that is persuasive rather than convincing Both the individual assertions in financial statements and
the overall proposition that the financial statements as a whole present fairly, in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles, the financial position, results of operations, and changes
in financial position are of such a nature that even an experienced auditor is seldom convinced
beyond all doubt with respect to all aspects of the statements being examined ”
Section 320 65
Throughout this book the term likelihood is used to designate a probability that is subjectively
determined
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“those which, if not purported to be in use, would have affected adversely the auditor’s
preliminary evaluation of the system prior to his tests of compliance."
The auditor’s effort to reduce the risk of not detecting a material amount of error
depends on an assessment of the likelihood that material errors could occur in the
accounting process. The risk levels of the planned substantive tests are based on
this assessment. When the auditor decides not to rely on the system, he determines
the nature, extent, and timing of the substantive tests so that they alone achieve a
tolerably low risk of failing to detect a material error As reliance on the system in
creases, the tolerable risk that the substantive tests would fail to detect a material
error is allowed to increase. This increased risk is justified whenever the planned
reliance is appropriate. When the auditor relies on the system to a greater extent than
he would if he knew the true effectiveness of the pertinent procedures, the risk of
missing a material error is higher than is appropriate. The risk that the auditor relies
on the system to a greater extent than he would if he had complete knowledge is
called here the risk of unwarranted reliance
Unwarranted reliance may occur when the auditor overrates the strength of the
system of internal accounting control This may happen when preliminary assessment
of the likelihood that material errors could occur is too low or when tests of compliance
with pertinent procedures incorrectly indicate that compliance is satisfactory Al
though unwarranted reliance is not explicitly mentioned in section 320, it is implicitly
recognized there For instance, the risk that the preliminary assessment of the likeli
hood of material error is too low depends on both the auditor’s judgment and the
actual risk that material errors will occur in the accounting process
Viewed in this way, the auditor’s risk of not detecting a material error can be con
trolled only if he controls both the risk that substantive tests fail to detect a material
amount of error and the risk of unwarranted reliance on the system of internal ac
counting controls
Statistical sampling pertains only to one aspect of the total audit risk This is the
possibility that audit procedures—both compliance and substantive—restricted to a
sample of details of transactions or balances might produce results that are different
from those produced when the procedures are applied in the same way to all the
details. This aspect, known as sampling risk, can be objectively measured and con
trolled when statistical sampling is used to determine the extent of the application
of audit procedures Thus, sampling risk is a function of how much evidential matter
the auditor obtains during the audit
The other aspect of risk is a function of the competence of evidential matter It
involves the possibility that applying the procedures to all details of the transactions
or balances might fail to detect a material error that occurs or fail to reveal compliance
deviations that would influence the auditor’s evaluation of the system of internal
control. This aspect is known as the nonsampling risk, and it is attributable to the
nature of the audit procedures, the timing of the procedures, the system being ex
amined, and the skill and care of the auditor Controlling this nonsampling risk is very
important and should be carefully considered by the auditor in determining the nature
and timing of the auditing procedures
The distinction between the two aspects of risk is recognized in section 320A 17,
which states:
The competence of evidential matter as referred to in the third standard of field work is
solely a matter of auditing judgment that is not comprehended in the statistical design
and evaluation of an audit sample In a strict sense, the statistical evaluation relates only
to the probability that items having certain characteristics in terms of monetary amounts,
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quantities, errors, or other features of interest will be included in the sample—not the
auditor’s treatment of such items Consequently, the use of statistical sampling does not
directly affect the auditor’s decisions as to the auditing procedures to be performed, the
acceptability of the evidential matter obtained with respect to individual items in the
sample, or the action which might be taken in the light of the nature and cause of par
ticular errors

Design of the audit program entails considering control over each aspect of
audit risk—both sampling risk and nonsampling risk—in both the substantive tests
as well as any compliance tests For each type of test, the risk attributable to sam
pling may be considered as an additional risk over and above the nonsampling risk.
As an approximation, the auditor may regard his total risk as being the sum of the
two risks.
For example, an auditor may examine a sample of sales orders to determine
whether credit sales are being approved as required When the only evidence that an
order was properly approved is the presence of an authorized signature, there is some
risk that the sale was not, in fact, approved for credit even though a signature exists
The auditor’s risk of incorrectly deciding that sales have been properly approved
for credit is approximately the sum of the risk that credit was not approved even
though a signature exists (nonsampling risk) plus the risk that the sample incorrectly
indicates the appropriate signatures are present on the sales orders not included in
the sample (sampling risk)
A result of both sampling and nonsampling aspects of audit risk is that the auditor
can never reduce audit risk to a lower level than the nonsampling risk Consequently,
unless the audit procedures have a nonsampling risk well below a tolerable level of
audit risk, neither statistical nor nonstatistical sampling will be particularly helpful
Compliance Tests Section 320 55 says, “The purpose of tests of compliance is
to provide reasonable assurance that the accounting control procedures are being
applied as described ” Accounting control procedures may be divided into two cate
gories—those that leave an audit trail of documentary evidence and those that leave
no trail Controls in the first category can be tested by using statistical sampling,
while those in the second, of necessity, are tested by nonstatistical means—inquiry
and observation
Controls from either category are grouped according to the type of error or irregu
larity each is designed to prevent or detect As section 320B 20 says
In some situations, the primary control against a particular type of error or irregularity may
be provided by a single procedure or a set of related procedures, in others, auxiliary
control that is overlapping or to some degree duplicative may be provided by another
procedure or set of related procedures In either situation, a set of two or more procedures
necessary for a single purpose should be regarded as a single procedure

The auditor’s compliance tests of the pertinent procedures are designed to ascer
tain whether the preliminary evaluation is warranted For those pertinent control
procedures or sets of control procedures that leave no audit trail of evidence, the
auditor’s professional judgment is the basic determinant of the amount and kind of
evidence required to provide the “reasonable assurance.” Some risk that compliance
is not as good as it appears always exists, and if the potential for management over
ride is significant, this risk may be large The possibility that compliance is less than
the auditor tentatively expects directly contributes to the risk of unwarranted reliance.
Consequently, the auditor needs to be cautious in evaluating the likelihood of the
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occurrence of a material error or irregularity because noncompliance with those
pertinent controls may leave no audit trail of evidence.
Those pertinent accounting controls or sets of controls that leave an audit trail
can be tested using a statistical sample. As previously stated, using a sample to test
compliance introduces an additional source of risk. For a compliance test, this is the
sampling risk that by restricting the procedures to a sample of the transactions, the
auditor may decide compliance is satisfactory when, in fact, were every transaction
to be examined, it would be discovered that compliance is not satisfactory. The risk
of unwarranted reliance is approximately equal to the sampling risk of incorrectly
deciding that compliance is satisfactory plus the nonsampling risk that the proce
dures used by the auditor might fail to detect noncompliance. This relationship be
tween sampling and nonsampling risks is true whether the sampling process is statis
tical or judgmental Statistical procedures allow the auditor to measure and hence
control the sampling risk.
While there is a need to control the sampling risk of statistical compliance tests,
it should be done in the broader context of controlling all aspects of the risk of un
warranted reliance. In determining whether the auditor’s reliance is warranted, the
audit procedures employed may be far more important than the sample size. The rela
tive importance of the procedures is recognized in section 320B.16, which states:
In addition to the statistical evaluation of the quantitative significance of deviations from
pertinent procedures, consideration should be given to the qualitative aspects of the
deviations These include (a) the nature and cause of errors, such as whether they are
errors in principle or in application, are deliberate or unintentional, are due to misunder
standing of instructions or to careless compliance, and the like and (b) the possible
relationship of errors to other phases of the audit

Performing a thorough error analysis on each observed compliance deviation may be
far more informative to the auditor than any quantitative projections that may be
obtained from a sample.
The objective of a statistical compliance test is to determine the reasonableness
of the auditor’s assumption of satisfactory compliance that derived from preliminary
evaluation of the system of internal accounting control. His assessment of the likeli
hood that material amounts of errors or irregularities could occur and remain un
detected assumed that compliance was satisfactory. When statistical sampling is
used to test compliance, the range or rates of compliance deviation that constitute
“satisfactory compliance” needs to be made explicit. How does the auditor do this?
There is no completely satisfactory answer, but the following remarks may be helpful.

Compliance Deviation Following the conceptual approach described in section
320.65, the auditor identifies the set of prevention and detection controls that have
been designed to prevent or detect and correct each major type of error or irregularity.
Assuming that no compliance deviations occurred, the auditor might first consider
the likelihood that a material amount of error could occur and remain undetected
within the particular account balance or set of transactions. Unless this likelihood
is judged to be small, the auditor would not contemplate relying on the particular
controls, and no further tests for compliance would be required.
Having established the likelihood assuming no compliance deviations as a
benchmark, the auditor might then assess the effect of increasing the rate of noncompliance for those controls that leave an audit trail of evidence. This step is, of
course, very difficult because it involves relating compliance deviation rates to
monetary error rates. How to accomplish this is a large, unresolved problem, and
the suggestions made here are offered only as tentative first steps.
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The rate of compliance deviation determines the potential for monetary error. Of
course, not all instances of procedural deviations will result in monetary errors, but
the potential for such error increases as the number of procedural deviations increase.
The range of satisfactory compliance might correspond to those rates of compliance
deviation for which the expected potential monetary error is less than a material
amount. Equivalently, the auditor might define athreshold rate for unsatisfactory com
pliance as that rate at which the expected potential monetary error equals a material
amount.
How can the expected potential monetary error be calculated? A suggested way
is to multiply the expected size of any monetary error times the number of transactions
times the rate of compliance deviation. The nature of the error or irregularity being
considered may suggest the range of monetary errors that could occur with any trans
action. As a most conservative value, the auditor might consider the total amount of the
transaction as the possible magnitude of the error. In this case, the expected size
of the monetary error corresponds to the average amount of the transactions when
compliance deviations are equally likely to occur on any transaction. During review
of the system, the auditor may be able to determine whether the assumption of equal
distribution of compliance deviations is tenable, and, if it is not, to use a more appro
priate distribution.
For example, for a particular set of procedures used to prevent and detect un
authorized purchases, the auditor might decide that the total amount of the purchase
should be used in computing the expected potential monetary error. If the total pur
chases amount to, say, $2 million composed of 10,000 purchases averaging $200,
the expected potential monetary error corresponding to a compliance deviation rate
of .01 would be equal to $20,000 ($200 x 10,000 x .01).
Alternatively, the auditor might express the noncompliance rate directly as a frac
tion of the dollars involved in transactions. This could be accomplished by associating
the dollar amount of the transaction with each instance of a compliance deviation
and expressing the noncompliance rate as the ratio of the dollar amount of transac
tions with compliance deviations to the total amount of the transactions. For example,
if $20,000 of the $2 million of purchase transactions showed compliance deviations,
the rate of compliance deviation would be .01 or 20,000/2,000,000.
The range of satisfactory compliance applies to the set of accounting control pro
cedures that affect the occurrence of a particular type of error or irregularity. Opera
tionally this has different implications for the auditor, depending upon the relationship
among the procedures constituting the set. As stated in section 320B.20, when two or
more accounting control procedures are necessary for a single purpose, they should
be regarded as a single procedure, and a deviation from any one of the sets should be
regarded as a noncompliance occurrence. In this case, the noncompliance rate would
apply to a deviation from any one of the procedures.
When two or more procedures are overlapping or duplicated to some degree, the
rate of noncompliance may correspond to lack of compliance with all the procedures
in the set. For example, requiring proper approval of a purchase order is a control
procedure to prevent unauthorized purchases, and requiring approval for payment is
a control procedure to detect any unauthorized purchase. Regarding the two proce
dures as a set, the auditor could regard as an instance of noncompliance any trans
action that lacks both an approval for purchase and an approval for payment. How
ever, if a transaction failed to have evidence of only one of the two required approvals,
it would not be regarded as an occurrence of compliance deviation.
Obtaining a threshold rate for noncompliance corresponding to each set of con
trols that leave an audit trail covering a particular cause of error or irregularity allows
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the auditor to design the compliance tests For those pertinent procedures tested
statistically, the auditor can control the risk of deciding that the rate of compliance
deviation is below the threshold rate, when, in fact, it is at the threshold rate. Com
bining the risks of the statistical compliance tests covering all sources of error or
irregularity allows the auditor to control the statistical risk of unwarranted reliance.
For example, if there are two sources of error, the risk of unwarranted reliance would
be approximately equal to the sum of the risks The risks are added because un
satisfactory compliance corresponds to the rate at which noncompliance is at or
above the threshold rate for either of the two sets of procedures.
Statistical samples also offer the opportunity to control another type of risk,
namely, the risk that the sample evidence might incorrectly indicate that the rate of
compliance deviations is above the threshold level when in fact it is below. This type
of mistake can lead the auditor to undertake unnecessary audit steps that only in
crease the cost of the engagement Consequently, this risk is called the risk of over
auditing A good auditing strategy controls the risk of overauditing—especially if the
cost of additional observations to test compliance is smaller than the cost of any
additional observations in expanded substantive tests
Substantive Tests Section 320 70 points out that the general purpose of sub
stantive tests is “to obtain evidence as to the validity and the propriety of accounting
treatment of transactions and balances, or conversely, of errors or irregularities
therein ” As stated in section 320B 25, “The feature of audit interest in performing
substantive tests of details is the monetary amount of errors that would affect the
financial statements being audited.” A particular substantive test of details may test
either a single source of monetary error or several sources of error For example, a
substantive test may be used to determine whether there could be pricing errors in
the inventory Likewise, confirmation requests for accounts receivable may be sent
to determine whether the recorded amounts exist and are accurate. Confirmation
procedures are not the primary source of evidence concerning the collectibility of
the amounts
The auditor determines the specific objectives of each substantive test of details;
taken as a whole, the set of substantive tests of details results in the auditor’s examin
ing the particular account balance or class of transactions for all sources of monetary
error Whether these specified objectives will be better accomplished by applying
a single sample or using several samples is determined by the auditor. Regardless
of the number of separate samples, the sampling risk for each can be planned to
yield an acceptable combined sampling risk for the tests taken together This planning
can be done objectively when statistical sampling is used but must be done sub
jectively when the extent of the sample is determined judgmentally.
The procedural steps for each substantive test of details of transactions or account
balances include determining

1

2

The number of details to examine (extent).

.

.

When to examine the details (timing)

3

How to select the details for examination (nature).

4

What specific audit procedures to apply to each selected detail (nature).

The design of the substantive tests for each account balance or class of transac
tions should consider the alternative actions that are to be taken depending upon
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the sample results. In turn, reaching any conclusion concerning the existence of
material error involves considering all the tests of detail— those selected statistically
as well as those selected judgmentally —as well as the results of analytical review
procedures.
When the sample results of all the tests taken together support the conclusion
that no material error exists from any tested cause, no further action is required.
When the sample results of several tests taken together suggest the possibility of
material misstatement, however, the auditor takes appropriate action to determine
whether there is indeed a material error. It is not possible during the preliminary
design phase to stipulate exactly what actions will be most appropriate in this circum
stance because the nature of the errors found will obviously influence those actions
A general requirement is to examine the observed errors for possible causes and
then to investigate more thoroughly any areas affected by those causes. For example,
it may be learned that a substitute clerk had committed errors that were confined to
a particular accounting record or to a particular period of time, in such a case, the
more thorough investigation may be concentrated on the affected record or period.
When a variety of errors occur and their causes cannot be confined to particular
areas, the auditor may consider extending the tests of details to obtain more corrobo
rating evidence to determine whether an adjustment is required

Application and Refinement

Proper execution of the statistical procedures is necessary to insure the statistical
validity of the results Substituting another item for a specified sample item, not con
sistently using the definition of a sample occurrence, or using an inappropriate
statistical technique are some examples of faulty execution To avoid mistakes of
this type, the audit personnel conducting the tests should be appropriately trained
and their work should be reviewed Chapter 10 discusses this important area.
Evaluating the evidential matter when statistical tests are employed involves more
than a statistical evaluation Projecting the sample results to the population is cer
tainly necessary, but the evaluation of the sample results does not stop here. Pro
cedural deviations that are found should be examined to determine their probable
cause, particularly in terms of whether they are inadvertent or deliberate Likewise,
determining the probable cause of any monetary errors is necessary, especially when
the sample results indicate the possible presence of a material amount of error This,
of course, is just what the auditor would do if his sample was wholly judgmental; the
fact that he uses statistical sampling techniques in no way lessens his responsibility
to use sound audit procedures
Auditing is not static During the course of an audit, the auditor may find the
situation differs from what he judged to be the case when the audit program was
designed When this occurs, the auditor must revise his audit program as required
For example, when pertinent accounting controls are found not to be operating as
described, the auditor needs to revise the planned substantive tests—changing their
nature, extent, or timing. The particular change adopted should reflect his overall
desire to keep the audit risk at a tolerable level.

Developing an Audit Strategy
Auditing may be viewed as a complex decision problem The auditor decides
what to observe, when to observe it, and how much to observe. The accounting sys
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tem itself is often extremely complex, and, consequently, the auditing procedures
must cope with that complexity.
Developing an appropriate audit strategy involves balancing audit risk on the one
hand with time and cost considerations on the other. This is expressed in section
330 09, which states:
The amount and kinds of evidential matter required to support an informed opinion are
matters for the auditor to determine in the exercise of his professional judgment after a
careful study of the circumstances in the particular case In making such decisions, he
should consider the nature of the item under examination, the materiality of possible errors
and irregularities, the degree of risk involved, which is dependent on the adequacy of
the internal control and susceptibility of the given item to conversion, manipulation,
or misstatement, and the kinds and competence of evidential matter available

Section 330.12 states:
An auditor typically works within economic limits, his opinion, to be economically useful,
must be formulated within a reasonable length of time and at reasonable cost The auditor
must decide, again exercising professional judgment, whether the evidential matter avail
able to him within the limits of time and cost is sufficient to justify formulation and expres
sion of an opinion

As discussed in the previous section, the auditor may control the risk of failing
to detect a material error by controlling both the risk that substantive tests taken
together fail to detect a material amount of monetary error and any risk that an un
warranted degree of reliance is placed on the system of internal accounting control.
In addition to their sampling aspects, each of these risks also has nonsampling
aspects.
The nonsampling aspect is the most difficult to assess because it encompasses
so many unmeasurable factors. What is the likelihood that a given audit procedure
(for example, direct communication with debtors) or set of procedures used in a par
ticular organization will fail to detect a material amount of monetary error? Does that
likelihood differ between monetary error of overstatement and understatement? What
is the likelihood that the audit personnel performing those procedures possess the
skill necessary to recognize a monetary error? Notwithstanding the difficulty of coping
with these and other questions, the auditor needs to address the question of how to
control the nonsampling aspects of risk in developing a good audit strategy.
Thus, an objective of a good audit strategy is to reduce the audit risk to a tolerable
level in the most effective and economical way possible within any time limits that
are imposed. Ideally, the auditor would like to select the optimum strategy but practi
cally selects a strategy that is satisfactory and is the best available in the circum
stances The chief reason for the gap between what the auditor would like and what
can be achieved is the difficulty of measuring the total audit risk associated with
any program, particularly the nonsampling aspect.

Controlling Audit Risk
A complete solution to the complex problem of controlling audit risk is not avail
able, but improvement of the present methods of coping with this problem is possible
A suggested step in this direction is to give more attention to those facets of audit
risk that are susceptible to objective measurement As previously described, the
audit risk of any test of details is composed of both sampling and nonsampling
aspects. Moreover, as an approximation, the sampling risk may be added to the non
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sampling risk to obtain the audit risk for a particular test.5 This makes it possible for
the auditor to consider the sampling risk separately from the nonsampling risk when
designing the audit program.
Controlling the sampling risk does involve considering the nonsampling aspects
of other tests or audit procedures directed at the same sources of errors or irregular
ities. For example, when a statistical test of details is combined with a nonstatistical
analytical review procedure, the resulting audit risk of the auditor's failing to detect a
material error equals the product of the two audit risks. Expressing the audit risk of
the statistical test as the sum of its sampling and nonsampling aspects, the combined
audit risk equals the sampling risk times the likelihood that the analytical review
procedure fails to detect a material error plus the nonsampling risk times the same
likelihood. The sampling portion of the combined audit risk is thus equal to the
sampling risk of the test of details times the subjective risk of the analytical review
procedure For example, if the sampling risk of a substantive test of an inventory's
prices, quantities, and extensions were 30, and the analytical review procedures
were judged to have a 50 percent likelihood of not discovering a material amount
of error in the inventory amount, the sampling portion of the combined risk would
be 30 x 50= .15.
Determining a tolerable level of audit risk for tests of details pertaining to each
account balance or class of transactions should be done in the context of
1

The degree of planned reliance on the pertinent internal accounting control
procedures.

2

The procedures designed to appraise the overall reasonableness of the recorded
amounts, such as analytical review procedures

The maximum degree of planned reliance is based on the auditor’s review and
preliminary evaluation of the system, assuming satisfactory compliance The auditor
may decide to use less than the maximum degree if the total cost of the audit pro
gram—including any required compliance tests—can be lowered
A major question concerns expressing the degree of planned reliance Section
320B.35 suggests using a numerical scale (C) wherein the planned reliance is ex
pressed as a number between zero and one. Because of the limitations discussed in
section 320.34, C would always be less than one Ideally, C would be determined as
the likelihood that the set of pertinent accounting controls would prevent or detect
a material amount of error. In practice, the auditor may either assign a numerical value
to C or use a scoring scheme such as suggested by Elliott and Rogers [10]. Their
scheme, or something similar, may be a useful method for expressing the degree of
reliance.
Section 320B 35 goes on to suggest that the audit risk for substantive tests should
be determined so that the product of it times (1 - C) equals a tolerable combined
risk level (labeled (1 - R)). Following this suggestion entails designing the audit pro5

The reason for this is as follows The probability that a sample detects a material error equals the
probability that the procedure applied to every detail would detect a material error multiplied by the
probability that the sample yields the same result as applying the procedure to every detail The
probability that a sample fails to detect a material error is the complement of this product, and this
can be reasonably approximated by the sum of the nonsampling risk and the sampling risk For
example, suppose the procedure has a likelihood of 85 of detecting a material error, and the statis
tical test has a reliability of 95 Then the likelihood that the procedure fails to detect a material error
equals 1 - ( 85)( 95) = 1925 which is approximately 15 plus 05
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gram so that for each account balance or class of transactions, the product of the
likelihood that the accounting control system could allow a material amount of error
to occur and remain undetected times the auditor’s risk that substantive tests taken
as a whole could miss a material error is equal to a constant—the tolerable combined
risk level. For example, if the auditor were to assign numerical values to the risks, the
following results for accounts receivable might be found
Internal accounting control
Assign a likelihood that a material error could
occur and remain undetected

Tests of details
Assign a likelihood of nonsampling risk
Add sampling risk for statistical tests (or equiv
alents likelihood for judgmental sample)

40 (1 - C)

10

20

Conservative approximation of audit risk

Analytical review:
Assign likelihood of failing to detect a material
error

30

50

Audit risk for substantive tests ( 30 x .50)

15

Combined risk level ( 40 x .15)

06 (1 - R)

Notice that the nonsampling portion of the combined risk level is 02 ( 4 x .1 x .5),
while the sampling portion is 04 (.4 x .2 x .5) The discussion of audit program plan
ning in chapter 7 will be limited to the sampling portion of the combined risk, which
will be labeled (1 - RS) The importance of keeping the nonsampling portion of the
combined risk at a tolerable level is addressed in SAS no 1 and need not be repeated
here.

Evaluating Trade-offs
One of the important decisions the auditor makes is the degree of his planned
reliance on internal accounting control. If the auditor decides to rely on the system to
the maximum extent possible, the nature, timing, and extent of his substantive tests
are planned to yield a tolerable combined risk level. Using this maximum planned
reliance, however, the auditor must conduct compliance tests of the pertinent controls
to obtain satisfaction that the system is operating in the prescribed manner The
direct consequences of this decision are
1.

The risk that the planned reliance is unwarranted.

2.

The cost of testing compliance with the pertinent procedures.

On the other hand, the auditor may decide not to rely on the internal accounting
controls but, instead, obtain the same combined risk level solely through substantive
procedures including tests of details plus analytic review This decision avoids the
risk of unwarranted reliance and the cost of compliance tests, but may substantially
increase the cost of the substantive procedures
Which is the better decision? Answering this entails considering both the audit
risk and the total cost of the alternatives. For example, suppose the auditor sets the
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tolerable combined risk (1 - R) at .05, and determines that the maximum degree of
reliance (C) is represented by .80. If the auditor uses this maximum degree, the audit
risk for substantive tests would be 25((1 - .80) x .25 = 05). On the other hand, if the
auditor uses minimal reliance, the audit risk for substantive tests would be .05 ((1 - 0) x
.05 = .05). The.20 difference between the two risk levels ( 25 - .05) multiplied times the
risk of unwarranted reliance is a measure of the additional risk caused by uncertainty
concerning the efficacy of the system of internal control. If, in this example, the risk of
unwarranted reliance is 10, the additional risk is 02 (.10 x .20) if the auditor relies on
the controls and sets the tolerable audit risk for substantive tests at .25.
One criterion to use in deciding the appropriate level of planned reliance would
be to select that alternative with the lower audit cost subject to the condition that the
additional risk should not exceed some stipulated level, say .01. Using this criterion
in the above example would mean the auditor should decide between using minimal
reliance with an audit risk of .05 for substantive tests and using the maximum reliance
with an audit risk of .25 together with a risk of unwarranted reliance equal to 05
(( 25 - .05) x 05 = 01) The auditor would select the one having the smaller cost.
To obtain the relevant cost comparisons of the two alternatives, the auditor needs
to take into account the possibility that compliance tests might result in placing less
than the planned reliance on the system of internal accounting control even when
compliance is satisfactory. This may occur when the sample results incorrectly indi
cate that the compliance deviations could exceed the threshold rate.
The total cost under minimal reliance is just the cost of performing the substan
tive tests at the sampling risk corresponding to minimal reliance. Thus, this total cost
should include any extra cost because of the choice of timing or nature of the proce
dures, in addition to the extent of the procedures.
This is to be compared to the total cost under the maximum possible reliance,
including the cost of conducting the compliance tests of pertinent procedures To this
total cost should be added the difference in cost between conducting the substantive
tests at minimal reliance and the maximum reliance times the probability of over
auditing This additional factor corresponds to the additional expected cost incurred
when the compliance tests result in incorrectly deciding that compliance is unsatis
factory, and, consequently, the auditor decides to use the minimal reliance in con
ducting substantive tests
Evaluating such trade-offs is one important aspect of generating a good audit
strategy Measuring the sampling risk permits improvement of the ability to make
decisions pertaining to the extent of substantive tests of detail. At the same time, the
nonsampling aspects of risk must weigh heavily in the auditor’s determination of the
nature and timing of audit procedures The discussion here illustrates how inter
related these two aspects are Consequently, while statistical sampling allows the
auditor to improve the effectiveness of the audit program, controlling the nonsampling
aspects of risk may be of equal or greater importance

Summary
A description of those portions of the audit process affected by the auditor’s
decision to use statistical sampling reveals the major contribution that statistical
sampling offers—the opportunity to measure, and hence control, the sampling portion
of audit risk.
The auditor can use statistical samples both for compliance tests and substantive
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tests. For compliance tests, use of statistical sampling allows the auditor to control
the risk of unwarranted reliance This is the risk of deciding that the rate of compliance
deviation does not exceed some threshold rate when, in fact, the rate of compliance
deviation is unsatisfactory (equals the threshold rate).
For substantive tests, statistical samples permit the auditor to control the risk that
procedures would fail to reveal the existence of a material amount of monetary error.
Planning all the tests pertaining to a particular account balance or class of trans
actions together allows the auditor to control the total sampling risk. In addition, there
is an opportunity to evaluate the relative merits of several alternative plans and select
the one that is preferred

2
Basic Statistical Concepts

This chapter introduces the basic statistical concepts important to the auditor.
The objective is to present those concepts required for understanding and using
statistical techniques to select a sample and project the results to the whole from
which the sample was selected

Probability
The foundation of all statistical sampling is probability theory. Two distinct inter
pretations of the word probability are used when this theory is applied to practical
problems One meaning is that of long-run frequency. If the probability of choosing a
specified item is .01, then repeated choices made under the same circumstances
would result in the item’s being selected in about one percent of the cases For
example, in one thousand choices, about ten would contain the specified item. This
frequency interpretation is the basis of statistical sampling theory and is used through
out most of this book When using this meaning of probability, the auditor is stating
that repeated application of a procedure would produce the same result at a stated
frequency.
Another interpretation of probability is as a subjective measure of belief In that
usage, the meaning of the statement "the probability of a material overstatement is
.01" is that the person believes the existence of a material overstatement rates .01 on
a scale of zero to one (1.00). It also suggests that the person would be willing to give
odds of 99 to 1 against the existence of material overstatement. Odds are simply the
probability of one outcome divided by the probability of another outcome In this
illustration, the probability of no material misstatement is .99 (1.0 - .01) and the odds
are, therefore, 99/.01 or 99 to 1
Successfully integrating statistical sampling into the audit process entails using
the subjective interpretation of probability to express the auditor’s judgment concern
ing some uncertain events. Making audit decisions regarding the nature, extent, and
15
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timing of audit tests (what, when, and how much to examine) can be based on blend
ing the frequency interpretation with the subjective interpretation to express the
auditor's risk
Using a sampling method that gives each possible sample a known probability
(frequency) of being selected, permits the auditor to make probabilistic inferences
about the whole population. To accomplish that, it is necessary to specify the popu
lation, the sampling unit, the frame, the characteristic of interest, and the selection
method. The statistical technique to be applied must be specified Commonly used
techniques are discussed in chapters 4, 5, and 6

Population
The population is the aggregate of accounting entries about which information
is desired.1 The particular population is defined to serve the auditor’s objectives The
only stipulation is that the definition should permit anyone to tell whether an item
either belongs or does not belong to the population For example, if the population
is defined as being all accounts receivable as of October 1, accounts with zero
balances, credit balances, and unrecorded balances are included. If these accounts
are not to be included, the population must be defined in a more limited way. For
example, defining the population as all accounts receivable balances appearing on a
trial balance of the subsidiary records would exclude those accounts with zero
balances as well as unrecorded balances. Similarly, restricting the population to
accounts with debit balances would exclude any accounts with zero or credit
balances.
A general description of a population is not sufficient for selecting a statistical
sample Operationally, the auditor needs to specify the individual members of the
population, called the sampling units, the physical representation of the population,
called the frame, and the particular characteristic or characteristics of each sampling
unit that is of audit interest

Sampling Unit
The individual members of the population are called the sampling units For
example, the sampling units for an accounts receivable population might be the
individual accounts The client’s record-keeping system, the particular statistical
technique to be applied, and the audit objective will help the auditor determine the
most appropriate sampling unit to use Individual accounts are a natural choice, but
requesting confirmation of account balances may be impracticable The details of
accounts receivable may consist of copies of uncollected sales invoices, and it may
not be practical to summarize them by customer Even when balances are available,
to obtain confirmation from government agencies or certain other customers may
require limiting requests to individual contracts or sales invoices For such situations,
using uncollected line items or invoices as sampling units might be a better choice.
Similar considerations arise when the auditor defines the sampling unit in a popu
lation of transactions covering a particular period For example, the auditor may use
either vouchers or checks as the sampling unit Because a single check may pay

1

Other terms used for this concept are universe and field See Arkin [4] pp. 20-25 for a more complete
discussion
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several vouchers, auditing all the details supporting a check may take more effort
than auditing all the details supporting a voucher2
The auditor should also consider his audit objectives. Several objectives can be
satisfied using a single sample, provided the sampling unit is appropriately selected.
For example, selecting a voucher as the sampling unit enables the auditor to satisfy
his objectives with respect to recorded purchases and the associated disbursements.
Finally, selecting a sampling unit often affects the efficiency of the statistical
technique.3 Populations composed of small sampling units may be more homogene
ous than large sampling units. For example, individual credit sales may vary far less
than customer balances The advantage of using the smaller unit is that the required
sample size may be smaller
Frame
The frame is a listing or other physical representation of the sampling units. If
individual accounts receivable are the sampling units, the frame may be defined
either as the trial balance (a listing) of the subsidiary records or as the ledger cards
(a physical representation) constituting the subsidiary records.
Often a variety of potential frames is available, but the one requirement of a
frame is that it be a complete representation of all the sampling units constituting the
population Among the alternative frames satisfying this requirement, the auditor
chooses the one that is most practical for accomplishing the audit objective. For
example, in examining inventories, alternative frames might be (1) a listing showing
quantities, prices, and extensions prepared as the result of either a physical inven
tory or an update of perpetual records; (2) perpetual records showing quantities
but not prices, or (3) a map of physical locations or an index of tag numbers assigned
to them
Of these alternatives, the listing would be the most practical frame when the
objectives are to determine whether all items in the record do, in fact, exist and
whether recorded quantities, prices, and extensions are correct. On the other hand,
if the listing is not available until too late in the audit, either of the other frames is
acceptable, provided the auditor can establish that it is complete.
Since completeness is the principal requirement, and his conclusions pertain only
to the set of sampling units included in the frame, the auditor must be satisfied that
the frame does contain all the sampling units corresponding to the defined popula
tion. Continuing the inventory example, the auditor could validate a listing by (1)
footing it to see that its total agrees with the general ledger and (2) tracing items
from the physical locations to see that they are represented on the listing. Similarly,
to determine that the index of tags assigned to inventory locations is complete, the
auditor would need to determine that a tag had been issued to each listed inventory
item.
Frames should be complete, but they may contain units that do not belong to the
population of sampling units. For example, a listing of accounts receivable may con
tain inactive accounts that are not part of the defined population to be sampled This
presents no statistical difficulty In selecting the sample from the frame, any unit
selected that does not belong to the population is simply ignored for statistical pur
poses For audit purposes, examining selected items that do not belong to the popula-

2
3

When some form of two-stage sampling can be employed, such additional effort can be reduced
See Appendix 1 for a definition of statistical efficiency
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tion may be very important. For example, a check number corresponding to a voided
check may be examined to see that it was properly voided even though it is not part
of the population of disbursements
Characteristic
The purpose of sampling is to infer something about a characteristic of the popu
lation. To make an inference about a specified population characteristic, a corre
sponding characteristic for each sampling unit should be defined. One typical popu
lation characteristic is the total audited dollar amount To permit inferences about
this population characteristic, it must be possible to determine an audited dollar
amount for each sampling unit.
The auditor may specify one or more characteristics for each sampling unit. For
example, the recorded dollar amount, the audited dollar amount, and the difference
amount (audited amount minus recorded amount) are three characteristics that may
be associated with a sampling unit. Each of these characteristics is an example of
what is called a variable A variable is any quantitative characteristic associated with
a sampling unit In auditing, the variables encountered are expressed typically in
dollars
Another type of characteristic that may be associated with the sampling units is
known as an attribute An attribute is a qualitative characteristic, such as a procedural
deviation, that either does or does not exist within a population. Consequently, each
sampling unit either possesses or fails to possess the attribute In this sense, attributes
are measured in terms of the number of occurrences, and the corresponding popula
tion characteristic is typically the percent of the population units that possess the
attribute
In auditing applications, considerable care must be exercised in defining the
attribute For example, if the sampling unit is a recorded check and a defined attribute
is lack of a properly authorized purchase order, there may be checks for which no
purchase order is required Consequently the lack of a purchase order would not
necessarily indicate a deviation from internal control procedures One way to avoid
this is to define the population so as to eliminate all checks that do not require pur
chase orders. Another way is to define the attribute as lack of proper authorization,
with the different ways a check could be properly authorized explicitly noted. The
auditor selects the alternative that permits accomplishing the test objective.
A common practice is to define several attributes for each sampling unit. Thus,
the auditor might define the several attributes to be particular types of deviations in
such functions as authorization, pricing, approval, and so forth. Each attribute, how
ever, is separately evaluated, and this may mean having a slightly different popula
tion of sampling units for each attribute For example, all recorded checks could be
the appropriate population for testing accounting distribution, and only those re
corded checks for purchases requiring purchase orders could be the appropriate
population for testing the existence of a properly authorized purchase order
Finally, the nature of the sampling unit influences what constitutes an occurrence
of the defined attribute. In the case of one check that pays several invoices, the
absence of either one or several purchase orders would count as a single occurrence

Selection Method
The validity of any statistical inference depends on the manner in which the
sampling units are selected Only those methods that result in a known probability
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of selecting each sampling unit in the population permit valid statistical inferences.
This means that attempts to select randomly do not necessarily meet the criterion
unless rigorous techniques are applied. Likewise, when the sampling units are
selected judgmentally, valid statistical inferences are not possible.
The selection methods described in this chapter include unrestricted random
sampling, systematic sampling, and sampling with probability proportional to size.

Unrestricted Random Sampling
An unrestricted random sample of size n has two defining properties: (1) each
sampling unit has an equal probability of selection, and (2) each possible group of
n units has an equal probability of selection. A given sampling unit may be selected
either with or without replacement. Selection with replacement means that each unit
in the sample is selected from the entire frame so that a particular unit may be selected
more than once. Selection without replacement means that once a unit is selected it
is effectively removed from the frame; thus, the sample will always consist of n dif
ferent sampling units Sampling without replacement is ordinarily used in auditing.
To select an unrestricted random sample without replacement, the auditor may
use either a random number table or a computer program that generates random
numbers To use a random number table, the auditor needs first to establish a corre
spondence between the digits in the table and the sampling units.4 If the sampling
units have identifying numbers, that number could be used. If the sampling units are
listed on several pages, the page and line numbers could form the basis of the
correspondence.
For example, if the frame consists of a listing of 300 pages with no more than 20
sampling units per page, correspondence could be established by using a five-digit
number The first three digits would correspond to the page number and the last two
would correspond to the line number The number 00101 corresponds to page 1,
line 1, and the number 30020 corresponds to page 300 line 20. When some pages
have fewer than 20 units, no bias is introduced if the auditor ignores numbers cor
responding to blank positions on those pages
The correspondence described above is valid, but it involves discarding many
five-digit numbers To overcome this inefficiency, a scheme of multiple correspond
ence may be established whereby each sampling unit corresponds to more than one
random number. In devising such multiple correspondence, care should be taken to
assure that each sampling unit corresponds to the same number of random numbers.
For example, 30101 and 60101 could also identify page 1, line 1, and 60020
and 90020 could identify page 300, line 20. This scheme identifies each page and
line number by three five-digit random numbers and reduces the frequency of un
usable random numbers. If desired, the number of random numbers assigned to each
page and line number could be increased by assigning to page 1, line 1, the following.
00101
00121
00141
00161
00181

4

30101
30121
30141
30161
30181

60101
60121
60141
60161
60181

Arkin [4] contains a table of 105,000 random digits
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If this correspondence is used, the twentieth item on any page has a correspondence
pattern represented by page 300, line 20, as follows.
30020
30040
30060
30080
30000

60020
60040
60060
60080
60000

90020
90040
90060
90080
90000

Notice that the bottom row uses 30000, this is required to give the twentieth item an
equal opportunity of selection
In deciding on the correspondence scheme, two important requirements are to
(1) make sure the scheme gives each sampling unit an equal chance of being
selected, and (2) avoid complexities that might result in misapplication in the field.
For example, if there are 338 pages and 21 lines per page, the following correspond
ence pattern might be used for page 1, line 1: 00101, 00131, 00161, 40101, 40131,
40161 In devising this scheme, the number of pages was taken as 400 and the
number of lines as 30 to make the scheme simpler
Systematic Sampling
Systematic sampling is a convenient method of selection if properly used Al
though the method is easy to use, it may give invalid results under certain circum
stances (as discussed below). In one form of systematic selection, the auditor selects
the first sampling unit at random from among the first k sampling units and thereafter
selects every kth sampling unit from the entire frame. To determine the value of k,
divide the population size (N) by the desired sample size (n) and then set k equal
to the closest integer smaller than N/n Following this procedure insures that the
sample will be at least n For example, if a sample of 90 units is required from a
population of 10,000, k=111 following the suggested procedure because
10,000/90= 111.11 The first sampling unit is selected at random from the first 111
units. Then, the sampling units are counted (beginning with the number one), and
each time the count reaches 111, the corresponding unit is selected To demon
strate the results of this method, suppose that the units are consecutively numbered
and that the first unit selected at random is 85 Then the other units in the sample
correspond to numbers: 196 (85 + 111), 307 (196+ 111), 418 (307 + 111), and so
forth (Even when the units are not consecutively numbered, counting the sampling
interval in this way effectively assigns consecutive numbers to them and thereby
arrives at exactly the same units )
The selection procedure needs to be continued throughout the frame In the above
example, this means that if the first sampling unit selected at random is from one to
ten, there will be 91 units in the sample. To stop the selection after 90 units would
bias the results since the 10,000th population unit would have no chance of being
selected. Another point to remember is that no substitution is permitted. If, in the
example, unit 196 corresponds to an unusable item, the auditor must not substitute
unit 195, unit 197, or any other unit—the sample size is simply one less.
A systematic sample is certainly a probability sample, in certain circumstances,
it produces results that are essentially equivalent to unrestricted random sampling5
5

See Cochran [5], p 210, for conditions under which systematic sampling is superior to unrestricted
random sampling
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The required circumstances are that the sampling units be in random order with
respect to the characteristic being measured. For example, if the auditor’s objective
in a price test of inventory items is to discover errors, a systematic sample would
produce results equivalent to an unrestricted random sample only if the errors are
randomly distributed among the inventory items in the frame.
It is undoubtedly reasonable to assume in many situations that the characteristic
selected by the auditor appears in random order within the frame. However, in making
that assumption, the auditor introduces some risk and must decide whether this risk
is worth the convenience of systematic sampling.
One frequently used method that reduces the dependence on the assumed
randomness is the use of several random starts instead of a single start. In the ex
ample of the sample of 90 from a population of 10,000, the auditor might use ten
random starts and a sampling interval of 1111. The ten random starts yield ten sub
samples, each containing nine sampling units To avoid difficulties in using this
method, it would probably be better to use a skip interval of 1100 This would result
in ten subsamples some of which could contain ten units. Evaluating the sample
results may then be done using the techniques of replicated sampling 6

Sampling Proportional to Size
Another method of obtaining a probability sample is to select the sampling units
with probabilities proportional to the size of the unit. This method, abbreviated pps,
can be very useful in auditing The measure of size used is often the recorded
amounts This gives units with large recorded amounts more opportunity to be
selected than units with small recorded amounts, and, typically, the auditor is more
interested in examining the larger units Because sampling units having a recorded
amount of zero cannot be selected, they must be treated separately, as should
sampling units with negative recorded amounts7
Several methods may be used to select a pps sample. When no negative re
corded amounts exist, one method of choosing a sample of size n is as follows.

1

Select n random numbers from a random number table. Each random number
should contain as many digits as are contained in the total recorded amount.

2

Arrange the selected random numbers in ascending order

3

Prepare a listing of the accumulated recorded amounts for the population of
sampling units

4

Find the location in the listing of the selected random numbers and take the
corresponding sampling unit into the sample

To illustrate, if the recorded amount is $5,284 and a sample size of three is
desired, the auditor selects three random numbers, each with four digits not greater
than 5284 Suppose these are 4717, 4149, and 0740, as read from the table, and

6

7

Deming [7] and Arkin [4] describe the procedures that may be used to do this In using this method
(sometimes called replicated sampling), the auditor must decide on the number of subsamples In
general, the more subsamples the better, but some authors have suggested using at least ten
(Arkin [4])
Negative recorded amounts refer to credit balances among asset accounts or to debit balances
among liability accounts Reversing transactions such as NSF checks deducted from cash receipts
or sales returns deducted from sales would also be negative
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become 0740, 4149, and 4717 in ascending order. This says that the sample should
consist of the sampling units containing the 740th accumulated dollar, the 4149th
accumulated dollar and the 4717th accumulated dollar. Suppose the population
consists of ten items, as follows:

Unit No

Recorded Amount

Accumulated Amount

$ 448

2

$ 448
641

3

167

1256

4

342

5

1066

1598
2664

6

789

3453

1

1089

7

347

3800

8

578

4378

9
10

728
178

5106
5284

The random number 0740 occurs in unit 2, the number 4149 occurs in unit 8, and 4717
occurs in unit 9. So, the sample of three consists of units 2, 8, and 9 with the respec
tive recorded amounts of $641, $578, and $728.
Had the random numbers been 1629, 2532, and 4178, unit 5 would be selected
twice, since both 1629 and 2532 correspond to it. The illustrated method thus permits
a sampling unit to be selected more than once—so the sampling is effectively with
replacement Because the evaluation techniques take this possibility into account,
such duplication as may occasionally occur does not present any difficulty to the
auditor
There is an alternative scheme that does not require accumulating the recorded
amounts.8 This scheme consists of selecting a random number between one and N,
where N represents the total number of sampling units and the unit corresponding
to that random number is then selected as a provisional member of the sample. A
second random number is then selected between one and the largest individual
recorded amount. If this second random number does not exceed the recorded
amount of the provisional unit, that unit is taken into the sample; otherwise, it is not.
This procedure is repeated until the requisite number of sampling units has been
selected.
The advantage of this alternative is that it does not require the cumulation of the
recorded amounts The disadvantage is that a relatively large number of trials will
have to be performed before a sample of given size is selected If the sample size is
large, the effort in selecting the sample in this way may outweigh the effort of cumu
lating the recorded amounts.
A third method is to use a form of systematic selection. One way to do this is to
specify a sampling interval of k dollars. When the desired sample size is n, the
sampling interval k is set equal to the total recorded amount (Y) divided by n. When
ever this quotient is not an integer, k is set equal to the largest integer smaller than
8

See Raj [18], p 48
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Y/n. If the total recorded amount (Y) is $991,269 and the desired sample size (n) is
67 items, for example, the sampling interval would be rounded down from $14,795.06
to $14,795. The procedure is as follows:
1 .

Select a random number between one and k. Call it g.

2 .

Cumulate the recorded amounts of the sampling units in the frame whose re
corded amounts are less than k until g is first equaled or exceeded. The corre
sponding sampling unit is taken into the sample.

3

Continue cumulating the recorded amounts that are less than k. Take into the
sample those sampling units that cause the cumulated amounts to equal or
exceed k + g, 2k + g, 3k + g . . . .

4

Any sampling unit whose recorded amount equals or exceeds k is automatically
a part of the sample, and the recorded amounts of such units do not enter the
accumulation process

Applying this procedure to the previous example to obtain a sample of three, the
auditor determines the skip interval of $1761 by dividing the total recorded amount
($5284) by three. The starting number of 0354 was selected from the random number
table.9 The sample numbers are 0354, 2115, and 3876. This corresponds to sample
item numbers 1, 5, and 8 with recorded amounts of $448, $1066, and $578, respec
tively.
Following this procedure, the final sample will include (1) those sampling units
with recorded amounts less than k corresponding to g, g + k, g + 2k, and so forth,
and (2) all sampling units with recorded amounts equal to or greater than k. The
resulting sampling can be treated as a pps sample of all sampling units with a
recorded amount less than k provided the characteristic of interest (often the dif
ference between the audited and recorded amounts) is unrelated to its position
within the frame (that is, the frame is in random order with respect to the charac
teristic)
This is essentially the same condition that was cited previously with systematic
selection. As before, it is undoubtedly a reasonable assumption in many situations.
The auditor must decide whether the risk that the assumption is not true is worth the
convenience of this or a similar selection process10

Population Distribution
The key concept underlying any statistical technique is the sampling distribution
The sampling distribution describes the set of all possible sample outcomes and is
closely related to the population distribution The characteristic of interest to the
auditor generally does not have the same value for each sampling unit There is
usually a set of possible values for the sampling units; the population distribution
describes the fraction of the sampling units that possess each possible value of the
characteristic. The importance of the population distribution to the auditor is twofold:
9

10

This number was read from the Table of 105,000 Random Decimal Digits, Statement 4914, Interstate
Commerce Commission, May, 1949, presented in Arkin [4], beginning on line 104, column 8 and
reading down until the first four-digit number equal to or less than 1761 was encountered
The Auditape system of Haskins & Sells uses a somewhat different selection technique that also
results in a type of systematic pps sample but with more randomization
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(1) if he knew the population distribution of the characteristic, he would be fully in
formed and would not require a sample, and (2) the population distribution affects
the results of the sampling process (the sampling distribution).
The population distribution may be described by a frequency distribution. A fre
quency distribution shows the fraction of the sampling units that possess each pos
sible value of the characteristic A frequency distribution may be portrayed either by
a table or a graph; in either case, the first step is to divide the range of possible
values of the characteristic into class intervals 11 Then, the frequency with which the
characteristic’s values fall into each class interval is expressed as a fraction. For ex
ample, if the population is 500 checks with amounts ranging from $10 to $450 and
totalling $67,500, a frequency distribution in tabular form would be as follows.
Class
Interval

Number
of Units

Frequency

Cumulative
Frequency

1- 50

175

35

35

51-100
101-150

75

50

60

15
12

151-200

45

09

71

201-250

45

09

80

251-300

40

88

301-350

35

08
07

351-400

20

04

99

401-450

5

01

1 00

500

1 00

62

95

In graphical form the same frequency distribution would appear as follows

Midpoints of Class Intervals

Figure 2.1
In this illustration, the characteristic of the sampling unit was a variable—the
recorded dollar amount of the check The frequency distribution describes the frac
tion of the sampling units falling into each class interval of recorded check amounts.

11

There are conventions for choosing the number and size of the intervals Descriptions of these con
ventions may be found in [22]
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Examining either the table or the graph shows that .35 of the checks were for recorded
amounts from $1 to $50, that .62 of the checks were for recorded amounts not ex
ceeding $150 and that only .05 of the checks were for recorded amounts exceeding
$350. Therefore, from a frequency distribution, the auditor can obtain complete in
formation about how the characteristic varies among the sampling units
Instead of the recorded check amount being the characteristic, the auditor might
choose to define the characteristic as the difference between the audited amount and
the recorded amount. Were he to audit each check in the population, these differences
might have a frequency distribution such as the following.

Number
of Units

Class
Interval

Cumulative
Frequency

Frequency

$-4 49 - -3.50
-3.49 - -2 50

0

00

00

5

.01

-2.49- -1 50

5

.01

.01
.02

-1.49-- .50

10

.02

.04

- 49-+ .50

450

.90

.94

51 - +1 50

15

03

97

+

+ 1 51 - + 2 50

5

01

.98

+ 2 51 - +3.50
+ 3.51 - +4 50

5

.01

99

5

1.00

+ 4 51 - +5.50

0

01
00

500

1 00

In graphical form this frequency distribution would appear as follows.
1
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-4

-3

-2-1

0

Midpoints of Class Intervals

Figure 2.2

+3
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The contrast between the two illustrated distributions of recorded check amounts
and difference amounts is striking. The distribution of difference amounts is heavily
concentrated about zero ( 90 of the checks have differences of less than $.50), and is
nearly symmetric—that is, the frequency and amounts of positive differences are
about the same as the frequency and amounts of the negative differences. The dis
tribution of recorded check amounts, on the other hand, does not show any such
symmetry—the technical term for the shape is skewed 12 It is quite common for the
distribution of recorded amounts in accounting populations to exhibit skewness that
is even greater than in the illustration
As an illustration of an attribute, suppose each check is classified according to
whether proper supporting documents exist. The frequency distribution of this attri
bute is described by knowing what fraction of the sampling units fail to have proper
support. To describe the frequency distribution in graphical form, an occurrence
(absence of proper support) is coded as “1" and a nonoccurrence (presence of proper
support) is coded as "0.” The graph corresponding to an occurrence rate of .08 is
shown as follows.

Figure 2.3
These examples illustrate that the concept of the population distribution applies
to any characteristic the auditor selects, whether it is a variable (a dollar amount) or
an attribute (a compliance deviation) In each case, the population distribution com
pletely describes how the defined characteristic varies among the sampling units.
Determining such a distribution is often impractical (in some cases a complete audit
would be required), and, consequently, various summary measures are widely used
to describe the population Some of these are called measures of location and others
are called measures of dispersion In statistical sampling the most important measure
of location is the population mean and the most important measure of dispersion is
the population standard deviation

Population Mean
The population mean locates the center of the frequency distribution. It is com
puted by adding the characteristics of each sampling unit and then dividing by the
total number of sampling units For the previous illustration of the population of 500
checks totalling $67,500, the population mean is $135. Capital letters are used in this

12

See Appendix 1 for an explanation of the term
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book to refer to values of population characteristics. Thus, if Y refers to the total re
corded amount of the checks, and N the total number of checks, the calculation of the
population mean (Y) may be represented by the following formula

In turn, Y = ∑ Yj, where Y, refers to the recorded amount of the jth sampling unit and
capital sigma (∑) indicates that all amounts should be summed 13
When the characteristic is an attribute (for example, the check lacks proper sup
port), the population mean is the proportion of sampling units lacking proper support.
This proportion is denoted by P In the case of attributes, the population mean is
called the population occurrence rate and is often expressed as a percent rather
than as a decimal fraction.

Population Standard Deviation
The population standard deviation measures the dispersion of the distribution
about the population mean. The larger the standard deviation, the more widely dis
persed the characteristic of the sampling units is in relation to the population mean.
It is often convenient to express the magnitude of the population standard deviation
in relation to the magnitude of the population mean The ratio of the population stan
dard deviation to the population mean is called the coefficient of variation. The co
efficient of variation measures the relative population dispersion; the standard devia
tion measures the absolute population dispersion.
From the previous illustrations, it can be shown that the standard deviation of the
population of recorded check amounts is $54, and the coefficient of variation is,
therefore, .4 (54/135). Contrasted to this, it can be shown that the standard deviation
of the differences (audited amounts minus recorded amounts) is $.68 and the co
efficient of variation is 13 6 (.68/ 05). This says the difference population has far less
absolute dispersion ($.68 vs. $54), but is relatively more dispersed (13.6 vs. .4).

Sampling Distribution
From the population of sampling units a probability sample of size n is selected,
a specified characteristic is observed for each sample item, and, based on these
observed values, a point estimate is calculated for the corresponding population
characteristic. The value of the estimates depends upon which sampling units are
included in the sample The sampling distribution describes the probability of each
possible value of the sample point estimate. Knowledge of the sampling distribution
allows the auditor to predict what will occur and evaluate what has occurred when
sample estimates are made Knowing the sampling distribution, at least approxi
mately, allows the auditor to plan the extent of his observations and make useful
inferences based on the observed results
13

One reason for introducing symbols to represent population totals and means is that in many applica
tions the auditor does not know the value of these quantities For example, the total audited amount
of a population (represented by X) is never known and likewise the total difference amount of a
population (represented by D) is never known
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The concept of a sampling distribution may be illustrated by a very simple
example. Assume the auditor is to select two accounts from the following five accounts
and determine whether the balances are correct.

Propriety of Balance

Account

Correct

A

X

B

X

Incorrect

X

C
D

X

E

X

Using unrestricted random sampling without replacement, the possible sample
outcomes are as follows.

Accounts Selected
A,
A,
A,
A,
B,
B,
B,
C,
C,
D,

Incorrect Balances
Selected

B
C
D
E
C
D
E
D
E
E

0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
2
1

Since each of the combinations is equally likely to occur, the number of incorrect
balances has a sampling distribution as follows
Number of
Incorrect Balances
Observed

Number of
Possible
Outcomes

Probability
of
Outcome

0
1

3
6
1
10

.30
.60

2

10
1.00

In this simple illustration, the population occurrence rate is known to be 40
(two incorrect balances out of five balances). Even were this rate unknown, as is the
usual case in practice, the auditor could make inferences about the population
occurrence rate depending upon the sample outcome. Whenever no occurrences are
observed in his sample of size two, for example, the auditor could infer that the
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population occurrence rate does not exceed .40. According to the sampling distribu
tion there is a .70 probability of observing more than zero occurrences when the
occurrence rate is .40 Consequently, the risk that this inference is incorrect never
exceeds .30, regardless of what the population occurrence rate really is. The basis
for this assertion is the fact that had the population occurrence rate exceeded .40,
the probability of at least one observed error would have been at least .70 (.60 + .10
or 1 00 - 30).
The example shows that the sampling distribution depends upon (1) the sample
size, (2) the method of selection, (3) the observed characteristic, (4) the evaluation
procedure, and (5) the population distribution. Of these, the auditor selects (1)
through (4), which permits him to control the probabilities that his inferences about
(5) are incorrect.
As a more realistic example, if the auditor selects an unrestricted random sample
of 50 purchase orders and determines whether each has been properly authorized,
the number of orders with no authorization must be between 0 and 50 The sampling
distribution specifies the probability of observing each of the 51 possible results.
For each population occurrence rate, there is a unique sampling distribution describ
ing the probability of observing each of the possible outcomes. For example, if the
population of purchase orders contained no instances of orders lacking authorization,
every sample that could be chosen would result in zero occurrences. The sampling
distribution corresponding to a zero population occurrence rate would have a prob
ability of 1.00 for zero sample occurrences. The following table shows the sampling
distributions corresponding to population occurrence rates of .01 and 05

Population Occurrence Rate
.05

01
Number of
Occurrences

Probability

Number of
Occurrences

0
1

6050
.3056

0
1

2025

2

.0756

2

.2611

3
4

0122

2199

0014

3
4

5

0002

5

0656

6

.0260

7

.0120

Probability
0769

1360

The probability column is interpreted as the frequency of observing the specified
number of occurrences in repeated samples of size 50 from the population. For
example, the frequency of observing zero occurrences in repeated samples of 50 is
60 5 percent when the population occurrence rate is 1 percent and only 7.69 percent
when the population occurrence rate is 5 percent.
In auditing applications, the population occurrence rate is unknown—otherwise
there would be no need to sample. Consequently, the auditor uses his knowledge
of the possible sampling distributions to make an inference concerning the population
occurrence rate based on the observed sample results. For example, if the auditor
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selects an unrestricted random sample of 50 purchase orders, and establishes that
each one was properly authorized, it is relatively more likely that the observations
came from a sampling distribution with a population occurrence rate of 1 percent than
from a sampling distribution with a population occurrence rate of 5 percent

Attributes

When the observed characteristic is an attribute, the population occurrence rate,
sample size, and the method of selection determine the sampling distribution of the
number of occurrences observed in the sample. Knowledge of the sampling distri
bution for the number of observed occurrences is sufficient for determining the
sampling distribution of the usual estimator—the sample occurrence rate. The sample
occurrence rate is equal to the number of occurrences divided by the sample size.
If m represents the observed number of occurrences in a sample of n, the sample
occurrence rate (p) is defined as the observed number of occurrences (m) divided
by the sample size (n).
When the sample is selected using unrestricted random sampling without re
placement, the appropriate sampling distribution is known as the hypergeometric
distribution 14 Extensive tables of this distribution do not exist, since separate tables
would be required for each population size, sample size, and population occurrence
rate. Consequently, several approximations are widely used. Among these, the
binomial distribution is both well known and extensively tabled.15 Although the
binomial distribution is the exact sampling distribution only when sampling is with
replacement, it nonetheless affords an excellent approximation of the hypergeometric
distribution whenever the sample size is small relative to the population size. If the
sample size exceeds, say, 10 percent of the population size, and sampling is without
replacement, a correction factor will improve the approximation.
In some circumstances both the hypergeometric and binomial distributions can
be approximated by a normal distribution 16 For the binomial distribution this approxi
mation is best when the population occurrence rate is equal to .50 and becomes less
satisfactory the farther the occurrence rate is from .50. Since audit applications
frequently involve population occurrence rates less than 10, the normal approxima
tion is often inappropriate both in planning samples and in evaluating their results.
The normal approximation can be considered satisfactory when either (1) the sample
size is at least 60 and the population occurrence rate is between .30 and .70 or (2) the
products of sample size times both the sample occurrence rate and its complement
exceed 35.17 This latter condition means that when the sample occurrence rate is
about .10, the sample size should be at least 350. Because this sample size is very
large for most audit applications, other approximations ordinarily should be used.
Another useful approximation is the Poisson distribution. This approximation is
appropriate when both the population occurrence rate and the sampling fraction
(sample size divided by population size) are small. The approximation is quite satis
factory when the population occurrence rate and the sampling fraction are both less
than .10, and these conditions are common in auditing applications. When they
exceed .10, correction factors can be used to improve the approximation. Relatively
14

15

16
17

A discussion of the hypergeometric distribution can be found in Dixon and Massey [8] See chapter
9 for a computer time sharing program
A discussion of the binomial distribution can be found in Dixon and Massey [8] The following refer
ences contain tables of the binomial distribution Aiken [1] and AICPA [2], vols 2 and 6
The normal distribution is discussed further later in this chapter
These conditions are suggested in Hansen, Hurwitz, and Madow [12], p 131
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compact but nonetheless comprehensive tables for the Poisson distribution are
readily available.18
Variables

When the observed characteristic is a variable (for example, an audited dollar
amount, a difference amount, or a ratio of audited amounts to recorded amounts), no
single sampling distribution will apply to every situation. Rather, the shape of the
applicable sampling distribution of a specified variable depends on (1) the shape
of the population distribution, (2) the method of sample selection, and (3) the sample
size
To illustrate, suppose an unrestricted random sample were chosen from the
population of 500 checks previously described and the recorded amount of each
check in the sample observed. Suppose the population total (total recorded amount)
is estimated by multiplying the population size (500) by the sample mean (y).19 When
the sample size is 1, the sampling distribution is the same as the population distribu
tion shown in figure 2.1, except that the limits of the class intervals are each multiplied
by 500. Consequently, there is a .35 probability that the estimate is between $500
and $25,000, a 15 probability that it will be from $25,500 to $50,000, and so forth.
As the sample size is increased, the sampling distribution changes shape, be
coming more symmetrical and bell-shaped. This is illustrated by the following graph
based on selecting many unrestricted random samples of size 50 from the popula
tion. To make the scale comparable to figure 2.1, the frequency of the sample means
is graphed, rather than 500 times the sample means.

Relative
Frequency

Sample Means for Samples of Size 50

Figure 2.4
The sampling distribution shown in figure 2.4 is much more symmetrical than the
corresponding population distribution shown in figure 2.1, which is highly skewed.
Sample size is responsible for this phenomenon. For any population, the sampling
distribution of the sample means is nearly symmetrical when the sample is large
enough.
The mean value of the sampling distribution in figure 2.4 is $135. This is also the
18
19

See Molina [16]
The sample mean, y, is defined in a manner similar to the population mean lfy1,y2,y3,
the n sample values,
y =

∑yj
n

, yn denote
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value of the population mean. The mean of the sampling distribution always equals
the population characteristic whenever the estimator is unbiased The term unbiased
means that the average of the estimates computed for all possible samples equals
the corresponding population characteristic
The standard deviation of the sampling distribution is called the standard error
of the estimate The standard error in figure 2 4 is about $7 25. The dispersion of the
sampling distribution is much less than that of the population (population standard
deviation equals $54). The amount of reduction is determined by the sample size
As a general rule, the standard error of the estimate equals the population standard
deviation divided by the square root of the sample size and multiplied by the so-called
finite population correction factor This factor, which equals the square root of 1 0
minus the sampling fraction (sample size divided by population size), is only im
portant when the sample size exceeds 10 percent of the population.
For example, the standard error in figure 2.4 was computed as

$7 25 =

$54
50

_ 50

500

Neglecting the finite population correction factor, the standard error would be com
puted as

$7 64 =

$54
50

The reduction of 5 percent corresponds to a sampling fraction of 10 percent With a
smaller sampling fraction, such as 3 percent, the reduction is about 1.5 percent. In
general, use of the finite population correction factor will reduce the standard error
by about one-half the sampling fraction.
The auditor can control the magnitude of the standard error by selecting an ap
propriate sample size. This is a key element in planning. Neglecting the finite popu
lation correction factor, the standard error goes down by the square root of the sample
size. For example, to reduce the standard error by a factor of two, the sample size
needs to be increased fourfold

Normal Distribution
The shape of the sampling distribution will resemble the normal distribution when
the sample size is sufficiently large This is a general result applicable to each of the
techniques discussed in chapters 5 and 6. More precisely, statistical theory says
that the distribution of the standardized estimator (the estimate minus its mean and
divided by the standard error) is approximated by a standardized normal distribution
with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. This is a fundamental result
that underlies most of the precision and reliability statements associated with vari
able estimators. Because they affect the statistical validity of the auditor’s results,
it is important that sample sizes be large enough to warrant the normal approxima
tion. This important topic is addressed for each estimator in chapters 5 and 6.
A related issue arises from the fact that the standard error of the estimate must
be estimated from the observed sample results. Consequently, the sample must be
large enough to obtain a stable estimate of the standard error as well as to warrant
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the approximate normality of the standardized estimator when the estimated standard
error is substituted for the true but unknown standard error. At times, the auditor can
use a distribution that is different from, but related to, the normal—this is the so-called
Student’s t-distribution.20
The normal distribution plays a central role in the statistical evaluation of esti
mates of the total audited amount whether based on the sample mean, difference,
ratio, or regression. A normal distribution is based on a mathematical formula that
depends solely on the specified mean and standard deviation. Figure 2.5 shows a
normal distribution corresponding to a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 10.
Probabilities are measured by the area under the curve (the total area is, of course,
equal to 1.0)

Figure 2.5
In this example, the probability of observing a value between 90 and 110 is nearly
68. The lower limit (90) represents one standard deviation (10) below the mean (100)
and the upper limit (110) represents one standard deviation above the mean. The
probability of being within two standard deviations of the mean (80 to 120 in this
example) is about .95 (.9546 to be exact) The probability of being within three stand
ard deviations of the mean is nearly certain—being equal to .9972.
These probabilities will always be the same for any normal distribution and are
easily determined from a normal table (see Appendix 3). The entries in the body of
the table represent the area (probability) from the mean to a specified number of
standard deviations. For example, the entry corresponding to 1 64 standard deviations
is 4495 This says that the probability of observing a value between the mean and
1.64 standard deviations above the mean is .4495. Since the normal curve is sym
metric about the mean, .4495 also represents the probability of observing a value
between the mean and 1.64 standard deviations below the mean.
Multiplying the entries by two (2) gives the probability of being within the specified
number of standard deviations of this mean. For example .8990 (.4495 x 2) represents
the probability of observing a value within 1 64 standard deviations of the mean (from
1 64 standard deviations below the mean to 1.64 standard deviations above the
mean)
Since the area on either side of the mean of a normal distribution is equal to onehalf (.5000), adding .5000 to the entries in the table yields the probability of observing
a value not greater than the specified number of standard deviations above the mean
or greater than the specified number of standard deviations below the mean For

20

See Appendix 3 for a table showing this distribution
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example, 9495 represents the probability of observing a value not greater than
1.64 standard deviations above the mean (or greater than 1 64 standard deviations
below the mean).
The auditor uses these normal probabilities to determine his audit risks. A detailed
explanation of this is contained in the following chapter.

3
Precision, Reliability, and
Sampling Risk

Decisions based on samples involve risk. The auditor who uses statistical sam
pling to estimate a population characteristic needs to know how good his estimate is.
The sampling distribution provides the basis for calculating the magnitude of risk as
well as measuring how accurate the estimate is The key concepts used in the calcu
lations are the precision and reliability of an estimate. This chapter discusses these
concepts and applies them to measuring the sampling aspect of audit risk.

Precision and Reliability
Section 320A 03 of SAS no 1 states.
Statistical samples are evaluated in terms of “precision,” which is expressed as a range
of values, plus and minus, around the sample result and “reliability” (or confidence),
which is expressed as the proportion of such ranges from all possible similar samples
of the same size that would include the actual population value

Precision is a measure of the closeness between the sample estimate and the cor
responding unknown population characteristic. Reliability measures the frequency
with which the difference between the sample estimate and the population value does
not exceed the precision For example, a reported precision of $50,000 at a relia
bility of 97 indicates that, among all possible samples, 97 percent will have a dif
ference between the sample estimate and the population characteristic less than or
equal to $50,000
The precision of any estimate at a specified reliability is determined by the
sampling distribution of the estimate For example, because the sampling distribution
of an estimate of the population audited amount is approximately normal when the
sample size is sufficiently large, properties of the normal distribution described in
the previous chapter may be used by the auditor to calculate the precision of his
estimate at any specified reliability.
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When the estimate is unbiased, the mean of the sampling distribution is the un
known population audited amount. This implies that the difference between the
estimate and the population audited amount is approximately normal, but with a
mean of zero, that is, regardless of the value of the unknown population audited
amount, the sampling distribution of this difference is centered at zero
The standard deviation of this sampling distribution is the standard error of the
estimated audited amount This standard error can be estimated from the sample
observations. For example, if the estimated standard error is $20,000, then the
sampling distribution of the difference between the estimate and the total audited
amounts is distributed approximately as the normal distribution shown in figure 3.1

Figure 3.1
The normal tables show that the probability that the difference is less than or equal
to $20,000 is 6826 (equal to the area under a normal curve from one standard devia
tion below the mean to one standard deviation above the mean). Another way this may
be stated is that a reliability of 68 is associated with a precision of $20,000 (the
estimated standard error)
Specifying a reliability of .90, the auditor needs to determine the number of
standard deviations from the mean required to contain an area of .90. From the nor
mal table, this is determined to be 1 65 Continuing with this example, the precision
is equal to $33,000 (1.65 x $20,000) at a reliability of 90 Similarly, the precision
is $39,200 (1.96 x $20,000) at a reliability of .95 In all these cases, the precision is
obtained by multiplying the estimated standard error ($20,000) by the appropriate
number of standard deviations corresponding to a specified probability. Auditors
often use a condensed table of such factors, labeled UR, corresponding to a specified
reliability, labeled R Such a table appears in Appendix 3.
Determining the probability that the difference between the estimate and the
corresponding population characteristic is less than a specified amount can be done
as above without regard to the algebraic sign of the difference or as a signed dif
ference Defining a signed difference involves specifying how the difference is to be
calculated; the convention here is to make the difference equal to the population
characteristic minus the estimate. Using this convention, a positive difference cor
responds to the estimate’s being less than the population characteristic while a
negative difference means the estimate exceeds the population characteristic.
Using the example shown in figure 3.1, the auditor can compute the probability
that the signed difference is not more than $20,000. This probability corresponds
to the area under the normal curve to the left of $20,000, which is equal to .8413.
This may be interpreted as saying that the signed difference has a precision of
$20,000 at a reliability of .8413 To avoid confusion, this is called the upper precision
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at aone-sided reliability. The term upper refers to the fact that, in this case, $20,000 is
an upper limit to the signed difference; the term one-sided is used as a reminder that
the relevant area is all the area under the curve to the left of $20,000.
An upper precision of $33,000 corresponds to a one-sided reliability of .95, while
an upper precision of $39,200 corresponds to a one-sided reliability of .975. This
illustrates the fact that any stated precision (for example, $33,000) at a specified
interval reliability R (.95) also may be interpreted as the same upper precision at a
different one-sided reliability which is labeled R1 The relationship between the two
is expressed by the following formula
R1 =

R + 1.0
2

For example, an interval reliability of .95 corresponds to a one-sided reliability of
975 (1 95/2).
It is also possible to calculate a lower precision for an estimate. For example, the
probability is .8413 that the signed difference exceeds -$20,000 The negative sign
is required because the calculation involves the signed difference In this case, the
lower precision is $20,000 at a one-sided reliability of 8413
The preceding illustration has focused attention on the difference, signed or not,
between the sample estimate and the corresponding population characteristic. In
practice, the auditor may require a precision interval or an upper (lower) precision
limit that involves the sample estimate and its precision
A precision interval is formed by adding and subtracting the precision at a
specified interval reliability to the sample estimate.1 For example, if the sample
estimate of the total audited amount is $650,000 with a precision of $33,000 at an
interval reliability of .90, then the precision interval ranges from $617,000 ($650,000 $33,000) to $683,000 ($650,000 + $33,000) A precision interval contains the popu
lation total audited amount with a specified reliability.
Proper interpretation of this result is very important in practice. What does it mean
to assert that a precision interval contains the population characteristic with a speci
fied reliability? It means that were the auditor to compute a precision interval for
each possible sample, the proportion of intervals containing the population charac
teristic would equal the specified reliability When the auditor asserts that the relia
bility of his precision interval is 95, he is stating that the statistical procedure he
used results in the population characteristic’s being contained within the precision
interval 95 times out of 100.
An upper precision limit may be computed by adding the upper precision to the
sample estimate. If, as in the previous example, the sample estimate of the total
audited amount is $650,000 with a precision of $33,000 at .90 interval reliability, then
the upper precision is $33,000 at .95 one-sided reliability and the upper precision
limit is $683,000 ($650,000 + $33,000) at the one-sided reliability of .95. The upper
precision limit exceeds the population characteristic with a specified one-sided
reliability
In a similar manner, the auditor may calculate a lower precision limit by subtract
ing the lower precision from the sample estimate. The lower precision limit in the
example would be $617,000 at a one-sided reliability of .95 because the lower preci
sion is $33,000 at a one-sided reliability of 95, and $650,000 - $33,000 = $617,000.
1

A precision interval is also known as a confidence interval and the associated reliability is also
called the confidence level
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The validity of these illustrated calculations depends upon two properties of the
sampling plan:

1.

The approximate normality of the sampling distribution.

2.

Availability of a stable estimate of the standard error from the sample

In practice, failure of either of these might result in meaningless calculations. The
survey in chapters 5 and 6 of statistical techniques that depend upon these two
properties includes a discussion of conditions that assist the auditor in recognizing
questionable applications.

Attributes

Some statistical techniques, such as attribute methods, do not depend upon
approximate normality of the sampling distribution In such cases, the concepts of
precision and reliability remain the same, but their method of calculation changes.
When the observed characteristic is an attribute, the sampling distribution of the
observed number of occurrences in an unrestricted random sample of size n may be
approximated by the binomial distribution. This distribution depends solely upon the
unknown population occurrence rate. Because the distribution is not symmetric, upper
precision will not equal lower precision, and consequently the technique of adding
the precision to or subtracting it from the estimate does not apply as it did with the
normal distribution.
To illustrate the determination of an upper precision limit, assume the auditor has
observed one occurrence in an unrestricted random sample of 80 and specifies a
one-sided reliability of .99. The auditor determines from the binomial tables the
probability of observing more than one occurrence in a sample of 80 for several
population occurrence rates. For example, the probability is .696 when the occur
rence rate is .03, the probability is .914 when the occurrence rate is .05, and the
probability is .990 when the occurrence rate is .08. From the set of population occur
rence rates the auditor selects the one that equals or exceeds the specified one-sided
reliability of .99. In this example, the selection would be 08 as the upper precision
limit.
What is the reasoning behind this choice? If the population occurrence rate were
as large as .08, the probability that the auditor would have observed more than one
occurrence is .99. Consequently, either an event of very small probability has oc
curred (only one occurrence in a sample of 80) or the population occurrence rate
does not exceed 08 Selecting the latter alternative explanation, the auditor has a
one-sided reliability of 99 of being correct
Determining an upper precision limit for any observed number of occurrences
in an unrestricted random sample is simply a matter of finding the population occur
rence rate that makes the probability of observing more than the observed number
of occurrences equal to the desired one-sided reliability. The upper precision limit
depends upon (1) the sample size, (2) the observed number of occurrences, and
(3) the specified one-sided reliability.
A lower precision limit can also be determined for any observed number of oc
currences The lower precision limit corresponding to any observed number of
occurrences is the population occurrence rate that makes the probability of observing
fewer than the observed number of occurrences equal to the desired one-sided
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reliability. This procedure must be modified when the auditor observes zero occur
rences; in this case, the lower precision limit is set equal to zero.
The upper precision of an attribute estimate is equal to the upper precision limit
minus the sample occurrence rate. The lower precision is equal to the sample occur
rence rate minus the lower precision limit. For example, one occurrence in a sample
of 80 yields an occurrence rate of .0125 and an upper precision limit of .08 at a one
sided reliability of .99. Therefore, the upper precision equals about .07 (.08 - .0125).
The lower precision limit is nearly zero and, consequently, the lower precision is
about .01 (.0125 - 0).
The precision interval ranges from the lower precision limit to the upper precision
limit. The reliability of the precision interval is related to the one-sided reliability, as
previously described. That formula may be rewritten in the following way to express
the interval reliability R in terms of the one-sided reliability R1
R = 2R1- 1.0

Thus, when one-sided reliability (R1) is .99, as in the example, the reliability of the
precision interval (R) is .98
The meaning of precision and reliability remains the same for attributes as it is
for variables. For example, a one-sided reliability of .99 means that 99% of all possible
samples of a particular size will yield an upper precision limit that exceeds the actual
population occurrence rate. Similarly, when the interval reliability of a precision in
terval for a particular size sample is 90, then 90 percent of all samples of that size
yield precision intervals that contain the population occurrence rate.

Statistical Objective
When the statistical evidence gives an estimate of a population characteristic
together with the (estimated) precision of that estimate at a specified interval relia
bility level (R), the auditor can use the results in either of two ways—for estimation
or decision-making.

Estimation Objective
The auditor can use an estimation objective whenever he needs to construct a
value that estimates the unknown population characteristic. For example, the auditor
might want to estimate the fraction of a finished-goods inventory that has not been
sold within the last six months; estimate the amount of overstatement in the inventory
in order to propose an adjustment to the recorded amount; estimate an allowance
for bad debts. These and other examples have the common property of being con
structive, that is, an estimation objective is used to construct an estimate of some
characteristic of the accounting system.
To estimate a population characteristic, the auditor needs to specify both a
desired precision and a desired interval reliability level. The sample can then be
designed and the sample size determined to reflect those selected specifications.
When the characteristic is an attribute, the auditor needs to specify an anticipated
occurrence rate in order to determine the appropriate sample size, this contrasts to
variables sampling, in which an additional ingredient is the estimated standard
deviation of the characteristic of interest. For example, when the observed charac-
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teristic is the monetary difference between audited and recorded amounts, the sample
size required to achieve a desired precision depends upon the estimated standard
deviation of differences among the sampling units in the population.
For an estimation objective, the precision measures the maximum probable dif
ference between the estimate and the corresponding population characteristic At
a given interval reliability level (R), the smaller the precision, the closer these two
amounts will be Thus, the reliability level is an essential ingredient in defining the
maximum probable difference
The achieved precision depends upon the observed sample results Conse
quently, the achieved precision will be the same as the planned precision only when
the anticipated occurrence rate equals the observed occurrence rate in attributes
estimation or when the sample standard deviation of the observed characteristic
equals the estimated standard deviation used in planning a variables estimation
sample This will not ordinarily occur unless the auditor has advance information
concerning the population distribution of the observed characteristic In most applica
tions, the auditor needs to use the best information available to obtain a conservative
estimate of the relevant anticipated occurrence rate or estimated standard deviation,
so that the achieved precision will be no larger than planned

Decision Objective

Much of the auditor’s work is not constructive, but critical.2 He must decide
whether the evidence supports such propositions as compliance with the pertinent
accounting control is satisfactory, this inventory amount is not materially misstated,
or these accounts receivable represent bona fide amounts owed to the client. In these
circumstances the auditor must decide whether or not the statistical evidence sup
ports the proposition The term decision-making is used to describe this use of a
statistical sample3
To decide whether a statistical sample supports a stated proposition, the auditor
must specify a decision rule This rule must be constructed so that no matter what
sample results are observed, the statistical sample either does or does not support
the proposition In formulating the rule, the auditor controls the risks of making a
mistake. Two kinds of mistakes are possible: (1) deciding that the evidence supports
the proposition when, in fact, the proposition is not true, and (2) deciding that the
evidence fails to support a proposition when, in fact, the proposition is true. When
the decision is based on any kind of sample, the possibility of deciding incorrectly
can never be eliminated, but the auditor using statistical sampling can control the
risks of error by appropriately selecting the precision and reliability of the estimate.
Chapter 4 discusses control of these risks when attributes methods are used. The
following discussion concerns control of the risks when the variables sampling
methods discussed in chapters 5 and 6 are used, as they frequently are, for decision
making in connection with substantive audit tests
Positive Approach In applying statistical decision-making to substantive tests,
the auditor must select one of two possible propositions The first, called the positive
approach, hypothesizes that the recorded amount is correct The decision rule for the

2
3

SeeMautz[15]
In statistical theory this is known as hypothesis testing, a term employed by Elliott and Rogers [9]
Since testing is already used extensively in auditing, the term decision-making was adopted as
descriptive of how the sample evidence is used
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positive approach specifies under what circumstances the statistical evidence sup
ports the correctness of the recorded amount. The decision rule is described as
follows

Compute the value of the estimated audited amount, together with its achieved
precision at a specified interval reliability. If the recorded amount is within the calcu
lated precision interval, decide that the statistical evidence supports the correctness
of the recorded amount If not, decide that the evidence fails to support the correct
ness of the recorded amount
The risks of deciding incorrectly are controlled by selecting the values of the
precision and the reliability Specifically, the risk that the evidence erroneously fails
to support the correctness of the recorded amount when it is in fact correct, is equal
to the complement of the reliability (that is, 1 0 - R, where R represents the relia
bility). In statistical terminology this is called the alpha risk (α).
The more important error is erroneously deciding that the statistical evidence
supports the correctness of the recorded amount when in fact the recorded amount
is not correct. Of course, a recorded amount can be incorrect by varying amounts
ranging from small to large In exercising control over this type of error, the auditor
must specify the amount of misstatement that is important to him. This is closely
related to the amount of misstatement he would regard as material, indeed, the term
“material amount of misstatement" will be used to describe this amount
The probability that the statistical evidence erroneously supports the correctness
of the recorded amount when the recorded amount is misstated by a material amount
is called the beta risk (β) This risk is controlled by selecting the magnitude of
the precision in relation to the material amount of misstatement. When the interval
reliability is .95 (alpha risk is 05), for example, setting precision equal to one-half
the material amount results in a beta risk of 025, while setting precision equal to the
material amount results in a beta risk of .50 To determine the desired size of the
precision the auditor can use either a table (see Appendix 3D) or a formula
The formula may be expressed as follows

A = - zα/2M

Zα/2 + Zβ

A is the desired precision corresponding to an interval reliability (R), the interval
reliability (R) equals the complement of the alpha risk (R = 1 - a), M is the minimum
amount considered material, zαl2 = UR and zβ = the normal table value of (.5000 - β).
Alternatively, the formula may be expressed in the following manner by replacing
zαl2 by UR
A = -

URM
UR + zβ

As an example, suppose an auditor is testing a raw material inventory with respect
to quantities, prices, and extensions. The recorded amount is $1 million He decides
that a material amount would be $100,000—this is based on the financial statements
taken as a whole. Moreover, he determines that a beta risk of .10 and an alpha risk
of 05 would be appropriate in the circumstances
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Using the formula, he finds that

A

= 1.96 x $100,000
1.96 + 1.28
= $60,494 or $60,500 rounded

In this case, 1.96 is the normal table value of z.025 (z.05/2) and 1.28 is the normal table
value closest to .4000 (.5000 - .1000). The decision rule for this example follows.
Compute the value of the estimated audited amount. If this amount is within
$60,500 of the recorded amount, $1 million, decide that the statistical evidence
supports the correctness of the $1 million with respect to quantities, prices, and
extensions

This rule can also be stated in terms of the point estimate being between
$939,500 ($1,000,000-$60,500) and $1,060,500 ($1,000,000 + $60,500). Such an
equivalent restatement is always possible. The resulting interval is from the recorded
amount minus the precision to the recorded amount plus the precision. This interval
is called the planned decision interval
Figure 3.2 illustrates the alpha risk in this example. The illustrated sampling dis
tribution is approximately normal. When the recorded amount is correct, the mean of
the sampling distribution equals the recorded amount ($1 million) The alpha risk is
the probability that the estimate differs from the recorded amount ($1 million) by
more than the precision ($60,500). This occurs when the estimate lies outside the
decision interval between $939,500 and $1,060,500. Because the recorded amount is
assumed to be correct, the probability is just the shaded areas shown which added
together equal .05

$939,500

$1,000,000
$1,060,5000
Decision Interval -

Figure 3.2

The beta risk is similarly illustrated by figure 3.3. For this example, the beta risk
is the probability that the estimate is within $60,500 of the recorded amount ($1 mil
lion) when the true amount is either overstated or understated by a material amount
($100,000). When the recorded amount is overstated by $100,000, the true amount
of $900,000 equals the mean of the sampling distribution. The beta risk of .10 is
shown by the shaded area.
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-Decision Interval -

Figure 3.3

Figure 3 4 illustrates the same beta risk when the recorded amount is under
stated by $100,000, and, therefore, the mean of the sampling distribution equals
$1,100,000 ($1,000,000 + $100,000).

-Decision Interval

Figure 3.4

Whether the rule is stated in terms of the precision interval’s containing the re
corded amount or the estimated audited amount’s being in the decision interval, it
is necessary that the rule be strictly followed. Otherwise the actual risks may differ
from the planned risks, and the auditor would lose one of the chief benefits of using
statistical sampling
In addition to adhering to the decision rule, the auditor can adjust the precision
whenever the achieved precision differs from the planned precision. This occurs
when the achieved standard error differs from the standard error used in planning.
Without an adjustment, the effective beta risk differs from the planned beta risk when
ever the achieved precision is not equal to the planned precision. If the achieved
precision is smaller than planned, the effective beta risk is smaller, while an achieved
precision larger than planned results in a higher effective beta risk. The alpha risk
would not be affected by any difference between planned and achieved precision
To maintain the effective beta risk at the planned level, the auditor can calculate
an adjusted precision based upon the planned precision, the achieved precision,
and the material amount of misstatement. The adjusted precision equals the
achieved precision plus the material amount multiplied by the difference between
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the planned precision and the achieved precision divided by the planned precision.
In symbols this may be expressed as follows
A" = A' + M

A-A'
A

where M represents the material amount, A represents the planned precision, A'
represents the achieved precision, and A” represents the adjusted precision.4
For example, if the planned beta risk is .20, the planned alpha risk is .05, and the
planned precision is $700,000 based on a material amount of $1 million, the effective
beta risk is 025 when the achieved precision is $500,000 at the planned reliability
of 95 The adjusted precision that maintains the effective beta risk at 20 is equal to

$785,714 = $500,000 + $1,000,000

$700,000 - $500,000
$700,000

A consequence of using the adjusted precision to maintain the effective beta risk
at the planned level is that the effective alpha risk changes from the planned level
When the adjusted precision is larger than the planned precision, the effective alpha
risk decreases (the reliability increases) Conversely, when the adjusted precision is
smaller than the planned precision, the effective alpha risk increases In the illustra
tion, the adjusted precision of $785,714 exceeded the planned precision of $700,000,
and, consequently, the alpha risk is lower than planned To compute the effective
alpha risk, an adjusted reliability factor is calculated. The adjusted reliability factor
equals the planned reliability factor multiplied by the ratio of the adjusted precision
to the achieved precision In the example the planned reliability factor equals 1.96,
consequently, the adjusted reliability factor equals 3 08 (1 96 x (785,714/500,000))
This corresponds to a reliability in excess of .99 and an effective alpha risk of less
than .01
The same procedure may also be used to make an adjustment when the achieved
precision is larger than the planned precision For example, suppose the auditor
planned an alpha risk of .05 and a beta risk of 025 and also specified a desired preci
sion of $500,000 where $1 million represented a material amount. Now, an achieved
precision of $700,000 would lead to an adjusted precision of $300,000 ($700,000 +
$1,000,000[($500,000 - $700,000)/$500,000]) The reliability associated with this
adjusted precision is smaller and its complement, the alpha risk, is therefore larger.
The adjusted reliability factor is .84 (1.96 x 300,000/700,000) for which the effective
reliability is 60 and the effective alpha risk is 40 (1 0 - 60)
Allowing the effective alpha risk to increase, the auditor incurs an increased
probability that the sample evidence will erroneously fail to support the correctness
of the recorded amount when, in fact, the recorded amount is correct When the esti
mate falls outside the adjusted decision interval, the auditor must obtain additional
evidence, one possible source of such evidence would be additional sample ob-

4

This formula applies when both the planned and achieved precisions use the same reliability factor
When the achieved precision uses a factor from the Student’s t-table, a somewhat different formula is
applicable See Appendix 5A That appendix also outlines a procedure for testing the possibility
that the sample estimate of the standard error is too low Also, it is possible to avoid this calculation
by stating the decision rule as deciding the statistical evidence supports the recorded amount when
ever the absolute difference between the estimated audited amount and the recorded amount does
not exceed the material amount (M) minus zβ times the achieved standard error of the estimate
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servations. Obtaining additional evidence involves increased costs and time, but
that is a better alternative than allowing the beta risk to increase beyond its planned
level

Negative Approach. In following the positive approach the auditor starts with the
proposition thatthe recorded amount is correct and uses the statistical evidence to
support or reject that proposition. In contrast to this is the negative approach by which
the auditor begins with the proposition that the recorded amount is incorrect by a
material amount and uses the statistical evidence to support or reject that proposi
tion. While it can be demonstrated that the two approaches are equivalent, the nega
tive approach is assumed throughout section 320B of SAS no. 1
Following the negative approach, the auditor formulates a proposition that he
believes is not correct—the existence of a material understatement or overstatement
in the recorded amount When the statistical evidence renders the proposition im
plausible, he decides that it is not true.5 That is, when the statistical evidence fails
to support the potential existence of a material amount of error, the auditor decides
that the recorded amount is not materially incorrect. A decision rule following this
approach is the following
Compute an estimate of the total difference between the audited amount minus
the recorded amount together with the precision of the estimate at a specified interval
reliability If the upper precision limit (the estimated difference plus the precision) is
smaller than the material amount and the lower precision limit (the estimated dif
ference minus the precision) is larger than the negative of the material amount, decide
that no material misstatement exists. Otherwise, decide that the recorded amount may
be materially misstated
This decision rule means that the evidence supports the position that no material
misstatement exists whenever the estimated difference in absolute terms is less than
the material amount (M) minus the precision. This rule also says that the decision that
no material misstatement exists is supported by the statistical evidence whenever the
estimated difference regardless of sign, plus the precision is less than a material
amount
When the auditor uses interval reliability (R), the probability that this negative
approach results in erroneously deciding that no material misstatement exists, when,
in fact, the amount of overstatement or understatement is equal to a material amount,
is equal to the complement of the interval reliability divided by 2.0 [(1.0 - R)/2]
Thus, when the auditor uses an interval reliability (Ft), the beta risk (β) is represented
as6

10 - R
or, solving for Ft,
2 ’
R = 1 0 - 2β.
β=

For example, if the auditor sets the tolerable beta risk at .15, then Ft = 70 (.70 =
1 0 - 2 x 15)
5
6

This is the procedure described in statistical theory under testing statistical hypotheses as rejecting
the null hypothesis
Throughout this book, beta risk will always refer to the risk that the auditor decides that no material
monetary error exists when, in fact, the recorded amount is materially misstated This is contrary to
standard statistical practice when the negative approach is used
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Instead of using an interval reliability (R), the auditor may apply the above deci
sion rule using a one-sided reliability (R1). When this is done, the beta risk (β) is
simply represented as the complement of the one-sided reliability (R1). In symbols,

β = 1.0-R1
For example, a tolerable beta risk of .15 would entail using a one-sided reliability
of 85.
Section 320B.30 of SAS no 1 states:
The risk that material errors will not be detected in the auditor's examination is measured
by the complement of the reliability level used if the auditor compares the upper precision
limit of monetary error to the amount he considers material This is the basis for the dis
cussion pertaining to reliability in subsequent paragraphs On the other hand, if the auditor
adopts the decision rule to accept the book value as materially correct only if it is included
in the statistical precision range, this constitutes a hypothesis test and he should interpret
the following paragraphs in that context

The first two sentences quoted above describe what is called here the negative
approach, using one-sided reliability; on the other hand, the last sentence refers to
the positive approach. Because all references to reliability in the subsequent para
graphs of section 320B assume one-sided reliability (R1) associated with the negative
approach, those references should be interpreted as meaning the complement of the
beta risk when the positive approach is used.
The second type of risk is erroneously deciding that there may be material mis
statement when the recorded amount is, in fact, correct. This is called the alpha risk
(a). Using the negative approach, this risk can be controlled by selecting the preci
sion as a fraction of the material amount. This can be done either by using a table
(Appendix 3D) or by using the following formula

A =

Zβ

Zαl2 + Zβ

M,

when A is the desired precision, M is the minimum amount considered material,
zα/2 is the normal table value of ( 5 - α/2), and zβ is the normal table value of
(.5 - β). When the auditor uses a one-sided reliability (R1), zβ = UR1 and so the formula
can be rewritten
A =

Zα/2 + UR1

M.

For example, suppose the negative approach is applied to the previous inventory
example with a recorded amount of $1 million and a material amount of $100,000.
The auditor specifies a beta risk of .10 (the risk of erroneously deciding there is no
material monetary error when the overstatement is $100,000 or the understatement
is $100,000). This means that the auditor can use a one-sided reliability of .90. He also
specifies .05 as the alpha risk (erroneously deciding there may be material misstate
ment when the recorded amount is correct) Using the formula, zβ = Ur2 = 1 28,
zα/2 = 1.96, and M = $100,000. Therefore,
A =

1.28
$100,000
1 96 + 1.28

= $39,506 or $39,500 rounded
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Applying the decision rule for the negative approach the auditor will decide that a
material error may exist if the upper precision limit (estimated total difference plus
$39,500) exceeds $100,000 or the lower precision limit (estimated total difference
minus $39,500) is less than -$100,000. These conditions are equivalent to the esti
mated total difference’s exceeding $60,500 ($100,000 - $39,500) or being less than
-$60,500
Figure 3.5 illustrates the risk that the auditor decides there may be material error
when the recorded amount is correct. In this circumstance the sampling distribution
of the total difference is centered at zero and the shaded areas indicate the resulting
probability that the estimated total difference either exceeds $60,500 or is less than
-$60,500.

Decide Material——Decide Material
Overstatement
Understatement

Figure 3.5
Figure 3 6 illustrates the risk that the auditor may decide there is no material error
when, in fact, the amount of overstatement is $100,000. Because differences are com
puted as the audited amount minus the recorded amount, a negative sign indicates
an overstatement When the sampling distribution is centered at -$100,000, the
probability that the estimated total difference is greater than -$60,500 and less than
+$60,500 is indicated by the shaded portion under the curve.

—Decide Material
Understatement

Decide Material---------Overstatement

Figure 3.6
Figure 3.7 illustrates the same risk when the recorded amount is understated by
$100,000
When the achieved precision does not equal the planned precision under the
negative approach, the auditor does not need to make any adjustment to maintain
the effective beta risk of erroneously deciding that there is no material misstatement
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Decide Materia
Overstatement

-Decide Material
Understatement

Figure 3.7

at the planned level Of course, the effective alpha risk of erroneously deciding that
there may be a material misstatement is changed from the planned level when the
achieved precision differs from the planned precision If the achieved precision is
larger than planned, the risk is greater, while, if the achieved precision is smaller,
the risk is less The formula for determining A can be solved for zα/2 to give zαl2 =
zβ(M/A - 1)
For any achieved precision A, this formula can be used to calculate the effec
tive alpha risk Whether an auditor selects the positive or negative approach is a
matter of personal choice—either approach is valid as long as it is consistently
followed When the desired risks are the same, as in the illustration, the same sample
size will result from using either approach This is verified in the example by ob
serving that the desired standard error of the estimate was the same under either
approach Using the positive approach, the desired precision of $60,500 at an interval
reliability of .95 means a desired standard error equal to the precision divided by the
corresponding reliability factor (1 96) This gives a desired standard error of $30,867
($60,500/1 96)
Employing the negative approach, the desired precision of $39,500 at a one
sided reliability of 90 means a desired standard error of $30,859 ($39,500/1 28)
The slight difference in the desired standard errors is caused by rounding

4
Attribute Methods

Attribute methods encompass any sampling situation where a qualitative charac
teristic is associated with each sampling unit of a population All attribute methods
have one of three basic purposes estimation, decision, or discovery All of the meth
ods are directly or indirectly concerned with the percentage of the sampling units
that possess the qualitative characteristic known as the population occurrence rate
Attribute estimation is appropriate when the objective is to estimate the population
occurrence rate within some limits of accuracy as represented by the desired preci
sion and reliability A decision technique is appropriate when the objective is to
decide whether the population occurrence rate exceeds some tolerable limit, and the
auditor wants to control the risks of an erroneous decision Discovery sampling is
appropriate when the objective is to observe at least one sample occurrence when
ever the population occurrence rate equals or exceeds some critical level.
Various techniques under each of these methods are discussed in this chapter
The discussion of decision techniques covers both samples of predetermined size
and sequential samples Sampling proportional to size (pps sampling) is discussed
separately, since it can be used for any of the three basic purposes
Because attribute methods are usually most appropriate for compliance tests, the
illustrations in this chapter are primarily in that area. Attribute methods may also be
appropriate for substantive tests, particularly those attributes that have a determinable
effect on the monetary amount

Sampling Unit
When the auditor wants to use any form of attribute sampling, he must carefully
define the sampling unit and decide on an appropriate frame. The only requirement
in defining the sampling unit is that it must either possess the attribute or not. For
example, a sampling unit may be a purchase, a cash disbursement, a sale, an account
receivable, an inventory item, or a group of inventory items
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The attribute associated with each sampling unit must be so defined that there is
no ambiguity concerning whether or not it occurs. For example, suppose the sampling
unit is a disbursement made by a check and the attribute concerns whether a clerk
compared the check amount to the amount of the vendor’s invoice. The attribute
could be defined as “absence of the clerk’s initials signifying that the check amount
was compared to the vendor’s invoice.” Using this definition, the presence of the
initials would constitute compliance even though the check amount did not agree
with the amount on the vendor’s invoice. To avoid this situation, the defined attribute
could be modified to include the statement “or the check amount does not agree with
the amount shown on the vendor’s invoice.” An occurrence would then correspond
to absence of the clerk’s initials or presence of the initials but a disagreement be
tween check amount and the vendor's invoice.
Since the required sample size is stated in terms of the number of sampling units
that must be examined, it is advantageous to make the sampling unit as small as
possible, consistent with the auditor’s objectives and the client’s accounting system.
For example, if the audit objectives can be equally served using a check or an invoice
as a sampling unit, and if either is practicable in terms of the client’s accounting
system, the auditor would be better off choosing the invoice. The auditor should also
consider, however, whether a separate selection of checks will be required or whether
it will suffice to examine the checks corresponding to the selected invoices. Thus,
audit objectives are inseparably intertwined in defining the appropriate sampling
unit.

Frame
In many applications of attribute methods, the auditor can select one of several
possible frames—each meeting his audit objectives and each being complete or
capable of being tested for completeness In such circumstances, the most con
venient frame should be selected. For example, when examining cash disbursements,
the cash disbursements book or the check register might be more convenient to use
than the voucher register.
An additional consideration in deciding on the frame is the fact that several
attributes are usually examined at the same time, which entails selecting a frame
that is (1) appropriate for several audit objectives, (2) complete, and (3) convenient
to use for each attribute

Attribute Estimation
When the auditor selects an unrestricted random sample without replacement and
determines whether each selected sampling unit possesses the defined attribute, he
can use the sample results to estimate the population occurrence rate. In this circum
stance the sample occurrence rate is equal to the number of occurrences divided by
the sample size The observed sample occurrence rate is the estimate of the unknown
population occurrence rate
As described in chapter 2, the sampling distribution of the observed number
of occurrences in a sample of size n depends upon both the population size (N) and
the population occurrence rate. The exact sampling distribution can be closely
approximated by the binomial when the sampling fraction (n/N) is less than .10, and
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by the Poisson when both the sampling fraction and the population occurrence rate
are less than .10.1 When the sampling fraction exceeds .10, a correction factor can
be used to improve either approximation.
The sampling distribution has a mean value equal to the population occurrence
rate,2 but the distribution is not symmetric about the mean. The importance of this
asymmetry to the auditor is that a precision interval is composed of two parts of
unequal length One part extends from the sample occurrence rate to the upper
precision limit, and this part is known as the upper precision. The other part extends
from the sample occurrence rate to the lower precision limit and is known as the
lower precision. In variables techniques, the upper precision and lower precision
have a common value but in attribute estimation, the upper precision exceeds the
lower precision whenever the observed sample occurrence rate is less than 50.
Determining Sample Size
Sample size for attribute estimation may be determined either to achieve a desired
precision interval at a specified two-sided reliability (R), or to achieve a desired upper
precision limit at a specified one-sided reliability (R1) In either case, a table can be
used.3 Additionally, a computer program such as the one described in chapter 9
(ATS1Z1) may be used
The procedure for determining the sample size when the desired upper precision
limit is specified at a one-sided reliability (R1) and a table is used as follows.

1

Decide on an anticipated occurrence rate

2

Find the table corresponding to the specified reliability

3

Determine the sample size corresponding to the anticipated occurrence rate and
the desired upper precision limit

The anticipated occurrence rate should represent the auditor's conservative
expectation of what he will observe Since the achieved upper precision limit will
exceed the desired upper precision limit whenever the observed occurrence rate
exceeds the anticipated rate, it is important that the auditor set the anticipated
occurrence rate slightly larger than the rate considered likely based on a preliminary
sample, past experience, or other knowledge.
For example, assume the auditor desires an upper precision limit of 05 at .95
one-sided reliability and sets the anticipated occurrence rate at .02 even though a
rate of 01 seems likely Referring to an appropriate table the auditor finds that the
required sample size in these circumstances is about 180 sampling units For a
sample of this size, the achieved upper precision will not exceed .05 as long as the
sample occurrence rate is less than or equal to .02. Consequently, the desired upper
precision limit will be achieved whenever the observed number of occurrences does
not exceed four Had the auditor set the anticipated occurrence rate at .01 instead,
the sample size would have been only about 100 units, but the desired upper preci
sion limit would have been achieved only for an observed occurrence rate of up to

1
2
3

Because of typically small population occurrence rates in auditing applications, the normal approxi
mation is not considered appropriate for attribute methods
This is another way of stating that the sample occurrence rate is an unbiased estimate of the popula
tion occurrence rate
Tables for computing sample sizes are presented in AICPA [2], vol 6
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.01 (not more than one occurrence) The additional 80 units provide a safety factor
for mistakes in what the auditor thinks is the likely occurrence rate.
A similar procedure can be used to determine the sample size required when
the auditor specifies a desired precision at a two-sided reliability R Since the upper
precision is larger than the lower precision, determining a sample size that yields
a desired upper precision will automatically yield a precision interval that meets the
desired specification.4 As an illustration, if the auditor desires a precision of .03, then
using 03 as the desired upper precision means that the desired lower precision is
smaller than .03
When the auditor specifies a desired upper precision at a two-sided reliability
(R), but has only the tables designed for a desired upper precision limit at a one
sided reliability (R1), it is necessary to (1) convert the desired upper precision to a
desired upper precision limit, and (2) convert the two-sided reliability (R) to the cor
responding one-sided reliability (R1)
The first conversion is done by adding the desired upper precision to the antici
pated occurrence rate For example, if the anticipated occurrence rate is .02, and
the desired upper precision is .03, then the desired upper precision limit is 05
(.02 + 03) Deciding the appropriate value of the anticipated occurrence rate involves
exercising the same degree of conservatism suggested previously.
When the desired reliability is specified asR for a precision interval, the following
relationship converts this to the equivalent of one-sided reliability (R1)

R1 =

R + 1.0
2

Thus, when R is designated as 90, for example, the corresponding one-sided relia
bility (R1) equals 95.
After making these conversions, the appropriate sample size can be determined
by following the same procedures previously set forth for determining the sample size
on the basis of a desired upper precision limit at a specified one-sided reliability
(R1). For example, when the auditor sets the anticipated occurrence rate at .02 and
desires an upper precision of 03 at 90 two-sided reliability, the conversions illus
trated above allow use of tables for an anticipated occurrence rate of 02 and a desired
upper precision limit of .05 ( 02 + 03) at a .95 one-sided reliability (R1) As previously
illustrated, those tables indicate a required sample size of about 180 units.

Evaluating Results
After selecting the sample and completing the audit procedures on each selected
sampling unit, the auditor can evaluate the results statistically. As previously indi
cated, the estimated population occurrence rate equals the observed number of
occurrences divided by the sample size.
Tables can be used to determine the achieved upper precision limit at a one
sided reliability of R1. 5 In addition, a time sharing computer program such as the one
described in chapter 9 will compute this for any sample size. The results from either
source is the estimate together with the achieved upper precision limit at a one-sided
reliability of R1. The statistical interpretation of this is that, repeatedly following the
4
5

This applied when the observed occurrence rates are less than 50 For situations where the rates
exceed 50, the lower precision is larger than the upper precision
See the tables in AICPA [2], vols 2 and 6
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same procedures, the auditor would expect the resulting upper precision limit to equal
or exceed the population occurrence rate 100R1 percent of the time.
For example, one observed occurrence in an unrestricted random sample of 120
would indicate an achieved upper precision limit of .04 at a 95 one-sided reliability
level The auditor may be tempted to state that the probability is .95 that the population
occurrence rate does not exceed 04—but this would be an unwarranted assertion
since the probability concept used measures only frequency. For a given population,
the true but unknown occurrence rate must be less than, equal to, or greater than .04.
From the frequency viewpoint, the auditor can assert that were he to choose unre
stricted random samples of 120 repeatedly and calculate the achieved upper preci
sion limit at the .95 one-sided reliability, about 95 percent of such achieved upper
precision limits would equal or exceed the population occurrence rate This places
the emphasis on the procedure and the reliability refers to the success ratio of apply
ing that procedure a large number of times.
When the auditor desires a precision interval, he must determine a lower precision
limit in addition to the upper precision limit This can be done using either tables or
the same computer program mentioned previously.6 When the tables employ one
sided reliability (R1) the conversion to interval reliability must be done. This is accom
plished using the following equation
R =2R1 - 1.0

Thus, when R1 is specified as 95, for example, the corresponding interval reliability
equals 90.
For example, four observed occurrences in an unrestricted random sample of
120 would indicate an achieved upper precision limit of .08 at a one-sided reliability
of .95 and a lower precision limit of 01 at a one-sided reliability of 95 The precision
interval ranges from 01 to .08 at a reliability of 90 Notice that the observed occur
rence rate is 4/120 = .033 Therefore, the achieved upper precision is 047 (08033) and the achieved lower precision is smaller at 023 (.033 - 01).
The auditor can report that the achieved precision interval resulted from following
a procedure that produces intervals containing the population occurrence rate with
a frequency of 100R percent

Attribute Decision
The results from an unrestricted random sample selected without replacement
can be used in deciding whether a population occurrence rate is as high or higher
than some specified rate 7 This attribute method can be used in deciding whether
compliance with pertinent internal accounting control procedures justifies the audi
tor’s planned reliance. Deciding whether compliance is satisfactory requires a
standard and was discussed in chapter 1. The standard is expressed as a particular
threshold occurrence rate, labeled P0, so that were compliance deviations as large as
6
7

Tables for this purpose are included in AICPA [2], vol 2
This topic is often discussed under acceptance sampling, which was developed to help decide
when a manufactured lot of items is satisfactory See Arkin [4], Cyert and Davidson [6], and Vance
and Neter [21] Since the jargon of acceptance sampling seems ill-suited to auditing, the topic is
developed here without the usual references to that material
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this rate, the auditor would adjust his substantive tests to reflect less reliance than
was planned on that accounting control or set of controls. On the other hand, com
pliance deviations at any rate smaller than P0 would be consistent with the auditor’s
planned reliance.

Fixed Sample-Size Plans

To decide on the basis of a sample of size n whether the occurrence rate may
be as large as P0, the auditor needs to specify a decision rule. The rule stipulates the
action to be taken for each possible observed number of occurrences In particular,
the auditor specifies a critical number of occurrences (or equivalently a critical
sample occurrence rate), so that when the observed number of occurrences exceeds
the critical number of occurrences (or the sample occurrence rate exceeds the critical
sample occurrence rate), he decides that the population occurrence rate may be as
large as P0. When the observed number of occurrences is less than or equal to the
critical number of occurrences, he decides that the occurrence rate is smaller than P0.
For example, suppose the auditor judges that compliance would not be satis
factory from the standpoint of planned reliance if the occurrence rate is as large as
5 percent.8 It must then be determined what sample size and what number or rate
of observed occurrences would lead to deciding that the occurrence rate is as large
as 5 percent.
Instead of specifying the critical number of occurrences, the auditor may specify
a desired upper precision limit equal to P0. When the achieved upper precision
limit exceeds Po, the auditor decides that the occurrence rate may be as large as
Po and when the achieved upper precision limit is not larger than P0, he decides that
the occurrence rate is smaller than P0 That these decision rules are equivalent can
be easily seen by examining a table for evaluating attribute estimation samples
employing one-sided reliability (R1). For example, at 95 one-sided reliability, a
sample of 120 units gives an achieved upper precision limit of .06 when two occur
rences are observed, and an achieved upper precision limit of .07 when three
occurrences are observed. Consequently, it makes no difference whether the decision
rule is stated in terms of the observed number of occurrences—decide that the
occurrence rate is as large as 6 percent when more than 2 occurrences are observed ;
or in terms of the achieved upper precision limit—decide the occurrence rate is as
large as 6 percent when the achieved upper precision limit exceeds 6 percent.9
With any decision rule, two types of errors are possible: (1) incorrectly deciding
the population occurrence rate is smaller than, say, 6 percent when it is as large or
larger, and (2) incorrectly deciding the occurrence rate is as large as 6 percent when
it is smaller Both these errors may be controlled by using an appropriate sample
size and designating an appropriate critical number or rate of occurrences.
The more serious error is relying on an accounting control when the reliance is
not justified 10 This type of error, denoted by delta (8), is measured by the complement
of the one-sided reliability (R1) when the population occurrence rate is P0 (8 = 1 - R1)
In the previous illustration, the one-sided reliability of 95 means that there is a 5 per
cent risk of incorrectly deciding that the population occurrence rate is less than .06

8
9
10

See the discussion in chapter 1 for a suggested way of arriving at this judgment
Table used is from AICPA [2], vol 2
This risk is called the risk of unwarranted reliance It is called the beta risk in acceptance sampling
(see [21]), but in this book the symbol “8” will be used instead
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when, in fact, it equals .06. This is the maximum risk in the sense that for any popula
tion occurrence rate larger than .06, the risk is smaller than 5 percent.
The fact that the risk grows smaller as the population occurrence rate increases
beyond P0 is very important in practice For example, in a sample of 120, the auditor
would have a 5 percent risk if adopting the rule of deciding the population occur
rence rate is as large as .06 whenever the achieved upper precision limit exceeds
.06 (or the observed number of occurrences exceeds 2). This risk decreases to less
then 1 percent when the population occurrence rate is .07 and is nearly zero (.001)
when the population occurrence rate is .09.
Selecting an appropriate value for the threshold rate, P0, is not an easy task.
Following the suggestion made in chapter 1, the auditor could designate P0 as the
rate corresponding to an expected potential material amount of monetary error. The
expected potential monetary error associated with a particular rate of compliance
deviation equals the rate times the number of transactions times the average dollar
amount of each transaction or, equivalently, equals the rate times the total dollar
amount of the transactions.11
It is not necessary to determine the threshold rate (P0) exactly, because the proba
bility of deciding that compliance is satisfactory changes gradually as the population
occurrence rate moves away from P0. For example, in the illustration a sample of 120
afforded a risk of unwarranted reliance (δ) equal to 05 when P0 = 06. The same
sample size affords a probability of 06 of reaching the conclusion that compliance
is satisfactory when the population occurrence rate is 05. Consequently, the auditor
would have nearly the same risk of unwarranted reliance as long as the threshold
rate was set somewhere between 05 and 06 The exact point selected makes little
difference.
The other type of error—deciding that the occurrence rate is as large as P0 when
in fact it is smaller—is not as serious as the first type discussed, but it is important.12
Unnecessarily increasing the audit work beyond that consistent with the planned
reliance increases the cost of auditing, and hence this type of error also needs to be
controlled. To exercise control, the auditor may designate an occurrence rate P1 so
that whenever the occurrence rate is as small as P1, the risk of incorrectly deciding
that the occurrence rate is as large as P0 is equal to some specified value. For exam
ple, if the auditor designates P1 as .01 in the sample of 120, the risk of deciding that
the occurrence rate is as large as .06 when in fact the population occurrence rate
is as small as .01, is equal to about 12
Again, in deciding on P1, the auditor is attempting to determine a population
occurrence rate that is consistent with controlling the risk of overauditing when there
is excellent compliance The risk of overauditing diminishes for population occur
rence rates smaller than P1, and gradually increases as the occurrence rate increases
beyond F1.13 Operationally, the auditor might ordinarily select P1 in the range of
005 to 01

11

12
13

This expected potential monetary error may be useful whenever each transaction has the same
chance of containing a compliance deviation If the auditor knows that some transactions are more
likely to contain evidence of compliance deviations, he should incorporate this information into his
planning
This risk is called the risk of overauditing In acceptance sampling terminology, this is known as the
alpha risk (see Vance and Neter [21]) No special symbol is used in this book
In practice, specifying P0 and P1 as far apart as is reasonable results in the smallest sample size
When the population occurrence rate is zero, of course, there is no risk of overauditing resulting
from the sampling process
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To summarize, the auditor desiring to decide whether an occurrence rate is as
large as some specified value P0, determines a sample size and a decision rule based
on whether the achieved upper precision limit exceeds P0 or not. The risk of unwar
ranted reliance (8) is equal to the complement of the one-sided reliability, R1. The
risk of overauditing may be controlled at a designated occurrence rate of P1 by
determining an appropriate sample size.
Determining Sample Size The sample size is determined by the four quantities
P0, P1, the risk of unwarranted reliance (8), and the risk of overauditing In some situa
tions the auditor may omit from consideration P1 and the associated risk of over
auditing When only P0 and the risk of unwarranted reliance are considered, the
auditor can determine the sample size using exactly the same procedure as in attri
bute estimation but with P0 corresponding to the desired upper precision limit and
the complement of the desired risk of unwarranted reliance corresponding to the one
sided reliability (R1) To repeat, these steps are as follows.

1.

Decide on an anticipated occurrence rate.

2.

Find the table corresponding to the one-sided reliability (R1).

3.

Look up the sample size corresponding to the anticipated occurrence rate and
the desired upper precision limit (P0).

Following this procedure, the auditor’s anticipated occurrence rate equals the
critical sample occurrence rate, so that whenever he observes more than the critical
number of occurrences, the sample evaluation will indicate that the population
occurrence rate may exceed P0. For example, using an anticipated occurrence rate
of 01, and a desired upper precision limit of 05, with a one-sided reliability of 95,
the required sample size is about 10014 After auditing the 100 selected sampling
units, the sample evaluation will indicate that the occurrence rate may be as large
as 05 whenever more than one (100 x 01) occurrence is observed and that the
population occurrence rate is less than .05 whenever either zero or one occurrences
are observed. The risk of unwarranted reliance is .05, or the complement of the one
sided reliability.
The deficiency in using this procedure is that the risk of overauditing is unknown
and uncontrolled whenever the population occurrence rate is not zero For example,
the risk of overauditing is .26 when the population occurrence rate is .01, and this risk
increases to nearly .60 when the occurrence rate is 02 This means that the auditor
will needlessly place less reliance on the control about one time in four whenever
the population occurrence rate merely equals the anticipated occurrence rate
To prevent this, the sample size and the critical number of occurrences can be
determined to control the risk of overauditing when the population occurrence rate
equals a specified P1 For example, if the auditor specifies a .05 risk of overauditing
at Pi = 01 and a 05 risk of unwarranted reliance at P0 = .05, the required sample
size is about 180 and the critical number of occurrences is four
The required sample size may be determined by using tables of the cumulative
binomial distribution (see Aiken [1]) or a computer program such as one presented in
chapter 9 Using tables, the procedure is to locate a sample size and critical number
so that the probabilities of exceeding the critical number are the specified risk of
14

See the tables in AICPA [2], vol 6
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overauditing at P1 and the complement of the specified risk of unwarranted reliance
at P0. This can be done in the following way:
1.

For a trial sample size, determine the critical number corresponding to the speci
fied risk of unwarranted reliance at P0.

2.

Determine the probability of exceeding that critical number at P1. If this exceeds
the desired risk of overauditing, increase the sample size sufficiently to increase
the critical number by one and repeat

To illustrate, again consider the example of a .05 risk of overauditing at P1 = .01
and a .05 risk of unwarranted reliance at P0 = .05 The following table shows the
results of the described procedures.
Trial
Sample
Size

Critical
Number

Risk of
Unwarranted Reliance
at P1 = 05

Risk of
Overauditing
at P0 = .01

100
130

1

.037

.264

2

039

.142

160

3

.039

.078

180

4

.051

.036

As the example shows, the cost of controlling the risk of overauditing at P1 = .01
is increasing the sample size from 100 to 180 The benefit is to decrease the risk
from about .26 to 04 that the auditor would needlessly extend his planned substan
tive procedures. Unless the benefit exceeds the additional cost, the sample size for
the compliance test should not be increased. This aspect of planning will be dis
cussed more thoroughly in chapter 7.
Evaluating Results The evaluation of unrestricted random samples selected
without replacement to decide whether the occurrence rate is as high as P0 is straight
forward. After performing the audit procedures on the selected sampling units, the
auditor determines the number of observed occurrences. If the number of observed
occurrences exceeds the critical number of occurrences or if the achieved upper
precision limit exceeds P0, the auditor decides the population occurrence rate may
be as large as P0. Otherwise, the decision is that the population occurrence rate is
smaller than P0 and is therefore acceptable for the purpose of placing the planned
reliance on the pertinent accounting control
Following this procedure the auditor has a determined risk of incorrectly deciding
the occurrence rate is smaller than P0 for any population occurrence rate In par
ticular, the risk of unwarranted reliance is equal to the complement of the one-sided
reliability (R1) when the occurrence rate equals P0.
The risk of overauditing may likewise be determined for any specified population
occurrence rate (P1).

Sequential Plans

In this section, sequentially determined sample sizes for making a decision con
cerning a population occurrence rate are discussed The reason for using a sequential
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sample rather than determining a fixed sample size in advance is that many times
fewer sampling units will be required before a decision is reached. More specifically,
a sequential sample will require fewer observations whenever the population occur
rence rate is either very low or much higher than anticipated.
At each stage of the sampling process, the sample evidence is evaluated to
determine whether a decision concerning the population occurrence rate can be
reached or whether additional sample information is required. Sequential decision
plans for attributes involve specifying an initial sample size, an incremental sample
size to be added at each stage of the sampling process, and the total number of
stages possible.
A class of sequential plans with four stages has been developed and tested in
actual situations These plans have proved useful in reducing the number of required
observations compared to using a predetermined sample size with the same risks of
error In addition, the plans are quite simple. In the first stage an initial sample of size
nl is audited and if additional observations are required, the same number (∆n) of
additional observations is added at each of three possible subsequent stages. Both
the initial sample size (nl) and the incremental sample size (An) are chosen to limit
the risk of unwarranted reliance and the risk of overauditing as specified by the
auditor.

Sampling Distribution The auditor may reasonably ask why it is necessary to
design specific sequential plans rather than construct them based on attribute tables
designed for predetermined sample sizes. The answer is that sequential plans con
structed from standard attribute tables have a larger risk of unwarranted reliance
than the nominal risk based on the tables. To illustrate this, consider the following
sequential plan (sometimes called stop-or-go sampling) designed to decide whether
the population occurrence rate is as great as .08, with a desired risk of unwarranted
reliance equal to 10 In constructing the sampling plan, the desired upper precision
limit is .08 and the one-sided reliability (R1) is .90.
Decide population
occurrence rate
may be as great
as .08 when
number of ob
served occurrences
is at least

Stage

Incremental

Cumulative

Decide population
occurrence rate is
less than .08 when
number of ob
served occur
rences is less
than or equal to

1
2

50
20
30

50
70
100

1
2
4

8
8
8

20
30

120
150

5
7

8
8

Sample Size

3
4
5

At each cumulative sample size, the number of observed occurrences yielding
an upper precision limit of 08 at a one-sided reliability of .90 was determined In a
sample of 100, for example, four observed occurrences yield an upper precision limit
of .08 at 90 one-sided reliability. For the above stop-or-go plan the largest sample
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size of 150 was designed to be three times the initial sample size.15 Since observing
eight occurrences in a sample of 150 yields an upper precision limit exceeding .08
at .90 one-sided reliability, observing at least that number of occurrences at any stage
would lead to the decision that the population occurrence rate could exceed .08.
Unfortunately, the foregoing plan does not have a risk of unwarranted reliance
equal to .10 (the complement of the nominal one-sided reliability) but one of nearly
. 16. The increase over the nominal risk occurs because the sample evidence is used
at each stage to decide whether to stop or continue to the next stage. To develop
a sequential plan that maintains this risk at the desired level, consideration must be
given to the effect that the intermediate sample results have on determining the final
total sample size. This has been done for the plan described below
Determining Sample Size To determine the initial sample size (nl) and the incre
mental sample size (An) the auditor specifies the same four quantities needed when
the total sample size is predetermined—P0, P1, the risk of unwarranted reliance at
P0, and the risk of overauditing at P1. To minimize the required number of tables under
this sequential plan, the tables in Appendix 3C allow the auditor to specify only
P1 as either .005 or .01, for which the risk of overauditing does not exceed .05 or .10,
respectively. The table then shows the initial sample size and incremental sample
size corresponding to a specified P0 and a specified risk of unwarranted reliance.
The numbers in the table corresponding to a specified risk of unwarranted reliance (8)
and a specified threshold rate (P0) represent the initial sample size (nl) The incre
mental sample size (An) corresponding to a threshold rate (P0) is the same for each
risk level and is shown on the last line of the table.

Evaluating Results The following indicates the sequential procedure to be fol
lowed. The first stage calls for examining nl randomly selected sampling units. When
the observed number of occurrences in the first stage is zero, sampling stops and
the auditor decides that the population occurrence rate is smaller than P0. On the
other hand, if four or more occurrences are observed, sampling stops and the appro
priate decision is that the population occurrence rate may be as large as P0. When
the observed number of occurrences is one, two, or three—that is, more than zero
but less than four—an additional sample of An sampling units is selected.
When the number of occurrences in the cumulative sample (nl + ∆n) of the
second stage is one, sampling stops and the auditor decides that the population
occurrence rate is less than P0. If the number of observed occurrences is four or
more, sampling stops and the auditor decides that the population occurrence rate
may be as large as P0. When the number of observed occurrences at the second
stage exceeds one but is smaller than four, the auditor goes to the third stage.
At the third stage sampling stops when the number of occurrences equals two, in
which case the auditor decides that the population occurrence rate is smaller than
P0; or, sampling stops when the number equals or exceeds four, in which case the
auditor decides that the population occurrence rate may be as large as P0. When
the number of observed occurrences is three, the fourth and last stage sample is
selected and evaluated.
When the final sample has three occurrences, the auditor decides that the popu
lation occurrence rate is smaller than P0, and when it has four or more, the auditor

15

This conforms to the suggested design of stop-or-go sampling plans See Wilburn [23]
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decides that the population occurrence rate could equal or exceed P0. This procedure
is summarized in the following table.

Sample Size

Stage

Incremental

1

nl
∆n

2

3
4

Cumulative

Decide population
occurrence rate
is less than P0
when number of
observed occur
rences equals

Decide population
occurrence rate
may be as great
as P0 when num
ber of observed
occurrences is
at least

nl
nl + ∆n

0
1

4

∆n

nl + 2∆n

2

4

∆n

nl + 3∆n

3

4

4

The procedure is designed to achieve the auditor’s specified risk of unwarranted
reliance, which is equal to the probability that the auditor incorrectly decides that
the population occurrence rate is smaller than P0 when it actually equals P0, as
specified by the auditor.
The risk of overauditing can also be controlled by using the tables. This risk is no
larger than 05 when the table corresponding to P1 = .005 is used and no larger than
.10 when the table corresponding to P1 = .01 is used. The actual value of the risk is
generally smaller than these bounds

Curtailed Sampling

When the auditor wants to decide whether the population occurrence rate is as
large as P0 and wants to limit the number of observations to as few as possible to
achieve a specified risk of unwarranted reliance at P0 and a specified risk of over
auditing of P1, a sequential procedure should be used, such as one suggested in the
previous section.16 However, when this is not practicable, the auditor may gain some
of the benefits of the sequential approach by stopping sampling whenever the num
ber of occurrences exceeds the number corresponding to an achieved upper pre
cision limit of P0.
This technique, called curtailed sampling, reduces the predetermined sample
size only when there is an early indication that the sample is going to result in the
auditor’s deciding that the occurrence rate is P0 or larger. In order to decide that the
occurrence rate is less than P0, all the selected sampling units must be examined.
For example, suppose that the auditor determines that a sample of 150 is needed
to decide whether the population occurrence rate is equal to or larger than .06, with
a specified risk of unwarranted reliance equal to .05. Examining the attribute tables17
shows that the sample will lead to deciding that the population occurrence rate is
smaller than .06 only when the number of observed occurrences is four or fewer
Consequently, the auditor can adopt the rule of stopping the observations as soon as

16
17

There are many such sequential plans that could be adopted, ranging from the ordinary sequential
probability ratio test to plans with a fixed number of stages
See Table 3 in AICPA [2], vol 6
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five occurrences are observed. Using this curtailed sample, he examines fewer than
the entire 150 sampled items whenever the observed results indicate the population
occurrence rate could be as large as .06. On the other hand, the only way the auditor
can decide that the population occurrence rate is less than .06 is to examine all
150 sample items.
The only disadvantage of using curtailed sampling is that when the sampling is
stopped before the entire sample has been examined, the fraction of observed
occurrences does not provide an estimate of the population occurrence rate. This,
however, seems a minor disadvantage when the purpose of sampling is to decide
whether the occurrence rate is below P0.

Discovery Sampling
An unrestricted random sample may also be used for the purpose of discovering
examples of certain attributes. The chance of discovery, of course, is affected by the
number of occurrences existing in the population. As might be expected, achieving
a discovery objective is easy when there are numerous occurrences in the population
but is nearly impossible if the occurrences are very rare. In auditing, discovery
sampling (sometimes called exploratory sampling) is often used when the auditor
believes the population occurrence rate is near zero but wants to examine enough
sampling units so that in case he is incorrect, he will observe at least one occur
rence 18 The observation of one occurrence allows him to decide that the population
occurrence rate is not zero—and this is often sufficient to indicate what other course
of action he should take.
Sampling Distribution

For discovery samples using unrestricted random sampling without replacement,
the correct sampling distribution is the hypergeometric distribution. Moreover, since
the only event of concern is the probability of at least one occurrence in a sample
of a given size, the exact probability can be easily determined using a very simple
computer program 19 The probability depends upon the population size N and the
number or rate of occurrences in the population
When the sampling fraction (n/N) is small, the probability of observing at least
one occurrence in a sample of n units can be easily approximated. The desired
probability is the complement of the probability that no occurrences are observed.
The probability that no occurrences are observed in a sample of size n is approxi
mately equal to the complement of the population occurrence rate raised to the nth
power.
Determining Sample Size

The sample size required to observe at least one occurrence can be determined
for any population size by specifying (1) the population occurrence rate (P0) for which
it is desired that at least one occurrence be observed and (2) the desired probability
of observing at least one occurrence (the probability of discovery) at that rate (P0)
18
19

This is closely related to the fact that when the auditor has no information concerning which units
are likely to represent an occurrence, the strategy which maximizes the probability of observing an
occurrence is to take an unrestricted random sample
See chapter 9 for a description of such a program
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In specifying P0, the auditor should ask how large the population occurrence rate
would have to be before needing a specified probability of observing at least one
occurrence. Since, for most applications, the auditor anticipates that the occurrence
rate is close to zero, P0 should be selected to represent the smallest population
occurrence rate that would cause him to take an action different from what he had
planned. In this case, P0 represents a threshold occurrence rate
The probability of discovery at the threshold occurrence rate P0 is the second
quantity that must be specified The probability of observing at least one occurrence
will naturally exceed this specified probability of discovery whenever the population
occurrence rate exceeds P0. Likewise, the actual probability will be smaller than the
specified probability whenever the population occurrence rate is smaller than P0.
Using the values P0 and the desired probability of discovery together with the
population size (N), the auditor can determine the appropriate sample size by (1)
using a time sharing computer program, (2) using the approximate formula with a
calculator, or (3) looking up the sample size in a table20 In case the auditor uses a
calculator, the effect, if any, of the population size is often neglected for computa
tional convenience. Some tables reflect the population size (those based on the
hypergeometric) while others do not. Among the latter, a very convenient table is
based on the Poisson approximation—this can be found in volume 6 of [2]
To illustrate, suppose the auditor has a population of 10,000 for which he wants
the probability to be .95 of observing at least one occurrence when the population
occurrence rate is .01. In other words, if there are 100 ( 01 x 10,000) occurrences
in the population, he wants the probability of observing one or more to be .95. Examin
ing a table based on the hypergeometric distribution the auditor finds the required
sample size is 300. Since this is only 3 percent of the population, the binomial or
Poisson approximations will yield the same answer

Evaluating Results
When an occurrence is observed, the objective of the discovery sample has been
satisfied and no further statistical evaluation is necessary When no occurrence is
observed, the sample may be evaluated as any unrestricted random sample with
zero occurrences. This means that even though the sample was not selected for the
purpose of estimating a population occurrence rate, or for deciding whether the
population occurrence rate is as great as P0, evaluation for either of these purposes
is valid. In making such an evaluation, the threshold rate P0 becomes the achieved
upper precision limit and the probability of discovery becomes the one-sided relia
bility (R1). This, of course, means that with zero occurrences, the appropriate decision
is that the population occurrence rate is less than P0, and the risk of unwarranted
reliance is the complement of the one-sided reliability (1 - R1).
In addition to using discovery sampling in connection with compliance tests, it
can be used in connection with substantive tests as will be discussed more fully
in chapters 5 and 6 When used in the substantive area, the population occurrence
rate refers to the fraction of the sampling units that have a non-zero difference between
the audited amount and the recorded amount. The sample size would be chosen to
afford a specified probability of discovery in terms of the probability of observing
at least one difference when the fraction of difference in the population is at the thresh
old level (P0)

20

Tables for this purpose are in AICPA [2], vol 2
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When no difference is observed in the sample, the auditor will conclude that the
fraction of population items with any monetary difference is less than P0. If, in addi
tion, the auditor can establish the largest amount of difference that is possible, he
can compute a conservative but possibly useful bound on the total monetary differ
ence by extending that largest amount by the achieved upper precision limit, which
equals P0 when no differences are observed. For example, suppose that 300 requests
for confirmation selected at random from 5000 accounts receivable exhibit no differ
ences between the audited amount and the recorded amount. Then at a one-sided
reliability of .95 the auditor concludes that no more than 1 percent or 50 (5000 x .01)
of the accounts could be misstated by any amount. If the largest recorded balance
is $2000, then that amount constitutes the largest amount of overstatement possible
for any one account. The statistical evidence, therefore, indicates that accounts
receivable could not be overstated by more than $100,000 (50 x $2000) with a risk
of being incorrect equal to .05 or the complement of the .95 one-sided reliability.
The limit to monetary error obtained in this manner is, of course, quite conserva
tive Other, less conservative methods may also prove useful to the auditor. For
example, in the above example, the auditor could determine the recorded amount of
the 50 largest accounts not included in the sample, and use the resulting total as an
upper limit of overstatement at a .95 one-sided reliability.

Sampling Proportional to Size
In testing compliance with pertinent accounting controls, the auditor may be inter
ested in establishing some relationship between the incidence of compliance devia
tions and the monetary amount affected by a particular type of deviation One method
of doing this is to select transactions with probability proportional to size—using the
recorded dollar magnitude of the sampling unit as the measure of size and one of the
pps methods described in chapter 2. For each selected transaction, the auditor
establishes whether the defined attribute is present just as in an ordinary attributes
sample The total number of sample occurrences divided by the sample size pro
vides an estimate of the fraction of the total recorded dollar amount that is associated
with compliance deviations.21 Multiplying that estimate by the total recorded dollar
amount yields an estimate of the total dollars associated with the defined attribute
The sampling distribution of the sample occurrence rate (number of sample
occurrences divided by the sample size) is approximated by the binomial distribu
tion and consequently, tables based on the binomial distribution or the Poisson dis
tribution may be used to determine sample sizes and evaluate the sample results
for either estimating or decision-making purposes.
To illustrate, suppose that from a population of payments made by check a pps
sample is to be selected and examined for the presence of several attributes. One
of the attributes is defined as “payment was not properly authorized.” The population
of payments covers a period of ten months and has a recorded amount equal to
$2 million The auditor decides that his planned reliance on this control will be
justified if, at a reliability of .95, no more than .05 or $100,000 of the recorded amount
has been paid without proper authorization Past experience leads to anticipating
few if any nonauthorized payments, so the auditor designates the anticipated occur

21

See Appendix 6B for a technical discussion of this procedure
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rence rate as 01 or $20,000. Examining an attribute table, the required sample size
is determined to be 100.22
To evaluate the sample results, the auditor will determine the number of the
selected checks that were issued without proper authorization. From the attribute
table, the auditor notes that if, at most, one of the 100 checks examined has not been
properly authorized, it can be concluded that the total dollars paid without proper
authorization does not exceed $100,000 at a .95 one-sided reliability Consequently,
if the evidence is used in decision-making, the auditor will decide that the planned
reliance is justified when, at most, one of the sampled checks has not been properly
authorized. The risk of unwarranted reliance is 05 or the complement of the one-sided
reliability.23

22
23

See tables in AICPA [2], vol 6
In the illustration, the risk of overauditing has not been explicitly considered Using this sample size,
there is a risk of 26 of overauditing (observing more than one unauthorized payment) when 01 of the
check amounts ($20,000) have been unauthorized

5
Unstratified Variable Methods

When a variable, usually a dollar amount, is associated with each sampling unit,
the auditor may use one of several possible variable sampling methods These in
clude mean, difference, ratio, and regression estimation. In this chapter, each of these
methods is discussed when unstratified sampling is used. The discussion includes
(1) conditions for the method to be valid and efficient, (2) ways of determining the re
quired sample size, and (3) evaluation of results.
Chapter 6 discusses the variable sampling methods when stratified sampling is
used Stratified sampling is used in most auditing applications of variable methods.
There are, of course, some situations where unstratified sampling may be appropriate,
either because there is no practical way to stratify the population or because the
population dollar amounts are within reasonably narrow limits. But such situations are
rare. Whether the sample is stratified or not, the auditor selects any items that are in
dividually significant on a 100-percent basis.
Why then discuss the unstratified versions of the variable sampling methods?
Simply because it will be easier for readers to understand the stratified variable
methods if they first understand the methods in the unstratified situation. Variable
methods are more complex than attributes. This chapter and the following one have
many formulas. These formulas are necessary to express the complex relationships,
but fortunately the set of computer programs described in chapter 9 make it unneces
sary for the auditor to use these formulas in practical applications.
Mean Estimation

Unstratified mean estimation can be used whenever
1.

There is no recorded amount for each sampling unit.

2.

The distribution of audited amounts is not highly skewed 1

1

See Appendix 1 for a definition of skewness
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When no recorded amounts exist for the sampling units, mean estimation based
on audited amounts is the only applicable method.
When recorded amounts do exist, two circumstances may also lead the auditor to
choose mean estimation instead of one of the other variable methods
1

The general ledger control amount does not agree with the total of the individual
recorded amounts.

2

. The agreement between the individual recorded amounts and audited amounts is
so poor that the correlation between them is less than one-half.2

If the auditor cannot establish agreement between the general ledger control amount
and the total individual recorded amounts mean estimation should be used. Low
correlation makes mean estimation more efficient than any other method except
regression estimation.3

Efficiency When recorded amounts exist and are reasonably well correlated
(correlation greater than one-half) with the audited amounts, mean estimation of the
total audited amount is less efficient than the difference or ratio methods that use the
recorded amounts. Similarly, mean estimation is less efficient than regression estima
tion whenever the correlation is not zero. By ignoring the recorded amounts in such
situations, mean estimation can produce results that have little information value to
the auditor. For example, suppose an unrestricted random sample of accounts receiv
able with a total recorded amount of $1 million yielded a $900,000 mean estimate of
the total audited amount. If no differences between recorded and audited amounts
were observed in the sample (that is, the sample exhibited perfect correlation), this
$100,000 discrepancy would be meaningless to the auditor The lack of any observed
differences means that the entire $100,000 discrepancy is caused by sampling varia
tion and by itself does not provide any information about the reasonableness of the
recorded amount.
A lack of skewness in the audited amounts is another desirable condition for using
unstratified mean estimation When skewness is present, as is often the case with ac
counting populations, the sample size required to obtain a good estimate of the total
audited amount and to insure that the sampling distribution is approximately a normal
distribution may be too large to be practicable. In such a situation, the auditor would
ordinarily try to stratify the sampling units.

Sampling Distribution An unrestricted random sample is selected and an
audited amount established for each sample unit The mean estimate of the total
audited amount is formed by multiplying the sample average audited amount by the
number of units in the population In symbols, this may be expressed as
XM = Nx,

∑xj

where x = —
n

is the sample average audited amount. The symbol XM represents the mean estimate
of the total audited amount and N the population size.4
2
3
4

See Appendix 1 for a definition of correlation
See Appendix 1 for a definition of statistical efficiency
The subscript M of XM denotes the estimated audited amount is based on the mean estimator
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The sampling distribution describes how the values of the mean estimator vary
over all the different possible samples. The mean of the sampling distribution is the
total population audited amount Another way of expressing this is to say that the
mean estimator is an unbiased estimator of the total audited amount.5
The standard error of the mean estimator equals the standard deviation of the
sampling distribution. This standard deviation equals the standard deviation of
audited amounts divided by the square root of the sample size and multiplied by the
product of the population size and the finite population correction factor. Unfortu
nately, the standard deviation of the population of audited amounts is generally not
known, and consequently must be estimated from the sample
The estimated standard deviation of the population of audited amounts is denoted
by the symbol Sx It can be calculated using the following formula
∑xj2 - nx2
n - 1

Sx =

Using this formula to calculate the estimated standard deviation entails performing the
following operations.
1

Compute the sum of squares of the sample audited amounts

2

From that sum, subtract the product of the sample size times the square of the
sample mean of the audited amounts

3

Divide the remainder by one less than the sample size.

4

Take the square root

The estimated standard error of the mean estimator is then equal to the estimated
standard deviation of audited amounts (Sx), divided by the square root of the sample
size (n), and multiplied by the product of the population size and the finite popula
tion correction factor (N 1 - n/N) This estimate is denoted by σ(XM) (read the esti
mated standard error of the estimated total audited amount) and is computed by the
following formula
=

NSX 1 -n/N
n

Statistical theory says that the mean estimator will be approximately normally dis
tributed for sufficiently large sample sizes The sample size required to achieve a
satisfactory approximation to the normal distribution depends upon the shape of the
population distribution of audited amounts. Relatively small sample sizes will suffice
when the population distribution is nearly symmetric about its mean. Much larger
sample sizes are required when the population of audited amounts is highly skewed
Empirical studies of a few accounting populations with only moderate skewness sug
gest that sample sizes of at least 200 produce satisfactory results.6
Determining Sample Size Sample size should be determined to assure the
validity of the normal approximation and to provide the desired precision at the speci5
6

See chapter 11
Neter and Loebbecke [17]
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fied reliability. In most cases the sample size required to achieve the desired preci
sion would be more than adequate for the normal approximation to be appropriate.
The following equation forn expresses the sample size required to give a specified
absolute precision of A at an interval reliability of R:

N2UR2Sx2
n =

A2 + NUR2SX2

Basically, this formula for the sample size is derived from the previously cited
formula for the estimated standard error of the mean estimate (σ(XM)). The term in the
denominator expressed as NUR2SX2 is present because the sample size n is present in
the finite population correction factor ( 1 -n/N). Aside from that correction factor, the
sample size appears only as the √n factor in the formula for the estimated standard
error, and consequently deriving the formula for the sample size requires squaring
both sides of the formula for σ(XM).
A very important feature of the sample size formula is that it expresses the desired
standard error rather than the achieved estimated standard error Careful comparison
of the two formulas will disclose that the desired standard error is expressed by the
quantity A/UR. A denotes the absolute precision desired by the auditor and UR denotes
the reliability factor from the normal distribution corresponding to the interval relia
bility (R) specified by the auditor.7
The derivation of the sample size formula can be illustrated easily by assuming
that the finite population correction factor (√1 - n/N) has a value of unity (1). With this
assumption, the formula for the estimated standard error simplifies to the following:

σ(XM) =

NSX
√n

Squaring both sides of this equation, and solving for n produces this equation:

n =

N2SX2
[√(XM)]2

Now, by substituting the desired standard error (A/UR) for σ(XM), the formula forn be
comes this
N2SX2 =N2Ur2Sx2
n = (A/Ur)2
A2
.

It is important to note that the auditor’s desired precision and reliability are explicitly
considered in determining the required sample size
The difficulty in using the formula to determine the sample size is knowing the
appropriate value forSx, the estimated standard deviation of the population of audited
amounts One possibility is to choose a preliminary sample in order to calculate a
value for Sx by using the formula given previously. The size of the preliminary sample
is important only to the extent that the estimated standard deviation should be reason
ably accurate and particularly that it should not be understated. Any percentage error

7

If one-sided reliability (R1) is desired, the corresponding reliability factor

is used
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in estimating Sx results in about twice that percentage error in the calculated sample
size when the finite population correction factor is ignored.8 Consequently, it is good
practice to increase any calculated sample size to allow for possible underestimation
of the standard deviation. The practice of adding 10 percent to the calculated sample
size protects against the possibility that the standard deviation has been understated
by about 5 percent
The size of any preliminary sample required to provide an estimated standard
deviation that is within 5 percent of the actual standard deviation depends upon the
distribution of the audited amounts As long as the final sample size exceeds the pre
liminary sample size, there is no loss to the auditor in selecting a relatively large pre
liminary sample.
To provide guidance, the following table of required sample sizes was prepared.
In all cases, the desired interval reliability was specified as 95 percent (UR = 1.96)
Population sizes (/V) are 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000. The desired relative precision (A/X)
is either 5 percent or 10 percent.9 Instead of specifying the value of Sx, the ratio of Sx
to x is used This ratio is known as the coefficient of variation and for most accounting
populations it exceeds one and may be as high as four or five.10 The table shows this
ratio at one, two, three, and four

Required Sample Size
Population Size (/V)
2,000
Coefficient of Variation

1

5,000

10,000

Relative Precision = 05
869
1176
1332

2

1509

2757

3806

3
4

1747

3672

5803

1850

4155

7109

Coefficient of Variation

1
2
3
4

Relative Precision = .10
323
357
369
869
1176
1332
1267

2044

1509

2757

2569
3807

This table confirms the fact that large sample sizes are required for unstratified
mean estimation The populations studied by Neter and Loebbecke had coefficients of
variation for audited amounts ranging from two to over four. Consequently, preliminary
samples as large as 100 would not likely be excessive for the purpose of determining
the estimated standard deviation of audited amounts

8

9
10

If Sx increases by an amount ASX so that ∆SX/SX = t, then the corresponding increase in sample size
is ∆n/n = 2t + t2 So if t = 05, ∆n/n = 10 + 0025 = 1025
Relative precision is expressed as the ratio of the absolute precision (A) to the total audited amount (X)
To obtain a very rough idea of the coefficient of variation, divide the range of recorded amounts by six
times the average recorded amount (total book amount divided by the population size)
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When previous statistical experience for a particular population produces a value
of the estimated standard deviation, the auditor may use that value adjusted for current
conditions rather than employ a preliminary sample. When a preliminary sample is
not practical, such as confirmation of accounts receivable, previous nonstatistical ex
perience might be used to obtain a reasonable value for the estimated standard devia
tion, but this possibility should be only a last resort
Evaluating Results. Regardless of how the sample size is determined, the results
of an unrestricted random sample of n units can be evaluated statistically. The esti
mated audited amount is the product of the number of units in the population multi
plied by the sample mean In symbols—

XM = Nx = N

n

The achieved precision of the estimate of the total audited amount is calculated
using the following formula
A'm =

NUrSx √1 - n/N

√n

In this formula, Sx represents the estimated population standard deviation based on
the results of the entire sample The formula may be derived by substituting A'M/UR for
the estimated standard error of the mean estimator (σ(XM)) in the formula for the esti
mated standard error given earlier and by then rearranging that formula to solve for
A'm The achieved precision is denoted by A’M in order to distinguish it from the de
sired precision denoted by A.
As explained in chapter 3, the statistical evidence can basically be used either
to—

1.

Estimate the total audited amount.

2.

Decide whether the recorded amount is reasonable

As also explained there, it may be necessary to adjust the decision interval in case the
achieved precision (A'M) differs from the desired precision (A)
To illustrate these concepts, the following example is presented. The auditor
would like to estimate the total value of 6,000 inventory items with a desired absolute
precision of $100,000 at 90 percent interval reliability. Since the records contain quan
tities only, stratification is not practicable The total recorded amount is $1,120,000
and consequently the auditor expects the average to be about $190. From last year’s
working papers, the auditor computes an estimate of the standard deviation of $225
Solving for the required sample size, it is found that

(6,000 x 1.65 x 225)2
n “ (100,000)2 + 6,000 x (1 65 x 225)2
= 458.28.

Consequently the auditor selects an unrestricted random sample of 459 inventory
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items, and establishes an audited amount for each selected item. The sample results
are as follows∑xj = 82,620 (the sum of the sample amounts)
∑xj2 = 37,038,800 (the sum of squares of the sample amounts).

From these results, the auditor computed the estimated total audited amount (XM) as

XM = 6,000 x 82,620 = $1,080,000
459

To compute the precision of this estimate, the auditor first computes the estimated
standard deviation of audited amounts as

Sx = √37,038,800 - 459 x (180)2
458
= √48,400
= 220.

The achieved absolute precision A'M is then computed as

6,000 x 1 65 x 220√1 A'm

459

6,000

√459

_ 2,093,034
21 424
= $97,694

Since this amount is less than the desired precision of $100,000, the auditor’s objec
tives are satisfied.
The statistical conclusion is that the recorded amount of $1,120,000 is overstated
by an estimated $40,000 ($1,120,000 - $1,080,000) and with 90 percent reliability,
the amount of misstatement ranges from an understatement of $57,694 (-$40,000 +
$97,694) to an overstatement of $137,694 (-$40,000 - $97,694).

Difference Estimation

Unstratified difference estimation can be used whenever (1) there is a recorded
amount for each sampling unit and (2) the distribution of differences is not highly
skewed. The existence of a recorded amount for each sampling unit permits defining
a difference as the audited amount minus the recorded amount. Whenever the re
corded amount exceeds the audited amount (the recorded amount is overstated), the
algebraic sign of the difference is negative Similarly, whenever the recorded amount
is less than the audited amount (the recorded amount is understated), the sign of the
difference is positive. In other words, the algebraic sign of a difference gives the direc
tion in which the recorded amount should be adjusted to make it agree with the
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audited amount A zero difference corresponds to the recorded amount’s equalling
the audited amount (the recorded amount is correct.)11
As a practical matter, unless non-zero differences are reasonably small and both
understated differences and overstated differences exist, unstratified difference esti
mation should probably not be used. The reason for this is that the sample size re
quired may be too large to be practical Using some form of stratification or pps selec
tion will ordinarily be more efficient.
The difference population will usually have a large proportion of zero values corre
sponding to correct recorded amounts. This proportion may vary from near 100 per
cent in the case of well-controlled accounts such as bank demand deposits to less
than 50 percent for some priced perpetual inventory records
The nature of a weakness in internal control may determine the algebraic sign
of the non-zero differences For example, a weakness in recording withdrawals from
a material and supply inventory will overstate inventory quantities, a delay in record
ing sales returns and allowances will overstate accounts receivable, and capitalizing
items that should be expensed will overstate fixed assets.
At the present time, little empirical evidence exists concerning the nature, pro
portion, and amounts of differences in various accounting populations This makes it
impossible to give general guidelines concerning the distribution of differences that
may be present.
In spite of little empirical data, two generalizations are possible First, if differ
ences are all either understatements or overstatements, the difference population will
be skewed, but the amount of skewness depends upon both the proportion and mag
nitudes of the individual non-zero differences. Second, analyzing the nature of the
transactions affecting the account and the effectiveness of the controls may enable the
auditor to obtain some information about both the proportion of recorded amounts
with differences and the potential magnitude of the differences. In this respect, pre
vious experience may also be very helpful.
Sampling Distribution From an unrestricted random sample of n sampling units,
an audited amount is established for each. The individual differences are then com
puted by subtracting the recorded amounts from the corresponding audited amounts
The estimate of the total difference in the population is equal to the sample average
difference multiplied by the total number of sampling units in the population In sym
bols, the estimate of the total (or net) difference is
D = Nd,

√Xj - yj) ∑ dj
where d = ———— =---- n
n

The symbol d represents the sample mean of the differences whereas dj represents
the difference in the jth sample item The symbol xj represents the audited amount of
the jth sample item and yj the recorded amount of that item
To obtain an estimate of the total audited amount using the difference estimate it is
necessary to know the total recorded amount (Y). The estimate of the total audited
amount is then equal to the total recorded amount (Y) plus the estimate of the total
difference (D). In symbols,12

XD = Y + D
11
12

Remember that correctness of the recorded amount pertains only to the auditing procedures em
ployed Thus a price test of inventory amounts can establish correctness only with respect to prices
The subscript on XD denotes the estimated audited amount is based on the difference estimator
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The sampling distribution may be equally well described in terms of either the
estimate of the total difference (D) or the estimate of the total audited amount (XD). The
mean value of the sampling distribution of the estimate of the total difference is the
total population difference. This, of course, is the same as saying that the mean value
of the sampling distribution of the estimate of the total audited amount is the total
population audited amount. In other words, the difference estimator is unbiased in
the same way the mean estimator is.
The standard error of the difference estimator equals the standard deviation of
the sampling distribution. This standard deviation is the same whether the sampling
distribution refers to the estimate of the total difference or the estimate of the total
audited amount. In either case, it is equal to the standard deviation of the population
differences divided by the square root of the sample size and multiplied by the prod
uct of the population size and the finite population correction factor.
The standard deviation of the population differences is generally not known and
must be estimated from the sample results. The estimated standard deviation of the
population differences is denoted by the symbol SD It can be calculated using the
following formula

SD

=

√∑ dj2 - nd2

n - 1

.

This formula has the same form as the formula for the estimated standard deviation of
the population of audited amounts (Sx) except that the sample differences (dj) are
used instead of the sample audited amounts (xj) Consequently, the operations for
computing Sx apply to computing SD if “difference amounts" is substituted for “audited
amounts ”
The estimated standard error of the difference estimator is equal to the estimated
standard deviation of differences (SD), divided by the square root of the sample size
(√n), and multiplied by the product of the population size and the finite population
correction factor (N√1 -nIN). This estimated standard error is denoted by
[or
σ(Xd)] and is given by the following formula
NSd√ 1
- n/N
σ(D) =--------- -------- .
√n

Comparing this formula to the estimated standard error of the mean estimator shows
that the only change is that the estimated standard deviation of audited amounts (Sx)
is replaced by the estimated standard deviation of population differences (SD)
While the statistical theory says that the difference estimator will be approximately
normally distributed for sufficiently large sample sizes, the auditor needs more
definite information in order to apply the technique. For sample sizes that are prac
ticable, approximate normality depends upon two factors: (1) the proportion of sam
pling units with non-zero differences and (2) the distribution of the non-zero differ
ences in terms of both their magnitude and their algebraic sign.
In general, the larger the proportion of sampling units with non-zero differences
and the more symmetric the non-zero differences are around zero, the smaller the
sample size will need to be for approximate normality to occur. For example, if at
least 20 percent of the sampling units have non-zero differences and these differences
are nearly equally divided between overstatements and understatements, approxi
mate normality may be achieved with sample sizes in the neighborhood of 100. As
the proportion of sampling units with non-zero differences diminishes and/or the dis
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tribution of the non-zero differences becomes more skewed, the sample size required
will increase. In cases where the proportion of non-zero differences is as small as 5
percent, sample sizes as large as 600 may be necessary for the normal approximation
to be valid 13 Because such large sample sizes are not often practical, the auditor
would ordinarily use other techniques such as pps when the proportion of non-zero
differences is small
In addition to approximate normality, the standard deviation of the difference
population must be estimated from the sample data The stability of the estimated
standard deviation is affected by the proportion of non-zero differences as well as the
distribution of the magnitudes and algebraic sign of the differences When only a
small number of differences is observed, the auditor must be wary that the estimated
standard deviation may be well below the actual standard deviation of population
differences. An examination of the causes of the differences may help establish the
representativeness of the observed differences.
What is the minimum number of differences that must be observed before the
standard deviation can be safely estimated? There is no simple answer to this ques
tion A small number would suffice if all the non-zero differences are nearly equal
whereas a larger number would be necessary when the differences vary widely. What
ever the number, the auditor should be reasonably satisfied that the observed differ
ences appear to be typical for the particular situation In that case, recognizing that
any numerical guideline has exceptions, the auditor might use 15 or 20 as a minimum
number
Efficiency The difference estimator is more efficient than the mean estimator
whenever the correlation between recorded and audited amounts exceeds one-half.
The difference estimator will also be more efficient than the ratio estimator when the
magnitudes of the differences are not correlated with the size of the recorded amounts.
The ideal situation for the difference estimator would be for each recorded amount to
be incorrect by a fairly constant amount rather than by a fairly constant percentage.
Determining Sample Size Determining a sample size to achieve a desired pre
cision (A) at a specified interval reliability (R) can be done using the following formula.

n=

N2UR2SD2
A2 + NUr2Sd2

This formula has the same form as the corresponding formula for mean estimation
The only difference is that the estimated standard deviation of population differences
(SD) replaces the estimated standard deviation of audited amounts (Sx)
Similar to mean estimation, the difficulty in using this formula is determining a
reasonably accurate value for SD, the estimated standard deviation of the population
differences. A preliminary sample offers one method of obtaining information about SD.
If a preliminary sample is used, however, it should be large enough to contain several
non-zero differences
Attribute tables can be used to determine how the sample size is affected by the
proportion of non-zero differences in the population because that proportion is equiv
alent to the population occurrence rate. For example, if the population occurrence
13

These sample sizes were obtained by considering situations where all non-zero differences equal a
common value See Cochran [5], p 41
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rate is 20 percent, a sample of 90 units will have a 95 percent probability of containing
at least 12 observed differences. To contain at least 12 observed differences when
the population occurrence rate is only 10 percent, a sample of 180 units is required to
achieve the same probability A sample of 300 has a 95 percent probability of contain
ing at least 12 observed differences when the occurrence rate is 6 percent
Another method for determining an approximate sample size can be used when
all or nearly all of the differences are expected to be overstatements. This method
involves obtaining an approximate value for the standard deviation of population dif
ferences using the following assumptions
1 .

If a recorded amount is incorrect, the amount of overstatement equals the re
corded amount.

2

Incorrect accounts are randomly distributed throughout the population

Since the method calculates an average or expected value for the standard deviation
of population differences, it may result in a sample size that is too small to achieve
the desired precision 14 Obtaining an approximation that is too small is not likely, how
ever, when the method is applied to situations where most of the overstatement differ
ences are less than the recorded amounts
The approximation depends upon the proportion of non-zero differences, the
standard deviation of recorded amounts, and the mean of the recorded amounts To
calculate it, the auditor should conservatively estimate the proportion of non-zero
differences (pD) and perform the following calculations:

1

Multiply the estimated proportion (pD) times the square of the standard deviation
of recorded amounts (σY2).

2

. Multiply the estimated proportion (pD) times its complement (1 - pD) and multiply
the resulting product times the square of the mean recorded amount (Y2)

3

Add the results of the first two steps and take the square root of the sum,
√ pD σY2 + pD(1 -pD)Y2

Use the resulting number in place ofSD to determine the required sample size
To illustrate this method, suppose the auditor thought that about 10 percent
(pD = 10) of 10,000 recorded amounts could contain differences and knew the mean
recorded amount (Y) was $200 (total recorded amount of $2 million divided by
10,000) and the standard deviation of recorded amounts (σY) was $17515 Performing
the indicated calculations results in the following:
V.1 ($175)2 + .1 ( 9)($200)2 = $81.62
The rounded amount of $82 represents an approximation to the standard deviation of
population differences that would be expected in these circumstances and may be
used in the sample size formula in place of SD.
Since the auditor seldom knows the exact proportion of non-zero differences, he

14
15

The technical basis of this method is explained in Appendix 4
When the mean and standard deviation of the recorded population are not known, estimates of these
quantities could be used
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should use a conservative estimate in making the calculation. For example, if he felt
that the proportion of differences might exceed 10 percent, but would almost certainly
not exceed 15 percent, he should setpD = .15. Doing so in the above illustration yields
a value of $98 instead of $82.
When the value $82 is used in place of SD in the sample size formula, the resulting
sample size is 114 for a desired precision of $50,000 at 95 percent interval reliability.
When $98 is used, the resulting sample size increases to 162. Consequently, a 50
percent difference in the proportion of differences leads to about the same difference
in the resulting sample size. For comparison, the sample size required for mean esti
mation would be 497 in order to attain the same level of desired precision ($50,000) at
95 percent interval reliability.16
Whatever method is used to compute a sample size, the auditor should consider
whether it is large enough to calculate an estimate of the standard deviation of popula
tion differences (SD). In the example, the sample of 114 affords less than an 80 percent
chance of including as many as 10 sample differences when 10 percent of the popula
tion items have differences Consequently, the auditor may decide to increase the
sample size to, say 180, in order to have an 80 percent chance of observing at least 15
differences or to 220 to have a 95 percent chance of observing at least 15 differ
ences. As an illustration, the sample size is set equal to 180 for this example.
Evaluating Results The estimate of the total difference (D) is calculated by multi
plying the number of sampling units (A/) by the sample average difference (d). In
symbols—

D =

nd

= N∑d
j
n

The achieved precision of this estimate is calculated by the following formula:
= NUrSd√1 -n/N
Ad —
√n

•

The quantity SD represents the estimated standard deviation of the population differ
ences based on the results of the entire sample.
When the number of observed differences is small, say less than 20, the following
procedure may be used to obtain an estimate of the standard deviation of the popula
tion differences:

1.

From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper precision limit
based upon the number of differences observed (m), the sample size (n), and a
desired one-sided reliability (R1). Label this number Pu(m).

2.

Calculate the mean difference for only the sample units containing non-zero differ
ences, as

dm= ∑dj

16

m

This was computed assuming the standard deviation of recorded amounts could be used in place of
the standard deviation of audited amounts
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3.

Calculate the estimated standard deviation for the non-zero population differences
as
SD(m) =

√∑ dj2 - mdm2
m - 1

Determine the estimated standard deviation of the population differences as
follows:17

4

σD = √Pu(m)SD2(m) + Pu(m)(1 - Pu(m))(dm)2.
Finally, calculate the achieved precision (A') using σD in place of SD and, instead of
UR based on the normal tables, use the corresponding factor from the Student’s
t-table based on m - 1 degrees of freedom.18
This suggested procedure increases the estimated standard deviation somewhat
to account for the possibility that the occurrence rate of errors in the population could
be larger than the fraction of errors observed in the sample. A word of caution is neces
sary, however The method does not guard against the possibility that the errors
actually observed are unrepresentative of those not observed. The auditor always
needs to examine the cause of any observed errors to satisfy himself that any un
observed errors that might exist are likely to be in about the same range of values as
those observed in the sample.
For example, suppose that 15 differences were observed in the sample of 180
items previously described The 15 differences are as follows

Audited Amt

Recorded Amt

$ 224

$ 324

$

-100

(Difference)2

10,000

-32,400

68

78

- 10

100

299

- 99

9,801

-29,601

300

400

-100

10,000

-40,000

35

65

- 30

900

- 1,950

100

168
242

- 68
- 42

4,624
1,764

-11,424

- 10

100

-100
-200

10,000
40,000

-21,200

67

89
212
267

102

192

- 90

8,100

-17,280

61
175
40
50

101
278
42

- 40
-103
- 2

1,600
10,609
4

- 4,040
-28,634
84

65
$2,822

- 15
$-1,009

225
$107,827

975
$-252,822

79
112

$1,813
The exact formula is

SD = V[(m - 1)/(n - 1)]SD2(m) + [m/(n - 1)][1 - (m/n)]dm2
18

(Difference) x
(Recorded Amt.)

200

200

17

Difference

See Appendix 1 for an explanation of the term degrees of freedom

-

780

-10,164

-

890

-53,400
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The mean of the 15 differences is -$67.27 while the estimated standard deviation
for the non-zero population differences is $53.42. Observing fifteen differences in a
sample of 180 yields an achieved upper precision limit for the occurrence rate of
differences in the population of 13 at a .95 one-sided reliability. Consequently, fol
lowing step (4) above produces the following estimated standard deviation of the
population differences:

√.13(53.42)2 + 13(.87)(67.27)2= $29.71
The t-factor for 14 degrees of freedom is 2.145 at .95 interval reliability Using these
in the formula for the achieved precision gives the following, assuming N = 10,000:

10.000 x 2 145 x 29 71
√180

AD=

√1-

180
10,000

= $47,071
If, instead of using the approximation, the auditor computes d and SD from the
sample data of 180 observations, he finds that d = -$5.61 and SD = $23 89. At a 95
interval reliability using t-factor of 2.145, that yields an achieved precision of

D
A

= 10,000 x 2 145 x 23.89
√180

√

180
110,000

= $37,850
Which of these values is more appropriate to use? The answer depends upon
whether the usual estimate (SD = $23.89) can be regarded as a good estimate of the
standard deviation of the difference population. Some empirical study shows that this
estimate tends to underestimate the population standard deviation when the number
of observed differences is small As a guideline, it might be reasonable to use the
approximation whenever there are fewer than 20 observed differences in the sample
and the auditor is reasonably satisfied that the observed differences are represen
tative of the population of differences This same concern for undervaluing the
achieved precision is reflected in the choice of the reliability factor based upon
Student’s t-table rather than the usual normal table.
For the illustrative data, the estimated total difference is calculated as

D = 10,000 x (-5.61)
= $-56,100

Or, equivalently, assuming the recorded amount is Y = $2,000,000, the estimated
audited amount is
XD = $2,000,000 - 56,100

= $1,943,900
Using this procedure for obtaining a value for the achieved precision of the differ
ence estimate requires observing some differences in the sample What can be done
if no differences are observed or if only a few differences are observed and the auditor
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cannot ascertain that these are reasonably representative? There are several possi
bilities.
The auditor can increase the sample. This is appropriate when only a few differ
ences are observed and their representativeness cannot be established If the sample
size cannot be increased or if no differences are observed, the auditor might con
sider one of the following.
A conservative bound for overstatement error may be determined by multiplying
the largest recorded amount times the achieved upper precision limit for the occur
rence rate of errors in the population. The achieved upper precision limit may be de
termined at a desired one-sided reliability (R1) This method has the advantage of not
depending on the approximate normality of the sampling distribution, but the dis
advantage that the bound produced is frequently very large.
Two other methods that do depend on the approximate normality of the sampling
distribution are the following. Use the standard deviation of the recorded amounts
in place of SD or use the combined mean-per-unit and difference estimator described
by Neter and Loebbecke [18] If the latter method is used, the weight (w) should be
selected before the sample items are audited
To illustrate these methods, suppose that the sample of 180 items previously de
scribed resulted in no sample differences. Suppose further that the largest recorded
amount is $1,100 Observing zero differences in a sample of 180 yields an upper pre
cision limit of 02 at a one-sided reliability of 95 A conservative bound for the over
statement error is $220,000 ($1,100 x 02 x 10,000) at a one-sided reliability of 95.
Using the standard deviation of recorded amounts ($175) in place of SD in the
formula for the achieved precision results in a value of about $211,000 at a one-sided
reliability (UR1 = 1 65) of 95

$211,348 =

10,000 x 1.65 x $175
√180

1180
10,000

Note that both of these bounds exceed the desired precision of $50,000 This is
to be expected The sample size (180) in this example was determined on the basis
that about 10 percent of the population items were in error Had the auditor anticipated
observing no errors, he should have planned the sample size so that the resulting
bound on overstatement error would be the desired size.

Ratio Estimation

Unstratified ratio estimation can be used whenever (1) there is a positive recorded
amount for each sampling unit, and (2) the distribution of ratios is not highly skewed
The population ratio is defined as the total audited amount divided by the total re
corded amount. Whenever this ratio is less than one (the total audited amount is less
than the total recorded amount) the population recorded amount is overstated If the
ratio is larger than one (the total audited amount exceeds the total recorded amount)
the population recorded amount is understated. A necessary assumption is that the
population recorded amounts are all positive

Sampling Distribution. From an unrestricted random sample of n sampling units,
the auditor establishes the audited amounts together with the corresponding recorded
amounts The auditor can then form the estimated population ratio by dividing the total
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sample audited amount by the total sample recorded amount. This is represented in
symbols thus:
R =

∑ Xj∑
jy

The estimate of the total audited amount is then computed by multiplying the esti
mated population ratio times the known recorded amount. Thus,19

Alternatively, the auditor may base the estimated population ratio on the observed
sample differences (audited amounts minus recorded amounts). In this case, the esti
mated population ratio equals one (1.0) plus the total sample difference divided by the
total sample recorded amount. This is expressed symbolically as follows:
R = 1 +

∑ dj ∑ Xj

This permits estimating the total difference amount (total audited amount minus total
recorded amount) by multiplying the total recorded amount by the ratio of the total
sample difference divided by the total sample recorded amount. That is,
Dr =

∑ dj
Y = (R - 1)Y
∑ yj

Averaged over all possible samples the mean value of XR does not equal the popu
lation audited amount, but the difference is small when the sample is large In other
words, the ratio estimate of the total audited amount is biased, but the bias is negli
gible for large samples.
The standard error of the ratio estimate of the total audited amount is equal to the
standard deviation of the sampling distribution This standard deviation is equal to the
standard deviation of the population ratios divided by the square root of the sample
size and multiplied by the product of the population size and the finite population
correction factor.
The standard deviation of the population ratios is not known in general and con
sequently must be estimated. The estimated standard deviation of population ratios is
denoted by the symbol SR and may be calculated from the following formula:
SR =

√∑ Xj2 + R2 ∑ yj -2 2R ∑ Xjyj
n - 1

An equivalent formula that depends on the differences is this
SR =

19

√∑ dj2

+ (R-1)2 ∑

yj2 - 2(R-1) ∑ djyj
n - 1

The subscript R onXR indicates that the estimated total audited amount is based on the ratio estimator
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The estimated standard error of the ratio estimate of the total audited amount is
equal to the estimated standard deviation of population ratios (SR) divided by the
square root of the sample size (√n) and multiplied by the product of the population
size and the finite correction factor (N√1 -n/N). This estimated standard error is de
noted by σ(XR) and is determined by the following formula:

NSR√1 — n/N
σ(XR)------------ .
√n
Cochran [5] suggests that the normal approximation will be valid provided the
sample size is large enough to make both the coefficient of variation of recorded
amounts and the coefficient of variation of audited amounts less than 10 percent when
divided by the square root of the sample size.20 The coefficient of variation of recorded
amounts can be easily computed when the standard deviation of recorded amounts is
known—otherwise it can be estimated from a sample of the recorded amounts. The co
efficient of variation of audited amounts is not known, but, for planning purposes the
auditor may often assume that it does not differ much from the coefficient of variation of
recorded amounts.
One method of accounting for the possibility that the coefficient of variation of
audited amounts might be larger than the coefficient of variation of recorded amounts
is to divide the coefficient of variation of recorded amounts by the factor (1 - M/Y),
where M represents the amount considered material and Y is the total recorded
amount. For example, if M = $100,000 while Y = $1 million, the factor equals .9
(1 - (100,000/1,000,000)), and the coefficient of variation of audited amounts equals
1.11 times the coefficient of variation of recorded amounts.21
To achieve the quotient of 10 percent for the recorded amounts, the sample size
must be at least 100 times the square of the coefficient of variation of recorded
amounts. Since the coefficient of variation may range from 1 to 5 for many accounting
populations, the minimum sample sizes typically will range from 100 to 2,500 items.
The minimum sample size should be increased for the possibility that the coefficient
of variation of audited amounts is larger than the coefficient of variation of recorded
amounts In many cases a safe amount of increase would be dividing by the factor
(1 - M/Y)2 corresponding to the above cited relationship. For example, if 1 - M/Y = .9,
the sample size should be increased by 23.5 percent (1/.92 = 1/.81 = 1.235).
In addition to Cochran’s suggestion, the sampling distribution is affected by the
extent and magnitudes of the differences between audited and recorded amounts.
When the proportion of non-zero differences in the population is very small (less than
5 percent, say) many samples contain no differences at all. This precludes making
reasonably accurate estimates of the standard deviation of the ratio population. Just
as in the case of difference estimation, it is not possible to give an ironclad rule on

20
21

The coefficient of variation equals the standard deviation divided by the mean
The rationale for using this factor is that if the audited amount is less than the recorded amount by a
material amount, while the standard deviation of audited amounts is about the same as the standard
deviation of recorded amounts,

σx _ σy
X
Y M
N

σϒ
Y
Y
Y-M

σϒ
Y

1

1

Y
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the minimum number of non-zero differences required, and the suggestions made
there apply equally well to ratio estimation.
The distribution of the differences affects both the validity of the normal approxi
mation and the efficiency of the ratio estimator. The papers of Kaplan [14] and Neter
and Loebbecke [18] suggest that when differences are all of one sign—either all
understatements or all overstatements—the sampling distribution can fail to be ap
proximately normal even in the presence of many differences. Further empirical study
is necessary to clarify whether the sign of the difference is responsible for this or
whether there is some other cause
Efficiency. The ratio estimator is most efficient when each audited amount is
nearly proportional to the recorded amount The ideal situation for the ratio estimator is
for each audited amount to be equal to a constant multiple of the recorded amount. In
this ideal situation, the difference between each audited amount and recorded amount
would also be a constant multiple of the recorded amount.
The ratio estimator is more efficient than the mean estimator whenever the correla
tion between recorded and audited amounts exceeds one-half.22 The ratio estimator
will also be more efficient than the difference estimate if the magnitude of the differ
ences is highly correlated with the recorded amounts Finally, the ratio estimator will
be about as efficient as the regression estimator when the ideal situation is approxi
mately satisfied (the regression line passes through the origin).
Determining Sample Size. Sample size is determined to achieve a desired pre
cision at a specified reliability The sample should be large enough to assure the va
lidity of the normal approximation and afford the opportunity to observe several differ
ences The following formula may be used in determining the appropriate sample size:

n=

N2UR2SR2
A2 + NUr2Sr2

Again, this formula is quite similar to the corresponding formula for both difference
estimation and mean estimation. The only distinction is that the estimated standard
deviation for each technique is calculated in a different way
The following table of required sample sizes for unstratified ratio estimation was
constructed to be comparable to a similar table (see page 69) for mean estimation. For
both tables, the desired interval reliability (R) is 95 (UR = 1.96), and the desired rela
tive precision (A/X) is either 5 percent or 10 percent The coefficient of variation for
audited amounts is taken to be one, two, three, or four in both tables Additionally, the
following table considers the coefficient of variation of recorded amounts as being
approximately equal to the coefficient of variation of audited amounts. To demonstrate
the effect of correlation between audited and recorded amounts, the table below re
flects correlation coefficients at .50, 80, and 95. The population size is taken to be
5,000 (the mean estimation table additionally covers population sizes of 2,000 and
10,000).

22

This assumes that the coefficient of variation of audited amounts is at least as large as the coefficient
of variation of recorded amounts
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Required Sample Size
Population Size (/V) = 5,000
Correlation Coefficient

.50

Coefficient of Variation
1
2
3
4

Coefficient of Variation
1

2

.80

.95

Relative Precision = .05
1176
548
149
2757
1648
548

3672

2626

1084

4155

3315

1649

Relative Precision = .10
357
149
38

548

3

1176
2044

1083

149
324

4

2757

1648

548

In the above table the first column that corresponds to a correlation coefficient of
.50 shows the same sample size that is required when mean estimation is used. As
the correlation between recorded and audited amounts rises, the reduction in the
sample size required when using the ratio estimator is demonstrated by comparing
the second and third columns with the first column in the foregoing table.
To use the formula for determining the sample size, a reasonably accurate esti
mate of
is required. A preliminary sample may be used to estimate SR, but the
sample must be large enough to contain several non-zero differences. Attribute tables
can be used to determine the sample size required to exhibit a specified number of
sample differences. Use of a binomial table for guidance in this respect was dis
cussed in determining the sample size for difference estimation.
When all or nearly all of the differences are expected to be overstatements, the
auditor can obtain an approximation for the required sample size by assuming that
any overstatement error is equal to the recorded amount and that incorrect accounts
are randomly distributed throughout the population The approximation entails cal
culating an average or expected value of the standard deviation of population ratios
to be used in place of SR 23
As in the case of difference estimation, the approximation depends upon the pro
portion of non-zero differences, the standard deviation of recorded amounts (σϒ) and
the mean of the recorded amounts (Y) The auditor should conservatively estimate the
proportion of non-zero differences (pD) and perform the following calculations:
1

Multiply the estimated proportion (pD) times its complement (1 - pD).

2.

Multiply this product by the sum of the square of the standard deviation of re
corded amounts (σY2) and the square of the mean recorded amount (Y2).

3.

Take the square root of the resulting number, √pD(1 - pD)(σY2 + Y2)

23

The technical basis of this method is explained in Appendix 4
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Use the resulting number in place of SR to determine the required sample size.
The resulting approximation is always smaller than the corresponding approxima
tion for the difference estimator. For example, using the same data as in the case of
difference estimation (pD = .10, σY = $175, Y = $200) produces the following result:

V(.10)(.90)((175)2 + (200)2) = $79.73.
Using the rounded amount of $80 in place of SR in the formula for determining sample
size yields a required sample size of 108 for the desired precision of $150,000 at 95
percent interval reliability. This sample size, however, has only about a 13 percent
chance of including as many as 15 sample differences when 10 percent of the popula
tion items have differences. Consequently, just as in the case of difference estimation,
the auditor may decide to increase the sample size to 180 in order to have an 80 per
cent chance of observing at least 15 sample differences, or to 220 to increase the
chance to 95 percent.
Evaluating Results.

The estimated audited amount using ratio estimation is

Xr=RY,

where R is the estimated ratio. As previously explained, the estimated ratio R may be
calculated either as the ratio of the sum of the sample audited amounts to the sum of
the sample recorded amounts or as 1.0 plus the ratio of the sum of the sample differ
ence amounts to the sum of the sample recorded amounts.
The achieved precision of this estimate is calculated by the following formula:
_NURSR√1 -n/N
√n

AR =

,

where SR is the estimated standard deviation of the population ratios. Two formulas for
SR were previously presented, one using the sample audited amounts (xj) and the
other using the sample difference amounts (dj = xj - yj). The one using the differences
is generally simpler to use because sample differences will be zero when the re
corded amounts and audited amounts agree.
When few differences are observed in the sample, the estimated standard devia
tion (SR) may underestimate the population standard deviation. The following pro
cedure may be helpful in obtaining an estimate of the standard deviation of population
ratios, provided the differences that are observed appear representative.
1.

From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper precision limit
for the proportion of differences based upon the observed number of differences
(m), the sample size (n), and a desired one-sided reliability (R1. Label this number
PU(m).

2

Calculate SR(m) in the following way:
m - 1

3.

Determine the estimated standard deviation of population ratios as
σr = √PU(m)SR2(m).
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In addition, when computing the achieved precision (AR), instead of using UR
based on the normal tables, use the corresponding factor from the Student’s Mable
with (m - 1) degrees of freedom.
This suggestion, just as the one made for difference estimation, only compensates
for the possibility that the proportion of differences in the sample is smaller than the
proportion of differences in the population As before, the auditor needs to examine the
causes of any observed errors before proceeding with the statistical analysis.
When either no differences are observed or there is considerable doubt concern
ing the representativeness of those observed, the auditor might consider one of the
bounds on overstatement error discussed in the difference estimation section. Lack of
representativeness may also cause the auditor to increase the sample size.
To illustrate, consider the sample of 180 items with 15 observed differences as
shown in the section dealing with difference estimation. In addition to the data shown
there, suppose that the sum of recorded amounts over the whole sample is
∑yj = 37,620, so that R - 1 = -1,009 = -.027,
37,620

and the sum of squares of recorded amounts is
∑yj2 = 12,444,980.

A straightforward application of the formula for

gives

SR = √107,827 + (.027)2(12,444,980) - 2(- 027)(-252,822)
SR √--179
= $24.00

Applying the suggested procedure, the value of Pu(m) is .13 as before, and
179
SR2(m)=14
(576)

= 7364.57.

Consequently,
σR = √.13(7364.57)
= $30.94

($31.00 rounded).

As before, the t-factor for 14 degrees of freedom is 2.145 at .95 interval reliability.
Consequently, the achieved precision is given by

AR =

10,000 x 2.145 x 31.00 √1 - -180
10,000
√180

_ 652,981
13.416
= $48,672.
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If, instead, the auditor uses the computed value of SR($24.00), the achieved pre
cision is calculated as

ar

10,000 x 2.145 x 24.00√1 - 180
10,000
=
√180

_ 505,534
13416
= $37,681.
The larger value provides some protection against the possibility that the 15 observed
differences give an estimate that is too small because the proportion of differences in
the population exceeds the proportion of differences in the sample. As in the case of
differences, no definite rule can be given concerning when to use the approximate
value, but, as a guideline, the auditor might consider doing so whenever the number of
observed differences is fewer than 20. However, the auditor should be reasonably
satisfied that the observed differences are representative.
For this data, the estimated ratio is

R = .973,

and, assuming that the total recorded amount is $2 million, the estimated audited
amount is
XR = (.973)($2,000,000) = $1,946,000;

or, equivalently, the estimated total difference is
DR = (-.027)($2,000,000) = -$54,000.

These estimates are close to the difference estimates for this illustration. Such close
agreement is typical of most applications.

Regression Estimation
When recorded amounts are available and their distribution is not highly skewed,
unstratified regression estimation can be used instead of either difference estimation
or ratio estimation. The regression estimator of the total audited amount is given by the
following formula:24
XG = Nx + b(Y — Ny),
where x is the sample mean audited amount, b is the estimated regression coefficient,
Y is the total recorded amount, and y is the sample mean recorded amount. When
b = 0, XG equals the mean estimator of the total audited amount, when b = 1, it equals
the difference estimator of the total audited amount, and when b = x/y, it equals the
ratio estimator of the total audited amount.
24

The subscript G on XG indicates that the estimated total amount is based on the regression estimator
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The value of b in the regression estimate of the total audited amount may be de
termined using the following formula:

b =

∑ Xj-yj - nxy
∑yj2-ny2

Alternatively, b may be determined by using a formula based on the observed differ
ences (dj = Xj -yj as follows:

_ ∑ djyj - ndy
∑ yj2 - ny2

b = 1 +

When only some of the sample items have non-zero differences, this latter formula is
easier to compute.
Using this latter formula for b, it is possible to express the regression estimate of
the total audited amount as follows:

XG = Y +Nd +

∑ djyj - ndy
- (Y - Ny).
∑ yj2 - ny2

Subtracting the total recorded amount (Y) from both sides of this equation yields a
regression estimate of the total difference between audited and recorded amounts
(DG) as follows:
DG = Nd + (b - 1)(Y - Ny).
Sampling Distribution. Over all possible samples the mean value of XG does not
equal the total audited amount, but the difference is small for large sample sizes In
other words, the regression estimator is biased, but the bias is negligible for large
sample sizes.
The estimated standard error of the regression estimate of the total audited amount
is given by the following formula:

σ(XG)

NSg √1 - n/N

√n

where SG is the estimated standard deviation of the regression population 25 The esti
mated standard deviation may be calculated from the following formula:

sG =

25

√1
n -2

∑xj2 -nx2

(∑ xjYj - nxy)2
∑yj2-ny2

The term regression population is used here to denote the population residuals where the residuals
refer to the differences between the audited amounts and the “true” regression
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An equivalent formula that uses the differences instead of the audited amounts is
given by the following:

SG =

√1
n -2

∑ d2 - nd2 -

(∑

-ndy)2

The approximate normality of the sampling distribution of the regression estimator
is affected by (1) the distribution of the recorded amounts, (2) the proportion of non
zero differences, and (3) the distribution of the non-zero differences.
The situation parallels that of the ratio estimator and similar conclusions are rele
vant. In particular, the coefficient of variation of the recorded amounts divided by the
square root of the sample size should be less than 10 percent, and the sample should
contain several non-zero differences. It is not possible to give a definite number, but,
as before, using 15 or 20 as a minimum number when the observed differences appear
typical for the particular situation seems to be a reasonable operating rule.

Efficiency The regression estimator is more efficient than the mean estimator
whenever the correlation between the audited amounts and recorded amounts is dif
ferent from zero. This will nearly always be the case.
The regression estimator is likewise more efficient than the difference estimator
unless the magnitudes of the differences are unrelated to the size of the recorded
amounts. Even in this unlikely situation, the regression estimator is as efficient as the
difference estimator.
The regression estimator is also just as efficient as the ratio estimator in all cases,
and more efficient in most. The ratio estimator is nearly as efficient only when each
audited amount is nearly proportional to the corresponding recorded amount For
populations containing a large proportion of recorded amounts that equal the audited
amounts, the condition of near proportionality is satisfied only when the non-zero dif
ferences are small in magnitude.
The conclusion is that the regression estimator is the most efficient estimator of the
four. Furthermore, it does not require that all recorded amounts be positive as does the
ratio estimator.
Determining Sampling Size. To determine the sample size required to achieve a
desired precision (A) at a specified interval reliability (R), the following formula may
be used:

= N2URSG2
n
A2 + NUR2SG2
This formula uses the estimated standard deviation of the regression population in
the same way that the other estimation techniques employed the required estimated
standard deviation.
Similar to the preceding table for ratio estimation, the following table shows the
required sample sizes for regression estimation when the interval reliability (R) is .95
(UR = 1.96); the population size is 5,000, the desired relative precision (A/X) is either
5 percent or 10 percent; the coefficient of variation of audited amounts is one, two,
three, or four and equals the coefficient of variation of recorded amounts; and the
correlation coefficient is .50, .85, or 95.
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Required Sample Size
Population Size (N) = 5,000
Correlation Coefficient

.50

Coefficient of Variation

.80

.95

Relative Precision = .05

1

936

498

146

2

2398

1534

3
4

3374

2495

535
1062

3933

3195

1620

Coefficient of Variation

1

Relative Precision = 10
37
134
272

2

937

498

146

3
4

1708
2399

997
1534

316

535

Comparing the foregoing table to the similar table concerning ratio estimation
demonstrates that, in identical circumstances, regression estimation requires smaller
sample sizes than ratio estimation. However, comparing the right-hand columns in the
two tables shows that the advantage of regression estimation is very small when the
correlation coefficient is .95
The left-hand column of the ratio estimation table, corresponding to a correlation
coefficient of .50, also gives the sample sizes required for mean estimation of audited
amounts. Comparing the left-hand columns of the two tables also shows that regres
sion estimation requires smaller sample sizes than mean estimation The advantage of
regression estimation over mean estimation persists whenever the correlation co
efficient is different from zero.
The above formula for determining an appropriate sample size requires the
auditor to have a reasonably accurate estimate of SG. If a preliminary sample is used
to estimate SG, it should be large enough to contain several non-zero differences. As
with the other estimation techniques, attribute tables can be used to determine a
sample size necessary to contain a specified number of sample differences
When all or nearly all of the differences are expected to be overstatements, the
auditor can determine an approximation to the required sample size by assuming that
any overstatement error is equal to the recorded amount. As was described for dif
ference and ratio estimation, the approximation entails calculating an average or ex
pected value for the standard deviation of the regression population to be used in
place of SG
The approximation in the regression case is exactly the same as described for
the ratio case. This equality occurs because under the assumed form of the differ
ences, the population regression and the population ratio exactly coincide.26 The illus
tration presented for ratio estimation applies also to regression estimation, including

26

Another way of expressing this is that the regression line passes through the origin
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the suggestion to increase the sample size in order to assure observing several differ
ences.

Evaluating Results.

The estimated audited amount using regression estimation

is
XG = Nx + b(Y - Ny),

where b is the estimated regression coefficient based on the entire sample.
The achieved precision of the regression estimate of the total audited amount is
calculated as follows:

=

NUrSg

√n

√1 - n/N,

where SG is the estimated standard deviation of the regression population.
Just as for difference and ratio estimation, the estimated standard deviation (SG)
may underestimate the population standard deviation when only a few differences are
observed. The same suggestions made in the section on difference estimation apply in
case the auditor observes no differences or does not think the observed differences are
representative. The following procedure may be used to obtain an estimate of the
standard deviation of the regression population in cases where the auditor feels the
proportion of differences in the sample may be smaller than the proportion of
differences in the population
1

From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper precision limit
for the proportion of differences based upon the observed number of differences
(m), the sample size (n), and a desired one-sided reliability (R1) Label this num
ber PU(m).

2

. Calculate the mean difference for only the sample units containing non-zero dif
ferences, as follows:

dm

3.

∑ dj
m

Calculate the estimated standard deviation for the non-zero population difference
as follows:

SD(m) =

4.

√∑ dj2 - mdm2
m - 1

Calculate the quantity
1
n - 2

( jyj - mdmyn)2 =n-1
d
∑
(b - 1)2Sγ2,
∑yj2- ny2
n - 2

where yn is the average recorded amount for the entire sample.
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5.

Determine the estimated standard deviation of the regression population as
follows:

n - 1
(b - 1)2Sγ2.
n -2

=

In addition, when computing the achieved precision (Ag), use the reliability factor
from the Student’s t-table with (m - 2) degrees of freedom instead of the UR based on
the normal tables.
To illustrate, the same sample of 180 items with 15 observed differences that was
previously evaluated by difference and ratio methods is evaluated using the regres
sion technique. Using the formula for SG with ∑ dj2 = 107,827, ∑ dj = -1,009, ∑ djyj =
(-252,822), y = 209, ∑ yj2 = 12,444,980 and n = 180, produces the following result

√1 107,827 - 5,656
178

(-252,822 - 210,881)2
12,444,980 - 7,862,580.

101,787
178
= $23 91.

Applying the suggested procedure, with PU(m) = .13 as before gives
σg =

. 13(53.42)2 + 13(.87)(67.27)2 -

179
( 0092)2(160)2
178

= V370.98 + 511.81 - 2.18
= $29.68.

In this latter calculation, it was necessary to compute the value of b from the formula as

b = 1 +

-252,822 + 210,881
12,444,980 - 7,862,580 ’

= 9908
and Sγ

12,444,980 - 7,862,580
---------------------------------=160.
179

As before, the auditor should consider using the approximation σG instead of SG
whenever the observed number of sample differences is small—say, fewer than 20—
and his investigation of the observed errors supports their being representative. In this
illustration, the computed value of σg($29.68) is very close to the previously com
puted value of σD ($29.71), reflecting the fact that b is very close to one and hence the
regression estimate, in this case, is quite close to the difference estimate.
To compute the value of the regression estimate, the formula gives,

XG = (10,000)($203.39) + (.9902)($2,000,000 - (10,000)($209))

= $2,033,900 + .9902(-$90,000)
= $1,944,782

($1,944,800 rounded),
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or equivalently, the regression estimate of the difference is27

DG = $2,000,000 - $1,944,782

= $55,218.
The achieved precision of either of these estimates may be computed using the
formula on page 90 with 2.145 being used as the reliability factor. If σG is used in
place of SG, the precision is computed as

10,000 x 2.145 x $29.68 x √1 -

AG —

180
10,000

√180

_ 630,880
13.416
= $47,023.
Using SG, the precision may be computed as

Ag =

10,000 x 2.145 x $23.91 x 1 - 180
10,000
√180

= $37,883

Summary
Four variable sampling methods—mean, difference, ratio, and regression esti
mation—have been discussed in the case of unstratified sampling. Unstratified sam
pling has limited usefulness in auditing even when the largest sampling units are
selected on a 100 percent basis. The basic concepts discussed in this chapter can
be extended to the more practical case of stratified sampling, which is discussed in
the next chapter.
When recorded amounts exist for each of the sampling units, and their total agrees
with the general-ledger control amount, the auditor can select a difference, ratio, or
regression estimator of the total audited amount. If at most a few differences are ex
pected, the auditor can plan the sample size to yield a useful upper bound on the over
statement error. This can be done either by using the attribute tables (or computer
program) or by using the sample size formula corresponding to the mean estimator.
When several differences are expected, the auditor can use one of the formulas
corresponding to the difference, ratio, or regression estimator supplemented by the
attribute tables (or computer program) This gives some assurance of observing
enough differences to make valid inferences about the extent of difference in the popu
lation. For each of the three estimators, an approximation may be useful in obtaining
a preliminary estimate of the appropriate standard deviation in cases where the
auditor anticipates mostly overstatement errors.
27

The value of $203 39 for x can be calculated from the data given since
∑ xj = ∑yj +
x∑
mj - ∑myj = 37,620 + 1813 - 2822 = 36,611
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After obtaining an audited amount for each of the sample items, the auditor can
compute an estimate of the total audited amount based on either the difference, ratio,
or regression formula. When many differences are present, say more than 20, the
auditor can use the appropriate formula for computing the achieved precision of the
estimate. If the number of differences observed is between, say, 10 and 20, and the
auditor is reasonably satisfied that the observed differences are representative of the
population of differences, an approximation can be used to compute the achieved
precision. If the number of differences is small or the auditor is not satisfied that the
observed differences are representative, either one of the bounds for overstatement
can be used or the sample can be enlarged.
In many circumstances, the three estimators give nearly the same results although
the regression estimator is the most efficient. For the data evaluated in the chapter, the
following table shows the comparative results.
Difference

Estimated audited amount $1,943,900
Recorded amount
2,000,000
Estimated difference
-56,100

Ratio

Regression

$1,946,000
2,000,000

$1,944,800
2,000,000

-54,000

-55,000

Achieved precision at
.95 interval reliability

37,850

37,681

37,883

Approximate precision at
.95 interval reliability

47,071

48,672

47,023
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Currently, there are two methods widely used in practice to select variable sam
ples—stratified random sampling and pps sampling. Each method provides greater
representation of the larger recorded amounts in the sample in contrast to unrestricted
random sampling which provides equal representation of every recorded amount.
Under both methods, the required sample sizes will generally be much less than the
size required when using unrestricted random sampling.
The auditor would normally select one of these methods whenever planning a
statistical substantive test of an account balance or class of transactions. In current
practice, inventories and accounts receivable comprise the major areas of applica
tion. In nearly all cases, a computer is used to assist the auditor.
Both methods are discussed in this chapter, and formulas—often complex—are
used throughout, illustrated, in most cases, with numerical examples. However, the
computer programs described in chapter 9 make it unnecessary for the auditor to use
these formulas for making calculations.
The purpose of stratification is to improve efficiency by reducing sample sizes for
desired levels of precision and reliability. The previous illustrations of the required
sample sizes using unstratified random sampling demonstrate how very large the
sample must be when the population variability is high (measured by the coefficient
of variation). Such large sample sizes are not practical in auditing—stratification is
one technique that will allow reasonable sample sizes.
Stratified random samples achieve efficiency by grouping sampling units with
similar characteristics into separate strata. In this way the variability among sampling
units within any one stratum is small. Ideally, the strata would be defined so that all
sampling units within a stratum had the same value—in that case a sample consisting
of one unit from each stratum would constitute the most efficient sample possible.
This ideal cannot be achieved for two reasons: (1) It would require too many strata
to be practical, and (2) it is necessary to classify the sampling units into strata prior
to sampling.
The first reason merely states the obvious—to achieve the ideal would require
as many strata as there are different values in the population, and this would ordi
narily be an impractically large number.
The second reason is more important. It indicates that stratification must be based
95
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on information available to the auditor before any auditing can occur For example,
if the sampling units are priced perpetual inventory records, the basis for stratifying
the sampling units must be among the items of information on the record, such as
recorded amounts, type of item, storage location, or volume of activity. In choosing
among the possibilities, the auditor considers the following:
1.

What basis will be most efficient?

2.

What basis will be least expensive to implement?

The comparative efficiency of different stratification bases is determined by the
relationship between the basis and the particular standard deviation involved. For
example, with mean estimation of the total audited amount, the auditor would like to
choose a basis that would result in sampling units with similar audited amounts being
in a stratum. Likewise, with difference estimation of the total audited amount the
auditor would prefer a basis that would place sampling units with similar differences
in a stratum. In the inventory example, the recorded amount might be the best choice
as a stratification basis for mean estimation, while the volume of activity might be the
best choice for difference, ratio, or regression estimation.
Cost is another important factor that must be considered. Manual stratification
of a large file is both time-consuming and expensive. Consequently, the only method
of stratifying a population that appears practical for auditing is using a computer.
Most computer programs, including the ones designed to accompany this book, use
a quantitative field as the basis of stratification. This restricts the choice to a quantity
—such as a recorded amount—that is available in the record.

Stratification by Recorded Amounts
Recorded amounts are currently widely used as the basis for stratifying the popu
lation. While recorded amounts may not provide the most efficient basis in any par
ticular application, they do have the virtues of being (1) known, (2) somewhat related
to the magnitudes of either the audited amounts or the differences, and (3) capable
of implementation at a reasonable cost. When stratifying the sampling units, the
auditor must choose (1) the number of strata, (2) the location of strata boundaries,
and (3) the method of allocating the sample to the strata.

Number of Strata

Computer programs in current use allow either a fixed or a variable number of
strata. In those allowing a variable number, the auditor may designate the number
or else the computer program will iteratively test a number of alternatives and use the
one that provides the smallest sample size. In some limited empirical work, it was
found that using up to about five strata can be expected to result in large savings in
sample size. With more strata, the incremental saving persists but becomes appre
ciably smaller because a few differences of larger size than anticipated can adversely
affect the sample evaluation.
Frequently, out of the top stratum, 100 percent of the sampling units are selected
and examined, because their large recorded amounts are of particular auditing con
cern. All individually significant items should always be audited. In this chapter, all
the formulas presented for stratified sampling exclude consideration of such a top
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stratum. This means that the number of units in the top stratum must be added to the
sample size determined from the formulas to obtain the total number of units to be
examined by the auditor. It also means that the results concerning the audited amount
for the top stratum must be added to the estimated audited amount computed from
the other strata. Computing the achieved standard error or precision is not affected
by the top stratum results because there is no contribution to the sampling error when
a stratum is examined on a 100 percent basis.

Stratum Boundaries
There are several techniques for locating stratum boundaries. One of the simplest
involves forming strata so that each contains approximately an equal recorded
amount. To do this, the auditor first determines the top stratum (those units that will
be selected and examined on a 100 percent basis), and then divides the remaining
total recorded amount by the number of strata desired to obtain a target amount. The
auditor then designates the stratum boundaries so that each stratum has nearly this
target amount. This can be easily accomplished using the frequency analysis program
described in chapter 9.
A more sophisticated but not necessarily better technique is in common use
within the profession; it involves using the frequency analysis program in the following
manner:

1.

Determine the top stratum and exclude those units from further consideration.

2.

Determine the number of strata desired and divide that number into the total
cumulation of the square root of the frequency. This number becomes the target.

3.

Assign boundaries so that each stratum has nearly the target value of the cumula
tive square root of the frequency.

For example, suppose the following represents the frequency distribution of recorded
amounts for all but the top stratum,

Square Root
of Freq.

Cumulative
Square Root

58.9
50.2

58.9

Recorded Amt.

Frequency

0- 4.99

3464

5- 9.99

10-14.99

2516
2157

46.4

109.1
155.5

15-19.99

1581

39.8

195.3

20-24.99
25-29 99
30-34.99
35-39.99

1142
746
512

229.1
256.4

376

33.8
27.3
22.6
19.4

40-44.99
45-49.99

265
207

16.3
14.4

279.0
298.4

314.7
329.1

If four strata are desired, the total cumulative square root of 329.1 is divided by four
to give 82.275 as the target value. Consequently, the upper boundaries should be as
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near as possible to the cumulative square roots of 82.275, 164.55, and 246.825. The
actual closest boundaries to these are at the recorded amounts of 5, 15, and 25, so
that the following represent the four strata.

Stratum

Frequency

3464

Sum of
Square Roots

0- 4.99
5-14.99

4673

58.9
96.6

15-24.99

2723

73.6

24.99-49.99

2106

100.0

This is the best possible division that can be done with this frequency distribution
using this technique, because the sum of square roots within each stratum is as close
as possible to the target amount of 82.275. Since the frequency analysis program
provides up to 200 cells, the achieved stratification can be closer to the target.1

Allocating the Sample to the Strata
A simple way of allocating the sample to the strata is to make the stratum sample
size proportional to the total recorded amount within the stratum. Using this alloca
tion scheme in conjunction with dividing the total recorded amount into equal por
tions produces nearly equal sample sizes for each stratum.
For example, suppose that 10,000 accounts have a total recorded amount of
$4 million. Dividing these accounts into four strata so that each stratum contains about
$1 million might produce the following results for a sample size of 300.

Stratum

Stratum
Boundaries

Freq.

Total
Rec. Amt.

Average
Rec. Amt.

Stan. Dev.
Rec. Amt.

Sample
Size

$ 203.64
316.67

84

1050.00

$ 80
150
200

1760.00

410

66

1

0- 249

5500

$1,120,000

2

250- 749

3
4

750-1499

3000
1000

950,000
1,050,000

500

880,000

10,000

$4,000,000

1500-2999

71
79
300

As can be easily observed, the larger recorded amounts in stratum 4 have a much
greater representation in the sample than the smaller recorded amounts in stratum 1.
The sampling proportion is .015 (84/5500) for stratum 1, .024 (71/3000) for stratum 2,
.079 (79/1000) for stratum 3, and 132 (66/500) for stratum 4. Another way of describ
ing this is to say that the sampling proportion is approximately proportional to the
average recorded amount within each stratum, or that the stratum sample size is

1

Cells correspond to the division of the recorded amounts into intervals When these cells have un
equal lengths, a modification of this technique is necessary The square root of the frequency is
multiplied by the square root of the cell length before cumulating
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nearly proportional to the product of the number of stratum population items times
the stratum average recorded amount.
Another allocation method widely used is known as optimum (or Neyman) alloca
tion The sample is allocated among the strata in proportion to the product of the
number of stratum population items times the stratum standard deviation This method
also produces nearly equal stratum sample sizes when employed together with the
cumulative square root technique of locating stratum boundaries. The term optimum
reflects the fact that this allocation leads to the smallest possible standard error with
respect to the standard deviation employed. When the stratification basis is the
recorded amount, the resulting stratification is optimum only for the distribution of
recorded amounts.
For example, if optimum allocation is used for the above data, the sample of
300 is allocated to the four strata as follows

Stratum

Freq.

1
2

5500
3000

3

4

Std. Dev.
Recorded Amts.

80

(Freq.) x (Std. Dev.)

Sample
Size
102

150

440,000
450,000

1000

200

200,000

46

500

410

205,000

48

104

1,295,000
Using optimum allocation, the sampling proportion is .018 (102/5500) for stratum 1,
.035 (104/3000) for stratum 2, .046 (46/1000) for stratum 3, and .096 (48/500) for stra
tum 4. The reason that the sample sizes vary so much among strata is that the bound
aries were chosen to equalize the recorded amounts within each stratum rather than
using the cumulative square root technique.
A third allocation method that can be used in some applications is to allocate the
sample among the stratum in proportion to the number of stratum population items
times the largest recorded amount within each stratum. For the above data, this results
in the following allocation of the sample of 300.

Stratum

Freq.

1
2

5500
3000
1000

3
4

500

Largest
Rec. Amt.

(Freq.) x (Largest Amt.)

Sample
Size

247.65
748.20
1496.50
2950.10

1,362,075
2,244,600
1,496,500
1,475,050

62
102
68
68

6,578,225

300

With this allocation method, the sampling proportion is .011 (62/5500) for stratum 1,
.034 (102/3000) for stratum 2, .068 (68/1000) for stratum 3, and .136 (68/500) for
stratum 4.
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Relative Efficiency

Given that the auditor is restricted to using the recorded amounts as the basis for
stratification, what method should be used to determine the number of strata, location
of stratum boundaries, and allocation of the sample to the strata? Giving a definitive
answer to this question does not seem possible based on the present state of
knowledge. For those cases where the auditor does not anticipate a high proportion
of differences in the population and where the differences are mostly overstatement
errors, assigning approximately equal recorded amounts to each stratum and allocat
ing the sample size in proportion to the recorded amount within each stratum is
a simple but satisfactory procedure.
Using the cumulative square root of the frequency to locate the stratum boundaries
together with optimum allocation produces a smaller sample size than dividing the
population into equal dollar strata and allocating proportional to the stratum total
recorded amount. However, the apparent superiority of the more complex method may
be an illusion because the audited amounts may differ from the recorded amounts.
For some patterns of differences between recorded and audited amounts, the simpler
scheme may actually be better.
The broader question concerns the relative efficiency of recorded amounts as a
stratification basis. In general, the effectiveness of the stratification depends upon the
correlation between the recorded amounts and either the audited amounts or the
difference amounts. When this correlation is uniformly high in each stratum, stratifica
tion based upon the recorded amounts produces sample sizes that are significantly
smaller than unrestricted random sampling under all methods—mean, difference,
ratio, and regression. This gain in efficiency is often enough to render the sample
sizes capable of being used in practice.
Existence of numerous relatively large differences between audited and recorded
amounts lowers the correlation. Consequently, the auditor must be careful in basing
his sample size calculations solely on recorded amounts. The dangers are that a rela
tively small sample based on the presumed high correlation may be too small to
reveal serious differences that exist or that large observed differences will adversely
affect the evaluation.
To preclude this, the auditor might use the attribute tables as described in the
previous chapter to determine the probability that a certain number of differences
will be observed at various population occurrence rates. Using the attribute tables
with a stratified sample is not strictly valid since the tables assume unrestricted
random sampling. However, unless differences are more likely to occur in accounts
with small balances than in accounts with large balances, the actual probability will
be as large or larger than the tabled value.
To use the attribute tables, the auditor may equate the upper precision limit to
the proportion of the population with differences between audited and recorded
amounts. The reliability may then represent the probability of observing more than
the tabled number of differences corresponding to a selected sample size and
specified proportion of population differences. For example, the attribute tables based
on the binomial show that observing nine occurrences in a sample of 100 gives an
achieved upper precision limit of .14 with a reliability of .90. Reinterpreting, when the
proportion of population differences is .14, there is a 90 percent probability of ob
serving at least 10 differences in a sample of 100.
For a specified proportion of population differences, the auditor may use the
tables to determine the sample size required to have a desired probability of ob
serving a stipulated number of differences. For example, if the auditor believes that a
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population may have about 10 percent differences, a sample of 280 will afford a 95
percent chance of observing at least 20 differences. The required sample size for the
same probability goes up to 400 when the proportion of population differences is
only .07 and to 700 when the proportion of population differences is .04.
In the following sections are outlined the effects of stratification based on re
corded amounts related to mean, difference, ratio, and regression estimation.
Stratification affects the sampling distribution, the method of computing sample size,
and the achieved precision of the resulting estimator.

Stratified Mean Estimation
The stratified mean estimate of the total audited amount is composed of the sum
of the mean estimates over all strata. When there are L strata, this is represented as2

XMS = ∑ NiXi = N1X1 + N2X2

+ N3X3 +...+

Nlxl .

Within the /th stratum, Ni denotes the number of sampling units and xi denotes the
sample mean of audited amounts.
Sampling Distribution

Over all possible samples the mean of the stratified mean estimator equals the
total audited amount. Thus, the stratified mean estimator is unbiased.
The estimated standard error of the stratified mean estimate equals the square
root of the sum of the squares of the estimated standard errors within each stratum.
In symbols,
σ(Xms) =

√ ∑ Ni(Ni-ni)

Sxi2
ni ’

where Sxi represents the estimated standard deviation of the audited amounts within
the /th stratum. From the formula for the estimated standard error displayed in the
mean estimation section of chapter 5, the estimated standard error for the /th stratum
is
NiSxi

1 -

ni
Ni

√ ni

Squaring this expression and rearranging terms gives the representation shown under
the square root sign above.
The validity of precision and reliability statements depends upon the approximate
normality of the sampling distribution. Neter and Loebbecke [18] found the sampling
distribution to be approximately normally distributed for the populations in their study.

2

The subscript MS on XMS denotes a stratified mean estimate of the total audited amount
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Determining Sample Size
The sample size required for a desired precision A and specified interval relia
bility R, is often determined by using the actual standard deviation of the recorded
amounts in place of the estimated standard deviation of audited amounts. When
optimum (or Neyman) allocation is used, the formula for this determination is as
follows:

n =

U
N
R
2(∑iσγi)2
A2 + UR2 ∑ Niσγi2

In this formula σγi represents the standard deviation of recorded amounts in the /th
stratum. Since all the recorded amounts are known, this can be computed rather than
estimated. Also, the stratum standard deviation of recorded amounts is often a good
approximation to the stratum standard deviation of audited amounts.
When the sample is allocated to the strata in proportion to the stratum total re
corded amount, a different formula for determining the sample size is used. This
formula is expressed as follows:

UR2Y ∑ Ni2 σγi2
Yi
n =
A2 + UR2 ∑ Niσγi2
In this formula Y represents the total recorded amount in the population and Y, repre
sents the total recorded amount within the /th stratum.
To illustrate these formulas, suppose the auditor has a desired precision of
$150,000 at a .95 interval reliability (UR = 1.96). Using the population data introduced
earlier in this chapter, the required sample size for optimum allocation is as follows:

n =

______ (1.96)2[5500 x 80 + 3000 x 150 + 1000 x 200 + 500 x 410]2
(150,000)2 + (1.96)2[5500 x 802 + 3000 x 1502 + 1000 x 2002 + 500 x 4102]

= 275.66 or 276.
For the same requirements and data, the required sample size for allocation
proportional to stratum total recorded amount is
(1 96)2(4,000,000)2

n=

(5500 x 80)2
(3000 x 150)2 (1000 x 200)2
(500 x 410)2]
1,120,000 +
950,000
+ 1,050,000 +
880,000

(150,000)2 + (1 96)2[5500 x 802 + 3000 x 1502 + 1000 x 2002 + 500 x 4102]

= 310 25 or 311

As expected, the optimum allocation method produces a smaller required sample
size, but, as previously remarked, that fact alone does not make it superior in all
circumstances.
Instead of using the standard deviation of recorded amounts, the auditor might
take a preliminary sample to estimate the stratum standard deviations of audited
amounts. From the standpoint of time and cost, the existence of the recorded amounts
and the availability of a computer makes the use of a preliminary sample less desir
able. Also, a preliminary sample is not always practical. In the case of a confirmation
procedure, for example, the time required renders a preliminary sample impractical.
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Evaluating Results
The achieved precision of the estimated total audited amount XMS, is estimated
from the following formula:
A'ms = UR √ ∑ Ni(Ni - ni)

Sxi2

ni

If the standard deviation of recorded amounts was used in determining the sample
size, the achieved precision will equal the desired precision only when Sxi2 = σγi2.
This will rarely occur, since it requires both no observed differences as well as an
estimated total audited amount equal to the total recorded amount.
Just as in the unstratified situation, the stratified mean estimate of the total audited
amount is of little value to the auditor when no sample differences between audited
and recorded amounts are observed. In that circumstance, the stratified mean esti
mate serves only to tell the auditor how representative his sample was. While this may
be regarded as useful information, it says little about the reasonableness of the
recorded amount
The practical importance of stratified mean estimation is that in most situations
the achieved precision (A'MS) is as large or larger than the precision corresponding
to any of the other techniques—difference, ratio, or regression. As a result, if the
sample is planned so that A'MS is a stipulated amount, the sample results can often
be used to arrive at a useful audit conclusion. The possible use of the precision of
the mean estimator in constructing a bound on overstatement error was discussed
in the section on difference estimation in chapter 5

Stratified Difference Estimation
The stratified difference estimate of the total difference amount is composed of the
sum of the difference estimates over all strata. For L strata, the estimated total dif
ference is as follows:

Ds = ∑ Nidi = N1d1 + N2d2 + N3d3 +. . . + NLdL.
The term N, denotes the number of sampling units in the 7th stratum and di denotes
the mean difference in the ith stratum. The estimated total audited amount based
upon the stratified difference estimator is given by the following:

XDS = Y +DS.
Sampling Distribution

Over all possible samples, the mean value of the stratified difference estimator
equals the total population difference. Thus, the stratified difference estimator is
unbiased.
The estimated standard error of the stratified difference estimate equals the
square root of the sum of the squares of the estimated standard errors within each
stratum. In symbols,

σ(Ds) =

∑ Ni(Ni-ni) SnDii2

√

’
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where SDi denotes the estimated standard deviation of the difference in the /th stratum.
This formula also represents the estimated standard error of the estimated audited
amount based on the stratified difference estimator [σ(XDS)].
When the basis for stratification is the recorded amounts, Neter and Loebbecke
[18] found the sampling distribution to be approximately normal when (1) the propor
tion of non-zero differences was at least 5 percent and the individual differences
were relatively small in dollar amount or (2) when the proportion of differences was
about 30 percent, and the individual differences were moderate or large in dollar
amount.
The difficulty encountered for the proportion of differences between 5 and 30 per
cent for moderate and large differences may be related to the efficiency of the
stratification based on recorded amounts as well as the relatively small sample
sizes used in the study for populations where the difficulty was encountered.

Determining Sample Size

To determine the sample size required to achieve a desired precision at a speci
fied reliability, the auditor would like an estimate of the standard deviation of dif
ferences within each stratum. While the auditor might take a preliminary sample
within each stratum for that purpose, this is not ordinarily done because it is im
practical. Instead, the standard deviation of recorded amounts within each stratum is
used. If the number of strata is not too large, this procedure produces a larger sample
than required whenever the correlation between audited and recorded amounts
within each stratum exceeds one-half. Following this procedure, the sample size is
determined by one of the formulas given in the section concerning stratified mean
estimation.
When all or nearly all the differences can be expected to be overstatements,
the sample size may be determined by adapting the approximation discussed in the
unstratified case to the stratified situation. This involves conservatively estimating the
proportion of non-zero differences within each stratum and following the suggestions
made in the section on difference estimation in chapter 5 to calculate an approxima
tion for the estimated standard deviation of difference amounts within each stratum.
Denoting this approximation by σDi, the sample size may be determined from the
following formula when optimum allocation is used:
Ur2(∑ NiσDi)2
n=
A2 + UR2 √ NiσDi2 .

This, of course, is the same formula used for stratified mean estimation with σDi
taking the place of σγi, the standard deviation of recorded amounts. When the alloca
tion is proportional to the stratum total recorded amount, the formula for the sample
size is the same one used for stratified mean estimation with σDi replacing σγi, that is
UR2Y ∑ Ni22
D
/σ
i Yi
n =
--------------------- -—
A2 + UR2 ∑ NiσDi2 .

For example, using the data presented earlier in this chapter, the sample size
has been previously computed as 276 for stratified mean estimation using optimum
allocation. This same sample size may be used with stratified difference estimation.
On the other hand, if the anticipated differences are mostly overstatements and the
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auditor conservatively believes about 10 percent of the recorded amounts could have
differences, he can use the approximate method. If he expects each stratum to ex
hibit about the same proportion of differences, he uses pD = .10 for each stratum.
This gives the following results for the approximate standard deviation of differences:
σD1 =

√.10x 802 + 10 x .90 x 203.642 = $66.12.

σD2 =

√.10x 1502 + .10 x .90 x 316 672 = $106.18.

σD3 =

√.10x 2002 + .10 x .90 x 10502 = $321.29.

D4 √.10x 4102 + .10 x .90 x 17602 = $543.69.
σ
=
Using these values, the formula for the sample size corresponding to optimum
allocation gives the following:
n=

(1.96)2[5500(66.12) + 3000(106.18) + 1000(321.29) + 500(543.69)]2
(150,000)2 + (1.96)2[5500(66.12)2 + 3000(106.18)2 + 1000(321.29)2 + 500(543 69)2]

= 263 77 or 264

It is interesting to observe that while the sample sizes are not too different, the
approximate standard deviations are lower for low-valued strata and higher for the
high-valued strata. This reflects the fact that when a difference can be as large as the
recorded amount, the variability among differences in high-valued strata is larger than
the variability of the recorded amounts.
The allocation of the sample will be different under each of these methods. For
example, if the sample size is increased to 300, the optimal allocation method applied
to the approximate standard deviations (σDi) gives the following results compared
to the previously determined allocation based on the standard deviation of recorded
amounts (σγi).

Allocationγi)(σ

Stratum

Allocation
(σDi)

1

85

102

2

75

104

3
4

76
64

46

46

Note that the allocation based on σDi is very close to that based on the stratum total
recorded amount cited previously. This suggests that basing the total sample size on
the standard deviation of recorded amounts (σγi) and allocating the sample in
proportion to the stratum total recorded amounts is a very good procedure when the
stratum boundaries are set to include approximately equal recorded amounts within
each stratum, and most of the differences are overstatements.
Finally, the auditor can use attribute tables as previously described to determine
whether his computed sample size can be expected to produce a reasonable number
of observed differences. For example, a sample of 264 has about a 90 percent proba
bility of containing at least 20 differences when the proportion of accounts with
differences is 10 percent (1,000 differences in this example). By increasing the sam-
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ple size to 300, the probability of containing at least 20 differences is raised above
95 percent.3
Evaluating Results
The achieved precision of the stratified difference estimator (Ds) (or the stratified
difference estimate of the total audited amount (XDs)) at a specified reliability R is
estimated by means of the following formula:
A'ds = Ur

Z√∑Ni(Ni-ni)

SDi2

ni

where SDi represents the estimated standard deviation of the population differences
within the /th stratum based on the final sample results.
The number of differences required in order to obtain a good estimate of the
achieved precision depends upon both the proportion and magnitudes of the dif
ferences. The most favorable situation is when (1) there are several observed dif
ferences within each stratum and (2) larger differences occur in the strata with larger
recorded amounts.
When the total number of observed differences is small, the auditor can use a
procedure similar to that described in the unstratified case to obtain an estimate of
the standard deviation of stratum differences. This is described as follows:
1.

From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper precision limit
for the proportion of non-zero differences in the population. This upper precision
limit (Pu(m)) is based on the total number of observed differences (m), the total
sample size without regard to strata (n) and a desired one-sided reliability (R1).

2.

For the /th stratum, calculate the mean difference for only the sample units (mi)
containing non-zero differences, as follows:
dmi

3.

∑ dij

For the /th stratum, calculate the estimated standard deviation for the non-zero
stratum differences as follows:
Sd(mi) =

4.

√∑ dij2 - midmi2
mi - 1

Determine the estimated standard deviation of the /th stratum as follows:

(σ
D
=I) √pu(m)SD2(mi) + PU(m)(1 - PU(m))dmi2.
The resulting number for each stratum can be used in place of SDi in computing the
estimated achieved precision.
When only a few differences are observed within each stratum, the reliability
factor used to estimate the achieved precision should not be taken from the normal
table. Instead, the factor should be taken from the Student’s Mable. In addition to the
desired reliability, the auditor needs to specify the appropriate “degrees of freedom”
when entering that table.
3

As stated previously, using the attribute tables with a stratified sample is not strictly valid because
the tables assume unrestricted random sampling However, unless differences are more likely to
occur in accounts with small recorded amounts than in the larger recorded amounts, the actual
probability will be at least as large as the tabled value
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Determining an appropriate number for the degrees of freedom is not a simple
task. In his book, Cochran [5] presents a formula for approximating the degrees of
freedom, but it assumes the underlying data are normally distributed and tends to
overestimate the effective degrees of freedom under circumstances likely to occur in
accounting populations. A reasonable number of the degrees of freedom would be the
total number of observed differences minus the number of strata.
Using this procedure still requires observing a few differences within each
stratum. In addition, the auditor should be reasonably satisfied that the observed
differences are representative as discussed in chapter 5. When these conditions are
satisfied the procedure described above accounts for the possibility that the occur
rence rate of errors in the population could be larger than the fraction of errors
observed in the sample.
When either no differences or only a few differences are observed, the auditor
might consider determining a bound on the overstatement error as described in
chapter 5. One such bound that requires no assumption concerning the approximate
normality of the sampling distribution is available provided the sample has been
allocated to the strata in proportion to the number of stratum population items times
the largest recorded amount within each stratum (the third method described earlier).
To compute this bound, the auditor determines the upper precision limit (Pu(m))
based on the total number of observed differences (m), the total sample size without
regard to strata (n) and a desired one-sided reliability (R1). The upper bound on
overstatement error is then equal to the following:
Pu(m) ∑ Ni x (Largest recorded amount in stratum /).

For example, suppose the third allocation method described earlier is used to
obtain a stratified sample of 300 for the data described and no differences are ob
served. The achieved upper precision limit is .01 at .95 one-sided reliability. The sum
of the number of stratum population items times the largest recorded amount within
the stratum has been computed as $6,578,225, and so the bound equals
$65,782 = .01 x $6,578,225
Another bound that does depend on the approximate normality of the sampling
distribution is to use the stratum standard deviation of recorded amounts (σγi) in
place of SDi when using the formula for computing the achieved precision (A’DS)
This substitution will produce a conservative bound on the amount of overstatement
as long as the square of the stratum coefficient of variation (σγi/Yi) exceeds the pro
portion of non-zero differences within the stratum In practice, the auditor can deter
mine Pu(m) as described above and use the bound as long as (σγi/Yi)2 >Pu(m).
For example, for the same data, the squares of the coefficients of variation are
as follows.

Stratum

Average
Recorded
Amount

Standard Dev.
Recorded Amt.

1
2
3
4

$ 203.64
316.67
1050.00
1760.00

$ 80
150
200
410

Coefficient
of
Variation

Square
of CV

.39
.47
.19

.15
22
.04

.23

.05
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If no differences are observed in the sample of 300, the achieved upper precision
limit as cited above is 01 at .95 one-sided reliability. Therefore, the bound on the
overstatement can be computed as follows, assuming that the sample was allocated
to the stratum in proportion to the total recorded amount within the stratum (the first
method described above) and using a reliability factor of 1.65 corresponding to a
one-sided reliability of .95
1 65 √5500 x 5416 x

(200)2
(410)2
(150)2
(80)2
+ 1000 x 921 x
+ 3000 x 2929 x
■ + 500 x 434 x
84
71
79
66

= 1 65 x $77,931
= $128,586

To be useful, the auditor should plan the sample so that when few or no differences
are observed the magnitude of the bound is a desired size. When the latter method
is to be used, the sample size can be determined using the formula for the stratified
mean estimator augmented by the attribute tables. The attribute tables can be used to
make sure that the sample size is large enough so that when a few errors are observed,
the resulting upper precision limit on the proportion of errors in the population is
smaller than the square of the stratum coefficients of variation for each stratum.

Stratified Ratio Estimation
The stratified ratio estimator most commonly used in auditing is known as the
combined ratio estimator. The combined ratio estimator of the total audited amount
is formed by the ratio of the stratified mean estimator of the audited amounts to the
stratified mean estimator of the recorded amounts, multiplied by the total recorded
amount. In symbols,
XRC =

N1X1 + N2X2 + N3X3 + . . . + NLXL
N1y1 + N2y2 + N3y3 + • • • + NLyL

γ

∑ NiXi γ
∑ Niyi
The combined ratio itself is denoted by the symbol Rc . It may also be computed
as one plus the ratio of the stratified difference estimator to the stratified mean estima
tor of the recorded amounts, that is,
Ac = 1.0 +

1.0 +

N1d1 + N2d2 + N3d3 + . . . + NLdL
N1y1 + N2y2 + N3y3 + • • • + NLyL

∑ Nidi
∑ Niyi

This also provides an estimate of the total difference between audited amounts and
recorded amounts by letting
Drc = (Rc - 1)Y.
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Another type of stratified ratio estimate is based on what is called the separate
ratio estimator. As the name implies, the separate ratio estimator is the sum of each
stratum’s ratio times its population recorded amount Yi. The separate ratio estimator is
more appropriate when the stratum ratios vary widely and this condition may occur
in some auditing applications. However, the combined ratio estimator does not re
quire observing several differences within each stratum as does the separate ratio
estimator. For this reason, the separate ratio is not discussed further here, but addi
tional details are presented in Appendix 7.
Sampling Distribution

Over all possible samples the mean value of the combined ratio estimate of the
total audited amount does not equal the total audited amount, but the bias is negli
gible when the sample size is large enough to make the coefficient of variation of
the stratified mean estimator of recorded amounts less than 10 percent. See Cochran
[5], p. 169. Whenever planning is done on the basis of recorded amounts, and the
planned precision expressed as a fraction of the recorded amount (the relative preci
sion) does not exceed 10UR, this condition will be satisfied. For example, when the
interval reliability is .95 (UR = 1 96), the coefficient of variation will be less than 10
percent whenever the planned relative precision is less than 20 percent.
The estimated standard error of the combined ratio estimate of the total audited
amount is given by the following formula:
&(Xrc) = √∑Ni(Ni-ni)

S2RCi

ni ’

where SRCi denotes the estimated standard deviation of the population ratios within
the ith stratum.
The formula used to calculate the estimated stratum standard deviation of the
population ratios (SRCi) depends upon whether sample audited amounts or sample
difference amounts are used. For audited amounts,
SRCi =

√∑ xij2 + Rc2

∑ yij2

- 2Rc

∑

xijyij

ni - 1

where the first subscript indicates stratum / and the second indicates the jth sample
item within that stratum. For difference amounts,
SRCi =

√∑ dij2 + (Rc - 1)2

∑ Yij2

- 2(RC - 1)

∑

dijyij

ni - 1

Neter and Loebbecke [18] found that the sampling distribution of the combined ratio
estimator was approximately normal under conditions similar to those pertaining to the
stratified difference estimator.
One explanation for the results being so similar is that the ratio and difference
estimators themselves are quite similar when the stratification is based on the re
corded amounts. Comparing the formulas for DRC and Ds shows that if ∑ Niyi, the
denominator for Rc, were exactly equal to Y, the formulas would become identical.
When planning is done on the basis of the recorded amounts, the relationship between
Y and ∑ Niyi, is controlled and any difference between them is less than A, the
planned precision. Since relative precision is often taken as less than 10 percent,
this means that the two estimators are also within the same 10 percent.
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Determining Sample Sizes
The formula for determining the sample size required to achieve a desired
precision at a specified reliability based on the optimum allocation using the com
bined ratio estimator is as follows:

n=

uR2(∑ NisRCi)2
A2 + UR2 ∑ NiS2RCi .

Similarly, the sample size formula when the allocation is proportional to the
stratum total recorded amount is as follows:

∑

N2S2RCi
Yi
n =
A2 + UR2 ∑ NiS2RCi
UR2Y

Again, these formulas are very similar to the corresponding formulas for both
stratified mean estimation and stratified difference estimation. To use these formulas,
the auditor needs to know the estimated standard deviation of population ratios within
each stratum, SRCi, and that information is not usually available unless a preliminary
sample is feasible.
A frequently used procedure is to substitute the standard deviation of the stratum
recorded amounts (σγi) for the unknown (SRCi). When the number of strata is not too
large, this produces a larger sample than required if the correlation between audited
and recorded amounts within each stratum exceeds one-half.
As was true with stratified difference estimation, when all or nearly all of the dif
ferences can be expected to be overstatements, the approximation discussed in the
unstratified case can be adapted to this situation. This involves conservatively esti
mating the proportion of non-zero differences within each stratum and following the
procedure described in the ratio estimation section of chapter 5 to obtain a bound
for the estimated standard deviation of population ratios within each stratum. These
numbers then take the place of SRCi in the above formula.
To illustrate these procedures, consider once again the data presented at the
beginning of the chapter. If the standard deviation of stratum recorded amounts,
(σγi) is used in place of SRCi, the sample size will be the same as for stratified mean
estimation. When optimum allocation is used, the sample size has been computed to
be 276.
Adapting the approximation method discussed in chapter 5 to the stratified case,
the auditor first determines a conservative proportion of anticipated differences within
each stratum. As explained in the discussion of the stratified difference estimate, if
the auditor believes about 10 percent of the recorded amounts could have differences
and expects each stratum to show about the same proportion, he would setpD = .10.
Representing the approximation for a stratum by σRCi, the results are
σRC1 = √10 x 90(802 + 203.642) = $65.64.

σRC2 = √.10 x .90(1502 + 316.672) = $105.12.
σRC3 = √.10 x .90(2002 + 10502) = $320.66.

σRC4 = √.10 x .90(4102 + 17602) = $542.14.
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Using these values, the formula for the sample size corresponding to optimum
allocation gives the following:
(1 96)2[5500 x 65 64 + 3000 x 105.12 + 1000 x 320.66 + 500 x 542.14]2
n - (150,000)2 + (1.96)2[5500 x 65 642 + 3000 x 105.122 + 1000 x 320.662 + 500 x 542.1 42]
= 260 9 or 261

Comparing this result to the corresponding result for the stratified difference estimator
shows very close agreement. For practical purposes, it is not necessary to do both,
and, since the sample size for the difference estimator is always somewhat larger,
that is the method used in the computer programs.
Besides using a formula to calculate the required sample size, the auditor can
use the attribute table as previously described to determine the probabilities of
observing a stipulated number of non-zero differences.

Evaluating Results
The achieved precision of the combined ratio estimator at a specified reliability R
is estimated by means of the following formula:

√∑

A'rc = Ur

Ni(Ni - ni) S2RCi ,
ni

where SRCi is the estimated standard deviation of the population ratios in stratum /
One of the advantages of the combined ratio estimator is that the requirements
concerning the number of observed differences is less stringent than for the stratified
difference estimator. In particular, the estimate is not particularly sensitive to having
some strata with no differences.
On the other hand, the behavior of the estimator closely parallels that of the
stratified difference estimator, so the stability of the estimated precision depends
upon both the frequency and magnitudes of the differences. In general, using the
combined ratio in populations where the fraction of differences is smaller than about
5 percent is dangerous.
When several differences are observed, but the number is small, say less than 20,
the estimated standard deviations (SRCi) may underestimate the true stratum standard
deviations. Adapting the procedure suggested in chapter 5 for the unstratified ratio
estimation to the stratified situation yields the following:
1.

From a binomial (or Poisson) table, determine an achieved upper precision limit
(PU(m)) based upon the total number of observed differences (m), the sample
size (n), and a desired one-sided reliability (R1).

2.

For stratum I, if mi is greater than one, let
S2RCi(mi) =

3.

ni - 1
S2RCi .
mi - 1

Determine the estimated standard deviation of the stratum ratios as follows:
σRCi =

U (m )S2RCi (mi)
√P

Use σRCi in place of S2RCi in the formula for determining the precision.
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Additionally, the achieved precision A'RC can be computed using a reliability
factor from the Student’s Mable with degrees of freedom equal to the total number of
observed differences minus the number of strata instead of using UR based on the
normal tables.
As before, this procedure only accounts for the possibility that the fraction of
errors observed in the sample is smaller than the occurrence rate of errors in the
population. This means that the auditor needs to be reasonably satisfied that the ob
served errors are representative of those that could occur in the particular situation.
If he is not satisfied concerning their representativeness, he might consider enlarging
the sample or using one of the procedures for obtaining an upper bound on over
statement error described in the section on stratified difference estimation. One of
these procedures might also be used when no differences or only a few differences
are observed.

Stratified Regression Estimation
Similar to stratified ratio estimation, the stratified regression estimator most often
used in auditing is known as the combined regression estimator. The combined re
gression estimator uses the stratified mean estimators of the audited amount and the
recorded amount in the following formula:

XGC = ∑ NiXi+bc(Y-∑ NiYi),

where bc represents the estimated combined regression coefficient. The formula for
the combined regression coefficient is complex. It is represented by the following:
∑ Ni,(Ni-ni)
bc =

SXYin
i
SYi2

∑ Ni,(Ni-ni)

ni

where for the ith stratum,
SXYi =

∑ yij2 - niyi2
n - 1

and

SYi2=

∑ Yij2 - niYi2

ni - 1
(the square of the estimated standard deviation of recorded amounts).
Just as for the unstratified case, this computation may be considerably simpler if
the observed differences are used (dij = xij - yij):
∑Ni,(Ni-ni)

ni

bc = 1 +

SYi2

∑ Ni(Ni-ni)
where SDYi =

SDYi

ni

∑ dijyij - nidiyi
ni - 1
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Sampling Distribution

Over all possible samples, the mean value of XGS is not equal to the total audited
amount but like the ratio estimator, the bias is small when the sample size is large.
As an operating rule, the sample size should be large enough to make the coefficient
of variation of the stratified mean estimate of recorded amounts less than 10 percent.
Just as described for the stratified ratio estimator, this condition will be satisfied when
the sample size is determined using the formula for the stratified mean estimator,
and the desired relative precision (A/Y) does not exceed .10UR, where UR is the
reliability factor used.
The estimated standard error of the combined regression estimate of the total
audited amount is represented by
σ(Xgc) =

√∑ Ni(Ni - ni)

S2GCi

ni

’

where SGCi denotes the estimated standard deviation of the regression population
within stratum i. The estimated standard deviation SGCi may be computed from the
following formula:

SGCi = √ Sxi2 - 2bcSXYi + bc2SYi2 ,
where as before, SXi2 is the square of the estimated standard deviation of audited
amounts, SYi2 is the square of the estimated standard deviation of recorded amounts,
and
SXYi =

∑ Xijyij - nixiyi
ni - 1

An equivalent formula that uses the difference instead of the audited amounts is
given by

SGCi = √SDi2 - 2(bc - 1)SDYi + (bc - 1)2SYi2,
where SDi2 represents the square of the estimated standard deviation of differences
and

SDYi =

∑ dijyij -idyn
ni - 1

While there have been no empirical studies of the sampling distribution of this
quantity, the results should be quite similar to those for the combined ratio estimator.

Determining Sample Size
The formula for determining the sample size required to achieve a desired preci
sion at a specified reliability based on the optimum allocation using the combined
regression estimator is

n=

UR2(∑ NiSGCi)2
A2 + UR2 ∑ NiS2GCi

where SGCi denotes the estimated standard deviation of the regression population
within stratum /
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When the allocation is proportioned to the stratum total amount, the sample size
formula is
Ur2Y

n =

∑ ∑NiS2GCi

Ni2S2
GCi
Yi

A2 + UR2

.

When values for SGCi cannot be obtained from a preliminary sample, the auditor
may use the same alternative procedures as described for the combined ratio estima
tor. The most conservative procedure is to use the standard deviation of the recorded
amounts (σYi) in the 7th stratum in place of SGCi. This will always produce a larger
sample size than necessary unless the correlation between recorded and audited
amounts is zero.
The bounds obtained for the case when all or nearly all of the differences can be
expected to be overstatements are nearly the same as those obtained for the com
bined ratio case. The numerical illustration cited for the combined ratio estimator is
applicable here as well.
In addition to using a formula to calculate the required sample size, the auditor
can use the attribute tables as previously described to determine the probabilities of
observing a stipulated number of non-zero differences.

Evaluating Results
The achieved precision of the combined regression estimator at a specified
reliability (R) is estimated by means of the following formula:

A'Gc=√∑ Ni(Ni-ni)

S2GCi

ni

where SGCi is the estimated standard deviation of the regression population described
earlier.
Similar to the combined ratio estimator, the combined regression estimator does
not require observed differences within each stratum in order to obtain a good esti
mate of the achieved precision. However, when not many differences are observed
(say, less than 20), the estimated standard deviation (SGCi) may be too low. In this
circumstance, the following procedure may help:
1.

From a binomial (or Poisson) table determine the achieved upper precision limit
(PU(m)) based upon the total number of observed differences (m), the sample
size (n), and a desired one-sided reliability (R1).

2.

Calculate the mean difference for each stratum containing differences by using
the formula
dmi

∑

dij
mi

where mi is the number of non-zero differences observed within the stratum.
3.

For each stratum containing non-zero differences, calculate the estimated
standard deviation for the non-zero stratum differences as follows:

SDimi) =

√∑

dij2 - midmi
mi - 1
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4.

Determine the estimated standard deviation for any stratum containing non-zero
differences as follows:
σ2GCi = PU(m)SDi2(mi) + PU(m) - PU(m))dmi2 - 2(bc - 1)SDYi + (bc - 1)2SYi2.

Use the calculated σ2GCi in place of the SGCi to compute the achieved precision.
As an additional safeguard, the reliability factor can be selected from the Student’s
Mable with degrees of freedom equal to the total number of observed differences
minus the number of strata instead of using UR based upon the normal table.
The remarks relative to the appropriate use of such a procedure made for the
combined ratio estimator pertain to the combined regression estimator as well.

Summary

Using any of the statistical techniques discussed in this chapter involves three
phases: planning, execution, and evaluation. The aspect of planning discussed here
pertains to specifying the number of strata, the location of the stratum boundaries, the
allocation of the sample to the strata, and the determination of the sample size. The
number of strata should probably be between five and ten after designating a top
stratum to be sampled 100 percent. One possible criterion to use is that the square of
the ratio of the standard deviation of recorded amounts to the mean recorded amount
within any stratum should exceed the anticipated proportion of differences within the
stratum whenever this proportion is small, say, less than .05.
Boundary location and allocation of the sample to the strata could follow either
the optimal allocation method, using the square root of the cumulative frequency,
or the simpler allocation, based on the recorded amounts within the strata when the
strata are created to have approximately equal recorded amounts.
Determining sample size is a two-stage process. First, the auditor specifies a
tolerable sampling risk, a tolerable risk of overauditing, and a material amount. These
determine the desired precision and reliability. The formula for the determination
depends upon whether the auditor elects to use the positive or the negative approach.
Once the desired precision and reliability have been determined, one of the
several formulas is used to obtain a required sample size. Which formula the auditor
uses depends upon his knowledge at the time. All the formulas have the same general
form—the only difference among them is that each uses a different standard devia
tion. Using the standard deviation corresponding to the recorded amounts will usually
result in a sample size that is large enough for any evaluation technique. If this is
done, the auditor should consider using the simpler allocation scheme.
Another possibility is to specify the proportion of anticipated differences, and
use the technique described for the difference method to select the sample size.
Of course, when the auditor has information from prior work concerning the magni
tudes of the stratum standard deviations, these can be used in the formulas.
In either case, the auditor should consult the attribute tables to determine whether
the computed sample size is large enough to observe a reasonable number of dif
ferences.
The appropriate sample evaluation depends upon both the number of differences
observed in the sample and whether the auditor is reasonably satisfied that they are
representative of the errors likely to occur in the circumstances. As stated in chapter
5, there is no safe minimum number of differences. Nevertheless, using the formulas
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to calculate the achieved precision seems reasonable whenever the number of
observed differences is as large as 20. When the number is somewhat smaller than
this, the auditor might consider the approximate procedure, provided he is satisfied
concerning the representativeness of the observed differences.
Whenever either no differences or only a few differences are observed, the
auditor might consider enlarging the sample or determining a bound for the over
statement error. Two such bounds were described in the section on stratified dif
ference estimation. If the auditor anticipates using one of these bounds, the sample
should be planned so that the calculated bound is useful.
Computer programs are described in chapter 9 to help the auditor perform the
calculations involved in planning and evaluating stratified sampling plans.

Sampling Proportional To Size
Selecting sample items with probabilities proportional to the recorded amounts
(pps sampling) is an alternative to stratifying the population by recorded amounts.
Both techniques give greater weight to items with large recorded amounts than to
items with small recorded amounts. Selecting items with probability proportional to
recorded amounts is somewhat simpler than stratified sampling. This, together with
its use in populations where differences between audited and recorded amounts
are rare, has made the selection technique increasingly popular in auditing practice.
In chapter 4, three methods for selecting a sample with probability proportional
to the recorded amount were described. To use any of those selection methods, the
population should be divided into positive balances, negative balances, and zero
balances. Each of these is treated separately. The topics discussed here include
choosing the sample size and evaluating the sample results. This is done both for
populations with high error rates as well as those with low error rates. It is assumed
throughout that all recorded amounts are positive and that the audited amounts are
likewise positive or zero.

High Error Rate Populations

When the population error rate is expected to be high, the appropriate pps esti
mate of the total audited amount is given by the following formula:

XPPS =

1
Y

∑ Xj

n

yj.

Calculating this estimate involves multiplying the total recorded amount (Y) times the
average of the ratios between the sample audited amounts and the sample recorded
amounts (1/n) ∑ (xj/yj).
Alternatively, the estimate can be calculated using the observed sample dif
ferences (dj = Xj -yj) by means of the following formula:
Xpps =

Y

(1 + 1n

∑

dj
yj

The total difference can be estimated as follows:

1— ∑
Dpps =xPPS — Y = Y
n

dj
yj
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Sampling Distribution. Over all possible samples the estimator Xpps has a mean
value equal to the total audited amount; thus, the estimator is unbiased. The standard
error of the estimated audited amount is estimated by

σ(Xpps)

YSP
√n,

where Sp represents the estimated standard deviation of the ratios.
The estimated standard deviation Sp can be calculated from the following:

SP =

√∑

Xj2
Yj)

∑

n-1

Xj2
Yj)

Using the observed differences, the formula is written

√∑ Yj)

SP =

1 ∑
n
n - 1

dj2
Yj)

Neter and Loebbecke [18] found that the sampling distribution was approximately
normal when the number of differences in the population is not too small. The fraction
of differences required depends somewhat on the magnitudes of the distribution of
the differences, and consequently general rules are difficult to give. Nevertheless,
using a sample size sufficiently large to produce about 20 observed differences
represents a reasonable operating rule.4
Determining Sample Size The formula for determining the sample size required
to achieve a desired precision at a specified reliability is as follows:

n =

4

Y2UR2SP2
A2

This suggestion is based on an analysis of the distribution of Sp and using the rule should produce
an estimate Sp whose coefficient of variation is less than 20 percent
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may have some difference. The total recorded amount of the inventory is $5 million
and the desired reliability is $200,000 at an interval reliability of .95. Since it is not
feasible to take a preliminary sample to obtain a value for Sp, the auditor uses .16
(.2 x .8) as an approximation for Sp2. This is appropriate because it is anticipated
that most monetary errors will be overstatement errors.
Using the formula the auditor finds that
n

= (5,000,000)2 x (1.96)2 x .16
(200,000)2

= 384.16 rounded to 385.
Because not all the observed errors will be as large as the recorded amount, the
achieved precision should be smaller than $200,000. The following year the auditor
can use the sample results to obtain a more accurate value for Sp.
Evaluating Results. The estimate of the total audited amount equals the total
recorded amount multiplied by the average of the sample ratios. In symbols,

1

Xpps = Y n

∑

Xj
Yj .

The achieved precision of this estimate is calculated by the formula

UrYSp
A
pps=
√n

where Sp is the estimated standard deviation of ratios.
Continuing the example, suppose the 385 sample observations contained 50 ob
served differences ranging in magnitude from a low of 5 percent of the recorded
amount to a high of 100 percent. While in an actual application, there might be as
many as 50 different ratios, it is supposed that the observed ratios in this example
were as follows.

Differences as
Proportion of
Recorded Amounts

Number
of
Observations

-.05
-.10
-.15
-.20
-.25
-.40
-.50

14
8
4

-.70
-.90
-1.00

3
1
2

8
2
1
7
50
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The negative signs indicate that all the observed differences were overstatements.
For this data, ∑ (dj/yj) =-17.05, and -17.05/384 =-.0444. Consequently, the
estimated total audited amount using the difference formula is as follows:

Xpps = $5,000,000 (1.0 - .0444)
= $4,778,000.

The precision of this estimate at an interval reliability of .95 is $83,409. This
precision is determined by first calculating the estimated standard deviation (Sp):

SP = √

11.4975 - .7590
= .167.
384

Using this,
A'PPS
= 1.96 x 5,000,000 x .167
√385

= $83,408.9 rounded to $83,409.
The achieved precision was less than half the desired precision, and, conse
quently, the sample was larger than necessary. Had the auditor known that Sp was
about .17, the computed sample size would have been

n =

5,000,0002 x 1.962 x (.17)2
200,0002

= 69.4 rounded to 70.

However, this sample size (70) would likely contain only about nine differences
based on the fraction of differences observed in the sample (.13 = 50/385). To obtain
20 differences the sample size should be about 155.
Low Error Rate Populations

Apparently the first published article describing the use of pps sampling for
accounting populations with low error rates was written in Dutch by A. van Heerden
[12]. The first widespread use in the United States of pps sampling in populations
with low error rates was due to the efforts of K. Stringer who developed methods for
determining sample size, selecting the sample, and evaluating the sample results.
His technique for sample evaluation was quite novel, and several others have devel
oped modified versions of his basic results.
In several papers, both published and unpublished, Anderson, Leslie, and
Teitlebaum (see [3] and [20]) have coined the term DUS standing for dollar unit
sampling to represent their development of Stringer's basic idea.
In a recent paper, Fienberg, Neter, and Leitch [11] have established a firm theo
retical base for the types of evaluations used by Stringer and by Anderson, Leslie,
and Teitlebaum. The theory developed by Fienberg, Neter, and Leitch demonstrates
that for a low number of observed errors the evaluation technique used by Stringer
gives a conservative result. Further research is necessary before it can be definitely
asserted that Stringer’s method always yields a conservative result—but at this point,
that appears to be a very good bet.
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Stringer’s method for evaluating a pps sample involves determining an upper
bound for the amount of overstatement at a specified reliability level. The upper bound
depends upon the number and magnitudes of the monetary errors in the sample. It
does not, however, result from calculating an estimated error together with the preci
sion of that estimate. For this reason, the term upper bound is used rather than upper
precision limit.
To describe the evaluation procedure, suppose the auditor has selected a pps
sample of size n and observed zero monetary errors. Since each individual dollar
of the total recorded amount (Y) had an equal chance of being selected, the sample
may be regarded as an unrestricted random sample of n individual dollars from a
population of Y dollars.5 The attribute tables may then be used to determine an upper
precision limit for the proportion of dollars containing errors when none is observed
(PU(0) For a specified one-sided reliability (R1), the total error in the population is
less than or equal to Y x PU(0).
For example, if a pps sample of 100 is selected from a population with a recorded
amount of $2 million, and no errors are found, a .95 upper precision limit on the
number of dollars in error is .03. The total error in the population does not exceed
$60,000 (.03 x $2,000,000) with .95 reliability.
Suppose that one of the n sampled accounts has an error. Let y1 denote the
recorded amount of the account with an error and d1 denote the magnitude of that
error. One way of evaluating this occurrence would be to determine the achieved
upper precision limit corresponding to one observed error in a sample of size n at a
specified one-sided reliability R1. Labeling this PU(1), a bound on the total overstate
ment error in the population would be Y x PU(1). In the above example, the total error
would not exceed $95,000 (.0475 x $2,000,000) with .95 reliability.
While valid, this bound is much too conservative because it completely ignores
the magnitude of the observed error. Only when the observed error (d1) equals the
recorded amount (y1), would this bound be appropriate6 The Stringer method applied
to this case gives a bound equal to the following:

YPU(0) + y[PU(1)-PU(0)]

d1y1

For example, if the one observed error was $5.00 (d1) in an account recorded at
$20.00 (y1), the Stringer bound at .95 reliability would be as follows:
$2,000,000 x .03 + $2,000,000 x [.0475 - .03] x

5
20

= $60,000 + $8,750
= $68,750.
Generalizing this to the case where k overstatement errors are observed involves
the following. First, order the relative errors (d/y) so that d1/y1 is the largest relative
error and dk/yk is the smallest. For a specified one-sided reliability (R1) determine
5

6

Because the sampling unit may be regarded as an individual dollar, Anderson and Teitlebaum [3]
coined the descriptive term dollar unit sampling
Since differences have been defined as audited amount minus recorded amount, d1 should equal
-y1 However it is common in this type of evaluation to reverse the signs and define d as the recorded
minus audited amount
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the (k + 1) upper precision limits PU(0), PU(1)........ PU(k). The bound is then computed
as follows:

y Putty + (PU(1) - PU(0))

d2
d1
+ (PU(2)-PU(1))
y2
y1

+ • • • + (PU(k) - PU(k - 1))

dk
yk.

Since the objective of the procedure is to obtain a bound on the overstatement
error, any observed understatement error is treated separately. The Stringer method
applied to the observed understatement errors calculates a lower bound for such
errors in much the same way as the upper bound is calculated. Thus when g under
statement errors are observed, the relative amounts are ordered from largest under
statement error (d1/y1) to smallest understatement error (dg/yg). This means d1/y1≤
d2/y2
dglyg.7 For a specified one-sided reliability, a lower bound for the total
understatement error is as follows:
y PL(1)

d1
d2
dg
+ (PL(2)-PL(1))
+ • • • +(PL(g)-PL(g - 1))
y
g,
y2
y1

where PL(0) = 0 and PL(k) is the lower precision limit corresponding to k observed
occurrences at the specified one-sided reliability (R1).
To facilitate the computation of these bounds, Poisson tables have been used. In
the Stringer method, the precision adjustment factors are taken from the Poisson
table and equal the difference in the precision limits divided by the sample size.
For example, for a sample of 100 at .95 reliability, PU(0) = .03, PU(1) = .0475 and so
(PU(1) - PU(0)) = .0175. Multiplying these amounts by the sample size (100), the pre
cision adjustment factor for zero errors is 3 (.03 x 100) and for one error is 1.75
(.017 x 100) at a reliability of .95.

Sampling Distribution. One of the virtues of the Stringer method is that it does
not depend on the sampling distribution being closely approximated by the normal
distribution. In fact, the Stringer method does not depend upon any assumptions
regarding the distribution of monetary errors—it is distribution-free. This, of course, is
a strong virtue for the method.
Determining Sample Size. Ordinarily the achieved bound on the monetary error
is compared with an amount the auditor considers material. If the achieved bound
is no greater than the material amount, the auditor decides that no material error
exists. The risk of being incorrect in this decision is less than or equal to the comple
ment of the one-sided reliability (R1).
One common method of selecting an appropriate sample size is to determine the
sample size required to make the upper bound equal to the material amount when no
monetary errors are observed. For a specified one-sided reliability, this means
determining n so that

PU(0) =

7

M
Y

Since the signs of the understatement differences are negative, the smallest understatement is the
largest algebraically
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where M represents the material amount. For example, if M = $100,000, Y = $5 million,
and R1 = .90, the required sample size is 120, because the achieved upper precision
limit is .02 (100,000/5,000,000) when 0 occurrences are observed.
The drawback of this method for determining the sample size is that when a
monetary error is observed, the upper bound exceeds the material amount. As a
result, the auditor must obtain additional information to be able to decide whether or
not there is a material amount of error. When, in fact, there is not a material amount
of error, the result is overauditing. Stringer and others have recognized this and sug
gested determining the sample size so that the upper bound with no observed errors
is below the material amount. The question is, how much below?
Kaplan [15] addressed this question and suggested that the auditor should
specify his tolerable risk of overauditing when the actual amount of error is some very
small amount such as .002 (.2 percent of the recorded amount). He presented a table
and outlined a procedure to be used to determine the sample size to control the
sampling risk (β = 1 for a prescribed material proportion (M/Y) and the risk of
overauditing (α) also at a prescribed proportion (Q/Y), where Q represents a very
insignificant amount of monetary error.
Using Kaplan’s method for determining the appropriate sample size, the auditor
anticipates the possibility that he might see some monetary error and that error might
be as large as the recorded amount. Since the procedure is based on the possibility
that the relative error (d/y) could be 100 percent, the sample sizes are often larger
than would be required if the auditor knew that the maximum relative error were
smaller. Unfortunately, a lower maximum relative error is seldom known. The tables
and directions for their use is included in Appendix 6A
Evaluating Results. Currently several methods are being used to evaluate the
results of a pps sample. The common objective of each method is to calculate a useful
upper bound for the amount of overstatement in the population at a specified one
sided reliability level. Current research by Fienberg, Neter, and Leitch [11] may
lead to bounds that are smaller than those currently used in practice. Such improve
ments will increase the usefulness of the pps procedure to auditors.
The evaluation should be confined to the set of account balances or transactions
from which the sample was selected. Those accounts or transactions that are either
excluded from the sampled population or examined on a 100 percent basis should
be separately treated. For example, in an accounts receivable application, zero and
credit balances are treated separately from the positive balances. Also, when sys
tematic sampling is used to select the pps sample, all accounts or transactions
exceeding the total recorded amount (Y) divided by the sample size (n) are examined
on a 100 percent basis.
When no differences are observed in the sample, the upper bound for overstate
ment equals the achieved upper precision limit (PU(0)), at a specified one-sided
reliability (R1), multiplied by the total recorded amount of those accounts included
in the sampled population. For example, suppose that an unrestricted random sample
of 100 is selected with replacement from a population whose total recorded amount
is $2 million No observed differences in a sample of 100 gives an achieved upper
precision limit of .03 at .95 one-sided reliability. Therefore, the achieved upper bound
for overstatement error is $60,000 (.03 x $2,000,000).
A similar result would be achieved had the auditor used systematic selection
with the same target sample size (100). In that case, using a skip interval of $20,000,
all recorded amounts greater than $20,000 ($2,000,000/100) would be examined on
a 100 percent basis. If there were, say, five such accounts totalling $150,000, the
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auditor would evaluate these five separately from those selected from the remaining
$1,850,000 ($2,000,000 - $150,000). The sample size from the $1,850,000 would be
either 92 or 93 because 1,850,000/20,000 = 92.5. Observing no errors in a sample of
92, the auditor would conclude that the achieved upper precision limit is .0321 at .95
one-sided reliability. Therefore, the achieved upper bound for overstatement error for
the sampled population would be $59,385 (.0321 x $1,850,000). Had the sample
been 93, the upper precision limit would be .0317 and the resulting bound $58,645
(.0317 x $1,850,000). To the upper bound, the auditor adds any monetary errors found
among the five recorded amounts examined on a 100 percent basis.
When some sample differences are observed, the achieved upper bound equals
the upper bound corresponding to no observed differences plus an amount that
depends upon the number and magnitudes of the observed differences. If all ob
served differences are overstatement errors, the Stringer method computes the addi
tional amount by ranking the relative errors from high to low, multiplying a precision
adjustment factor times each of the relative errors, summing the products, and
multiplying the sum by the recorded amount of the sampled population. Continuing
the above example, suppose the observed differences are as follows.

Recorded
Amount

Audited
Amount

Difference

Relative
Difference

$5000

$1000

$4000

.80

400
750

350
600

50
150

125
.20

The precision adjustment factors may be based either on the binomial distribution
or closely approximated by the Poisson distribution. The Poisson factors may be
found in the study by Giles Meikle cited in the Selected Bibliography.
The following tables illustrate the results both for the case where unrestricted
sampling is used and where systematic sampling is used.

Adjustment
Factor

Unrestricted
Sample
n = 100

Relative
Difference

Product

1.74
1.56

.0174
.0156

.80
.20

.0139
.0031

1.45

.0145

.125

.0018
.0188

Adjustment
Factor

Systematic
Sample
n = 92

Relative
Difference

Product

.0189
.0170
.0158

.80
.20
.125

.0151
.0034
.0020

1.74

1.56
1.45

.0205
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For the unrestricted sample, the addition to the upper bound is calculated as
$37,600 ($2,000,000 x .0188) and the resulting upper bound for overstatement is
$97,600 ($60,000 + $37,600).
For the systematic sample, the addition to the upper bound is calculated as
$37,925 (.0205 x $1,850,000) and the resulting upper bound for overstatement in the
recorded amount of $1,850,000 is $97,310 ($59,385 + $37,925). To this would be
added any errors found among the five recorded amounts greater than $20,000.
If some of the observed differences are understatement errors, the Stringer
method subtracts a lower bound for observed understatement errors from the upper
bound of overstatement as previously calculated. The objective of this is to calculate
an upper bound for the net overstatement error. For example, suppose that the fol
lowing two understatement errors were observed in addition to the three overstate
ment errors in the previous example.
Recorded
Amount

Audited
Amount

Difference

Relative
Difference

$3500
200

$4000
300

-$500
- 100

-.143
-.500

Just as for the overstatement errors, the precision adjustment factors may be
based either on the binomial distribution or closely approximated by the Poisson
distribution.
The following tables illustrate the results both for the case where unrestricted
sampling is used and where systematic sampling is used.

Adjustment
Factor

Unrestricted
Sample
n = 100

Relative
Difference

Product

.30
.05

.0030
.0005

-.143
-.500

-.00043
-.00025
-.00068

Adjustment
Factor

Systematic
Sample
n = 92

Relative
Difference

.30
.05

.0033
.0005

-.143
-.500

Product
-.00047

-.00025
-.00072

For the unrestricted sample, the lower bound for understatement is -$1360
($2,000,000 x -.00068), and the resulting upper bound for net overstatement is
$96,240 ($97,600 - 1360).
For the systematic sample, the lower bound for understatement is -$1332
($1,850,000 x-.00072) and the resulting upper bound for net overstatement is
$95,978 ($97,310 - $1332).
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The resulting upper bound for net overstatement should be viewed with some
caution. Strictly speaking, the reliability attached to this bound is less than that used
for the calculation of the separate bounds. How much less? The best answer to this
question is that the exact reliability is somewhere between the reliability used to
calculate the bounds (R1) and (2R1 - 1). Thus, in the above example, the exact
reliability is no less than .90 (2 x .95 - 1 = .90).
To be sure of having a reliability of .95 for the bound on net overstatement, the
auditor should calculate the separate bounds using a reliability of .975 (.95 = 2 x
.975 - 1). Doing this may result in an upper bound that is larger than the upper bound
for overstatement calculated at a reliability of .95. In that case, the better bound for
net overstatement corresponds to neglecting any contribution from observed under
statement errors.
For example, the unrestricted sample above produced a bound on net overstate
ment equal to $96,240. If this bound is considered as having .90 reliability, then the
auditor could have neglected the understated errors observed in the sample and
evaluated just the overstatement errors at .90 reliability. This would produce an upper
bound of $80,600 in this case, and, since this is smaller than the bound of $96,240,
the auditor would use $80,600 as the upper bound for overstatement.
Summary

When should the auditor use pps sampling? Some auditors seem to feel the
answer is “always,” while a more moderate viewpoint is that the auditor should con
sider using the most appropriate technique available. When the proportion of popula
tion units with monetary differences is expected to be small and the audit objective
is to test for the possibility of a material overstatement, pps sampling is the best
statistical technique. When the proportion of population units with monetary differ
ences is not small, pps sampling may still be a good technique, but not necessarily
the most appropriate.
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7
Using Statistical Sampling
in Auditing

Chapter 1 discusses the general auditing process, and chapters 2 through 6 de
scribe relevant statistical principles and some useful techniques. This chapter com
bines auditing and statistics. The discussion emphasizes ways of using statistical
techniques in the design of audit programs, the application of audit procedures, and
the evaluation of the evidential matter of the sample.
The major objective of this chapter is to describe one possible way to integrate
statistical sampling into the audit planning process. One of the purposes of planning
is to reduce the audit risk to a tolerable level. Using statistical sampling contributes to
this by allowing the auditor to control one type of risk—the sampling risk that occurs
when only some items in an audit population are observed instead of all. Integrating
statistical sampling into the audit planning process aids the auditor in his effort to con
trol the sampling risk associated with forming an opinion on the financial statements.
One way to achieve an integrated plan is to establish a material amount of mone
tary error for each account balance or class of transactions and consider the risk that
all substantive tests taken together would fail to detect a material monetary error. Like
wise, the necessary compliance tests would be designed to limit the risk of unwar
ranted reliance on the set of pertinent accounting control procedures.
At the next level of the planning process, the auditor plans the details of the tests
for substance and compliance. For those that are statistical, this entails selecting an
appropriate statistical objective, determining an appropriate sampling unit and frame,
determining the sample size, and deciding the selection method. Integrated planning
at this level can be accomplished by considering alternative ways of achieving the
same tolerable audit risk and selecting the alternative that is most economically
feasible.
The result of this planning process is a tentative audit program. The program is
tentative for two reasons. First, it is based on the auditor’s review and preliminary
evaluation of the system of internal accounting control procedures. During the course
of any tests of compliance—both statistical and nonstatistical—the auditor may find
conditions that necessitate altering the planned program.
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The second reason for the tentative nature of this program is that information from
some of the planned substantive tests may cause the auditor to revise the audit pro
gram. Consequently, the audit program actually followed may well differ from the
initially planned program.
The following flowchart shows the major steps in the audit process.
The discussion in this chapter concerns the ways these steps are affected when
at least some of the tests of details are based on a statistical sample. As indicated in
the flowchart, an evaluation of all the substantive tests of detail related to a particular
account balance or class of transactions is required. The basic question to be an
swered at that point is whether all the tests considered together support the position
that the recorded amount is not materially in error. If they do, no further testing of de
tails is required in this phase of the audit. If they do not, additional evidence is re
quired, and the audit program is revised accordingly.
To consider all tests together when some tests are statistical and others are nonstatistical, the auditor can allocate the measure of materiality between the two types
of tests. Furthermore, all statistical tests can be planned so that when considered to
gether, they provide evidence concerning the possibility of a material monetary error
at a tolerable level of sampling risk.
One of the objectives of planning is to control the total audit risk of missing a ma
terial amount of monetary error. Because the sampling and nonsampling aspects of
audit risk may conservatively be regarded as additive for planning purposes, the
auditor can decide the appropriate levels for the sampling risks with the knowledge
that the total risk that a substantive test may fail to detect a material amount of error is
approximately the sum of the following:

1.

The nonsampling risk that the test would fail to detect a material amount of error
even when applied to every detail of the particular account balance or class of
transactions.

2.

The sampling risk that the test would fail to detect a material error because it is
restricted to a sample of details of the transactions or balances.

The subsequent discussion focuses on controlling the sampling risk as one com
ponent of audit risk.

Preliminary Design
The preliminary design of the tentative audit program for each class of transaction
or account balance when statistical sampling is used can be described as follows:
1.

Determine the audit objectives.

2.

Determine a measure of materiality.

3.

Identify the nature of the tentative set of substantive audit procedures to be used
to obtain evidence.

4.

Identify the pertinent accounting controls.

5.

Determine the range of possible reliance on those controls.

6.

Determine the extent and timing of substantive tests for various degrees of re
liance.

Tests

Evaluation

Tests*

Performance
of
Substantive
Tests

Substantive
Tests

of

Performance
of Compliance

Final Design

of Compliance

Revision of the
Audit Program
as Required

Evaluation
of Compliance
Tests

Exhibit 7.1

*lf compliance tests are part of dual-purpose tests, this design includes the substantive procedures assuming that compliance is
satisfactory. If internal accounting control is not relied upon, compliance tests are not required.

Final Design
of Substantive
Tests

Preliminary
Design of
Audit Program

Flowchart of
A udit Process
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7.

Determine the extent and timing of any required compliance test corresponding
to each considered degree of reliance.

8.

Select the degree of planned reliance.

Examining this list, the auditor notices two changes from what is customary
when statistical samples are not used. First, the amount considered material for each
account balance or class of transactions is to be explicitly stated, and second, the de
scription suggests determining the extent and timing of the substantive and com
pliance tests under various degrees of reliance.
Stating the amount considered material is necessary for designing statistical
tests of details that control the sampling risk of failing to detect a material error. On the
other hand, if the auditor is accustomed to considering only the two extremes for the
planned reliance (the minimum and maximum), there is no requirement that more be
done when using statistical sampling. However, statistical sampling does afford the
opportunity to determine the effect of intermediate degrees of reliance on the extent of
the tests.
The following discussion of the preliminary design process focuses on how using
statistical sampling affects the process.

Determine the Audit Objectives

Each statistical substantive test has both general and specific objectives. The
general objective may be either deciding whether the amount of monetary error could
be material (decision objective) or estimating the amount of monetary error (estima
tion objective).1 The specific objective states in operational terms the types of mone
tary error to be examined in the test.
The choice of a general objective depends upon (1) the extent of error the auditor
anticipates finding and (2) the costs and quality of alternative sources of additional
information when that is required.
On the basis of preliminary evaluation of the internal accounting controls and any
previous experience, the auditor may, for example, anticipate few if any monetary
errors. In this case the decision objective would be appropriate. Either a positive or a
negative approach may be used, as described in chapter 3. The description in this
chapter will concentrate mainly on the negative approach.
When the auditor anticipates many monetary errors, either the decision objective
or the estimation objective may be appropriate. In these circumstances, the estimation
objective would be preferred if (1) the principal source of any additional information is
additional sample items, and (2) it would not be feasible to obtain additional sample
items at a later time. For example, the auditor may suspect that the accounts receiv
able have many errors and may want to be able to recommend an adjustment based
on his sample. Since requesting confirmations on a second occasion would not be
feasible, the auditor selects the estimation objective.
On the other hand, the auditor who suspects that many pricing errors are present
in the inventory might select the decision objective, reasoning that if the sample indi
cates that there may be a material amount of error in the inventory, the sample can be
expanded at a later date to obtain an estimate that could be used to support a sug-

1

Section 320B 25 describes the central importance of monetary error Any procedure yielding an esti
mated audited amount also yields an estimated monetary error by simply subtracting the known
recorded amount
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gested adjustment. Likewise, the auditor might select the decision objective if the
inventory could be repriced in the event the sample indicated the possibility of a
material error.
When the auditor is uncertain about whether monetary errors exist, the decision
objective would seem to be more appropriate. As in the previous case, the only time
the estimation objective would be better is when monetary error is expected and no
opportunity exists for obtaining additional information, either from extending the
sample or from other sources. When the auditor does not know what to expect and
there is no other source of additional information, the decision objective should be
used as the general objective, but the sample should be large enough to satisfy an
estimation objective should an estimate be required.
After determining the appropriate general objective, the specific objective must
be stated in operational terms. For example, in accounts receivable the specific ob
jective might be to decide whether the recorded amounts contain material error with
respect to existence, proper recording, and collectibility. A confirmation procedure
may be used to obtain evidence pertaining to existence and proper recording, but
not to obtain positive evidence concerning collectibility. The two procedures—
requesting confirmation and testing collectibility—have the joint objective of deciding
whether material error exists from the named causes. If both procedures are to be
accomplished with the same sample, then the specific statistical objective may be
deciding whether the difference between the recorded amount and the net realizable
value is material. If collectibility is to be determined judgmentally or by using a sep
arate statistical sample, the specific statistical objective of the confirmation procedure
is limited to the gross receivable balance.
The importance of carefully stating the specific objectives cannot be overempha
sized. A statistical sample of inventory items that is selected for the specific purpose
of examining quantities, prices, and extensions does not yield any information con
cerning overstockage or obsolescence. Consequently, the specific objective cannot
be stated as “decide whether the inventory amount is materially misstated” but must
be limited to those sources of error that the auditor examines with the sample.
Materiality
The measure of materiality used to design the statistical tests of details pertaining
to a particular account balance or class of transactions needs to be considered in
relation both to other balances and classes of transactions and to other nonstatistical
tests of details concerning the particular balance or class of transactions. Elliott [9]
discusses this problem at some length and suggests a method for allocating the total
measure of auditing materiality among the account balances and classes of trans
actions. Auditing materiality, according to Elliott, is related to the sensitivity of the
audit to discovering monetary errors and, therefore, should not exceed the amount of
monetary error the auditor deems material for the financial statements taken as a
whole. The determination of materiality often contemplates such factors as net income,
total assets, equity, and other considerations.
Elliott discusses allocating the overall material amount to the various account
balances and classes of transactions. The scope of this chapter is more limited. The
discussion here concerns allocating the material amount established for a particular
account balance or class of transactions to the several tests the auditor may use Thus,
for the purposes of this chapter it is not necessary to follow any particular method for
determining a material amount considered appropriate for a particular account bal
ance or class of transactions.
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Reliance
As discussed in chapter 1, the maximum degree of reliance on pertinent account
ing controls ideally represents the auditor’s assigned likelihood that the set of per
tinent accounting controls would prevent or detect a material amount of monetary
error. Minimum reliance corresponds to setting this likelihood equal to zero. The
range of possible reliance would then correspond to numbers between 0 and the maxi
mum degree. For example, if the auditor determined that the maximum degree of
reliance was .7, corresponding to the judgment that assuming satisfactory compli
ance, the likelihood of occurrence of a material monetary error was .3, then the range
of possible reliance would be from 0 to .7.
Since small variations in the degrees of reliance do not have much effect on the
resulting extent of statistical tests, it is only necessary to select a few values from this
range to express the possible degrees of reliance. For instance, the auditor might
confine the possible degrees of reliance to 0, .3, .5, and .7 when the range is from 0 to
.7. If the auditor does not want to use numbers, a qualitative scale may be substituted,
such as none, little, moderate, and high, to express the possible degree of reliance.
The importance of analyzing each situation carefully and reaching a judgment
based on the particular situation far outweighs the importance of being able to attach
a precise number to the degree of reliance. Scoring schemes such as the one pro
posed by Elliott and Rogers [10] accomplish the objective without requiring the
auditor explicitly to specify the likelihood that the set of pertinent accounting controls
would prevent or detect a material amount of monetary error. However, decisions
regarding the likelihoods are implicit in their proposal.

Extent of Substantive Tests
The following steps constitute a way of determining the extent of the statistical
substantive tests for a particular account balance or class of transactions when both
statistical and nonstatistical tests of details are used. Since timing decisions are no
different whether or not statistical sampling is used, the determination of appropriate
timing is not discussed.

1.

Allocate the materiality amount between the statistical and any nonstatistical tests
of details.

2.

Determine the overall sampling risk.

3.

Determine the overall risk of overauditing.

4.

Determine the materiality, sampling risk, and risk of overauditing for each statis
tical sample.

5.

Design each statistical sample.

Materiality. The materiality amount for the account balance or class of transac
tions is to be allocated between the statistical and nonstatistical tests. To accomplish
this, the auditor judgmentally establishes an outside limit on the amount of monetary
error that could remain undetected by the nonstatistical tests. This amount is then
subtracted from the specified measure of materiality and the remaining amount is
used in planning the statistical tests.
For example, for the tests of details of an inventory balance, suppose that quan
tities, prices, and extensions are to be tested statistically while obsolescence, over
stockage, and cutoffs are to be tested nonstatistically. If $700,000 represents a ma-
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terial amount of error for all tests considered together, the auditor needs to decide
how much of that amount to use in planning the statistical tests. This can be done by
considering the outside limit for each of the nonstatistical tests. Thus, if, in the audi
tor’s judgment, the planned tests of obsolescence and overstockage could each de
tect any misstatement exceeding $150,000, while the test of cutoffs could detect a
misstatement of $100,000, the statistical tests of prices, quantities, and extensions
could be planned using a material amount of $300,000 ($700,000 - $150,000 $150,000 - $100,000).

Sampling Risk. To determine a tolerable level of overall sampling risk, the
auditor specifies a tolerable combined risk level (1 - RS) This combined risk repre
sents the sampling portion of the combined risk (1 - R) described in chapter 1. The
combined risk (1 - RS) may be interpreted as the risk that the material amount of
monetary error remains undetected because the auditor based conclusions on
samples rather than auditing each individual balance contained in the account
balance or every transaction. The level used by an auditor should be selected so that
the sum of it plus the nonsampling portion of the combined risk represents a tolerable
level for the overall audit risk (1 - R).
For a given value of the sampling portion of the combined risk (1 - RS), an appro
priate value for the tolerable sampling risk can be determined by a formula that de
pends on the following:
1

C, the degree of reliance on internal accounting controls expressed in a scale
between zero and less than one

2

. SP, the likelihood that analytical review procedures would detect a material mis
statement if such existed.

This formula may be expressed as follows:
β=

(1 -RS)
(1 -C)(1 - SP)’

where β represents the sampling risk.
This formula is similar to the formula presented in section 320B.35. The chief dif
ference between the two is that the factor (1 - S) used in section 320B 35 represents
the risk for all substantive tests—both tests of details and analytical review. In the
formulation here, the risk for the substantive tests of details (β) has been considered
separately from the risk for analytical review procedures (1 - SP) so that the auditor
may solve the equation for the tolerable sampling risk (β). The new factor (SP) is
judgmentally determined by the auditor to represent the likelihood that the analytical
review procedures would detect a material misstatement if such existed.
Algebraically, the two formulas are the same because the relationship
(1 -S)=β(1 -SP)

is appropriate whenever the two types of procedures may be regarded as independ
ent. Thus, the formula presented here agrees with the one presented in section
320B.35 provided the nonsampling portion of the risk is negligible. In that case, of
course, (1 - RS) equals (1 - R).
The following table illustrates how various combinations of judgmental reliance on
internal accounting control (C) and of the judgmental likelihood (SP) that analytical
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review procedures would detect a material misstatement affect the sampling risk (β).
Each combination of factors has the same sampling portion of the combined risk level
(1 -RS) of approximately .05, which would be appropriate in practice provided the
set of substantive procedures, if applied to every individual balance or transaction,
would have a small risk of failing to detect the specified material amount of error (small
nonsampling risk).
1 - RS

p

C

(1 -C)

SP

(1 - SP)

.05

0

1.00

0

1.00

.10

0
.10

1.00
.90

.50
.455

.50
.555

.05
.04995

.20

.80

.375

.625

.05

.30
.40

.70
.60

.296
.167

.714

.04998
.04998

.50

.50

0

1.000

.05

0

1.00

.900

.100

.05

.05

.95

.895

.049875

.10

.90

.889

.105
.111

.20
50

.80

.05

50

.875
.80

.125
.20

.05

60

.50

.75

.25

.05

.80

.20

.50

.50

.05

.90

.10

0

1.00

.05

.50

.833

.05

.04995

The foregoing table reflects some of the different combinations of the various risks
that lead to virtually the same combined risk level of .05. Notice that in the absence of
any reliance on internal accounting controls (C = 0), and with no analytical review
(SP = 0), the sampling risk (β) must be the same as the overall risk (1 - RS), which,
in this table, is .05. Any combination of the complement of reliance (1 - C) and judg
mental risk for analytical review procedures (1 - SP) whose product equals .50,
allows a sampling risk (β) of .10. Likewise, any combination of the same factors whose
product equals .10 permits setting the tolerable sampling risk (β) at .50
The reliance on analytical review procedures (SP) is judgmentally determined. It
represents the auditor’s judgment concerning the likelihood that such procedures
would detect a material monetary error in the account balance or class of transactions
if such existed. Many auditors think that such procedures have only a moderate
chance of disclosing material errors. In this book, the value of .33 (SP = .33) is used to
illustrate such a moderate reliance.
Many auditors feel that if p is larger than .50, the value of a statistical substantive
test of details is highly questionable. They reason that when a statistical sample has
less than a 50-50 chance of indicating that there may be a material error when it
exists, it is hardly worth doing. Consequently, when circumstances indicate a value of
β larger than .50, the auditor could either omit the statistical sample and obtain the
required satisfaction from other auditing procedures, or design the statistical sample
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to achieve a β equal to .50, and possibly reduce the scope of other auditing pro
cedures.
The formula cannot be used directly unless the auditor specifies the internal con
trol reliance on a scale between zero and less than one. However, it is still possible to
specify an appropriate tolerable sampling risk that is consistent with the formula when
both the degree of reliance and the effectiveness of analytical review procedures are
expressed in qualitative terms. This is illustrated in the following table where the
degree of reliance ranges from none to very high, and analytical procedures, if used,
are judged to be only moderately effective. The sampling portion of the combined
risk level (1 - RS) is maintained at .05.
Tolerable Sampling Risk
Reliance on
Analytical
Review

None
Moderate

Reliance on Controls

Moderate

High

Very High

None

Low

.05
.07

.07

.10

.15

.30

.10

.15

.25

.50

This table was constructed from the formula by assigning analytical review pro
cedures (SP) either a 0 corresponding to no reliance or .33 corresponding to a mod
erate reliance. For reliance on controls (C), the correspondence was as follows: 0 rep
resenting no reliance, .3 representing low reliance, .5 representing moderate reliance,
.7 representing high reliance, and .85 representing very high reliance. In some cases
the sampling risk produced by the formula was modified to give a more convenient
value.
Whether the formula or a table such as the one illustrated is used, the auditor can
determine the tolerable sampling risk corresponding to selected degrees of reliance
on internal accounting controls ranging from no reliance to the maximum possible
reliance. Each of the values of the tolerable sampling risk can be used in the sample
design to determine an appropriate sample size. Likewise, any required compliance
tests can be designed for each selected sampling risk. Finally, the auditor can select
the planned degree of reliance from among those considered as the one with the
lowest cost in terms of the extent of the tests of details—both compliance and sub
stantive.

Risk of Overauditing. While controlling sampling risk is necessary, the auditor
may also control the risk that the statistical tests of details falsely indicate the pres
ence of a potential material amount of monetary error. This risk is termed the risk of
overauditing because when the statistical tests of details indicate the presence of a
potential material error, the auditor needs to increase the audit scope.
Determining an appropriate value for this risk entails considering what would be
done in the event the statistical tests of details indicate a potential material error. In
some circumstances, increasing the extent of the tests of details might be required,
while in others, additional procedures might be required. Not knowing the qualitative
nature of any errors that might be discovered limits the auditor to planning alternative
actions in general terms. Nevertheless, by contemplating the probable conse
quences, the auditor may be able to decide a reasonable value for the risk in a
specific application.
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Sample Design. The discussion of step 4 for determining the extent of substan
tive tests—determine the materiality, sampling risk, and risk of overauditing for each
statistical sample—will come after the discussion of designing the statistical sample.
Since step 4 is only required when there is more than one statistical substantive test of
details for a particular account balance or class of transactions, the present discus
sion of designing the sample will cover the case of a single statistical test.
Sample design encompasses specifying an appropriate audit objective, identify
ing a sampling unit and frame, determining the sample size, and deciding on the
selection method.

Audit objective—The objective of each statistical test of details should be clearly
stated and coordinated with the audit objectives of the tests considered together. For
example, the objective of a statistical price test of inventory may be to decide whether
there is a stipulated material misstatement of the inventory balance caused by pricing
errors. Note that the objective is limited to testing the effect of pricing errors only, and
consequently the objective is not to determine whether the inventory balance might be
materially misstated for other reasons.

Sampling unit and frame—The choice of a sampling unit and frame are taken
together since the frame represents the listing of the sampling units. Many applica
tions involve using a computer-based listing of the sampling units. In these cases, the
frame and sampling unit are readily defined—the only requirement is to make sure the
listing is complete. In some cases, the auditor can choose among alternative sam
pling units and the corresponding frames. For example, some accounting systems
permit listing accounts receivable either by customer balance or by uncollected in
voices. When alternatives exist, the auditor should consider the following charac
teristics:
1.

Completeness—the frame corresponds closely to the population.

2.

Efficiency—the frame and corresponding sampling unit afford both statistical and
cost efficiency.

3.

Convenience—the frame can be easily used.
Some examples of alternative frames and related sampling units are the following:
Inventory
Listing of inventory tags
Listing of inventory products
Listing of inventory locations
Accounts receivable
Listing of customer balances
Listing of uncollected invoices

Determining sample size—Determining the appropriate sample size in a sub
stantive test involves more than mechanically using a formula or a computer routine
Choosing one of the formulas presented in chapters 5 and 6 for determining a sample
size to achieve the specified sampling risk and risk of overauditing relative to the de
termined material monetary amount, depends upon knowing that the corresponding
evaluation technique can validly be used. The validity of many of the estimators de
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pends upon the approximate normality of the sampling distribution and the stability of
the estimated standard error. Whether these conditions are satisfied depends in turn
on the proportion of sampling units with monetary errors and the magnitudes and alge
braic signs of these monetary errors (that is, the difference, defined as the audited
amount less the corresponding recorded amount). In many cases the auditor has very
imprecise knowledge in this area. Consequently, the auditor strives to plan in such a
way that regardless of the sample outcome, the data can be usefully analyzed. Al
though this cannot be guaranteed, careful planning will help achieve it.
Most of the time the auditor has the following information available when needed
to determine the sample size: (1) the recorded amounts, and (2) the anticipated pro
portion of sampling units with monetary error. The sources of the auditor’s information
concerning the proportion of units with monetary error are (1) the preliminary evalua
tion of the internal accounting controls, and (2) experience from previous years or
from a preliminary sample, if practicable.
Based upon this limited information the auditor needs to determine a sample size
that will achieve the specified tolerable sampling risk (β) for a specified material
amount (M) and the tolerable risk of overauditing (α).2 Two basic methods of doing this
will be discussed. Using one method, involving one of the standard estimators, the
auditor translates the risk requirements (α, β) and the material amount (M) into a de
sired precision (A) stated either at an interval reliability (ft) or a one-sided reliability
(R1). The interval reliability (R) is used to design the sample when following the posi
tive approach and the one-sided reliability is used when following the negative
approach. The equations used for this translation are as follows:
Positive Approach

A =

and

Zβ + Zαl2

Ur — Zα/2 ,

Zα/2 represents the normal factor corresponding to a risk of overauditing equal to α
and zβ represents the normal factor corresponding to a sampling risk of β.3
Negative Approach

A =
Ur1

zβM
Zβ + Zα/2

’

= Zβ.

As above,
represents the normal factor corresponding to a risk of overauditing
equal to α and zβ represents the normal factor corresponding to a sampling risk of β.
The other basic method involves obtaining a useful upper bound to the monetary
error and uses the specified risks (α, β) and the material amount (M) directly in a table

2

3

Using the symbols a for the risk of overauditing and β for the tolerable sampling risk corresponds to
the use of these symbols in statistical hypothesis testing only when the positive approach is used
Nevertheless, they will also be used in describing the negative approach
See chapter 3 for more details
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“look-up.”4 This method is appropriate for analyzing populations with a low incidence
of monetary error.
Which method should the auditor select? It depends upon the anticipated inci
dence of monetary error. For a moderate or high incidence of monetary error, using
one of the standard estimators is desirable and when the incidence is low, a bound is
desirable. To translate this into terms the auditor can use, it is necessary to specify
more exactly what constitutes a low, moderate, or high incidence of monetary error.
For statistical sampling purposes, an anticipated occurrence rate is regarded as low
if it is .05 or less, moderate if between .05 and .15, and high if .15 or more.
When the anticipated occurrence rate is low, the auditor expects to observe few if
any monetary errors in the sample. Consequently, the auditor can determine the
sample size to provide a useful upper bound on the monetary error. This can be done,
as explained in chapter 6, using either a pps sample or a stratified random sample
When the auditor anticipates that the incidence of monetary error will be higher
than 5 percent, the choices for determining a sample size are broader. A pps sample
has the advantage of providing an estimate of the total difference when there are
many observed differences and providing an upper bound for the total difference
when there are few observed differences. Determining an appropriate sample size
involves considering both possibilities. Thus, the auditor should determine the sample
size required by both the standard estimator and the procedure for low incidence of
monetary error and use the larger of the two. Using the conservative approximation for
the standard error of the pps estimator will ordinarily produce a sample size suffi
ciently large for the standard estimator.
The auditor may also anticipate using the ratio, difference, or regression estimator.
One procedure for determining sample size that is used extensively is to stratify the
frame by recorded amounts and use the formula appropriate for a stratified mean esti
mator based on the true standard deviation of the recorded amounts. When the number
of strata is not too large, this will ordinarily produce a sample size larger than required,
but the auditor should test the adequacy of the resulting sampling size by consulting
the attribute tables as explained in chapter 6. Using these tables gives assurance of
observing differences only under some assumptions concerning the incidence of
population differences.
A modification of this procedure is appropriate when the auditor anticipates that
nearly all the differences are overstatement errors. The procedures outlined in chapter
6 may be used to determine an appropriate sample size for this situation.
In summary, determining an appropriate sample size to meet the planned risk
specifications involves anticipating what is likely to be observed. Moreover, the pru
dent auditor will plan so that when expectations are not met, the sample will still pro
vide useful information. This may well require using a larger sample than would be
necessary under the best of circumstances. Of course, when the cost of obtaining
additional sample items is small, the auditor might choose to plan as if the most opti
mistic expectations would be met and then add more if required.

Selecting the sample—The foregoing discussion of determining sample size for
a substantive test was limited to using either a stratified random sample or a pps
sample. Selecting a sample when the frame is stratified by recorded amounts can be
4

Some sources refer to these upper bounds as upper precision limits, but that is not strictly correct
A precision limit is based on an estimate together with its achieved standard error An upper bound
need not be based on an achieved standard error Consequently, not all upper bounds are upper pre
cision limits
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done by using either unrestricted random selection within each stratum or systematic
selection within each stratum. Remember that using systematic selection involves an
assumption that the frame is randomly ordered with respect to monetary errors. An
inexpensive method of reducing the dependence upon this assumption is to use sev
eral random starts. A program that selects an unrestricted random sample within each
stratum is described in chapter 9.
When using pps selection, the auditor must consider how the zero and negative
amounts (if any) are to be considered.5 Depending upon the number and size of the
negative recorded amounts, the auditor may include all, none, an unrestricted random
sample, or a pps sample of them. Likewise for the zero amounts, all, none, or an un
restricted random sample of them may be included.
Several methods for selecting a pps sample were outlined in chapter 2; in addi
tion, chapter 9 contains a computer program that selects a pps sample.

Several Statistical Tests

In some circumstances two or more statistical samples may be used to test for the
various sources of monetary error For example, one sample may be selected to test
inventory quantities, prices, and extensions and another to test for inventory obsoles
cence. Planning for several statistical tests involves considering the tests taken as a
whole as well as each test separately—applying step 4 in determining the extent of
substantive tests.
Taken as a whole, the tests should be planned so that they enable the auditor to
decide whether there may be a material amount of monetary error from any cause.
The amount of materiality (M) is allocated to the statistical tests considered collec
tively, the tolerable sampling risk (β) refers to the risk that the tests considered to
gether may fail to detect the material amount of error, and the risk of overauditing like
wise refers to the tests considered together.
When one of the standard estimators is used, the decision regarding the possi
bility of a material error is based on the estimate of the total error together with the
precision of the total estimated error6 The estimated total error is the sum of the
estimates from each test. The standard error of this estimate is the square root of
the sum of the squares of each standard error. For example, if the test of inventory
quantities and prices resulted in an estimated monetary error (D1) of $65,000 with
an estimated standard error (σ(D1)) of $40,000 and the test of inventory obsoles
cence resulted in an estimated error (D2) of $85,000 with an estimated standard
error (σ(D2)) of $30,000, the estimated total error (D1 + P2) would be $150,000
($65,000 + $85,000) with its estimated standard error
+
√σ(D
)2 σ(D2)2) being
1
$50,000 (√40,0002 + 30,0002 = 50,000).
To achieve the tolerable sampling risk for the total monetary error, the auditor
needs to select an appropriate precision and reliability for the estimated total error.
Using the negative approach, the precision of the total would be equal to the one
sided reliability factor (UR1) multiplied by the standard error of the estimated total error.
In the above example, the precision of the estimated error at a 95 percent one-sided
reliability would be $82,500 (1.65 x $50,000). Consequently, the auditor planning to
use more than one statistical sample should follow the suggestions made for deter-

5
6.

Recall that zero and negative amounts must be sampled separately, if at all
This is not the case when each sample results in only an upper bound on monetary error The methods
described for allocating materiality can be used for such tests, but a more efficient method is de
scribed in Appendix 6C
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mining the appropriate sampling risk and risk of overauditing described for a single
sample. The resulting precision and reliability apply, however, to the total from all
samples.
Once the auditor has determined a desired precision (A) and a reliability (R or R1)
for the samples taken as a whole, he then needs to decide the planned standard error
for each separate test. For example, if the desired precision is $100,000 at a one-sided
reliability of 95 percent, the total allowable standard error is $60,600 ($100,000/1.65).
Using two statistical samples, the requirement is that the square root of the sum of
squares of the two standard errors should equal the $60,600. Designing one sample
with a desired standard error at $40,000 and the other at $45,500 would satisfy the
requirement.
There are, of course, many possible methods of allocating the total standard error
(A/Ur or A/UR1) to the separate samples. A method that minimizes the total sample
size of the two samples when stratification is used would be the following:
1.

Compute ∑ Nh1Sh1 for the first sample where
estimated standard deviation within stratum h.

2.

Compute ∑ Nh2Sh2 for the second sample.

3.

When the desired interval reliability is R under the positive approach, the desired
standard error of the first sample should be equal to
A
UR

is the stratum size and Sh1 is the

√ ∑ Nh1Sh1 + ∑ Nh2Sh2

and the desired standard error of the second sample should be equal to

. UR

∑ Nh2Sh2
√ ∑ Nh1Sh1 + ∑ Nh2Sh2

If one-sided reliability (R1) is used under the negative approach, replace UR by UR,
When no stratification is used in either sample, the allocation simplifies to

A
UR

S1
S1 + S2

for the first sample and
A
UR

S12+ S2
S
√

for the second sample, where S1 represents the estimated standard deviation for the
first sample and S2 represents the estimated standard deviation for the second sample.7
In addition to considering the tests collectively, the auditor may want to use one or
more of the separate tests to decide whether there could be a material amount of error
from particular causes. This may be done within the framework of the collective
purpose of the tests taken together. Evaluating each test separately requires determin-

7

Anyone familiar with the optimum allocation of stratified samples may wonder why the number of popu
lation items (N) is not represented in the formula. The reason is simply that the samples are selected
from the same population and thus the population size is ordinarily common to both
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mg an amount to be considered material for each test as well as the associated toler
able sampling risk and the risk of overauditing.
The appropriate sampling risk depends upon the relative degree of reliance on
the pertinent accounting control procedures. For example, with respect to an inven
tory, the auditor might expect more monetary error caused by faulty application of an
obsolescence policy than caused by pricing or counting errors. In such a case, he
might want to use a sampling risk of .15 for pricing and quantities, a sampling risk of
.05 for obsolescence, and a sampling risk of .10 for the tests considered together.
In addition, the auditor might want to use different risks of overauditing to reflect
the different costs of extending the scope of the examination in each area. For ex
ample, the auditor might want the risk of overauditing to be .10 with respect to quan
tities and prices, .15 with respect to testing for obsolescence, and .10 when the tests
are considered together.
Suppose the combined materiality factor (M) is $200,000 for the tests considered
together. Then the desired standard error for the tests considered together is $68,259
($200,000/(1.28 + 1.65)).8 An allocation method that satisfies the risk requirements
both for the individual tests as well as for the tests considered together is the following:

1.

Select a trial amount (M1) to represent the materiality for one of the tests, say the
one with the lower tolerable sampling risk.

2.

Divide M1 by the sum of the risk factors (zβ1 + zα1/2) for that test. The resulting
amount represents the desired standard error for that test.

3.

Solve for M2 in the following equation:

M2 =(zβ2 + zα2/2)

M
2
z β + Zα/2

M1
zβ1 + zα1/2

where (zβ2 + zα2/2) represents the sum of the risk factors for the second test, and
(zβ + zαl2) represents the sum of the risk factors for the tests considered together.
Continuing the example, since the sampling risk for the test for obsolescence is
lower (.05 versus .15 for prices and quantities), the auditor selects a trial amount to
represent materiality for obsolescence. Suppose the selected trial amount is (M1)
$150,000. The risk factor corresponding to the .05 sampling risk is (zβ1) 1.65, and the
factor corresponding to the .15 risk of overauditing is (zα1/2) 1.44. This yields a desired
standard error for the test of obsolescence equal to $48,544 ($150,000/(1.65 + 1.44)).
Solving the equation for the material amount to be used with the test of prices and
extensions gives

$129,085 = (1.04 + 1.65) V(68,259)2 - (48,544)2,

and the corresponding standard error is $47,987 ($129,085/(1.04 + 1.65)).
Obviously, these two methods for determining the allowable standard errors when
two tests are planned do not exhaust the possibilities. Rather they only indicate some
of the possible methods the auditor may use to satisfy specific requirements and at

8

This is an adaptation of the formulas for the precision cited earlier in which the precision is divided
by the reliability factor to obtain the standard error In the present example, the precision would be
$112,627 ($68,259 x 1 65) following the positive approach and $87,371 (68,259 x 1 28) following
the negative approach
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the same time control the sampling risk and the risk of overauditing for the tests con
sidered collectively. After determining the allowable standard error and reliability for
each test, the auditor can design the separate tests following the scheme discussed
when a single statistical sample was planned. To obtain the planned precision for the
test, the standard error is multiplied times the interval reliability factor (zα/2 = UR) fol
lowing the positive approach or times the one-sided reliability factor (zβ) following the
negative approach.
Number of Samples
The issue of whether to use a single sample or two or more samples for accom
plishing several substantive tests of details on a given class of transactions or bal
ances should be decided on the basis of efficiency—both time and cost. In order to
determine relative efficiency, the auditor needs an understanding of the meaning of
independent tests. Calculating the precision of the separate samples depends upon
the independence of the procedures. To illustrate the meaning of independence,
consider an inventory test of quantities and extended prices. When this is done with a
single sample, the amount of difference in a sample item is determined as (1) the
audited quantity times audited price minus (2) the recorded amount. If this same
information is to be obtained from two independent samples—one to reflect the price
difference and one to reflect the quantity difference—each difference in price must be
extended by the recorded quantity while each difference in quantity must be extended
by the audited price. The independence requirement forces the auditor to use an
audited price in determining the monetary effect of quantity differences.9 Con
sequently, if the auditor elects to use two separate samples to test extended prices
and quantities, he must establish an audited price for each item in the sample
selected fortesting quantities that shows a difference between audited and recorded
quantities. Faced with this prospect, most auditors would prefer to use a single
sample unless timing or other considerations preclude doing so.
Consider choosing between one and two samples for testing extended inventory
quantities and for testing obsolescence. Two independent samples would require the
auditor to determine the dollar amount of obsolescence based upon audited quan
tities and prices. This means that when a product was determined to be obsolete, the
audited quantity, price, and extension would have to be determined in order to com
pute the dollar amount of obsolescence. Were this not done, some of the computed
amount could be caused by an incorrectly recorded quantity, price, or extension.
Independence requires the auditor to plan his tests of detail so that results of each
separate sample relate only to stipulated causes of monetary error.
Using a single sample to test for several causes of error avoids the problem of
independence, but necessitates taking into account the potential incidence, magni
tudes, and algebraic signs of error from all the causes. For example, determining an
appropriate sample size for a single sample to test quantities, prices, extensions, and
obsolescence might require giving special consideration to low-valued or slowmoving items. Moreover, each selected sampling unit must be completely audited
for all aspects. In separate samples, on the other hand, those units determined to be
obsolete need to be audited for extended price and quantity, but those selected for
price and quantity need not be examined for obsolescence.

9

Alternatively, the auditor can use audited quantities for the price test and recorded prices for the quan
tity test When pricing errors are few, this alternative may be better
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The auditor should review each account balance or class of transactions to deter
mine the most economically efficient approach in each case. Whatever is decided
can be planned to control the sampling risk for either one or several statistical tests
considered collectively.

Extent of Compliance Tests
The following steps represent a method of determining the extent of the statistical
compliance tests corresponding to each selected degree of reliance. As in the case
of substantive tests, decisions affecting the timing are no different when statistical
sampling is used in place of a judgment sample

1.

Determine the audit objectives.

2.

Determine the overall risk of unwarranted reliance pertaining to each planned
substantive test

3.

Determine the overall risk of overauditing pertaining to each planned substantive
test.

4.

Determine the risks of unwarranted reliance and overauditing for each individual
compliance test.

5.

Design each statistical test of compliance.

The auditor plans each statistical test of compliance with a pertinent accounting
control so that the risk of unwarranted reliance is controlled. Because unwarranted
reliance increases the risk of failing to detect a material amount of monetary error, the
auditor plans the statistical compliance tests in conjunction with the tentatively
planned substantive tests. For each considered degree of reliance, the auditor deter
mines the extent of the required compliance tests. A degree of reliance of 0, corre
sponding to no reliance, does not require any compliance tests. For degrees of re
liance higher than 0, compliance tests are necessary.
Not all compliance tests can be based on a statistical sample. Segregation of
duties does not always leave an audit trail of evidence and, consequently, as stated
in section 320.59, “tests of compliance in these situations necessarily are limited to
inquiries of different personnel and observation of office personnel and routines to
corroborate the information obtained during the initial review of the system.’’ This
example illustrates the general situation: Those controls whose operation must be
established through inquiry and observation are not subject to statistical sampling.
Other controls, such as approvals, “require inspection of the related documents to
obtain evidence in the form of signatures, initials, audit stamps, and the like, to indi
cate whether and by whom they were performed and to permit an evaluation of the
propriety of their performance.10 This type of control can be tested using a statistical
sample.
Audit Objectives. The audit objective of a compliance test is “to provide reason
able assurance that the accounting control procedures are being applied as pre
scribed.”11 This statement of the general audit purpose is further refined to state,
“samples designed for this purpose should be evaluated in terms of deviations from,
10
11

Section 320 58.
Section 320 55
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or compliance with, pertinent procedures tested, either as to the number of such de
viations or the monetary amount of the related transactions.”12
The statistical objective of a compliance test, then, is to decide whether the de
viations from pertinent procedures are too great to justify the planned reliance. Chap
ter 1 discusses an approach for determining for each pertinent control, or set of con
trols, the range of deviation that would be considered consistent with the planned
reliance. Corresponding to this viewpoint, the statistical objective of a compliance
test is to decide whether the rate of compliance deviations from a prescribed pro
cedure or set of procedures could be as large as a determined threshold rate (Po). As
the previous quotation from section 320B.15 shows, this threshold rate may be ex
pressed either as a proportion of the number of transactions or as a proportion of the
monetary amount of the related transactions. However, even when expressed as a pro
portion of the number of transactions, it is necessary to obtain some indication of the
magnitude of the potential monetary error.
Special care is required when the determined threshold rate applies to a set of re
lated procedures as discussed in chapter 1. For example, if one pertinent procedure
is designed to prevent an error while another is designed to detect and correct any
error that occurs, the threshold rate (P0) refers to the probability that a compliance de
viation occurs for both procedures on the same transaction. When a sample is used to
test the two together, this means defining an occurrence as failure to comply with both
procedures.
When the set of related procedures jointly prevent an error from occurring, the
threshold rate applies to the probability that there is a compliance deviation from any
one of the set. Consequently, when a test is used, an occurrence is defined as a com
pliance deviation with any one of the set.
Overall Risk. The contribution to the overall audit risk arising from compliance
tests is the risk of unwarranted reliance on internal accounting control. Unwarranted
reliance may occur when the auditor incorrectly decides that the procedures are being
followed to a satisfactory degree when, in fact, compliance deviations are more
numerous than satisfactory. The result of this type of mistake is that the nature, extent,
or timing of substantive tests is determined on misleading information with the con
sequence that the risk of missing a material amount of monetary error is greater than
it ought to be
The risk of unwarranted reliance has both statistical and nonstatistical aspects.
The nonstatistical aspect pertains to the effectiveness of the audit procedures in de
tecting noncompliance, even if applied to every transaction. The statistical aspect
pertains to that additional risk caused by the fact that the procedure was restricted to a
sample of the transactions. As in the case of substantive tests, the two risks are
approximately additive.
The statistical aspect of the risk of unwarranted reliance is measured by the prob
ability that the auditor decides a particular rate of compliance deviation is satisfactory
for the planned reliance when in fact the rate of compliance deviation is at the thresh
old rate of unsatisfactory compliance. Controlling the risk at the threshold rate means
the risk is smaller should the actual rate exceed the threshold rate. When several con
trol procedures are used to prevent or detect a particular type of error, the auditor
needs to consider the set of procedures together in assigning an allowable sampling
risk of unwarranted reliance.
12

Section 320B 15
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For each account balance or class of transactions, the overall sampling risk of un
warranted reliance may be determined to limit the auditor’s sampling risk of missing a
material amount of monetary error as described in chapter 1. The auditor might de
cide, for example, that should the compliance tests not corroborate the planned re
liance, he would use a sampling risk of β0 corresponding to no reliance. When the
compliance tests incorrectly corroborate the planned reliance, the auditor incorrectly
uses the planned (higher) sampling risk (β). The difference between these two levels
of sampling risk (β -β
)
0
multiplied by the risk of unwarranted reliance (δ) represents
the expected increase in his sampling risk when the rate of compliance deviation is
at the threshold level and the monetary error equals a material amount (M). The
auditor's judgment to limit this increase to, say, no more than .01, allows determination
of the appropriate value for 8.
To illustrate, suppose the auditor uses a procedure for determining tolerable
sampling risk as set forth in the Tolerable Sampling Risk table previously cited. The
following table shows how the risk of unwarranted reliance may be determined if the
additional sampling risk is allowed to be .01. As before, analytical review is assigned
a value of .33 to represent the auditor’s judgment that the review procedures have
about a 1 in 3 chance of discovering a material monetary error.
No Reliance on Analytical Review

Degree of Reliance
on Internal Control

Tolerable
Sampling Risk

Increase

Risk of
Unwarranted Reliance
(added risk = .01)

None
Low

.05
.07

.02

.50

Moderate

.10

.05

.20

High

.15

.10

.10

Very high

.30

.25

.04

Moderate Reliance on Analytical Review

Degree of Reliance
on Internal Control

Tolerable
Sampling Risk

Increase

Risk of
Unwarranted Reliance
(added risk = .01)

None
Low

.07
.10

.03

.33

Moderate

.15

.08

.12

High

.25
.50

.18

.05
.02

Very high

.43

This table shows the effect of increasing the reliance on the pertinent accounting con
trols. At first glance, situations using a risk of unwarranted reliance equal to .50 or .33
apparently contradict the examples in section 320B.24 using risk levels no greater
than .10. However, when the auditor considers that SAS no. 1 contemplates adjusting
the threshold rate depending on the degree of planned reliance, while the procedure
outlined here keeps that rate fixed, it will be seen that there is no contradiction.
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For example, suppose the auditor determines that the threshold rate is .05 and the
anticipated compliance deviations may be as high as .04. A sample of 100 would
provide a risk of unwarranted reliance equal to about .44. The same sample size would
provide a risk of unwarranted reliance of .05 at a threshold rate of .09. Consequently,
keeping the risk at .05 and raising the threshold rate from .05 to .09 has the same effect
as raising the risk from .05 to .45 and keeping the threshold rate the same. Justifying
an increase in the risk of unwarranted reliance because the degree of reliance is less
seems easier than justifying an increase of allowable compliance deviations when
there is less reliance, but either method is clearly acceptable.
The outcome of this analysis is a determination of the allowable risk of unwar
ranted reliance corresponding to each considered degree of reliance and specified
tolerable sampling risk. A similar type of analysis may be used when the planned sub
stantive tests are nonstatistical even though numerical values may not be available.
The key idea is that unwarranted reliance affects the risk of missing a material amount
of error. Consequently, the auditor needs to consider both what would be done in the
absence of reliance and what should be planned when the compliance tests corrob
orate the planned reliance. If the tentative audit program employs a relatively high
risk of missing a material amount of monetary error, the compliance tests should pro
vide a low risk of unwarranted reliance If, on the other hand, the auditor considers
the risk of missing a material amount to be moderate, a higher risk of unwarranted
reliance may be used.
Individual Risk. Once the auditor determines an appropriate value for the risk of
unwarranted reliance (8) to be used for a particular account balance or class of trans
actions, the risk levels can be planned for testing compliance with each of the per
tinent accounting controls. For each substantive test, only those controls that pertain
to the types of errors that could be detected by the substantive test need be consid
ered. For example, a statistical sample used to request confirmation of accounts re
ceivable depends only on the controls pertaining to existence and accuracy of the
recorded amounts. The pertinent controls may be those related to the following objec
tives:

1.

Shipments are authorized and accurate.

2.

Invoices are accurately prepared and are properly recorded.

3.

Entries to accounts receivable (both control and detail) are authorized.

4.

Cash receipts are adequately controlled and accurately recorded.

Suppose that each of the four sets of pertinent procedures is tested using the same
risk of unwarranted reliance (8) equal to, say, .05. The auditor decides that compli
ance is satisfactory only when it can be concluded that each set’s rate of compliance
deviation is below its threshold level. Conversely, the auditor decides compliance is
not satisfactory whenever tests indicate that any of the rates of compliance deviation
may be above the threshold level. Following this decision rule, the combined risk of
unwarranted reliance is no greater than .05 whenever any set’s rate of compliance
deviation equals its threshold level. If more than one set’s rate of compliance deviation
equals its threshold rate, the risk of unwarranted reliance is much less than .05 (.0025
for two, .0001 for three, and nearly zero for all four).
There is, however, a disadvantage to using the same tolerable risk of unwarranted
reliance for each compliance test. It may be possible that some combination of indi-
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vidual rates of compliance deviation could produce a potential material monetary
error even though the rate for each set is below its threshold level. For example, some
proportion of inaccurately prepared invoices together with some proportion of in
accurately recorded cash receipts could produce a material overstatement of ac
counts receivable. The risk of unwarranted reliance when the potential material error
is caused by some combination may be well above the tolerable level.
Can this disadvantage be overcome? Probably, but the technology required to do
it is quite complex, and further development is required before any practical solution
can be offered. In the meantime, the auditor needs to be aware that present practice
does not give much information regarding the possibility that material monetary errors
may arise from a combination of causes.
After the auditor has determined the relevant sources of monetary error and the
allowable risk of unwarranted reliance for each, consideration should be given to the
pertinent procedure or set of procedures that are designed to prevent or detect each
particular type of error. For example, the following procedures may be designed to
achieve the objective that shipments are authorized and accurate:
1.

Sales orders are maintained under numerical control.

2.

Unfilled orders are periodically reviewed.

3.

Sales orders are initialed as being approved by responsible employees.

4.

Sales orders are checked for quantitative agreement with shipping orders and for
accuracy of prices and extensions and are then initialed.

Compliance tests for a set of pertinent procedures should be planned so that the
risk of unwarranted reliance when the set is evaluated as a single procedure is at the
desired level.13 When some of the procedures are designed to prevent the error from
occurring (prevention controls) while others are designed to detect any errors that
occur (detection controls), there are two ways of satisfying this requirement. The
auditor may select a sample and define an occurrence as a lack of evidence of com
pliance with both types of procedures. In this case, the specified risk level would
apply to the two procedures regarded as a single procedure. This is only possible
when a statistical sample is used to test compliance with both the prevention con
trols and detection controls.
Frequently the prevention controls cannot be tested statistically because they
rely on separation of duties or using prenumbered forms. In this case they must be
tested separately from the detection controls. What risk of unwarranted reliance is
appropriate for the statistical test of the detection controls? An answer is to use the
planned tolerable risk of unwarranted reliance but to regard the combined threshold
rate as a product of the individual threshold rates. For example, if the threshold rate for
the controls considered together is .05 and the combined risk of unwarranted reliance
is .10, the auditor may first judgmentally decide the likelihood that the prevention
controls could allow a monetary error to occur. If this likelihood is taken as one, the
auditor acts most conservatively by using the threshold rate of .05 and risk of un
warranted reliance of .10 for the compliance test of the detection controls. If the like
lihood is only .25, the threshold rate for the compliance test of detection controls rises
to .20 but the risk remains at .10.

13

This corresponds to section 320B 20
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When there are several pertinent procedures that constitute the set of controls,
the requirement to evaluate the set as a single procedure means that an occurrence
should be defined as evidence of noncompliance with any of the procedures. In the
previous example, the first two pertinent procedures are to be tested nonstatistically
(through inquiry and observation) while the latter two that leave documenting evi
dence are to be tested statistically. This means that the sample should be designed
so that any deviations from the required evidence for approval or for accuracy checks
can be evaluated at a specified risk level. This simply requires that a common sample
be selected for both attributes. The auditor may want to examine each attribute
separately, but that is not required for corroborating the planned reliance.
Each of the pertinent controls for the other three objectives (invoices are ac
curately prepared and properly recorded, entries to accounts receivable are author
ized, and cash receipts are adequately controlled and accurately recorded) should be
analyzed in a similar manner. For each source of error or irregularity, the auditor iden
tifies those pertinent procedures that prevent or detect the error. He then decides
which of the pertinent procedures are to be tested statistically and designs the test so
that the set of procedures can be evaluated as one procedure at a specified risk level.
Risk of Overauditing. Compliance tests may also be a source of risk of overaudit
ing. When the auditor decides that compliance with some pertinent accounting control
procedure may not be satisfactory, there must be a change in the substantive audit
program. These changes affect either the nature, extent, or timing of the planned audit
procedures. Thus when the statistical evidence incorrectly leads the auditor to make
these changes, unnecessary auditing expense is incurred. Planning the compliance
tests allows the auditor the opportunity to control the risk of unnecessary expense.
This risk equals the probability that the compliance tests will result in indicating lack
of satisfactory compliance when, in fact, compliance is good.
The auditor can control the allowable risk by specifying the probability that the
achieved upper precision limit should exceed the threshold rate (P0) when in fact, the
rate of compliance deviation does not exceed P1 as explained in chapter 4. Consider
ing the appropriate level for this risk involves balancing the cost of increasing the
sample size necessary to lower the risk for compliance purposes with the expected
cost reduction from avoiding changing the planned audit program for the substantive
procedures.
For example, if the auditor designates P0 = .05 and P1 = .01 with the sampling risk
specified at .05 (one-sided reliability equal to .95), using a sample of 60 for compli
ance purposes entails a risk of overauditing equal to .46, while increasing the sample
to 100 reduces the risk to .26. To calculate whether the increased number of obser
vations is worthwhile, the auditor needs to estimate the cost of the 40 additional ob
servations and compare that with the expected increase in auditing costs associated
with the expanded audit program. The expected increase equals the difference in risk
.20 (.46 - .26) multiplied by the cost of the additional audit work when compliance is
found not to be satisfactory. If it is found that the cost of the 40 additional observations
is lower, then the auditor might continue to add observations until the additional cost
equals the reduction in expected auditing costs.

Sample Design. Deciding the risk levels for testing compliance with each per
tinent accounting control precedes the detailed design of the sample. The sample de
sign consists of (1) defining the attribute to be tested, (2) specifying the sampling unit
and frame, (3) determining the appropriate sample size, and (4) specifying the selec
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tion method. While the test of each control is planned separately, the field work is de
signed to accomplish several compliance tests with the same sample. Moreover,
combining the compliance tests with the substantive tests of the transactions (known
as a dual-purpose test) must be considered.

Defining the attribute—A careful definition of each procedural deviation to be
tested is required. Defining a procedural deviation entails considering the actions to
be taken if compliance is determined to be unsatisfactory. For example, in testing pur
chases, the auditor determines that the pertinent control against unauthorized pur
chases is requiring all purchases to be properly authorized. Proper authorization is
different for different classes of purchases—some (such as purchase of utilities) re
quire only general authorization, while some require specific authorization in the form
of signed purchase orders. Using a broad definition of the procedural deviation as
“purchase not properly authorized” would apply to every purchase and would be
appropriate only if the auditor determines that he could suitably alter his program
knowing only that too many purchases were made without evidence of proper authori
zation. It seems, however, that this broad definition would usually be unsuitable—
why extend the substantive procedures for all accounts affected by purchases on the
basis of the failure of a few purchases to be supported by a signed purchase order?
An alternative is to define the procedural deviation narrowly—purchase orders not
properly authorized. Using this definition, the evidence of unsatisfactory compliance
would only force the auditor to alter substantive tests of transactions or balances that
should be covered by purchase orders. Some auditors might even subdivide this con
trol further, by regarding purchases of raw material and supplies employed in the
manufacture of products separately from other purchases that are not evidenced by
receiving records. Again, the appropriate definition is determined by what actions the
auditor would take in the event compliance is found to be unsatisfactory. Remember
that the auditor need test only those pertinent controls on which he plans to rely in
limiting his substantive tests. Consequently, the auditor has the option of not relying
on a pertinent control if it is more efficient to eliminate the compliance test and instead
increase substantive testing.
The other major requirement in defining the compliance deviation is clarity. It is
imperative that the auditor who is conducting the test understand exactly what con
stitutes a compliance deviation. For example, if a signature is required for authoriza
tion of a purchase and none exists, but the auditor is told that verbal approval was
given, a compliance deviation has occurred. This means that the details of “properly
authorized” must be spelled out in advance.
When the compliance test pertains to a set of procedures, the auditor needs to
define the attribute for each procedure and, in addition, state what constitutes an oc
currence. If a prevention control and detection control are both involved, an occur
rence corresponds to lack of compliance with both procedures on the same trans
action. When compliance with the set of controls requires compliance with each, an
occurrence corresponds to a lack of compliance with any one of the procedures.

Sampling unit and frame—Once the procedural deviations have been clearly
and usefully defined, the auditor specifies an appropriate sampling unit and corre
sponding frame. The only requirements of the frame are that it be complete and allow
the auditor to perform the audit procedures. Beyond these requirements, the auditor
selects the frame that appears to be most convenient in terms of time and cost.
Since tests of compliance are often combined with substantive tests of trans
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actions (dual-purpose tests), the requirement that the frame allow the desired audit
procedures is very important. This can be illustrated by considering a test of purchase
transactions. The auditor finds the following available frames: (1) purchase order file,
(2) invoice register, and (3) cash disbursements book or check register. When sub
stantive tests of purchases are involved, the fact that the cash disbursement book or
the check register can only be used to test assertions relating to payments made but
not to payments due becomes important in selecting the frame.
This example also illustrates the requirements of completeness and convenience.
The purchase order file might be considered incomplete (depending on the definition
of the population), since some routine purchases such as utility services do not require
a purchase order. Comparing the invoice register and the check register for con
venience, the auditor must consider that using the check register and defining the
corresponding sampling unit as a check may not be as convenient as using the in
voice register with the individual invoice as the sampling unit. Unless some form of
multistage sampling can be employed, using the check as the sampling unit entails
applying all auditing procedures to each check as well as to all the invoices paid by
the selected check. Obviously, this requires much more time and effort than applying
the same set of procedures to a single selected invoice.
Determining sample size—Determining sample sizes for compliance tests (or
dual-purpose tests) can be done quite easily using tables or a time sharing computer
program.14 Most of the available tables for determining a fixed sample size do not
provide control over the risk of overauditing. When controlling this risk is desirable, a
computer program is necessary.
The auditor can select either a fixed sample size or a sequential plan as described
in chapter 4. The use of the sequential plan should be considered, especially when
the anticipated occurrence rate is either very small or quite large. Expected sample
sizes under these conditions will normally be smaller than the corresponding fixedsize sample. On the other hand, if the population occurrence rate actually is of moder
ate size, the ultimate sample size under the sequential plan may exceed the corre
sponding fixed-size sample.
Since most samples are used fortesting several accounting controls, it is neces
sary to determine a sample size, or sequential plan, for each pertinent control and then
use the largest sample or the sequential plan with the largest initial and incremental
sizes. If it is convenient, the auditor may stop examining selected sampling units for
compliance with specific controls when the sample size required for that control has
been met. This presumes, however, that the units are examined in the random order of
selection.
Selecting the samples—The basic choice is between using an unrestricted ran
dom sample and a pps sample. The latter type of sampling offers the distinct advan
tage of relating the incidence of compliance deviation directly to dollars by express
ing the fraction of the dollars that are associated with a compliance deviation.
Since the attribute tables that are often employed in compliance tests are based
on unrestricted random sampling, the auditor should avoid using systematic sampling
whenever possible. When circumstances are such that systematic selection is the only
practical method, several random starts should be used to help guard against un
known patterns within the frame.
14

See chapter 9 for a description of the computer programs
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Planned Reliance
Having designed the extent of substantive tests as well as the compliance tests
for selected degrees of reliance, the auditor can adopt the degree of reliance that
represents the least costly combination. This step completes the preliminary design of
the audit program.

Final Design of Compliance Tests
The preliminary design proceeds by audit area, and within each audit area, the
compliance tests are tentatively planned to meet the auditor's planned degree of re
liance. In some cases, pertinent controls for one area also serve as pertinent controls
for another. For example, controls over cash receipts affect both accounts receivable
and cash, and controls over shipments affect sales, accounts receivable, and inven
tory. In other cases, substantive tests of transactions may involve examining the same
transactions as one or more of the tests of compliance.
In these circumstances, the auditor needs to plan the field work in a way to mini
mize the total audit effort. This means combining into a single sample all those audit
procedures that may have initially been planned separately. When some of these are
substantive procedures, the tests become dual-purpose tests. An example of this is
included in the following chapter.

Execution and Evaluation
Careful execution of the planned statistical tests and appropriate evaluation of the
resulting sample evidence are required in order to realize the benefits of the planning
process. A major concern during execution is making sure that the planned audit pro
cedures are, in fact, accomplished. Control of these so-called nonsampling errors is
vital, because all the statistical projections depend upon the correct evaluation of
each sampling unit. Control can be exercised by making sure that persons doing the
field work understand exactly what they are to do, that an “audited amount” or “sample
occurrence” is unambiguously defined, that calculations are checked for accuracy,
that selected items are examined without substitutions, and that all steps are properly
documented.
One common problem is what to do about missing evidence concerning a se
lected sampling unit. Suppose, for example, that a confirmation request is returned by
the post office as undeliverable, or a positive confirmation request is not returned
even after sending a second request, or that a selected bill of lading cannot be lo
cated. Such occurrences require some action; they cannot simply be ignored.
The appropriate action depends upon the circumstances. In the case of a non
response to a confirmation request, there may be an opportunity to perform alterna
tive procedures that will satisfactorily determine whether the account exists and is
recorded accurately. When this is not possible, the auditor might tentatively evaluate
a non-response as if it were totally in error. When this tentative evaluation does not
indicate a potential material error, nothing more is required for a statistical conclusion.
Evaluating a non-response or missing document as if the sampling unit were
totally in error is sound conservative practice, but the auditor must not stop there.
There is an ever-present danger that far too much attention may be focussed on the
mechanics of statistical sampling and that, consequently, the auditor may fail to exer
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cise sound audit judgment. The case of undeliverable confirmation requests illus
trates this. The auditor should investigate and try to determine the cause in addition to
making the statistical evaluation. This problem is discussed further in chapter 10.
Evaluating Compliance Tests
The results of compliance tests are evaluated according to the plan to determine
whether the planned reliance is justified. For a fixed-size sample, this entails deter
mining the achieved upper precision limit at the specified one-sided reliability (R1)
for each of the pertinent controls or set of pertinent controls tested with the sample.
The achieved upper precision limit either does or does not exceed the specified
threshold rate (P0). If it does not, the auditor may rely on the control as planned. His
risk in doing this equals the complement of the one-sided reliability (1 When the achieved upper precision limit does exceed P0, the statistical evidence
fails to corroborate the auditor’s planned reliance. Consequently, some action must be
taken. The appropriate action must be determined from the circumstances, but in
general will involve changing the timing, nature, or extent of some of the planned sub
stantive tests. The particular substantive procedures involved depend on the type of
error that the control or set of controls was designed to prevent. As an illustration, if
the auditor finds that the number of sales made without checking credit could exceed
the threshold rate, the scope of the audit program might be expanded with respect to
collectibility of accounts receivable.
The same decisions apply when the auditor uses a pps sample and determines
the proportion of the total transactions associated with a particular compliance devia
tion. In the previous example involving sales, the auditor would determine the upper
precision limit of the proportion of sales dollars (instead of number of sales) asso
ciated with not checking the customer’s credit. The planned substantive tests of col
lectibility would be extended whenever this proportion exceeded the established
monetary limit.
Similar decisions are appropriate when the auditor uses a sequential sample. In
contrast to the fixed-size sample, a sequential sample does not automatically provide
a point estimate of the extent of compliance deviations, but does allow the auditor to
decide whether compliance is or is not satisfactory for the planned reliance.
The evaluation of the compliance portions of dual-purpose tests follows this same
general scheme. Evidence that fails to corroborate the planned reliance calls for ex
tending the substantive procedures. This may entail extending the substantive portion
of the test on a sample basis, or performing additional substantive tests. If the tenta
tive audit program called for examining transactions for only part of the year, consid
eration should be given to extending the population of transactions to the entire year
for the extended substantive tests.

Evaluating Substantive Tests
Evaluation of the statistical substantive tests entails using a valid evaluation tech
nique to determine whether the recorded amount could be materially misstated. As
previously described, this can be done using either a positive or negative approach.
The negative approach is described here.
Using the negative approach, the auditor computes either an upper precision
limit or an upper bound for the monetary error from all independent statistical tests of
details pertaining to a particular recorded amount. If this upper precision limit or
upper bound exceeds the amount (M)—the material amount allocated to the statistical
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tests of details—the auditor regards the statistical evidence as indicating the possi
bility of material error. This calls for some action to determine whether there is indeed
material misstatement and, if so, what adjustment would be appropriate in the circum
stances. While the specific circumstances determine the most appropriate action, one
alternative source of additional information would be a precise statistical estimate
of the amount of monetary error.
The standards for supporting an accounting adjustment may be quite different
from those required to decide whether the recorded amount could be materially mis
stated. If the auditor concludes that a statistical sample is the most appropriate source
of evidence for the purpose of estimating the adjustment to be recorded, a precision
and reliability must be selected that is proper for supporting an accounting entry. As a
guideline, using an interval reliability of at least .95 and a precision no larger than
.5M would appear reasonable in this circumstance. Using this guideline allows the
auditor to assert that there is a confidence of .95, that the precision interval contains
the true amount, and, furthermore, that whatever the true amount, it would not mater
ially differ from the adjusted amount.
When the achieved upper precision limit or upper bound of monetary error does
not exceed the amount (M), the auditor decides that there is no material misstatement.
The sampling risk of being incorrect in this conclusion equals the complement of the
one-sided reliability (1.0 - R1) or (1.0 - R)/2 if an interval reliability (R) was used.
The statistical techniques used to calculate the achieved upper precision limit, or
upper bound, depend upon the sample design and the observed results. First, con
sider the stratified design in which the recorded amounts were used for the basis of
stratification as well as for determining the appropriate sample size. The sample size
was determined to meet a desired precision and reliability using the stratified mean
estimator based on the recorded amounts.
If no differences are observed, the sample estimate of the monetary error is zero.
The statistical difficulty is twofold: (1) obtaining a usable estimate of the standard
error of this estimate and (2) being sure that the sampling distribution is approximately
normal. The achieved standard error of the mean estimator is a usable upper bound
for the standard error of the difference estimator, but a concern in using this is whether
the sampling distribution is approximately normal. It may not be.
An alternative that does not assume normality was described in chapter 6. This
alternative involved the following procedures:
1.

Determine the achieved upper precision limit for the proportion of sampling units
that could contain monetary error at a desired reliability (R1).

2.

Multiply the number of population units within each stratum times the largest re
corded amount in each stratum and add the products together.

3.

Multiply the achieved upper precision limit times the sum of the products.

This procedure results in an upper bound on the amount of overstatement in the popu
lation. It can be used whenever the sample items have been allocated to the strata in
proportion to the number of population units within the stratum multiplied times the
largest recorded amount in the stratum.
If only a few differences are observed, the auditor may also use the bound just de
scribed or compute the sample estimate of the monetary error using, say, the differ
ence estimator. As described in chapter 6, the achieved precision of the mean esti
mator may be used to obtain a bound on the overstatement error, provided the square
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of the stratum coefficient of variation of recorded amounts exceeds the proportion of
non-zero differences within the stratum.
If several differences are observed and the auditor is reasonably satisfied that
they are representative of the magnitudes of errors to be expected in the specific situa
tion, he can use the approximate method described in chapters 5 and 6 for computing
the standard error associated with any one of the estimators—difference, ratio, or
regression.
If many differences are observed, the sample estimate of the monetary error can
be determined using the difference, ratio, or regression estimator. The estimated
standard error is determined from the sample data in accordance with the formulas
presented in chapter 5 or 6. Using the negative approach, there is no need to make
any adjustments when the achieved precision differs from the planned precision. As
described in chapter 3, the risk of overauditing may be affected, but the sampling risk
remains at the planned level. When the auditor uses a positive approach, an adjust
ment is required if the sampling risk is to be maintained at the planned level. This was
described in chapter 3.
A pps sample can also be evaluated in different ways that depend upon the
number of differences observed. When no differences are observed, an upper bound
for the monetary error is computed by first determining an upper precision limit for the
fraction of the recorded amount that might be in error and extending this times the total
recorded amount. This yields a conservative bound on the potential error in the
unobserved portion of the population.
For example, a pps sample of 300 units that has no observed differences be
tween audited and recorded amounts permits concluding that, at most, 1 percent of
the total recorded amount could be in error at a one-sided reliability of .95. If the total
recorded amount is $2 million, the achieved upper bound for monetary error is there
fore $20,000 ($2,000,000 x .01).
When some differences are observed, the auditor can select one of the methods
presented in chapter 6 for determining an upper bound when only a few differences
are observed.
When many differences are observed, the standard pps estimator can be used to
gether with the estimated standard error.

Conclusion
Integrating statistical sampling into auditing requires careful planning, proper
execution, and appropriate evaluation of the sample results. Each of these subjects
has been discussed in this chapter. The objective throughout has been to describe
methods that can be used by the auditor to achieve overall control of sampling risk as
well as exercise some controls over auditing costs.
How practical are these methods? Much of what is described here is currently
being done in practice, but not always in the manner described. Some of the sugges
tions call for doing something different from what is currently being done. The partic
ular suggestions, however, are not so important as following some consistent pro
cedure for planning, executing, and evaluating sample results. In the next chapter an
example of a particular situation is discussed, and the methods described here are
applied.

8
Case Study: The Maxwell
Manufacturing Company

The principal objective of this chapter is to illustrate how statistical sampling can
be integrated into the audit planning process. The framework for integration was
described in chapter 7. Using this framework, the sales and accounts receivable
portion of the audit for Maxwell Manufacturing Company is described. The many
interrelationships that exist between this area of the audit and other areas such as
inventory and cash are not described in detail.
Following the audit process flowchart shown in chapter 7, the discussion begins
with a detailed description of the preliminary design of the audit program and follows
the subsequent implementation and change of that program. As previously noted, the
preliminary design results only in a tentative audit program based on the auditor’s
current information. As the work progresses, more information becomes available and
the preliminary program is modified accordingly. Thus, the final audit program
evolves through the process of planning, executing the tests, evaluating the resulting
evidence, and revising the plan.
The description of the decisions made for this case serve only as an illustration
of the types of decisions the auditor would make in using statistical sampling. Other
auditors might well make decisions that differ from those cited here.
Maxwell Manufacturing Company is a medium-sized firm which manufactures
hand tools such as hammers and screwdrivers. Its products are distributed nationally
through commission-paid representatives who sell building materials, power tools,
and other items to hardware stores and building supply outlets. The firm’s products
are generally displayed on racks by the retailers.
Maxwell has experienced a growth rate of approximately 10 percent over the past
several years. The client currently has approximately 6,000 regular customers. These
customers average about eight orders per year, and the average order size is about
$200. Thus, sales amounted to about $10 million last year. Accounts receivable com
prise nearly 34 percent of the total assets.
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The auditor anticipated that the balance sheet for the current year would closely
resemble the following:

Cash
$ 500,000
Accounts receivable
1,400,000
Inventory
1,200,000
Plant and equipment
1,000,000
$4,100,000

Accounts payable
Accrued taxes
Bank debt
Equity

$ 700,000
100,000
1,500,000
1,800,000
$4,100,000

Furthermore, the auditor anticipated that profit would amount to about $2 million
before taxes on the $10 million in sales.
The company has a September 30 year end. This is the second year for the
current auditors. Two years ago the company installed an IBM 360/30 computer.
During the first year’s audit, the computer system was thoroughly reviewed—both
general controls and applications controls. An internal control questionnaire was
used as part of the evaluation procedure, and flowcharts of each transaction cycle
were prepared.
During the current year, the auditors reviewed and updated the questionnaire
and determined that the flowcharts previously prepared were still applicable.
Using the information gained from these procedures, together with his preliminary
evaluation of the accounting controls, the tentative audit program was designed.
Exhibits 8-1 through 8-4 on pages 158-165 are the flowcharts and descriptions per
taining to the sales/account receivable area.
The auditor’s preliminary evaluation of the system included the observation that
hash totals of customer order numbers were prepared after processing, and, conse
quently, any loss of documents prior to keypunching would be undetected. As a com
pensating control, it was noted that there is a numerical control over the open order
file and orders open for unusual periods of time are followed up.
In other respects, the auditor thought the system was quite good. Exhibit 8-5
(pages 166-167), the interdependence matrix, summarizes his findings by matching
the key elements of control against the major sources of error.1 In each case, except
for the above-noted weakness, the auditor decided that the system was strong enough
to justify a high degree of reliance provided there was satisfactory compliance.

Preliminary Design
The case begins with the description of the preliminary design process following
the eight steps listed in chapter 7. The auditor’s information at this point in time con
sists of preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness of internal accounting control
procedures and the results of the diagnostic analysis.
Audit Objectives
The first logical step in designing the preliminary audit program for sales and
receivables is to identify the auditor’s general objectives. The basic objective con
cerning accounts receivable is to determine whether they are fairly presented in

1.

The form for this matrix was suggested by James K Loebbecke
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accordance with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent
basis. To achieve this general objective, the auditor adopts the following specific
objectives:
1.

Determine whether accounts receivable are materially overstated with respect to
existence, recorded amount, collectibility, and period cutoffs.

2.

Determine whether accounts receivable are materially understated.

3.

Determine whether accounts receivable are properly classified and whether there
is adequate disclosure with respect to generally accepted accounting principles.

The related objectives with respect to sales are these:

4.

Determine whether sales are materially overstated.

5.

Determine whether sales are materially understated.

The auditor may subdivide any of these objectives into a number of subsidiary
objectives. For example, the first objective may be divided as follows:

1A. Determine whether accounts receivable are materially overstated with respect to
existence and recorded amounts.
1B. Determine whether accounts receivable are materially overstated with respect to
collectibility.

1C. Determine whether accounts receivable are materially overstated with respect
to period cutoffs.
The auditor needs evidence to support each of these objectives. Because of the
interrelationships between the accounts, this does not mean that each objective
requires its own independent set of evidence. In fact, by examining the types of avail
able evidence supporting each objective, it will be apparent that a test frequently
provides evidence for more than one objective.

Materiality

The auditor decided that $50,000 would be an appropriate material amount for
sales and accounts receivable. This amount is determined judgmentally after con
sidering the size of the accounts receivable balance in relation to the total assets, the
expected income, and the outstanding debt. The auditor also made allowance for
allowable monetary errors in other parts of the audit.

Identifying the Tentative Set of Substantive Auditing Procedures
The next logical step is to identify those procedures that are to be used to obtain
evidence pertinent to each of the audit objectives. The procedures selected by the
auditor at this stage of the program design reflect his current knowledge. As he learns
more, he may revise the set of procedures that he uses.
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Order clerk obtains the customer number from a master customer list. Ascertains
whether the customer has an active account, has not exceeded his credit limit, and
has no balance more than 30 days past due. Initials a copy of the customer order form
to indicate this procedure was followed. Sales to new customers and to recently
inactive customers are approved by Mr. Jones (V.P., Sales). All orders exceeding
$500 require credit approval from Mr. Gordon (Controller). These approvals are
indicated by a signature on the customer order form.

Shipping clerk manually changes the two customer order forms to record under
shipments. First copy of customer order form and second copy of bill of lading are
sent to keypunching. The order number is entered on the third copy of the bill of
lading which is filed by bill-of-lading number in the shipping department.

The keypunching department batches the customer order forms together with the
bills of lading which represent the prior day’s shipments. A sales card is prepared
containing the customer order form number, salesman’s number, customer number,
part number, quantity shipped, and date shipped. The customer number, part number,
and quantity shipped fields are verified by a second keypunch operator. No hash
total of the customer order number is prepared prior to keypunching to prevent loss
of documents.

The order clerks compare the bill-of-lading quantities to quantities shipped per
the customer order form, match the first copy of the customer order form to the second
copy in the on-order file, and purge the file. The clerk initials the file copy of the
customer order form to indicate that these procedures were completed.
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Sales cards are processed daily. Sales cards are used as input to a pricing
program that prices the sales from the selling price master file. The program rejects
transactions for invalid data or unmatched part numbers and lists them on an edit and
error listing. A daily sales report is prepared listing the details of each sale in cus
tomer sequence. This report includes totals on the amount of sales and sales tax (if
any) and a hash total of customer order form numbers.

The daily sales report is used to update the accounts receivable master file.
Details of transactions having customer numbers not appearing on the master file are
listed on an error listing. The error listing including control totals is sent to the account
ing clerks with a copy retained by the supervisor. The supervisor uses the listing to
insure that all rejected transactions are corrected and posted to the receivable master
files.

Accounting clerks check agreement of quantities on the order form, bill of lading,
and daily sales report and initial the customer order form. Prices are compared to a
master price list on a test basis and the customer order form is initialed. All orders
over $500 are reviewed for necessary approvals. An adding machine tape of customer
order form numbers is prepared. This is compared to the hash total on the daily sales
report. Errors on the error listing and discrepancies in the hash totals are investigated
and adjusted sales cards are prepared and processed the following day. The daily
totals of sales and sales tax are posted to a monthly sales worksheet, which is used
to prepare the monthly sales journal entry. The order forms are filed numerically, and
each week open orders, indicated by gaps in the file, are followed up.
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Mail addressed to the collection department is forwarded to the cash receipts
clerks, who prepare a list of the checks received and restrictively endorse the checks.
The clerks compare the amount of the check with the amount manually entered by the
customer on the prepunched remittance advice card and initial the check. The re
mittance advice card is mailed with the monthly statement, and if it is not returned,
the clerks enter the data on a form for keypunching.

The cashier compares the checks to the list, initials the list, and prepares the
deposit Deposits are made daily, and the authenticated deposit slip is returned to
Mr. Gordon (Controller).

Miss Henderson (keypunch supervisor) reviews the remittance advice cards and
forms and gives them to the operators who keypunch the receipt date and amount
or complete a new card, as appropriate. Date and amount are key verified.

The program to update the A/R master file offsets the receipt against all orders
included in the statement if receipt equals the statement amount. Otherwise the
remittance is entered as an unallocated credit to the customer’s account. Unallocated
credits are posted to a suspense account until identified with specific orders. Un
applied receipts or credits are listed separately on the cash accepted-cash rejected
report. This report also contains transactions that were applied to open orders and
those rejected because a customer number could not be located. Also shows control
totals for the master file including numbers of customers, total open receivables,
and total unallocated receipts.
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Cash receipt clerks follow up rejected items on the report. Customers are con
tacted when necessary to ascertain proper distribution of unallocated amounts. The
corrections and distributions are batched weekly and sent via keypunching to the
computer room for processing against the master file and suspense account. A
weekly suspense account update report is produced and follows the same flow as
the cash accepted-cash rejected report.

At month end, Mr. Gordon reconciles total deposits per the bank statement and
deposit slips to the cash receipts journal entries. Mr. Gordon also investigates and
controls all chargebacks from the bank.

When monthly statements are prepared the last page of the run contains the
following control information: the total amount of open orders on the A/R master file,
the total of unapplied credits in the suspense account and the total amount due per
the monthly customer statements. The statements, remittance advice cards, and
control information are sent to the accounting clerks where the control information
is reconciled and agreed to the general ledger.

After the monthly statements are run, a monthly aging report of accounts receiv
able is prepared and sent to Mr. Gordon. The aging includes the total unallocated
payment and the credit limit. Mr. Gordon compares the balance on this aging to the
control totals generated with the customer statements. He reviews the individual
accounts and compares the total of each account with the credit limit.
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C2
C5

B3
D2

C1

C4
D2

D1

D5
E4

o/u

Invoice improperly
recorded
CASH RECEIPTS
Cash receipts not'
recorded

Amount recorded
incorrectly
OTHER

Journal entries
not authorized

Uncollectable
accounts not
written off
Improper classifi
cation or inade 
quate disclosure

Legend of Tests and Procedures
T1
Observation and/or inquiry
For customer orders
T2 Ascertain approval or authorization
T3 Ascertain initialing of customer order signifying agreeing quantities on orders, bills
of lading, and daily sales report, check whether quantities agree
T4 Ascertain initialing of customer order signifying that price was compared to price
list, check whether prices agree
T5 Trace to monthly statement, A/R trial balance and subsequent credit (if any)
T6 Scan file for gaps in numbers
T7
Review on-order file for evidence of orders shipped but not billed

3

u

o

Overstatement error
Understatement error
o/u Over or understatement error

Legend of Identified Controls
A1
Sales orders prenumbered and controlled
A2 Sales orders independently authorized or approved
A3 Quantities ordered, shipped, recorded are independently checked
B1
Sales order (see A1 and A2) is shipping order
B2 Price list maintained (computerized)
B3 Daily sales independently received
B4 Sales detail independently reconciled to accounts receivable
C1
Preli sting of cash receipts
C2 Remittance advice used and compared to checks received
C3 Deposit slip independently checked to cash receipts journal
C4 Receipts deposited intact daily
C5 Bank account reconciled monthly by independent person
D1
Detailed accounts receivable reconciled to control monthly
D2 Monthly statements sent to customer
D3 Credit memos require approval
D4 Returned goods require receiver
D5 Advances to employees require authorization
E1
New customers require separate approval
E2 Sales orders matched against delinquent list and credit limits before processing
E3 Credit limits periodically reviewed
E4 Monthly aged trial balance prepared and delinquent accounts reviewed
E5 Bad debt write-offs require approval

2

1

P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

P1

Request confirmation of the recorded amounts
Analyze and test the account from the date of confirmation to the closing date
Review classification and disclosure
Test aging
Test subsequent collections
Test period cutoffs of sales and inventory
Analyze and evaluate allowance for doubtful accounts
Reconcile accounts receivable detail file to general ledger balances
Reconcile total credit to sales to debit to accounts receivable
Reconcile sales order volume to capabilities, capacities, etc

For accounts receivable

Test footings and postings
T20 Daily sales report
T21 Cash accept/reject report
T22 Weekly suspense report
T23 Large, unusual journal entries
T24 Monthly statement run
T25 Aged trial balance

For bills of lading
T17 Trace to sales order in accounting
T18 Agree quantities to sales order
T19 Trace sales order to daily report, note delay from shipping date

For suspense report items
T14 Trace to cash accept/reject report
T15 Examine support
T16 Trace to application on A/R trial balance

For credit memos
T12 Ascertain proper support and authorization
T13 Verify prices and extensions

check amount to remittance advice
T10 Determine credit to proper customer
T11 Examine noncash credits for proper approval

For those paid
T8 Trace deposit slip to bank statement
T9 Trace to listing of remittances and ascertain whether cash receipts clerk agreed
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The question whether a particular test is a substantive test or a compliance test
has been resolved here by reference to its major purpose. Nearly every test the auditor
performs has both substantive and compliance aspects. Nevertheless, when the
principal objective is to determine, on the basis of documented evidence, whether an
accounting control is operating as planned, the test will be regarded as a test of com
pliance, and when the principal objective is to determine whether the dollar amounts
are correct, the test will be regarded as substantive. Tests having both these objec
tives will be regarded as dual-purpose tests.
A test that might be regarded as a compliance test when a system is judged to be
strong may be regarded as a substantive test when the system is weak. For Maxwell,
the apparent weakness in a basic input control (lack of batch control totals over input
data) resulted in the test of the bills of lading being regarded primarily as a substan
tive test to determine whether all sales were properly recorded.
Likewise any test designed primarily to test compliance with an apparently strong
accounting control may be replaced by a substantive test when the evidence indi
cates that compliance may be unsatisfactory.
The list of the tentative procedures appears on page 167 immediately following
the interdependence matrix (exhibit 8-5). Those procedures that are done as part
of the tests of transactions are denoted by a "T.” These procedures include com
pliance tests, substantive tests, and dual-purpose tests. Procedures that are direct
tests of the accounts receivable balance are denoted by “P.”
These procedures are shown in the interdependence matrix where each is classi
fied by the type of transaction error it can detect and according to whether it is a
compliance or substantive procedure. Only those procedures that examine docu
mented evidence of a control’s operation are classified as compliance tests. Pro
cedures that involve determining whether the transaction was correctly processed
with respect to the monetary amount are classified as substantive tests. Many of the
procedures in this latter group are, in fact, dual-purpose tests. The compliance aspect
of these procedures is limited to instances where monetary amounts that are incor
rectly processed provide evidence that a particular set of control procedures are not
effectively operating.
The tentative list of principal substantive tests of the accounts receivable balance
—including tests of details and overall tests—are as follows:

P1
P2

P3

P4
P5
P6
P7
P8

P9
P10

Code
______________________Description ___________________
Request confirmation of the recorded amounts
Analyze and test the account from the date of confirmation to the
closing date
Review classification and disclosure
Test aging
Test subsequent collections
Test period cutoffs of sales and inventory
Analyze and evaluate allowance for doubtful accounts
Reconcile accounts receivable detail file to general ledger
balances
Reconcile total credit to sales to debit to accounts receivable
Reconcile sales order volume to capabilities, capacities, etc.
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The following matrix demonstrates the interdependence between the set of sub
stantive tests of balances and the previously cited audit objectives

Procedures

Objectives

P1

P2

1

X

X

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

P10

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

2
3

4

X
X

X

5

Note that procedures that test for overstatements of sales (4) are included among
the procedures that test for an overstatement of accounts receivable (1). This reflects
the fact that the primary test for an overstatement of sales is testing for an overstate
ment of accounts receivable. Likewise, tests for an understatement of accounts
receivable are included among those that directly test for sales understatement
(except for analyzing and evaluating the allowance for doubtful accounts). Any
evidence of understatement of accounts receivable discovered through the confirma
tion procedure is useful, but the confirmation procedure cannot be regarded as a
major source for discovering understatement errors.
Identifying Pertinent Accounting Controls
The pertinent accounting controls are identified with the aid of the interdepend
ence matrix. First the auditor identifies the major sources of errors and irregularities.
These are shown in the first column on the left. Next, using the internal control ques
tionnaire together with the flowcharts, the key controls are identified and listed as
shown in the second column of the interdependence matrix.

Determining the Maximum Degree of Reliance
The third column indicates the maximum possible reliance on these key controls.
The auditor uses a qualitative scale consisting of four categories: high, moderate,
low, and none. For each set of pertinent controls, the auditor determines the maximum
possible reliance, assuming that compliance with the controls is satisfactory.

Determining the Extent and Timing of Substantive Tests
The auditor uses the interdependence matrix as an aid for determining the extent
of substantive procedures. The next to last column shows, for each type of error or
irregularity, the planned substantive and dual-purpose procedures. Referring to the
third column on the left, the auditor could easily determine the maximum possible
degree of reliance corresponding to each of the planned substantive procedures.
The auditor decides to consider the extent of substantive tests at several possible
degrees of reliance. To illustrate this process for the Maxwell case, the major objec
tives concerning accounts receivable overstatement and sales understatement are
considered in detail. In both cases, the allowable sampling portion of the overall
audit risk (1 - RS) is taken as .05.
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Accounts Receivable Overstatement. The planned substantive tests of details of
the accounts receivable balance include requesting confirmation of a sample of
recorded amounts, testing the aging, testing subsequent collections, and testing
period cutoffs. Of these, only the confirmation requests are to be done statistically.
The interdependence matrix shows that the controls pertinent to confirmation
requests are regarded as highly effective in preventing material errors from occurring.
Consequently, the auditor’s maximum possible reliance on the pertinent controls is
quite high and he considers the extent of his sample for degrees of reliance corre
sponding to none, low, moderate, and high.
Materiality—The auditor has previously determined that $50,000 would represent
a material amount for accounts receivable. The tests of details need to be planned so
that, when considered together, they provide evidence concerning the possible
existence of this amount of overstatement. To accomplish this objective, the auditor
needs to specify how the material amount ($50,000) is to be divided between the non
statistical tests and confirmation requests. In this case, Maxwell’s auditor judg
mentally determines that $20,000 would represent his outside limit on the amount of
monetary error that could remain undetected in his planned tests of aging, subsequent
collections, and period cutoffs. The remaining $30,000 ($50,000 - $20,000) could
then be used as the measure of auditing materiality in designing the sample for
requesting confirmations.

Sampling risk—The auditor considers several possible levels for his tolerable
sampling risk corresponding to the possible degrees of reliance. Employing the
suggestions made in chapter 7, the auditor uses the following correspondence
between the tolerable sampling risk and the degree of reliance on the pertinent
internal accounting controls.
Degree of
Reliance

Tolerable
Sampling Risk

None
Low

.07

Moderate
High

.15

.10
.25

These values reflect the auditor’s planned use of analytical review procedures with
a reliance subjectively evaluated at .33 and maintain the sampling portion of the
audit risk at .05.
Risk of overauditing—To determine the tolerable risk of overauditing, the auditor
considers the sources of evidence that might be used in the event the sample in
dicates there could be a material misstatement of accounts receivable. The auditor
concludes that requesting additional customers’ confirmations represents the best
source and, on that basis, decides the risk of overauditing should be kept low. Ac
cordingly, .05 is selected as the tolerable level for this risk.

Sample design—The computer record of the accounts receivable is a convenient
frame, and the customer account balance is designated as the sampling unit. The
computer program (CPA-1) is run to create a frequency distribution of the recorded
amounts. This shows that only 20 customers had balances exceeding $800. There
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are no customers with zero or credit balances. There are 4,500 customers who have
balances amounting to less than $800. The total recorded amount is $1,400,000, and
the total of accounts above $800 amounts to $150,000.
To decide between using a pps sample or a stratified random sample, the auditor
considers the possibility that he will observe any differences between recorded and
audited amounts. Based on his experience during the previous year, he believes this
unlikely and consequently decides to use a pps sample.
The sample sizes are determined from Kaplan’s tables using a material fraction
of .0214 (30,000/1,400,000) corresponding to a material amount of $30,000 and a total
recorded amount of $1,400,000. For each considered sampling risk, the risk of over
auditing is set at .05 at a fraction of .005 of the account balance or $7,000. The
resulting sample sizes following the procedure described in Appendix 6A are as
follows:
Tolerable sampling risk

Sample size

07
478

.10

.15

.25

374

342

239

The decision concerning which of these to use is made after the required compliance
tests are tentatively planned.

Sa/es Understatement. Because hash totals of customer order numbers are pre
pared after processing, there is a possibility that documents could be lost prior to
keypunching. As a consequence of this control weakness, the auditor regards the
test of bills of lading primarily as a substantive test. The auditor also plans to review
the on-order file for evidence that orders could be shipped without being recorded as
a sale. These two tests, together with the test of period cutoffs of sales, constitute the
substantive tests of details pertaining directly to sales understatement. Tests made
in other parts of the audit (for example, inventory) also provide information concerning
understated sales, but such sources of evidence are not considered in this case
study.
Materiality—The tests of detail taken together should provide evidence con
cerning whether there might be a material amount of understatement. The auditor has
previously decided that $50,000 would represent a material amount.2 How should
that amount be allocated among the tests of details?
Concerning the volume of daily sales (about 200), the auditor decides that
$10,000 would be an appropriate outside limit on the amount of undetected error
associated with his planned test of period cutoffs. This leaves $40,000 for the test of
the bills of lading and the review of the on-order file. No allocation of the $40,000
between these two tests is required because each examines the same source of
error.
Sampling risk—Since the auditor’s planned reliance on the system of controls
designed to prevent or detect unrecorded sales is very low, he sets the tolerable
sampling risk at .10 for the tests considered together. This reflects his determination
that the analytic review of monthly and year-to-year sales is somewhat effective
(about .33) for detecting any material understatement.

2

It is possible to use a different material amount for understatement and overstatement In this case
study, the amounts were equal
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The test of the bills of lading and the review of the on-order file both have the
same objective, and thus the risk that together they fail to produce evidence of an
existent material error is the product of their individual risks. Since the review of the
on-order file is not a statistical test, its risk cannot be objectively measured, but the
auditor decides that he can subjectively value the risk.
Before making a final decision on the appropriate scope for each of these tests,
the auditor tentatively plans to use a .50 sampling risk for the bills-of-lading test
together with a .20 risk for the review of the on-order file (.50 x .20 = .10).
Sample design—To determine the required sample size for the test of the bills of
lading at a .50 sampling risk, the auditor considers the likely results based upon
his previous experience with Maxwell. He anticipates few, if any, differences and
consequently decides the sample should be sufficiently large to provide a useful
upper limit for the total amount of difference between shipments and recorded sales.
Since the sample will be selected from the bills-of-lading file, there is no oppor
tunity to stratify the population nor to use pps selection. Consequently, an unre
stricted random sample of the bills of lading numbers is the only feasible method.
The auditor uses $500 to represent the largest shipment amount. He justifies this
by reviewing the sales activity for the few customers (about 30) who accounted for
nearly all the orders over $500. To determine the sample size, he calculates the
percent of the total shipments (50,000) required to equal a material amount ($40,000)
when each shipment is at the maximum value ($500).3 Solving the equation

(50,000p) $500 = $40,000,
he finds p = .0016 or .16 percent. To obtain an upper precision limit of .0016 for the
proportion of sales when no differences are observed, he uses Kaplan’s tables to find
that 432 observations are required to achieve a tolerable sampling risk of .50
(reliability .50). This large sample size is the result of using a very inefficient sample
design, but, unfortunately, a more efficient one is not feasible in these circumstances.
Note that the risk of overauditing is not explicitly considered in determining the
required sample size. The reason for this is simply that the desired upper limit of
.0016 percent is too low to permit considering the risk of overauditing.
The auditor decides that such a large sample for the bills-of-lading test is not
feasible and consequently determines that the scope of his other procedures will
have to be sufficient to provide the required evidence pertaining to potential sales
understatement. He concludes that a thorough review of the on-order file, together
with a careful examination of the customer order form file for gaps in the number
sequence, will provide sufficient evidence. In addition, he plans to broaden the scope
of his observation of inventory quantities.

Determining the Extent and Timing of Compliance Tests

The statistical compliance tests required to support the considered degrees of
reliance are grouped within three separate populations: customer orders, credit
memos, and suspense report items. The interdependence matrix shows that the test of
compliance with respect to credit memos (T12) may be considered separately from
the other two. On the other hand, the test of customer orders and the test of suspense
3

Using the maximum amount ($500) produces the most conservative upper limit Using another
amount, such as the average shipment amount, might in some situations be appropriate, depending
upon the distribution of sales and other evidence
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report items are planned jointly to corroborate the auditor’s planned reliance on those
pertinent controls that affect the overstatement of accounts receivable.
The fact that statistical sampling is used does not affect the timing decisions.
In the Maxwell case, the auditor decides to conduct his tests of transactions—both
compliance and substantive—during the first weeks of June.

Credit Memos. Considering the test of credit memos, the auditor decides that
his planned reliance will be relatively low. In addition, he determines that returns and
allowances amounted only to about $300,000 or 3 percent of total sales. Conse
quently, nearly one-sixth of the dollar amount of these transactions will have to be
incorrect to produce a material error. Recognizing the variability among sale amounts
the auditor decides that .04 will represent a conservative value for the threshold rate.
To determine a sample size, the auditor notes from the attribute tables that a
sample of 40 would provide an upper precision limit of .14 at .90 reliability even
when the anticipated occurrence rate is as high as .05. Since his firm’s policy on
statistical sampling requires special approval for using a sample of less than 50, he
prepares a memo setting forth the circumstances and promptly receives permission
to use 40. Because this test is not closely related to the other statistical tests, it is
not developed any further in this chapter.
Customer Orders and Suspense Report Items. Planning the statistical com
pliance tests involving customer orders and suspense report items is done jointly to
reflect the possibility that a material amount of error could occur because either sales
orcash receipts are improperly processed. For the Maxwell case, the auditor decides
that because the suspense account serves only as a memo record for unallocated
cash receipts, there is no likelihood that a material misstatement could be produced.
Following this decision, his planning concentrates on the tests of customer orders.
Risk of unwarranted reliance—Corresponding to each of the considered degrees
of reliance, the auditor specifies the tolerable risk of unwarranted reliance. For the
confirmation procedure, the risks are as follows.

Reliance

Tolerable
Sampling Risk

Tolerable Risk
of Unwarranted
Reliance

None
Low

.07

—

.10

.33

Moderate

.15

.12

High

.25

.05

These were determined as described in chapter 7 so that any increase in the sampling
risk above the risk corresponding to no reliance (.07) multiplied by the risk of un
warranted reliance should not exceed .01 [(.10 - .07) x .33 = .01, (.15 - .07) x .12 =
.01, (.25 - .07) x .05 = .01].
As a result, the compliance tests for those pertinent procedures relate to the con
firmation requests planned at .05, .12, and .33 corresponding to high, moderate, and
low degrees of reliance.
In addition, the auditor considers his levels of reliance with respect to the nonstatistical tests of details. He regards his planned degree of reliance as low for each
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of the nonstatistical tests except for the test of aging and the review of subsequent
collections. For these tests, he regards his reliance on sales’ being properly approved
or authorized as moderate. Consequently, he decides to use .10 as the risk of un
warranted reliance relative to this pertinent procedure.

Risk of overauditing—Because the costs of increasing (1) the number of con
firmation requests to the level required for no reliance (478) and (2) the extent of his
aging test and because review of subsequent collections is not high, the auditor does
not explicitly consider the risk of overauditing in his planning.
Threshold rates—For the customer orders, the pertinent controls to be statistically
tested concern whether the order was properly approved or authorized, whether
prices and quantities were checked for accuracy, and, if paid, whether the clerks
check that the amount paid agrees with the amount shown on the remittance advice
card and whether the cashier agrees the checks to the list of remittances. For each
of these pertinent controls, the auditor needs to determine the threshold rate for nonsatisfactory compliance.
Proper approval or authorization primarily affects the collectibility of the account.
There are approximately 50,000 sales transactions within the year. The actual number
may vary from this, but since the 6,000 customers order an average of eight times per
year, the total should be reasonably close to 50,000. A very conservative candidate
for a threshold rate is .5 percent. This is based on the observation that if fewer than
250 transactions (.005 x 50,000) at the average amount of $200 were not authorized
or approved, less than a material amount of sales ($50,000) would be involved. Con
sidering the nature of the controls, the number of new customers involved and the
likelihood that all sales to a customer within a three-month period would be made
without proper authorization, the auditor judges that the threshold rate can safely be
set higher than .5 percent. Taking all factors into account, he determines that 1.5 per
cent would be an appropriate threshold rate.
The threshold rate for checking the accuracy of prices and quantities is deter
mined to be 2 percent. This rate is based on the auditor’s judgment that errors in
prices and quantities will not likely exceed 25 percent of the order. Consequently, a
material number of transactions would be 1,000 because it would require 1,000
transactions at the average sale of $200 containing an error of $50 (.25 x $200) to
reach a material amount of monetary error ($50,000).
To determine the threshold rate for the pertinent controls over cash receipts to
be tested statistically, the auditor observes that 6,000 customers ordering an average
of eight times per year would generate about 50,000 remittances during the year. Con
sidering the average payment of $200 and regarding a discrepancy of more than
25 percent between check amount and recorded amount as highly unlikely, the auditor
determines that the threshold rate will be 2 percent ($50,000 = 48,000 x $210 x
.25 x .02).
Sample sizes—Having determined the threshold rates for each of the three per
tinent procedures to be tested statistically the auditor then uses the attribute tables
to look up the sample sizes required for each considered degree of reliance.
For proper approval or authorization, the threshold rate is .015, and the tolerable
risk of unwarranted reliance is .10. Because the auditor anticipates no compliance
deviations, the sample size is determined to be 153 for this attribute.
For checking the accuracy of prices and quantities, the threshold rate is .02. From
the previous year’s experience, the auditor anticipates about a .004 rate of compliance
deviation. The required sample sizes are as follows:
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Sample size

235

182

115

Risk of unwarranted reliance

.05

.12

.33

For checking whether the amount paid agrees with the amount owed, the thresh
old rate is also .02. The auditor regards the two procedures performed by the cash
receipts clerks and the cashier as a single procedure designed to insure the correct
ness of the recorded receipts. Since the auditor has not previously found evidence of
any compliance deviation from either procedure, he uses an anticipated rate of
occurrence equal to zero. The following represents the required sample sizes:
Sample size

150

105

55

Risk of unwarranted reliance

.05

.12

.33

Determining the Planned Degree of Reliance
At this point in the planning process, the auditor determines the sample sizes
for his compliance tests and confirmation requests corresponding to three potential
degrees of reliance—low, moderate, and high. These sample sizes are as follows:

Degree of Reliance

None

Low

Moderate

High

Confirmation requests

478

374

342

239

Customer orders

153

153

182

235

The sample sizes for the customer orders correspond to the largest sample required
for testing compliance with any of the pertinent controls. The 153 observations shown
under the condition of no reliance refer to the sample size required to test whether
orders receive proper approval or authorization. This reflects his decision that his
planned audit program to test aging and collectibility requires moderate reliance on
this control. In practice, the auditor might consider the possibility of reducing this
reliance and increasing the scope of his tests of aging and collectibility. This has
not been done here.
To determine his planned degree of reliance, the auditor considers the costs of the
four alternatives. He uses $2 to represent the cost of auditing a confirmation request
that was returned and $5 to represent the cost if the request was not returned. From
his experience, he anticipates that about 30 percent of the requests will not be
returned. Using these numbers, he calculates the expected cost corresponding to
each potential degree of reliance. For example, the expected cost of sending 478
confirmation requests is $1,386 (478 x .30 x $5 + 478 x .70 x $2).
The costs are as follows.

Degree of Reliance

None

Confirmation requests
Expected cost

478
$1386

Low
374
$1085

Moderate
342
$992

High

239
$693
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Noting that increasing the degree of reliance from low to moderate entails 29 addi
tional sample items and from moderate to high required 53 more items, the auditor
calculates the increased cost for each step. He determines that 29 additional items
would add from $50 to $70 to the cost and 53 additional items would add another
$100 to $125. Consequently, he decides that using the high degree of reliance would
be the most economical combination.

Final Design of Compliance and Dual-Purpose Tests
Following the preliminary design of the audit program, the auditor needs to design
the compliance and dual-purpose tests so that they can be accomplished in the most
efficient manner. In the Maxwell case, the auditor decides that since the order num
bers are noted on the filed bills-of-lading copies in the shipping department, billsof-lading files can be used as a frame to test compliance with pertinent procedures
concerning sales and receipts. Specifically, for the selected sample of bills-oflading numbers, the auditor would obtain an order number and trace this to a daily
sales report (if possible). For the required number of those customer orders on the
daily sales reports, the auditor would perform the indicated tests of compliance.
Any order number not appearing on a daily sales report would be evidence of goods
shipped without being recorded as a sale and, of course, would provide additional
evidence concerning sales understatement.
The sampling plan is as follows.
Population: All shipments from the beginning of the year to May 31.

Frame: Shipping department files of bills of lading.

Objectives:
1. To test whether compliance is satisfactory with respect to the following attributes:
a. Customer order form is initialed by an order clerk, Mr. Jones or Mr. Gordon,
to indicate the order was authorized or approved.

b. Customer order form is initialed by accounting clerk to indicate that quantities
on order form, bill of lading, and sales report match and that price corresponds
to current price list.
c. Cash receipts clerk marks listing to indicate check amount agrees with remit
tance advice card and cashier initials listing to indicate check amount agrees
with listing.

2.

To ascertain, on a limited basis, whether shipments are made without being
billed as sales.

Sample size: The required sample sizes for each objective are as follows.

Objective

Sample Size

Planned Upper
Precision Limit

Reliability

1a
1b
1c
2

153
235
150
N/A

.015
.02
.02
N/A

.90
.95
.95
N/A
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To accomplish this, 300 random numbers are selected from the biIIs-of-lad ing
numbers used during the period. These are recorded in order of selection and the first
235 with an order number are used for 1 b, the first 153 for 1 a, and the first 150 of those
paid for 1c. The auditor selects 300 to provide for the possibility that some bills of
lading may not have a corresponding order form and to provide at least 150 paid
orders. This is proper procedure from a statistical viewpoint, but the auditor may
decide to examine all 235 for compliance with the pertinent procedures. In that event,
the auditor would be doing more than the required work corresponding to high
reliance.
Audit procedures:
1. Trace each selected bill of lading to a sales order in the accounting department
completed order file. Note quantity shipped, quantity ordered, and difference.
If no order number shown, difference is quantity shipped.

2.

For those selected for additional testing, observe whether customer order form is
initialed by an order clerk, Mr. Jones or Mr. Gordon, to indicate the order was
authorized or approved.

3.

For those selected for additional testing, observe whether accounting clerk
initialed order to indicate that quantities were matched and prices checked.
Make an independent comparison of quantities and prices.

4.

For selected orders, trace to monthly customer statement accounts receivable
trial balance, and if paid or removed via a credit, apply procedure 5. If not paid,
trace to the open order files.

5.

Trace payment to cash accepted-cash rejected report and receipted duplicate
deposit slip. Trace to listing of remittance advice cards and observe whether cash
receipts clerk marked listing to indicate agreement between check amount and
remittance advice card and whether cashier initialed listing to indicate check
amount agrees with listing. Examine following aged trial balance to see whether
receipt has been credited to customer’s account. If removed from account by
other means (for example, credit memos), examine support and recording.

Some of these audit procedures are not part of the statistical compliance test
(such as testing whether a receipt has been credited to the customer’s account), but
represent procedures that are part of the substantive tests of transactions. Whether
these substantive tests of transactions are done statistically or judgmentally, they
should be planned so that the sample is large enough to enable the auditor to reach
a useful conclusion. In the Maxwell case, the auditor determines that examining 150
orders that were paid provides sufficient evidence regarding the payment being
credited to the right customer.

Execution and Evaluation of Compliance and Dual-Purpose Tests
The planned statistical tests of transactions are done during the early part of June.
The results of this and other nonstatistical compliance tests are then evaluated to
determine whether the planned degree of reliance is warranted or whether the tenta
tive audit program needs to be changed.
The planned statistical tests have both substantive and compliance objectives
(dual-purpose) and need to be evaluated accordingly. For example, if any of the 235
randomly selected bills of lading fails to indicate a recorded sale, the auditor would
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require additional evidence to satisfy himself regarding the possibility that sales were
understated. The work papers should clearly indicate the additional audit procedures
to be employed should that be necessary.
The compliance aspect is planned so that if there are any instances of lack of
approval or authorization, the degree of planned reliance will be reduced and the
scope of the audit concerning collectibility increased. Any required modification to
the preliminary audit program should be clearly indicated in the work papers.
The statistical test of compliance with respect to the sales orders and cash
receipts directly affects the planned timing and extent of the requests for accounts
receivable confirmation. If there is more than one occurrence of no initial by the
accounting clerk or any occurrence of the cash receipts clerk or cashier failing to
mark or initial the listing, the auditor’s planned reliance on the pertinent controls will
be reduced. In this case the auditor decides that if more than the stipulated number
of occurrences is observed, he will increase the number of confirmation requests
from the planned 223 to 478. In addition, a qualitative evaluation of the cause of any
observed deviations will be made, and if there is any indication of potential difficulty,
the timing of the requests will be moved closer to the end of the year.
The planned audit procedures that are not part of the statistical compliance test
are to be judgmentally evaluated.
In the Maxwell case, the planned compliance tests, both statistical and non
statistical, do not reveal any evidence of compliance deviations exceeding the allow
able limits, and, consequently, the preliminary audit program is adopted as the audit
program. The substantive tests of transactions likewise reveal no evidence of potential
material monetary errors.

Final Design of Substantive Tests
Since the compliance test corroborates the auditor’s planned reliance, the auditor
designs the statistical confirmation requests with a tolerable sampling risk of .25, a
risk of overauditing of .05, and a material amount of $30,000. As indicated in the pre
liminary design, a pps sample of 239 confirmation requests is appropriate in these
circumstances. Had the auditor discovered evidence through his compliance tests
of potential differences in the recorded amounts of accounts receivable, not only
would the sample size be increased, but a different statistical method might be used.
For Maxwell, the details of the final design are as follows:
Population: All recorded accounts receivable having a positive balance as of June 30.
Total recorded amount equals $1,400,000.

Frame: Computerized accounts receivable master file.
Sampling unit: A customer account balance.

Sampling risk: .25
Risk of overauditing: .05 (at a fraction of .005 of account balance).
Materiality: $30,000. Material fraction: .0214 (30,000/1,400,000).

Sample size: 239
Selection method: pps
This sample size permits observing three errors without exceeding the material
amount.

Case Study: The Maxwell Manufacturing Company

Execution and Evaluation of Confirmation Requests
The 239 confirmation requests are selected and mailed under the auditor’s super
vision. Within ten days, 104 are returned and at that time second requests are mailed
to the remaining 135 customers. The second request results in 47 additional re
sponses. Telephone requests to the remaining 88 result in twelve additional re
sponses. For the remaining 76 requests, the auditor performs alternative procedures.
Had the audited amount agreed with the recorded amount in at least 236 of the
239 sampling units, the auditor would have concluded that his substantive test of
details indicated no material amount of error in the accounts receivable balance with
respect to existence or proper recording. Any exception would, of course, be inves
tigated to determine the cause.
In Maxwell’s case, the results are that nine of the 239 requests indicate a differ
ence. In each case, investigation shows that a new product line had been introduced
in April and as an introductory offer, established customers could order up to $300 of
the new line on consignment. To evaluate the potential effect of this on the financial
statements, the auditor first determines that, on the basis of observing nine in 239, the
upper precision limit at .95 reliability would be about .07. Consequently, from the
sample evidence, he concludes that as many as 420 such consignments could have
been made (420 = 6000 x .07). Since each consignment could have been for $300,
the potential overstatement is $126,000 ($300 x 420). This amount would represent
material overstatement, and, hence, the auditor needs to obtain additional information.
As a result, the auditor decides to investigate the shipments for the new product
line by examining the activity of those products in the inventory records. Establishing
the amount and prices of the units shipped would allow the auditor to obtain a reason
able estimate of the extent of overstatement of accounts receivable as well as the
understatement of the inventory. This is done and the results indicate that the accounts
receivable were overstated by $60,000 while inventory was understated by $40,000.
An adjustment to the records is then made by the client.

Summary
This case study illustrates how statistical sampling can be integrated into the
auditing process. The integration begins with the preliminary design of the audit
program. In this phase of the audit, the auditor decides the material amount ($50,000)
to use for the accounts receivable/sales portion of the audit. He uses this together
with his overall tolerable sampling risk (.05) to determine, on a preliminary basis, the
extent (sample size) of each of his planned statistical tests—both substantive and
compliance—at several possible levels of reliance. He then compares the costs of the
possible alternatives and chooses the most economical one. In the Maxwell case,
a potential substantive test of the bills of lading is found to require too many observa
tions to be useful and is replaced by other sources of evidence.
The final design and execution of the compliance and dual-purpose tests of
transactions are described. Because the evidence corroborates the auditor’s pre
liminary evaluation of the system, no changes are required for the statistical test of the
accounts receivable balance.
The evaluation of the confirmation requests reveals a situation that has not been
anticipated during the planning phase. This is typical of many auditing situations.
Using both statistical and qualitative evaluation, the auditor is able to resolve the
potential problem.
Had the auditor anticipated observing differences from the recorded amounts in
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accounts receivable he might have used a different statistical design. One possi
bility would be to stratify the population by size of the recorded amounts and compute
a sample size required to achieve the tolerable sampling risk at the specified material
amount and the desired risk of overauditing. In the Maxwell case, the tolerable
sampling risks considered are .07, .10, .15, and .25, with the material amount equal
to $30,000. The risk of overauditing is equal to .05. Using the formula for determining
the desired standard error, assuming that the negative approach is employed, the fol
lowing represents the desired standard error at the four risk levels.4

Desired standard error
Tolerable risk

$8,720

$9,259

$10,000

$11,364

.07

.10

.15

.25

These amounts would then have been used in the computer programs (CPA-1 and
Plan 2, described in chapter 9) to determine the required sample size corresponding
to each risk level.

4

The formula is

M
standard error = —------------- ,
UR1 + zαl2
where UR, represents the desired one-sided reliability factor, and zαl2 represents the normal factor
corresponding to the risk of overauditing In this example, zαl2 = 1 96. UR1 = 1 48 corresponding to
a risk of 07, UR1 = 1 28 corresponding to 10, UR1 = 1 04 corresponding to 15, and UR1 = 68 corre
sponding to 25

9
Computer Programs

The computer has proved to be an invaluable aid to auditors who use statistical
sampling techniques. Computer programs have been written that enable the auditor to
apply the statistical methods described in the earlier chapters of the book. These pro
grams are of two types: programs that perform statistical routines on files of machinereadable data and time sharing programs. There are three programs of the first type
(called batch mode) that are designed to be run together with an edited version of the
client’s file of recorded amounts. One of the programs provides a profile of the re
corded population, and the other two select either a stratified random sample or a pps
sample from the recorded population. These batch programs are written in ANSI
COBOL.
All the time sharing programs are written in the BASIC language. The programs
are of two general types: planning and evaluation. There are four programs that can
be used in planning. Two of these compute the required sample size for an attribute
sampling plan—either estimation, decision, or discovery. The other two are to be used
for variable sampling. One of these computes the planned precision and reliability
corresponding to specified risks and material amount, and the second determines
the location of stratum boundaries, the required sample size, and the allocation of the
sample to the strata.
Eight time sharing programs assist the auditor in evaluating the results of the sta
tistical sample. One of these pertains to attributes. It calculates either an achieved
precision limit or an achieved precision interval. The other seven pertain to variables.
Six of these calculate the estimated audited amount together with the achieved pre
cision using one of seven basic methods—stratified mean estimation, stratified differ
ence estimation, combined ratio estimation, combined regression estimation, sep
arate ratio estimation, separate regression estimation, and pps estimation. The other
statistically evaluates the estimated total audited amount together with the achieved
precision from the decision standpoint—does the statistical evidence support the
proposition that no material error exists?
Copies of the three batch and twelve time sharing programs are available for a
nominal charge from the Computer Services Division of the AICPA.
Each of the programs is briefly described in terms of its purpose, input, process,
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and output. Following the description, there is a worked example of each of the
programs. In each of the time sharing evaluation programs, the degrees of freedom
are calculated using a formula in Cochran [5], p. 95, based on the number of observed
differences. The resulting number of degrees of freedom is never larger than the num
ber of differences minus the number of strata. This represents a more conservative
result than described in chapter 6.

ATSIZ1
Purpose:

To calculate the sample size required to achieve a specified one
sided reliability that the occurrence rate of an attribute is less than a
specified threshold rate.

Input:

In response to a message printed at the computer terminal, the user
specifies the population size (N), threshold rate (P0), one-sided reli
ability (R1), and anticipated occurrence rate in the sample (A0). P0, R1,
and A0 are expressed in decimals.

Process:

The program uses the hypergeometric distribution to find the smallest
sample size required to make the probability equal to or greater than
the one-sided reliability (R1) of observing a sample occurrence rate
larger than the anticipated sample occurrence rate (A0) when the
population occurrence rate is P0.

Output:

The output includes the required sample size and the critical number
of occurrences. Should the number of occurrences exceed the critical
number of occurrences, the achieved upper precision limit will ex
ceed the threshold rate.
In addition, for each number of occurrences up through the
critical number, the program prints the probability of observing no
more than that number when the population rate equals the threshold
rate (P0). These probabilities are expressed in percentages.

Example:

Two examples of the operation of the ATSIZ1 program are presented
on the following page.
The first example illustrates the use of the program to obtain an
upper precision limit of .05 at .95 one-sided reliability if the occur
rence rate in a population of 100,000 is .01. The example was dis
cussed in the attribute estimation section of chapter 4. As indicated
by the printout, the required sample size is 93 and the critical number
of occurrences is one If one occurrence is found, the sample will
provide a 95 percent reliability (100-5 percent) that the occurrence
rate in the population is less than 5 percent. If no occurrences are
found, the reliability will be more. If more than one occurrence is
found, the auditor will have less than the desired 95 percent reliability
that the actual occurrence rate does not exceed the 5 percent thresh
old rate.
The second example illustrates the use of the program for dis
covery sampling. The example is discussed in the discovery sampling
section of chapter 4. The printout indicates that a sample of 298 will
be required to provide 95 percent probability of observing at least one
occurrence when the population occurrence rate is .01.

}RUN
14:19
INPUT

DEC 9 /ATSIZ1

IS IN DECIMALS? OUTPUT IS IN PERCENTAGES.

TYPE THE POPULATION SIZE (N), THRESHOLD RATE (P0), ONE
SIDED RELIABILITY (R1) AND ANTICIPATED OCCURRENCE RATE IN
THE SAMPLE (A0)
N,P0,R1,A0= ?100000 ,.05 ,.95,.01

REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE IS
93
CRITICAL NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IS

1

THE EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS WILL DEPEND ON THE ACTUAL
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IN THE SAMPLE, AS FOLLOWS:

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES
IN SAMPLE
0
1

PERCENT OF
OCCURRENCES
IN SAMPLE
0
1.07527

PERCENT PROBABILITY OF A
RATE THIS SMALL IF POPULATION
OCCURRENCE RATE WERE 5 %
.845896
4.99035

530 HALT

}RUN

14:20
INPUT

DEC 9 /ATSIZ1

IS IN DECIMALS, OUTPUT IS IN PERCENTAGES.

TYPE THE POPULATION SIZE (N), THRESHOLD RATE (P0), ONE
SIDED RELIABILITY (R1) AND ANTICIPATED OCCURRENCE RATE IN
THE SAMPLE (A0)
N,P0,R1,A0= 3100000,.01,.95,0

REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE IS

630 HALT

298
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ATSIZ2
Purpose:

To calculate the sample size required to achieve a tolerable risk of
deciding that the population occurrence rate is less than a specified
threshold rate (P0) when it is P0 and a tolerable risk of deciding that
the population occurrence rate is more than P0 when it is P1, a spe
cified lesser acceptable occurrence rate.

Input:

In response to messages printed at the computer terminal, the user
specifies the population size (N), the threshold rate (P0), a lesser ac
ceptable occurrence rate (P1), the tolerable risk of deciding that the
population occurrence rate is less than P0 when it is P0 (the toler
able risk of unwarranted reliance), and the tolerable risk of deciding
that the population occurrence rate exceeds P0 when it is P1 (the toler
able risk of overauditing). These risks together with P0 and P1 are ex
pressed in decimals.

Process:

The program uses the hypergeometric distribution to find the smallest
sample size and critical number of occurrences which satisfy the
following two conditions:
1. The probability of the number of sample occurrences being less
than or equal to the critical number is no greater than the tolerable
risk of unwarranted reliance when the occurrence rate is P0.

2.

The probability of the number of sample occurrences exceeding
the critical number is no greater than the risk of overauditing when
the occurrence rate is P1.

Output:

The output includes the required sample size and the critical number
of observed occurrences.
In addition, for each number of occurrences up through the
critical number, the program prints the probability of observing no
more than that number when the population rate equals the threshold
rate (P0). These probabilities are expressed in percentages.

Example:

An example of the operation of ATSIZ2 is shown on the following page.
The example was discussed in the attribute decision section of chap
ter 4. If the population size is 100,000 and the auditor specifies a .05
risk of unwarranted reliance at P0 = .05 and a .05 risk of overauditing
at P1 = .01, the required sample size is 181 and the critical number of
occurrences is four. There is a 4.9 percent probability of observing no
more than four occurrences when the population occurrence rate
equals the 5 percent threshold rate. On the other hand, if the popula
tion occurrence rate is .01, the probability of finding more than four
occurrences is less than .05.

>RUN
14:16

DEC 9 /ATSIZZ

INPUT IS IN DECIMALS? OUTPUT IS IN PERCENTAGES.
TYPE THE POPULATION SIZE (N), THRESHOLD RATE (P0) AND
A LESSER ACCEPTABLE OCCURRENCE RATE (P1)
N,P0,P1= ?100000,.05,.01
RISK OF DECIDING THAT POPULATION OCCURRENCE RATE IS LESS
THAN P0 WHEN IT IS P0= 9.05
RISK OF DECIDING THAT POPULATION OCCURRENCE RATE IS MORE
THAN P0 WHEN IT IS P1= 9.05

REQUIRED SAMPLE SIZE IS
181
CRITICAL NUMBER OF OBSERVED OCCURRENCES IS

4

THE EVALUATION OF THE RESULTS WILL DEPEND ON THE ACTUAL
NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IN THE SAMPLE? AS FOLLOWS:

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES
IN SAMPLE
0
1
2
3
4

780 HALT

PERCENT OF
OCCURRENCES
IN SAMPLE
0
.552486
1.10497
1.65746
2.20994

PERCENT PROBABILITY OF A
RATE THIS SMALL IF POPULATION
OCCURRENCE RATE WERE 5 X
9.20968E-03
9.71105E-02
.514186
1.82588
4.90190
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ATEVAL
Purpose:

To calculate either the achieved upper precision limit at a specified
one-sided reliability or the achieved precision interval at a specified
interval reliability (two-sided).

Input:

In response to messages printed at the computer terminal, the user
specifies population size, sample size, and number of sample occur
rences. The user also specifies the reliability level and designates
whether it is one-sided or two-sided (interval).

Process:

The program uses the hypergeometric distribution to find the appro
priate precision limits. For the one-sided case, the program searches
for a population occurrence rate that makes the probability equal to
the one-sided reliability of observing more than the observed number
of occurrences. For the interval (two-sided) case, the program
searches for two population occurrence rates. The upper limit corre
sponds to that rate which makes the probability equal to (1 + R}/2 of
observing more than the observed number of occurrences. The lower
limit corresponds to that rate which makes the probability equal to
(1 + R)/2 of observing fewer than the observed number of occur
rences.

Output:

The program prints the sample occurrence rate together with the
achieved upper precision limit for the one-sided reliability or both the
achieved lower precision limit and upper precision limit for the twosided (interval) reliability.

Example :

Two examples of the operation of the ATEVAL program are shown on
the following page. The first example illustrates the calculation of
achieved precision at a one-sided reliability, using the sample results
described in the attribute estimation section of chapter 4. The second
example illustrates the calculation of two-sided reliability using the
results described in the same section.

>RUN

14:13

DEC 9 /ATEVAL

POPULATION SIZE, SAMPLE SIZE, NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IN SAMPLE=
?100000.120,1
PERCENTAGE CONFIDENCE LEVEL
?95
1 OR 2 SIDED 91
OCCURRENCE RATE IN SAMPLE=
,833333 %
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT= 3.90000 %

1180 HALT
>

}RUN

14:14

DEC 9 /ATEVAL

POPULATION SIZE, SAMPLE SIZE, NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES IN SAMPLE=
9100000,120,4
PERCENTAGE CONFIDENCE LEVEL
995
1 OR 2 SIDED 92
OCCURRENCE RATE IN SAMPLE= 3,33333 %
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT= .912500 %
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT= 8.35000 %

1180 HALT
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CPA1
Purpose:

To obtain a profile of the population of recorded amounts by means of
a frequency distribution.

Input:

Input consists of a record file and one or more specification cards.
The record file is the file from which the sample will be selected.
The file may be on punched cards, magnetic tape, or disk storage.
Each record in the file must be in the following format:
Position(s)

Description

1-9

Transaction amounts in cents, right justified. In other
words, 000015000 is interpreted as $150.00

10

Blank for a positive transaction, or a minus sign (-)
for a negative transaction

11-80

Description of transaction. Any combination of alpha
betic and numeric characters is acceptable.

Because the file must be in this fixed format, it will be necessary to
prepare a program to write the record file from the client’s actual data
file.
Specification cards are used to divide the total range of recorded
transaction amounts into specified ranges and, within each range, into
equally spaced cells. Separate cards must be used for positive and
negative ranges. The total number of cells for positive amounts may
not exceed 100 and the total number for negative amounts may not
exceed 100. The format for each specification card is as follows:
Card
Column(s

1
2-10
13-21
24-32
35-43
46-54
57-65
68-76
11-12
22-23
33-34
44-45
55-56
66-67
77-78

Process:

Description
P to indicate that the transaction amounts on the card
are positive or N to indicate they are negative.

Maximum transaction amount in each range, begin
ning with the lowest amount in columns 2-10 and
proceeding to successively higher amounts in col
umns 13-21, 24-32, etc. Amounts are in cents, right
justified, with leading zeroes entered.

Number of cells for preceding range. For example,
columns 11-12 indicate the number of cells into
which the range with the upper limit defined in col
umns 2-10 will be divided. Amounts are right justified
with a leading zero if the number is less than 10.

The record file is read into the computer. The cell for each record is
determined based on its transaction amount. The program keeps track

Computer Programs

of the number of units in each cell, the total dollar amount within each
cell, and the sum of squares of dollar amounts within each cell.
Output:

For each cell the output shows the dollar range, the number of items,
the total dollar amount, and the sum of squares of dollars. Positive
amounts, negative amounts, and zero amounts are shown separately.

Example:

In the example shown on the following page, the auditor wanted to
plan a sample selection from a file of 12222 accounts receivable.
The client’s file was run against a program which rearranged the
record fields to provide a magnetic tape with the amount of each
receivable in the first nine positions of each record, the sign in the
tenth position and data in which the auditor was interested in positions
11 through 80. The auditor prepared a specification card to obtain
statistical data on accounts receivable with debit balances in 10 cells
of $100 each in the range $.01 to $1000 and three cells of $500 each
in the range $1000.01 to $2,500.00. He prepared another specification
card to obtain statistical data on accounts receivable with credit
balances in three cells of $50 each in the range $.01 to $150. These
cards were coded as follows, beginning with column 1 in each case.

P00001000001000025000003
N00001500003

If there had been any zero balances, positive balances over $2,500 or
negative balances over $150, related statistical data would have been
shown in separate cells in the output.
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----------------- range

AMOUNTS

1 0 0 . 00
2 0 0 .0 0
3 0 0 .0 0
4 0 0 .0 0
5 0 0 .0 0

5 0 .0 0 1 0 0 .0 0 1 5 0 .00-

2 ,5 0 0 .0 0

2 ,C C 0 .0 0

9 0 0 .0 0
1 ,0 0 0 .0 0
1 ,5 0 0 .0 0

6 C 0 .0 0
7 C 0 .0 0
8 C 0 .0 0

ZERO AMOUNTS

GRAND-TOTAL

AL L

A LL-N EG A TIVE- AMOUNTS

5 0 .0 1 1 0 0 .0 1 -

.0 1 -

FROM------------------------------------------ TO

------------------- R A N G E

A L L -P O S IT IV E

1 ,0 0 0 .0 1
1 ,5 0 0 .0 1
2 ,0 0 0 .0 1

.0 1
1 0 0 .0 1
2 0 0 .0 1
3 0 0 .0 1
4 0 0 .0 1
5 0 0 .0 1
6 0 0 .0 1
7 0 0 .0 1
8 0 0 .0 1
9 0 0 .0 1

FROM------------------------------------------- TO

.0 0

2 ,6 6 2 ,5 8 1 .0 7
12222

1 ,0 1 0 ,2 5 0 ,5 7 9 .1 6 5 3

9 3 ,8 3 6 .0 5 7 0

.8 0 3 , 198

4 7 ,9 3 6 .9 3 7 1
2 5 .5 9 0 .0 1 9 8
2 0 ,3 0 9 .1 0 0 1

0

356

1

5

350

SQ.
OF DOLLARS

SUM OF

1 ,0 1 0 ,1 5 6 ,7 4 3 .1 0 8 3

1 0 ,8 2 8 ,0 9 9 .2 9 3 3
5 7 ,4 1 2 ,6 4 2 .5 2 8 6
1 4 4 ,3 7 0 ,9 6 6 .4 7 7 0
1 9 5 ,5 0 0 ,3 1 7 .3 1 7 3
1 7 6 ,7 0 1 ,4 3 5 .8 8 8 3
1 3 8 ,8 8 3 ,7 3 1 .4 4 9 5
9 0 ,0 8 3 ,5 1 9 .8 7 4 2
6 0 ,8 8 5 ,3 7 4 .1 5 2 9
4 3 ,4 8 3 ,7 3 1 .1 9 3 6
3 0 ,1 9 3 ,4 1 8 .5 1 1 8
4 9 ,7 6 4 ,8 0 3 .2 2 9 2
6 ,4 7 3 ,9 5 7 .2 0 4 5
5 ,5 7 4 ,7 4 5 .9 8 8 1

SQ.

OF DOLLARS

SUM OF

2 ,7 0 9 .0 7 3 4 7 .2 2 1 4 2 .5 1 -

TOTAL
DOLLARS

ITEMS

NUMBER
OF

2 ,6 6 5 ,7 7 9 .8 7

1 6 9 ,3 8 1 .7 3
3 6 8 ,7 1 2 .3 0
5 6 6 ,4 3 4 .3 0
5 5 9 ,5 8 7 .2 9
3 9 4 ,2 0 2 .0 9
2 5 5 ,1 4 0 .5 3
1 3 9 ,6 7 3 .4 0
8 1 ,7 8 1 .8 9
5 1 ,4 7 2 .3 8
3 2 ,0 2 4 .6 8
4 1 ,4 1 0 .6 0
3 ,5 9 7 .5 9
2 ,3 6 1 .0 9

TOTAL
DOLLARS

11866

1

2

34
35

61

470
217
110

883

3730
2458
2252
1613

ITEMS

NUMBER
OF
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PLAN1

Purpose:

To obtain the planned precision and reliability corresponding to
specified risks and material amount.

Input:

In response to messages printed at the computer terminal, the user
designates whether the positive or negative approach is being used,
the beta sampling risk, the alpha risk of overauditing, and the material
amount.

Process:

The program uses the appropriate formula described in chapter 3 to
determine the planned precision and reliability. The beta sampling
risk must be one of the following: .005, .01, .025, .05, .075, .1, .15, .2,
.25, .3, .35, .4, .45, .50. The alpha risk of overauditing must be one of
the following: .01, .02, .05, .10, .15, .20, .30, .40, or .50.

Output:

The program prints the planned precision (A) together with the appro
priate reliability level. The reliability corresponds to interval reliability
(R) when the positive approach is used and one-sided reliability (R1)
when the negative approach is used. In the latter case, the result is
also given for an interval reliability to facilitate input to other pro
grams.

Example:

Two examples of the operation of PLAN1 are shown on the next page.
In both cases, the auditor specifies a .05 sampling risk, a .1 risk of
overauditing and a $100,000 material amount. The positive approach
is specified in the first example and the negative approach in the
second example. As can be seen, the calculated precision and
reliability are the same for these two examples because the sampling
risk is exactly one-half the risk of overauditing.

PLAN2
Purpose:

To determine the location of stratum boundaries, the sample size
necessary to achieve the planned precision at a specified reliability,
and the allocation of the sample size to the strata.

Input:

Before running the program, the user enters the number of ranges of
data together with the lower limit of the range of smallest amounts.
For each range in ascending dollar amount, the following are entered:
upper limit, number of items, total dollar amount, and the sum of
squares of dollar amounts. This information will normally be obtained
from CPA1.
In response to messages printed at the computer terminal the
user specifies the desired precision, reliability, number of strata, how
the stratum boundaries are to be determined, how the sample is to be
allocated to the strata, and whether the sample size is to be deter
mined using the standard deviation of recorded amounts or the ap
proximate expected standard deviation of difference amounts.
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}RUN

14:23

DEC 9 /PLAN1

IS YOUR APPROACH 1-POSITIVE OR 2-NEGATIVE
1 OR 2 ?1
BETA SAMPLING RISK = ?.05

ALPHA RISK OF OVERAUDITING = ?.1
MATERIAL AMOUNT =

?100000

WITH POSITIVE APPROACH
DESIRED PRECISION (A) =
50000.0
INTERVAL RELIABILITY (R) = 90
PER CENT
INTERVAL RELIABILITY IS REQUIRED AS INPUT TO PROGRAMS FOR
EVALUATION OF SAMPLE RESULTS.

620 HALT

}RUN
14:24

DEC 9 /PLAN1

IS YOUR APPROACH 1-POSITIVE OR 2-NEGATIVE
1 OR 2 ?2

BETA SAMPLING RISK = ?.05
ALPHA RISK OF OVERAUDITING = ?.1

MATERIAL AMOUNT =

7100000

WITH NEGATIVE APPROACH
DESIRED PRECISION (A) =
50000.0
ONE-SIDED RELIABILITY (R1) = 95
PER CENT
INTERVAL RELIABILITY (R) = 90
PER CENT
INTERVAL RELIABILITY IS REQUIRED AS INPUT TO PROGRAMS FOR
EVALUATION OF SAMPLE RESULTS.

620 HALT
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Stratum boundaries may be determined using either the square
root of the cumulative frequency method or equal dollar amount rule.
The allocation may be either the Neyman method or in proportion
to the total dollar amount.
Process.

The program assigns stratum boundaries beginning with the lowest
dollar value range. As each range is read in, the program includes it
in the stratum being established if (1) the number of ranges left at least
equals the number of strata left and (2) the amount (dollars or square
root of the frequency) already assigned to the current stratum plus
one-half the amount in the current range does not exceed the average
total amount in the current and higher valued strata.
After stratum boundaries are assigned, the program calculates the
standard deviation of recorded amounts within each stratum. If the
user specified the mean estimate, the program uses a sample size
formula corresponding to the stratified mean estimate. The formula
used depends upon whether the user specified Neyman allocation
or allocation in proportion to the total dollar amount. If the user spe
cified the difference estimate, the approximate standard deviation of
the stratum differences is calculated, as described in chapter 6, and
the appropriate sample size formula used.
The program identifies high dollar ranges for 100 percent exami
nation if (1) this will reduce the total sample size or (2) the calculated
stratum sample size exceeds the stratum population size.

Output:

To help the user verify the accuracy of the data entered in the pro
gram, the program prints the lower and upper limits of each range of
data, the number of items in each range, their total dollar amount, and
their sum of squares. After the remaining input is typed in, the pro
gram prints the upper limit for each stratum, the total number in the
stratum, the calculated sample size for each stratum, and the total
dollar amount.

Example:

The following two pages illustrate the use of PLAN2 to obtain a sample
plan based on the output of the CPA1 and PLAN1 programs illustrated
previously Since the sums of squares are so large, the "E format” is
used to enter the amounts in thousands. The number after E indicates
how many places the decimal point has been shifted to the left. In
both examples, $50,000 precision with 90 percent two-sided relia
bility and three sample strata are desired.
In the first example, the auditor specifies determination of stratum
boundaries by the square root of the cumulative frequency rule, mean
estimation, and allocation of the sample among strata by the Neyman
method. The printout indicates that a total of 736 items should be
selected for examination. These consist of 603 items divided among
three sample strata plus all 133 items over $800.
In the second example, the auditor specifies the determination of
stratum boundaries by the square root of the cumulative frequency
rule and difference estimation with an estimated .07 of items in error.
The printout indicates that a total of 582 items should be selected for
examination. These consist of 581 items divided among three sample
strata plus the single item over $2,000.
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1 DATA16,-150
10 DATA-100,1,-142.51,20309
20 DATA-50,5,-347.22,25590
30 DATAO,350,-2709.07,47937
40 DATA100,3730,169381.73,10828E3
50 DATA200,2458,368712.3,57412E3
55 DATA300,2252,566434.3,144371E3
60 DATA400,1613,559587.29,195500E3
70 DATA500,883,394202.09,176701 E3
80 DATA600,470,255140.53,138884E3
90 DATA700,217,139673.4,90084E3
100 DATA800,110,81781.89,60885E3
110 DATA900,61,51472.38,43484E3
120 DATA1000,34,32024.68,30193E3
130 DATA1500,35,41410.6,49765E3
140 DATA2000,2,3597.59,6474E3
150 DATA2500,1,2361.09,5575E3
>RUN
14:38
/PLAN2

FILE PROFILE DATA
LOUER
UPPER
LIMIT
LIMIT
-150
-100
-99.9900
-50
-49.9900
0
1.00000E-02
100
100.010
200
200.010
300
300.010
400
400.010
500
500.010
600
600.010
700
700.010
300
800.010
900
900.010
1000
1000.01
1500
1500.01
2000
2500
2000.01
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT

DESIRED PRECISION=

NUMBER
OF ITEMS
1
5
350
3730
2458
2252
1613
883
470
217
110
61
34
35
2
1

SUM OF
SQUARES
20309
25590
47937
10828000
57412000
144371000
195500000
176701000
138884000
90084000
60885000
43484000
30193000
49765000
6474000
5575000

?50000

RELIABILITY PERCENTAGE=
1 OR 2 SIDED

DOLLAR
AMOUNT
-142.510
-347.220
-2709.07
169382.
368712.
566434.
559587.
394202.
255141.
139673.
81781.9
51472.4
32024.7
41410.6
3597.59
2361.09
2,66258E+06

?90

?2

DESIRED NUMBER OF SAMPLE STRATA=

?3

STRATUM BOUNDARIES TO BE DETERMINED BY THE CUM F RULE (1)
OR BY THE EQUAL DOLLAR VALUE RULE (2)
1 OR 2 ?1

MEAN ESTIMATE (1) OR DIFFERENCE ESTIMATE (2)?
1 OR 2 ?1
ALLOCATION OF SAMPLE AMONG STRATA BY NEYMAN FORMULA (1)
OR IN PROPORTION TO TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT (2)?
1 OR 2 ?1

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

UPPER
LIMIT
100
300
800
2500

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
4086
4710
3293
133

SAMPLE
SIZE
102
215
286
133

TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
166183.
935147.
1.43039E+06
130866.

1 DATA16,-150
10 DATA-100,1,-142.51,20309
20 DATA-50,5,-347.22,25590
30 DATA0,350,-2709.07,47937
40 DATA100,3730,169381.73,10828E3
50 DATA200,2458,368712.3,57412E3
55 DATA300, 2252,566434.3 ,144371E3
60 DATA400,1613, 559587.29,195500E3
70 DATA500,883,394202.09,176701E3
80 DATA600 * 470,255140.53,138884E3
90 DATA700,217,139673.4,90084E3
100 DATA800,110,81781.89,60885E3
110 DATA900,61,51472.38,43484E3
120 DATA1000,34, 32024.68,30193E3
130 DATA1500,35,41410.6,49765E3
140 DATA2000,2, 3597.59,6474E3
150 DATA2500,1,2361.09 ,5575E3
> RUN
14:44
/PLAN2

FILE PROFILE DATA

LOWER
UPPER
LIMIT
LIMIT
-150
-100
-99.9900
-50
-49.9900
0
1.00000E-02
100
100.010
200
200.010
300
300.010
400
400.010
500
500.010
600
600.010
700
700.010
800
800.010
900
900.010
1000
1000.01
1500
1500.01
2000
2000.01
2500
TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT

DESIRED PRECISION=

NUMBER
OF ITEMS
1
5
350
3730
2458
2252
1613
883
470
217
110
61
34
35
2
1

SUM OF
SQUARES
20309
25590
47937
10828000
57412000
144371000
195500000
176701000
138884000
90084000
60885000
43484000
30193000
49765000
6474000
5575000

?50000

RELIABILITY PERCENTAGE=
1 OR 2 SIDED

DOLLAR
AMOUNT
-142.510
-347.220
-2709.07
169382.
368712.
566434.
559587.
394202.
255141.
139673.
81781.9
51472.4
32024.7
41410.6
3597.59
2361.09
2.66258E+06

?90

?2

DESIRED NUMBER OF SAMPLE STRATA=

?3

STRATUM BOUNDARIES TO BE DETERMINED BY THE CUM F RULE (1)
OR BY THE EQUAL DOLLAR VALUE RULE (2)
1 OR 2 ?2

MEAN ESTIMATE (1) OR DIFFERENCE ESTIMATE (2)?
1 OR 2 ?2
ESTIMATED PROPORTION OF ITEMS IN ERROR=

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

UPPER
LIMIT
300
500
2000
2500

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8796
2496
929
1

?.07

SAMPLE
SIZE
271
188
122
1

TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
1.10133E+06
953789.
605101.
2361.09
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Statistical Auditing

CPA2
Purpose:

To select a stratified random sample from a population of recorded
amounts.

Input:

Input consists of a record file, in the format described for CPA1, and
specification cards. The format of the first specification card is:

Card
Column(s)
1-10
13-14

Description
A 10-digit random number
Desired number of sample strata. This amount must
be in the range 1 to 50. It must be right justified with
a zero in column 13 if the number is less than 10.

An additional specification card is required for each stratum. If the
total number of items in the stratum is known, the following format
should be used:

Card
Column(s)
1-9

Description

Upper stratum limit (largest positive or smallest nega
tive value in the stratum range) in cents, right justi
fied with leading zeroes entered.

10

Blank for a positive limit, or a minus sign (-) for a
negative limit.

12-18

Total number of items in stratum, right justified with
leading zeroes entered.
Stratum sample size, right justified with leading
zeroes entered.

20-24

If the exact number of items in the stratum is not known, the following
format should be used:
Card
Column(s)
1-9

10

25-30

Process:

Description
Upper stratum limit (largest positive or smallest nega
tive value in the stratum range) in cents, right justified
with leading zeroes entered

Blank for a positive limit or a minus sign (-) for a
negative limit.
Sampling fraction, expressed as a ratio with an im
plied decimal before column 25.

As each record is read into the computer, the program determines the
stratum to which it belongs and generates a random number between
0 and 1. The record is included in the sample if the random number
is less than the current sampling fraction. For those strata defined by a

Computer Programs

specification card in the first format, the current sampling fraction
equals the ratio of the number of sample items remaining to be se
lected divided by the number of stratum items remaining to be con
sidered.
Output:

Each record in the sample is printed in the order and format in which it
appears in the record file. The stratum number to which each record
belongs is printed to the left of the record. This listing is followed by a
summary which shows the following information for each stratum and
for all negative, positive, and zero amounts:
Total number in the population
Total dollar amount in the population
Population standard deviation
Sample size
Total dollar amount in sample
Sum of squares of dollar amounts in sample

Example.

The examples on the following three pages illustrate the use of CPA2
to select a sample according to the plan obtained from PLAN2 pre
viously described. The specification cards were coded as follows:

9816232823 03
000030000 0008796 00261
000050000 0002496 00188
000200000 0000929 00122

Only one of 11 pages in the output which list records selected for the
sample is displayed here The portion of the output under “Descrip
tion” shows the data in the record file after the transaction amount. In
this case, the data consist of the customer account number, credit
line, opening balance service charge, current balance cash advance,
date of last payment, and number of months delinquent.
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2
2

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

4

2
2
3

3

2

1

2

1

2

3

3

1

2

2

3
2

1

STRATUM

256.25
559.12
384.63
334.40
314.45
35.00519.41
550.46
478.24
95.45
349.19
15.60
470.46
607.71
366.55
351.73
559.88
2,361.09
9.37
11.71
715.37
8.6448.12
466.27
214.66
320.31
491.03

AMOUNT

2701026936
2701028395
2701028403
2701031233
2701031761
2701032496
2701034369
2701034641
2701035051
2701036737
2701037495
2701037610
2701038741
2701038964
2701041117
2701044665
2701048971
2701C49227
2701050274
2701050704
2701050910
2801002050
2801002167
2801002605
2801003694
2801004999
2601006325

DESCRIPTION

500.00
700.00

500.00
500.00
500.00
400.00
500.00
300.00
700.0O
600.00
400.00
600.00
650.00
600.00
600.00
500.00
750.00
300.00
400.00
500.00

400.00
300.00
500.00

600.00

3.34
4.84
6.54

1.34
8.64.84

5.72
8.49
18.70
1.00-

7.34
9.44
3.75
5.04
2.12
35.007.54
7.97
7.83
2.12
4.70
.35
11.65
7.05

458.02

566.64

359.69

252.28

42.58

191.97

100.00

STRATIFIED SAMPLE

032772
032072
032772
033172
031672

113071
032072
032372
042171

012872
033072
041272
031572
041172
011271
031572
032772
032472
030872
031472
031372
032872
032172
031372
033172
031572
020872

1

7

1

2

1

2
3

1

2

2

3
1

1
1

2

1
1

3
2

3

1
1

2

1

1

3

900.83
113.96
11.59
438.21
10.39
6.04
522.23
545.04
447.80
24.96
24.80
441.70
1.00161.35
535.22
255.89
461.53
390.15
63.78
386.35
518.36
150.69
302.78

2801006408
€50.00
2801008552
400.00
2601011630
400.00
2801013594
300.00
2801017496
500.00
2801021456 1000.00
2801022835
600.00
2801024393
500.00
2801024435
500.00
2801024609
500.00
2801024948
500.00
2801026331
500.00
2801026505
400.00
2801026760
400.00
2801027404
500.00
2801028824
500.00
2801029848
500.00
2801030143
400.00
2801031133
600.00
2801032040
600.00
2801033568
500.00
2801036033
300.00
2801038112
500.00
4.99

.83
1.15
1.002.66
16.97
4.17
11.54
6.61
4.97
3.29
7.76
2.70

10.53
9.37
6.06

.39

6.26

10.94
1.80

65.19

180.74

300.00

128.69
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032372
1
040772
010671
032972
2
031472
032272
040772
031072
030872
032072
032972
041172
000000
040472
0404722
040472
040772
031772
033072
041272
041272
020472
1
041272

TOTAL

P O S IT IV E

ZERO

NEGATIVE

11866
12222

356

2 ,6 6 5 ,7 7 9 .8 7
2 ,6 6 2 ,5 8 1 .0 7

3 ,1 9 8 .8 0 1 8 6 .1 7 1 0
1 8 7 .6 1 4 2

1 3 .5 2 2 2

1

4

STRATUM

ALL STRATA

1 6 6 .1 2 4 9

6 0 5 ,1 0 1 .0 7

929

3

STRATUM

2 ,3 6 1 .0 9

5 5 .6 6 1 2

9 5 3 ,7 8 9 .3 8

3 ,1 9 8 .8 0 -

2496

1 3 .5 2 2 2
8 9 .8 0 2 4
9 2 .2 2 2 9

1 ,1 0 4 ,5 2 8 .3 3
1 ,1 0 1 ,3 2 9 .5 3

356
8440
8796

STD DEV

POPULATION

2

1

TOTAL $ IN
POPULATION

STRATUM

TOTAL

P O S IT IV E

NEGATIVE

STRATUM

POPULATION

TOTAL NR IN

CPA2 (concluded)

569
582

13

1

122

188

271

258

13

S IZ E

SAMPLE

SAMPLE

5 7 4 0 3 8 6 0 .8 3 0 1

8 0 ,2 2 4 .8 5

1 9 0 ,2 8 4 .5 8
1 9 0 ,0 8 3 .2 3

2 0 1 .3 5 -

9 8 5 1 8 1 0 4 .5 7 1 4
9 8 5 2 9 8 9 8 .3 0 9 7

1 1 7 9 3 .7 3 8 3

5 5 7 4 7 4 5 .9 8 8 1

2 8 7 5 5 6 6 6 .8 1 6 5

7 2 ,6 8 9 .3 5

2 ,3 6 1 .0 9

1 1 7 9 3 .7 3 8 3
6 7 8 3 8 3 0 .9 3 6 7
6 7 9 5 6 2 4 .6 7 5 0

SUM OF SQUARES

2 0 1 .3 5 3 5 ,0 0 9 .2 9
3 4 ,8 0 7 .9 4

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE

S T R A T IF IE D SAMPLE

Computer Programs

MPUDIF

Purpose

To calculate the estimated total amount of a population together with
the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability using either
the stratified mean estimator or the stratified difference estimator. The
total amount corresponds to the estimated audited amount if the mean
estimator is used and to the estimated difference if the difference esti
mator is used.

Input:

The user enters the interval reliability as a percentage and the number
of strata. For each stratum the user enters the population size, the
sample size, and the number of non-zero amounts in the sample, fol
lowed by the audited amounts or the non-zero differences that were
determined.

Process

The program uses the appropriate formula from chapter 6 to compute
the estimate of the population total. The standard error is likewise
calculated using the formula from chapter 6. The precision of the esti
mate is calculated using a reliability factor from Student’s t-distribu
tion. The degrees of freedom are calculated from the formula given in
Cochran [5], p. 95, based on the number of observed non-zero differ
ences for the difference estimator.

Output

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of results, and
the statistical details.
The summary of input shows the population size of each stratum,
the stratum sample size, the sample total amount within each stratum,
and the number of non-zero amounts within each stratum.
The summary of results shows the estimate of the population total,
the achieved precision at the specified interval reliability, and the
lower and upper precision limits
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the sample mean,
the sample estimate of the total stratum amount, the estimated stan
dard deviation, and the estimated standard error. Also shown are the
calculated degrees of freedom and the corresponding t-factor used in
calculating the achieved precision.

Example

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the re
sults of auditing the sample selected by the CPA2 program. In this
example, the evaluation is based on the observed differences, and
the estimate of the population total refers to the estimated difference
between the audited and recorded amounts.
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1
10
12
14
20
22
24
30
32
34

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

12:37

90: 3
8976, 271, 10
-23.78, -12.14,
-.32, -22.5b -173.04, -160.45, -35.69
-87.98, -6.33, -80.62
2496, 188, 11
-62.65,-146.93, -73.5b 89.20, -151.46, -311.46, -270.24
-328.90, -347.96, -165.39, -320.43
929, 122, 11
-245,67. 242.10, -537.28, -370.99, -752.49, -244.31, -494.03
-515.9b 57.72, -102.76, -110.13

DEC 27 /MPUTIF

SUMMARY OF INPUT

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8976
2496
929

SAMPLE
SIZE
271
183
122

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE
-602.860
-2089.73
-3073.75

NR GF NON
ZERO AMOUNTS
10
11
11

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

-71118.1

ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL
PRECISION AT 90 %
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

26880
-97998.1
-44238.1

STATISTICAL DETAILS

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3
ALL
T FACTOR FOR

SAMPLE
MEAN
-2.22458
-11.1156
-25.1947

31.9050

SAMPLE
ESTIMATE
-19967.8
-27744.5
-23405.9
-71118.1

ESTIMATED
STD DEV
16.2298
55.1082
116.065

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

PRECISION EQUALS ESTIMATED STD ERROR TIMES T FACTOR

1770 HALT

ESTIMATED
STD ERROR
8714.72
9646.67
9098.43
15867.8

1.69400
26880

Computer Programs

COMRAT
Purpose:

To calculate the estimated total audited amount of a population to
gether with the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability
using the combined ratio estimator.

Input:

The user enters the interval reliability as a percentage, the data format
(1 or 2), and the number of strata.
Using data format 1, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, and the sample size followed by
the recorded amount of each sample unit together with the observed
difference (negative for overstatement, positive for understatement,
zero if correct).
Using data format 2, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, the recorded
amount in the sample, the sum of squares of recorded amounts in the
sample, and the number of non-zero differences followed by the re
corded amount and the observed difference for each observation with
a non-zero difference.

Process:

The program uses the appropriate formulas from chapter 6 to compute
the combined ratio estimate of the population audited amount and the
standard error. The precision is calculated using a reliability factor
from Student’s t-distribution. The degrees of freedom are calculated
from the formula given in Cochran [5], p. 95, based on the number of
observed non-zero differences

Output

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of the results,
and the statistical details.
The summary of the input shows, for each stratum, the population
size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, and the total re
corded amount within the sample. In addition, for each stratum, the
printout shows the average recorded amount for the population and for
the sample, the number of observed differences, and the dollar
amount of these differences.
The summary of results shows the total recorded amount, the com
bined ratio estimate of the total difference, the estimate of the total
audited amount (the sum of the first two), the achieved precision of the
estimate at the specified interval reliability, and the lower and upper
precision limits.
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the estimated
standard deviation, the estimated standard error, and the sample
average recorded amount and sample average audited amount, each
multiplied times the stratum sample size. There follows a step-by-step
derivation of the combined ratio estimate, the calculated degrees of
freedom, the corresponding t-factor, and the calculated precision of
the estimate.

Example:

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the re
sults of auditing the sample selected by the CPA2 program. Because
the combined ratio estimate is only valid for positive recorded
amounts, the evaluation is limited to the 568 sample items with posi
tive recorded amounts.
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1
DATA
10 DATA
12 DATA
14 DATA
16 DATA
20 DATA
22 DATA
24 DATA
26 DATA
30 DATA
32 DATA
34 DATA
36 DATA
>RUN
14:43

90, 2, 3
8440, 1104528.3:
89.43, -23.78,
173.04,-173.04,
42.61,
-6.33,
2496, 953789.38
345.65, -62.65,
385.67,-151.46,
301.12,-347.96,
929, 605101.07,
714.09,-245.67,
752.49,-752.49,
730.53,
57.72,
DEC 28

, 258, 35009.29
6783831, 10
32.65,
-.32,
4.25, -12.14,
178.56,-160.45, 102.77, -35.69,
80.62, —80.62
188, 72689.35, 28755667, 11
374.14,-146.93, 336.06, -73.51,
311.46,-311.46, 460.33,-270.24,
320.31,-165.39, 320.43,-320.43
122, 80224.85, 57403861, 11
636.54, 242.10, 537.28,-537.28,
28.34,-244.31, 525.10,-494.03,
566.95,-102.76, 500.66,-110.13

102.36, -22.51
98.12, -87.98

460.00,
89.20
383.67,-328.90

638.11,-370.99
729.59,-515.91

/COMRAT

SUMMARY OF INPUT

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8440
2496
929

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

AVERAGE RECORDED AMOUNT
STRATUM
SAMPLE
130.868
135.695
382.127
386.645
651.347
657.581

TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
1.10453E+06
953789.
605101.

SAMPLE
SIZE
258
188
122

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE
35009.3
72689.4
80224.9

DIFFERENCES
NUMBER
10
11
11

FOUND
DOLLARS
-602.860
-2089.73
-3073.75

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL
PRECISION AT
90
%
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

2.66342E+06
-69366.3
2.59405E+06

26924.5
2.56713E+06
2.62098E+06

STATISTICAL DETAILS
STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3
ALL

ESTIMATED
STD DEV
16.8286
55.3444
116.818

ESTIMATED
STD ERROR
8706.40
9688.02
9157.45
15922.3

RATIO OF EXT AVE AUDITED TO RECORDED AMT
MULTIPLY BY TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL

EXTENDED SAMPLE AVERAGES
RECORDED AMT
AUDITED AMT
1.14527E+06
1.12554E+06
965067.
937323.
610893.
587487.
2.72122E+06
2.65035E+06
.973956
2.66342E+06
2.59405E+06

T FACTOR FOR
33.8830
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
PRECISION EQUALS ESTIMATED STD ERROR TIMES T FACTOR

2260 HALT

1.69100
26924.5
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COMREG

Purpose.

To calculate the estimated total audited amount of a population to
gether with the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability
using the combined regression estimator.

Input:

The user enters the interval reliability as a percentage, the data format
(1 or 2), and the number of strata.
Using data format 1, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, and the sample size followed by
the recorded amount of each sample unit together with the observed
difference (negative for overstatement, positive for understatement,
zero if correct).
Using data format 2, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, the recorded
amount in the sample, the sum of squares of recorded amounts in the
sample, and the number of non-zero differences followed by the re
corded amount and the observed difference for each observation
with a non-zero difference.

Process:

The program uses the appropriate formulas from chapter 6 to compute
the combined regression estimate of the population audited amount
and the standard error. The precision is calculated using a reliability
factor from Student’s t-distribution. The degrees of freedom are cal
culated from the formula given in Cochran [5], p. 95, based on the
number of observed non-zero differences.

Output:

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of the results,
and the statistical details.
The summary of the input shows, for each stratum, the population
size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, and the total re
corded amount within the sample. In addition, for each stratum, the
printout shows the average recorded amount for the population and for
the sample, the number of observed differences, and the dollar
amount of these differences.
The summary of results shows the total recorded amount, the com
bined regression estimate of the total difference, the estimate of the
total audited amount (the sum of the first two), the achieved precision
of the estimate at the specified interval reliability, and the lower and
upper precision limits.
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the estimated
standard deviation, the estimated standard error, and the sample
average recorded amount and sample average audited amount, each
multiplied times the stratum sample size. There follows a step-bystep derivation of the combined regression estimate, the calculated
degrees of freedom, the corresponding t-factor, and the calculated
precision of the estimate.

Example.

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the
results of auditing the sample selected by the CPA2 program.
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1

DATA 90, 2, 3
8796, 1101329.53, 271, 34807.94, 6795625, 10
32,
32.65,
4.25, -12.14,
89.43, -23.78,
173.04,-173.04, 178.56,-160.45, 102.77, -35.69,
42.61,
-6.33,
80.62, -80.62
2496, 953789.38, 188, 72689.35, 28755667, 11
345.65, -62.65, 374.14,-146.93, 336.06, -73.51,
385.67,-151.46, 311.46,-311.46, 460.33,-270.24,
301.12,-347.96, 320.31,-165.39, 320.43,-320.43
929, 605101.07, 122, 80224.85, 57403861, 11
714.09,-245.67, 636.54, 242.10, 537.28,-537.28,
752.49,-752.49,
28.34,-244.31, 525.10,-494.03,
730.53,
57.72, 566.95,-102.76, 500.66,-110.13

10 DATA
DATA
14 DATA
16 DATA
20 DATA
22 DATA
24 DATA
26 DATA
30 DATA
32 DATA
34 DATA
36 DATA
>RUN
11:59

DEC 27

102.36, -22.51
98.12, -87.98

460.00,
89.20
383.67,-328.90

638.11,-370.99
729.59,-515.91

/COMREG

SUMMARY OF INPUT
TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
1.10133E+06
953789.
605101.

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8796
2496
929

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

AVERAGE RECORDED AMOUNT
STRATUM
SAMPLE
125.208
128.443
386.645
382.127
651.347
657.581

SAMPLE
SIZE
271
188
122

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE
34807.9
72689.4
80224.9

DIFFERENCES FOUND
NUMBER
DOLLARS
10
-602.860
11
-2089.73
11
-3073.75

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

2.66022E+06
-71024.1
2.58920E+06

TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL
PRECISION AT
90
%
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

26819.4
2.56238E+06
2.61602E+06

STATISTICAL DETAILS
STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3
ALL

ESTIMATED
STD DEV
16.2792
55.2044
116.462

ESTIMATED
STD ERROR
8563.25
9663.50
9129.52
15813.3

TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
LESS EXTENDED SAMPLE AVE RECORDED AMT
DIFFERENCE
TIMES COMBINED B FACTOR
PRODUCT
PLUS EXTENDED SAMPLE AVE AUDITED AMT
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL

EXTENDED SAMPLE AVERAGES
AUDITED AMT
RECORDED AMT
1.11021E+06
1.12978E+06
937323.
965067.
587487.
610893.
2.63502E+06
2.70574E+06
2.66022E+06
2.70574E+06
-45520.6
1.00673
-45827.0
2.63502E+06
2.58920E+06

T FACTOR FOR
30.8750
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
PRECISION EQUALS ESTIMATED STD ERROR TIMES T FACTOR

2350 HALT

1.69600
26819.4

Computer Programs

SEPRAT
Purpose:

To calculate the estimated audited amount of a population together
with the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability using the
separate ratio estimator.

Input:

The user enters the interval reliability as a percentage, the data format
(1 ot 2), and the number of strata.
Using data format 1, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, and the sample size followed by
the recorded amount of each sample unit together with the observed
difference (negative for overstatement, positive for understatement,
zero if correct).
Using data format 2, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, the recorded
amount in the sample, the sum of squares of recorded amounts in
the sample, and the number of non-zero differences followed by the
recorded amount and the observed difference for each observation
with a non-zero difference.

Process:

The program uses the formulas described in Appendix 7 to compute
the separate ratio estimate of the population audited amount and the
standard error. The precision is calculated using a reliability factor
from Student’s t-distribution. The degrees of freedom are calculated
from the formula given in Cochran [5], p. 95, based on the number of
observed non-zero differences

Output

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of the results,
and the statistical details
The summary of the input shows, for each stratum, the population
size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, and the total re
corded amount within the sample In addition, for each stratum, the
printout shows the average recorded amount for the population and
for the sample, the number of observed differences, and the dollar
amount of these differences
The summary of results shows the total recorded amount, the
separate ratio estimate of the total difference, the estimate of the total
audited amount (the sum of the first two), the achieved precision of
the estimate at the specified interval reliability, and the lower and
upper precision limits.
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the sample ratio,
the estimated audited amount, the estimated standard deviation, and
the estimated standard error. There follows the calculated degrees of
freedom, the corresponding t-factor, and the calculated precision of
the estimate

Example

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the
results of auditing the sample selected by the CPA2 program. Be
cause the separate ratio estimate is only valid when all stratum
recorded amounts have the same sign, the evaluation is limited to
the 568 sample items with positive recorded amounts
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1
DATA
10 DATA
12 DATA
14 DATA
16 DATA
20 DATA
22 DATA
24 DATA
26 DATA
30 DATA
32 DATA
34 DATA
36 DATA
RUN

90, 2, 3
8440, 1104528.33, 258, 35009.29 , 6783831, 10
32.65,
-.32,
4.25, -12.14,
89.43, -23.78,
173.04,-173.04, 178.56,-160.45, 102.77, -35.69,
80.62, -80.62
42.61,
-6.33,
2496, 953789.38, 188, 72689.35, 28755667, 11
345.65, -62.65, 374.14,-146.93, 336.06, -73.51,
385.67,-151.46, 311.46,-311.46, 460.33,-270.24,
301.12,-347.96, 320.31,-165.39, 320.43,-320.43
929, 605101.07, 122, 80224.85, 57403861, 11
714.09,-245.67, 636.54, 242.10, 537.28,-537.28,
28.34,-244.31, 525.10,-494.03,
752.49,-752.49,
730.53,
57.72, 566.95,-102.76, 500.66,-110.13

14:38

DEC 28

102.36, -22.51
98.12, -87.98

460.00,
89.20
383.67,-328.90

638.11,-370.99
729.59,-515.91

/SEPRAT

SUMMARY OF INPUT

STRATUM
NUMBER
1

3
STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2

3

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8440
2496
929

TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
1.10453E+06
953789.
605101.

AVERAGE RECORDED AMOUNT
SAMPLE
STRATUM
130.868
135.695
386.645
382.127
657.581
651.347

SAMPLE
SIZE
258
188
122
DIFFERENCES
NUMBER
10
11
11

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE
35009.3
72689.4
80224.9

FOUND
DOLLARS
-602.860
-2089.73
-3073.75

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL
PRECISION AT
90
%
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

2.66342E+06
-69624.2
2.59379E+06
26913.3
2.56688E+06
2.62071E+06

STATISTICAL DETAILS
STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3
ALL

T FACTOR FOR

SAMPLE
RATIO
.982780
.971251
.961686

31.8840

SAMPLE
ESTIMATE
1.08551E+06
926369.
581917.
2.59379E+06

ESTIMATED
STD DEV
16.6963
55.3604
116.836

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

PRECISION EQUALS ESTIMATED STD ERROR TIMES T FACTOR
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ESTIMATED
STD ERROR
8637.95
9690.81
9158.83
15887.4
1,69400
26913.3

Computer Programs

SEPREG
Purpose:

To calculate the estimated audited amount of a population together
with the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability using the
separate regression estimator.

Input:

The user enters the interval reliability as a percentage, the data format
(1 or 2), and the number of strata.
Using data format 1, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, and the sample size followed by
the recorded amount of each sample unit together with the observed
difference (negative for overstatement, positive for understatement,
zero for correct).
Using data format 2, for each stratum the user enters the popula
tion size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, the recorded
amount in the sample, the sum of squares of recorded amounts in the
sample, and the number of non-zero differences followed by the
recorded amount and the observed difference for each observation
with a non-zero difference.

Process

The program uses the formulas described in Appendix 7 to compute
the separate regression estimate of the population audited amount
and the standard error. The precision is calculated using a reliability
factor from Student’s t-distribution. The degrees of freedom are cal
culated from the formula given in Cochran [5], p 95, based on the
number of observed non-zero differences.

Output

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of the results,
and the statistical details.
The summary of the input shows, for each stratum, the population
size, the total recorded amount, the sample size, and the total re
corded amount within the sample. In addition, for each stratum, the
printout shows the average recorded amount for the population and
for the sample, the number of observed differences, and the dollar
amount of these differences.
The summary of results shows the total recorded amount, the sep
arate regression estimate of the total difference, the estimate of the
total audited amount (the sum of the first two), the achieved precision
of the estimate at the specified interval reliability, and the lower and
upper precision limits.
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the sample re
gression coefficients, the estimated audited amount, the estimated
standard deviation, and the estimated standard error There follows
the calculated degrees of freedom, the corresponding t-factor, and
the calculated precision of the estimate.

Example

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the re
sults of auditing the sample selected by the CPA2 program
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1
DATA
10 DATA
12 DATA
14 DATA
16 DATA
20 DATA
22 DATA
24 DATA
26 DATA
30 DATA
32 DATA
34 DATA
36 DATA
>RUN

90, 2, 3
8796, 1101329.53, 271, 34807.94, 6795625, 10
89.43, -23.78,
4.25, -12.14,
32.65,
-.32,
173.04,-173.04, 178.56,-160.45, 102.77, -35.69,
42.61,
-6.33,
80.62, -80.62
2496, 953789.38, 188, 72689.35, 28755667, 11
345.65, -62.65, 374.14,-146.93, 336.06, -73.51,
385.67,-151.46, 311.46,-311.46, 460.33,-270.24,
301.12,-347.96, 320.31,-165.39, 320.43,-320.43
929, 605101.07, 122, 80224.85, 57403861, 11
714.09,-245.67, 636.54, 242.10, 537.28,-537.28,
752.49,-752.49,
28.34,-244.31, 525.10,-494.03,
730.53,
57.72, 566.95,-102.76, 500.66,-110.13

11:48

DEC 27

102.36, -22.51
98.12, -87.98

460.00,
89.20
383.67,-328.90

638.11,-370.99
729.59,-515.91

/SEPREG

SUMMARY OF INPUT
TOTAL $ IN
STRATUM
1.10133E+06
953789.
605101.

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

TOTAL NR IN
STRATUM
8796
2496
929

STRATUM
NUMBER
1
2
3

AVERAGE RECORDED AMOUNT
SAMPLE
STRATUM
128.443
125.208
386.645
382.127
657.581
651.347

SAMPLE
SIZE
271
188
122

DIFFERENCES
NUMBER
10
11
11

TOTAL $ IN
SAMPLE
34807.9
72689.4
80224.9

FOUND
DOLLARS
-602.860
-2089.73
-3073.75

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
2.66022E+06
-72310.2
2.58791E+06

TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATE OF TOTAL DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATE OF POPULATION TOTAL
90
7.
PRECISION AT
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

26760.6
2.56115E+06
2.61467E+06

STATISTICAL DETAILS

STRATUM

Number
1
2
3
ALL

T FACTOR FOR

ESTIMATED
B FACTOR
.997969
1.12487
1.04179

28.9140

ESTIMATED
POP TOTAL
1.08182E+06
924637.
581453.
2.58791E+06

ESTIMATED
STD DEV
16.2588
54.7604
116.257

DEGREES OF FREEDOM

PRECISION EQUALS ESTIMATED STD ERROR TIMES T FACTOR
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ESTIMATED
STD ERROR
8552.52
9585.78
9113.48
15750.8
1.69900

26760.6

Computer Programs

CPA3

Purpose:

To select a probability proportional to size sample from a population
of recorded amounts.

Input

Input consists of a record file, in the format described for CPA1, and a
specification card. The format of the specification card is:
Card
Column(s)

Description

1-6

A 6-digit random number.

8-16

High dollar cutoff (amount above which all items are
to be selected) in dollars, right justified with leading
zeroes entered.
Sign of records from which selection will be made:
blank if positive or a minus sign (-) if negative.

17
19-30

Total value of all records with the indicated sign
which are less than or equal to the high dollar cutoff.
This amount is in cents, right justified with leading
zeroes entered

32-35

Desired sample size.

Process

The program generates random numbers from 0 to 1 and multiplies
them by the total book value. After the number of random numbers
generated equals the sample size, the numbers are sorted in ascend
ing order. The first record is then read into the computer. The program
reverses its sign if a minus sign has been entered in column 17 of the
specification card. If the value of the record exceeds the high dollar
cutoff it is printed with an asterisk and a new record is read. If the
value is positive and equal to or less than the high dollar cutoff, it is
added to an accumulator. If the value of the accumulator is less than
the first random number, the next record is read. If it equals or exceeds
the random number, it is compared against subsequent random num
bers until a random number is found which exceeds it This record is
printed together with the number of random numbers which were ex
ceeded by the cumulative total and the next record is read.

Output

In addition to the records selected for examination, the program prints
a summary showing the number and dollar value of (1) items above
the high dollar cutoff, (2) items selected for the sample, (3) all positive
items, (4) all negative items, and (5) all zero items

Example

The example on the next two pages illustrates the use of CPA3 to
select a probability proportional to size sample from the positive
records in the file described under CPA1. The specification card was
coded as follows.
783046 000002000 000266341878 0568
The first page is one of eleven pages in the output which list records
selected for examination. The second page summarizes the data in
the file and the sample. If a sample of negative records were desired,
another run would be required.
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002

OCCUR

2701040739
2701041067
2701041588
2701043428
2701045100

2701045266

2701045878

4 7 0 .3 2

8 8 7 .8 1

2 5 9 .2 2

3 8 4 .6 4

2 6 0 .7 9

2 7 7 .5 7

4 4 3 .3 7
2701046157
2701047213

2701047320
2701048138
2701048583

2701048823
2701048856

2701049227
2701050449

1 ,1 2 5 .9 0

8 1 3 .6 9

2 1 6 .4 3

2 8 2 .4 9

3 9 1 .9 8

2 7 0 .8 8

5 6 7 .2 1

2 ,3 6 1 .0 9

4 7 5 .2 7

2701046033

2701039194

2 3 9 .2 4

5 5 9 .3 2

2 7 0 1 0 3 8 9 49

2 7 5 .1 3

VALUE

040772

3 .1 2
5 0 0 .0 0

041272

040472

020872

2 7 1 .4 5

7 6 .0 4

041172

1 8 .7 0

1 5 .4 9

1 .8 9

4 .8 3

6 0 0 .0 0

5 0 0 .0 0

3 0 0 .0 0

5 0 0 .0 0

3 5 .7 9

4 .1 5
6 0 0 .0 0

033C 72

031072

1 5 9 .1 4

.8 3

3 0 0 .0 0

032772

040772

032272

031372

040772

031572

3 7 .0 7

2 7 2 .8 1

1 4 9 .5 1

1 0 .9 7

5 1 .6 8

1 5 .4 2

6 .5 9

1 .8 8

040472

032772

040572

031472

040772

040472

1 0 0 0 .0 0

7 5 0 .0 0

5 0 0 .0 0

6 0 0 .0 0

3 0 0 .0 0

5CC.C0

5 0 .0 0

2 9 5 .3 3

9 .5 6
3 .9 9
4 .3 8

8 0 0 .0 0

4 0 0 .0 0

2 5 1 .8 0

2 .2 3

4 .3 6
3 .8 3

6 0 0 .0 0

5 0 0 .0 0

DESCRIPTION

1

1

2

2

1

,

POSITIVES

1 1 ,8 6 6

NUMBER OF

2 ,6 6 5 ,7 7 9 .8 7

ITEMS

2 0 5 ,7 0 3 .4 7

N 0N -100 %

0

NUMBER OF ZEROS

356

NUMBER OF NEGATIVES

3 ,1 9 8 .8 0

FILE TOTAL-NEGATIVES

2 0 8 ,0 6 4 .5 6

TOTAL VALUE ITEMS

TOT VAL

ITEMS

2 ,3 6 1 .0 9

ITEMS

ITEMS

030772

CRITERIA NOT
0

MET

0

TOTAL NO. DATA ERRORS

I . D.

1 2 ,2 2 2

TOTAL NO. OF RECORDS

2 ,6 6 2 ,5 8 1 .0 7

FILE NET TOTAL

568

SAMPLE SIZE NON-100%

548

TOTAL NUMBER ITEMS

547

100 %

N 0N -100 %

NUMBER

NUMBER

1

1 3 .4 2

032272

4 0 0 .0 0
1 .3 6

000000

3 0 0 .0 0

100%

TOTAL VALUE

2801000831

8 7 2 .9 6

1 1 7 9 4 .9 3

2801000724

1 0 8 .3 3

FILE TOTAL-POSITIVES

SUB-TOTAL

2701050993

2 5 1 .2 9

1
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Statistical Auditing

PPS
Purpose:

To calculate the estimated total audited amount of a population to
gether with the achieved precision at a specified interval reliability
using the pps estimator.

Input:

The user first enters the interval reliability as a percentage and the
number of strata. For each stratum the user then enters the total re
corded amount, the sample size, and the number of non-zero dif
ferences found followed by the recorded amount and the observed
difference for each non-zero difference. (Differences are negative for
overstatements and positive for understatements.)

Process:

The program uses the formulas described in chapter 6 to compute the
pps estimate of the population audited amount and the standard error
of the estimate. The precision is calculated using a reliability factor
from Student’s t-distribution. The degrees of freedom are calculated
based on the formula given in Cochran [6], p. 95, based on the num
ber of observed non-zero differences.

Output:

The output shows a summary of the input, a summary of results, and
the statistical details The summary of input shows the recorded
amount, audited amount, and ratio for each sample item with a non
zero difference. For each stratum, the total ratios are divided by the
sample size to obtain the mean ratio, and the mean ratio is multiplied
by the total recorded amount to obtain the sample estimate of the
stratum total.
The summary of results shows the total recorded amount, the pps
estimate of the total difference, the estimate of the total audited
amount (the sum of the first two), the achieved precision of the esti
mate, the specified interval reliability, and the lower and upper pre
cision limits.
The statistical details include, for each stratum, the estimated
standard deviation and the estimated standard error. There follow the
calculated degrees of freedom, the corresponding t-factor, and the
calculated precision of the sample estimate.

Example:

The following page shows the use of this program to evaluate the
results of auditing the sample selected by the CPA3 program.

1 DATA 90,1
2 DATA 2663418.78,568,30
10 DATA 352.29 ,-352.29, 537.28 ,-537.28 , 600.78,-600.78,262.00 ,-262.00
12 DATA 205 .46,-119.04 ,383.61,-374.68 ,273.81,-278.81, 454.11,-160.49
14 DATA 409.36 ,-157.50 ,457.22 ,-267.87 , 929.93 ,-68.31,633.08 , 80.05
16 DATA 573.50,- 573.50 ,325. 16,-142,59,332.59,-200.61,748.04,-748.04
18 DATA 434.24,-434.24,494.86,1.94,399.82,- 117.85,449,16,-141.64
20 DATA 151.50,-72.50,227.59, 1.68, 627.72,-231.68,273.18,-.153.27
22 DATA 443.37,-224.45,270.88,74.74,567. 21, 255.49,301.74,-54.81
24 DATA 301.74, -54.81,446.24,-7.46
>RUN
17:07

NOV 29

/PPS

RECORDED AMT AUDITED AMT
352.290
0
537.280
0
600.780
0
262
0
205.460
86.4200
383.610
8.93000
278.810
0
454.110
293.620
409.360
251.860
457.220
189.350
929.930
861.620
633.080
713.130
573.500
0
325.160
182.570
332.590
131.980
748.040
0
434.240
0
494.860
496.800
399.820
281.970
449.160
307.520
151.500
79
227.590
225.910
627.720
396.040
273.180
119.910
443.370
218.920
270.880
345.620
567.210
311.720
301.740
246.930
301.740
246.930
446.240
438.780
OTHER
TOTAL RATIOS
DIVIDE BY SAMPLE SIZE
MEAN RATIO
TIMES TOTAL RECORDED

RATIO
0
0
0
0
.420617
2.32789E-02
0
.646583
.615253
.414133
.926543
1.12645
0
.561477
.396825
0
0
1.00392
.705242
.684656
.521452
.992618
.630918
.438941
.493764
1.27592
.549567
.818354
.818354
.983283
538
553.048
568
.973676
2.66342E+06

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT
ESTIMATED TOTAL DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATED POPULATION TOTAL
PRECISION AT
90
%
INTERVAL RELIABILITY
LOWER PRECISION LIMIT
UPPER PRECISION LIMIT

2.66342E+06
-70111.0
2.59331E+06
27073.6
2.56623E+06
2.62038E+06

STATISTICAL DETAILS

ESTIMATED STD DEVIATION

.142773

TOTAL ESTIMATED STD ERROR

15953.8

TIMES T FACTOR FOR
30
DEGREES OF FREEDOM

1.69700

PRECISION OF ESTIMATE

27073.6
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Statistical Auditing

VAREVA
Purpose:

To evaluate the sample estimate of the total audited amount together
with the achieved precision to decide whether there might be a ma
terial amount of error. The evaluation takes into account the possible
difference between planned and achieved precision as well as sen
sitivity of the estimated standard error.

Input:

In response to messages printed at the computer terminal, the user
types the beta sampling risk, the material amount, and the following
results of the statistical evaluation: total recorded amount (including
any stratum sampled 100 percent), estimated total audited amount
(including any stratum sampled 100 percent), interval reliability per
centage, the achieved precision at the reliability, and the degrees of
freedom.

Process:

The program first tests for equality between the interval reliability and
(1 - 2/3). If not equal, an adjustment is made to the achieved precision
as described in Appendix 5A. The sensitivity of the estimated stan
dard error is tested for underestimation of 10 percent, 20 percent, and
30 percent as described in Appendix 5A.

Output:

The program prints one of the following five messages:

1.
2.
3.

“Based on the statistical evidence, there is no material error even
if the standard error is underestimated by 10 percent.”

4.

“Based on the statistical evidence, there is no material error even
if the standard error is underestimated by 20 percent.”
“Based on the statistical evidence, there is no material error even
if the standard error is underestimated by 30 percent.”

5.

Example:

“Based on the statistical evidence, there may be a material
amount of monetary error.”
“Based on the statistical evidence, there is no material error pro
vided the standard error is closely estimated.”

The following page shows the use of VAREVA to help the auditor de
cide whether there might be a material amount of error based on the
pps evaluation of sample results. The total recorded amount and
sample estimate of the total audited amount entered into the VAREVA
program were obtained from the corresponding amounts shown on
the pps printout by adding the $2,361 item in the 100 percent stratum
and subtracting $3,199 for the negative items. This assumes that no
error was found in the $2,361 item and that the 356 negative items
were regarded as a separate population.

>RUN

08:47

DEC 28 /VAREVA

PLANNING DATA

BETA SAMPLING RISK = ?.05
MATERIAL AMOUNT =

?100000

RESULTS OF SAMPLE EVALUATION

TOTAL RECORDED AMOUNT (INCLUDING ANY STRATUM SAMPLED 100%) = ?2662581

SAMPLE ESTIMATE OF TOTAL AUDITED AMOUNT (INCLUDING ANY STRATUM
SAMPLED 100%) = ?2592472
INTERVAL RELIABILITY PERCENTAGE =

PRECISION AT

90

?90

% INTERVAL RELIABILITY = ?27074

BASED ON THE STATISTICAL EVIDENCE, THERE IS NO MATERIAL
ERROR EVEN IF THE STANDARD ERROR IS UNDERSTATED
BY 10
PERCENT.

>

730 HALT

10
Problems of Implementation

What does a practice unit need to do in order to use statistical sampling? This
question must be answered by any practice unit planning to introduce the use of
statistical techniques into its audit function. A variety of answers is possible; the right
answer for one practice unit may not be right for another. Each practice unit should
develop an implementation strategy that is consistent with its audit philosophy.
The problems of implementation have been grouped within this chapter into four
major areas—written policies, training, working paper documentation, and review pro
cedures. The discussion in each area focuses on the important questions that need to
be resolved. Some concern problems associated with introducing a new technology
into the audit practice, while others pertain to the on-going operation and quality con
trol of the auditing function.
In the final section of the chapter, is a brief discussion of a few problems that
practice units have encountered in implementing statistical sampling in their audit
practice.

Written Policy
The objective of a written policy concerning statistical sampling is to provide
guidance to the audit team. The policy statement should address such issues as when
statistical sampling should be considered, who is authorized to use it, and how the
sample is to be planned, executed, evaluated, and controlled. The policy might also
specify any required documentation.

When to Use Statistical Sampling
The policy statement concerning when statistical sampling is to be used may be
either very general or very specific. For example, a general statement that statistical
sampling should be considered for any test of details when less than 100 percent of
the population items is to be examined allows the audit team complete discretion in
deciding whether to use statistical sampling. At the other extreme, a statement that
statistical sampling is required in any test of details when less than 100 percent of the
population items is to be examined, allows the audit team no discretion. A policy
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statement somewhere between these two extremes might specify some areas where
statistical sampling is required and permit discretion in others.
If the practice unit decides that the audit team should exercise either some or
complete discretion in deciding whether to use statistical sampling, it would be help
ful to provide some guidelines for making that determination. Useful guidelines
should discuss the rationale for selecting statistical sampling instead of a judgmental
sample. Since the basic purpose of a statistical sample is to control sampling risk, the
rationale should include an explanation of when sampling risk may or may not be im
portant. For example, if there is small risk of a material error, sampling risk may not
be important. If an audit procedure has little chance of detecting a material error, the
additional sampling risk may be unimportant. If there are several sources of evidence,
the sampling risk of any single source may not be important.
Guidelines that give reasons for using statistical sampling as well as for using
judgment sampling seem more appropriate than those that attempt to spell out each
audit situation where statistical sampling should or should not be used.
Who Will Use Statistical Sampling

A general policy statement concerning who is authorized to use statistical sam
pling should reflect the requirement of the first general standard pertaining to tech
nical training and proficiency. Specifically, a person who uses statistical sampling in
auditing should have training and proficiency in the following areas:
1.

Benefits and limitations of the alternative sampling methods permitted by the
practice unit.

2.

Proper application of the more commonly used methods.

3.

Relation of sample results to audit conclusions.

4.

Documentation of applications.

The need for a written policy pertaining to who may use statistical sampling is
most obvious in the beginning stages of its introduction into an audit practice. Typi
cally, at that point few persons within the practice unit are trained, and, consequently,
a policy statement may be necessary to restrict the use to those who have the requisite
training and proficiency.
The policy statement might also specify when statistical audit specialists are to
be used to help develop and/or review plans for sampling applications. As more per
sons within the practice unit become experienced in using statistical sampling, the
use of specialists can be restricted to those audit problems that require sophisticated
statistical procedures.

How to Use Statistical Sampling
Auditors in the field need guidelines for determining how to use statistical sam
pling in their audit engagement. The practice unit must address the important question
of what form these guidelines should take. Rigid guidelines that specify in detail what
must be done may have the undesirable consequence of making the application of
statistical sampling a mechanical process. When this occurs, the auditor may feel
relieved of any responsibility for thinking statistically and, therefore, lose many of the
benefits of using statistical sampling.
On the other hand, it is not reasonable to expect busy auditors to engage in the
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rather complex planning analysis presented in chapter 7 and illustrated in chapter 8
without some help. This suggests that the policy statement should set guidelines not
for the results but for the process. Forms may be devised to aid the auditors in the field
to implement the process described in the policy statement.
The policy statement might describe the planning process, including howto deter
mine tolerable levels of sampling risk for both compliance and substantive tests and
how to determine an amount to be considered material. Additionally, the policy state
ment might describe acceptable methods for evaluating statistical evidence. This will
entail selecting either a positive or negative approach as described in chapter 3 and,
perhaps, specifying the requirements for any adjustments to the recorded amounts
based on a statistical sample.

Training
The first general standard of GAAP requires adequate technical training and pro
ficiency for conducting any audit procedure. To implement this standard with respect
to statistical sampling, the practice unit needs to decide what constitutes adequate
training and proficiency in statistical sampling and how to achieve that prescribed
level. Conforming to the first general standard does not require each person within the
practice unit to become an expert in statistical sampling, but there is some minimum
proficiency level that should be attained by anyone using statistical sampling. More
over, within the practice unit, some persons should have a level of proficiency well
above the minimum.1

Objectives
The minimum proficiency level was stated previously in terms of the following four
areas: (1) the benefits and limitations of the alternative sampling methods permitted
by the practice unit, (2) the proper application of the more commonly used methods,
(3) the relation of sample results to audit conclusions, and (4) the documentation of
applications. The following description elaborates somewhat on the first three of these
objectives—the fourth is discussed separately later in the chapter.
Benefits and Limitations As a minimum, the audit team needs to understand the
benefits as well as the limitations of the alternative sampling methods that may be
employed in an audit situation. The practice unit may limit the available alternatives
that need to be considered through its policy statement. Some practice units may pre
scribe a single sampling method that is to be used whenever it is appropriate. In such
a case, persons need to know what set of circumstances could lead to inappropriate
usage.
When the audit team has a choice of methods, the policy statement may prescribe
some guidelines for selecting the method to use. In such a circumstance, the audit
team needs to know how to apply the guidelines in specific situations.
For example, in the case of compliance tests, the principal statistical method is
some form of attribute sampling. The possible alternatives are between using unre
stricted random sampling or a pps sample. In addition, there may be a choice between
using a fixed sample size or some form of sequential sampling.
1

Many practice units rely on outside experts to help resolve the more technical problems This helps to
define the level of proficiency required within the practice unit
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For substantive tests, the potential range of sampling methods is rather broad. The
two most widely used selection methods are a stratified random sample based on
recorded amounts and a pps sample. With either method of selection, there are
choices of evaluation technique. Assuming that the policy statement broadly de
scribes the situation where one or more methods are valid, the audit team requires
training in recognizing those situations in practice.

Proper Application. The audit team should be able to apply those statistical
methods specified in the policy statement. Regardless of the specific statistical
method used, proper application entails defining the objectives, population, frame,
and sampling unit. For statistical methods used to test compliance, the attributes,
threshold rates of unsatisfactory compliance, and risks of unwarranted reliance need
to be specified. In addition, the risk of overauditing can also be specified, if desired.
For substantive tests, the amount considered material, the tolerable sampling risk,
and the risk of overauditing need to be specified.
Applying statistical sampling will usually entail using computer routines both in
planning and evaluation. The training program should provide experience in using
these programs in accordance with the practice unit’s policy statement.
Relation of Sample Results to Audit Conclusions. The chief objective of sam
pling the details of a balance or class of transactions is to provide evidence to sup
port an audit conclusion. For this reason, an important training objective is to be able
to use statistical evidence properly in reaching audit conclusions.
Appropriate planning plays a crucial role in being able to reach a useful audit
conclusion. The audit team needs to understand the necessity for formulating their
audit objectives in operational terms and selecting the corresponding statistical ob
jectives. For example, in testing sales, the operational objective of “Examination of
independent shipping documents to determine whether all goods shipped have been
invoiced” is far better than the broadly stated objective of "Test sales to see that they
are properly recorded.”
In addition to planning, the audit team should be able to evaluate their results
statistically and relate those results to their audit conclusions. This is necessary both
when the statistical results correspond to what was anticipated and when the results
contain surprises.
Moreover, the qualitative aspects of the statistical evidence require emphasis.
Determining reasons for the occurrence of errors—either compliance errors or mone
tary errors—is of utmost importance whether or not samples are selected statistically.
The experienced members of the audit team need reassurance that statistical sam
pling does not lessen the need for these types of analysis, while the inexperienced
need training in the necessity for doing such qualitative analysis.
Methods
How can these training objectives be achieved? A proper answer to this question
must consider both the short-run and the long-run. In the short-run, the problem con
cerns ways of bringing all audit team members up to a minimum standard of compe
tence and making sure that the practice unit has enough technical competence to
achieve an acceptable quality standard in its applications of statistical sampling. In
the long-run, the problem concerns the appropriate division of responsibility between
the colleges and universities on the one hand and the profession on the other.
Although most recent college graduates have completed a basic statistics course
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as part of their degree requirements, few have received the grounding necessary in
sampling theory to understand adequately the application of statistical sampling to
audit problems. This means that entrants into the profession need training that em
phasizes the application of statistical sampling to auditing problems.
Experienced auditors who have been out of school for several years probably
remember little of any statistics they might have studied at one time. Some may never
have had any formal training in statistical methodology. Training this group of persons
may require some introduction to the fundamentals of statistical sampling before ap
plications can be meaningfully discussed. The self-study program of the AICPA is one
example of available material that can be used to introduce some of the fundamental
concepts to those with little or no background in statistics.
Short-run Programs. In the short-run, a practice unit will need to provide some
training for each person on the audit team. Some practice units have designed their
own formal training programs for this purpose. These programs vary in length from
three to five days. This variability is partially explained by two factors: the leeway each
audit team has in making decisions relative to the sampling plan and/or whether there
are individuals within the practice unit who function as statistical auditing specialists.
A typical training program provides for some prior self-study and a combination of
lecture/discussion and case studies. The self-study portion of the course may require
up to 40 hours of work including such material as the AICPA volumes, section 320 of
SAS no. 1 and other selected reading from the professional literature or internal publi
cations.
The lecture/discussions and case studies can be designed to allow participants
to make the types of decisions they will be expected to make on their audit engage
ments. Case studies that closely simulate actual situations are most beneficial in
accomplishing this. Cases can be divided into those that emphasize planning, execu
tion, and evaluation. Planning cases can range from planning a particular application,
such as confirmation of accounts receivable, to planning the entire audit engagement.
The case discussed in chapter 8 is somewhere between these extremes—it encom
passes the sales/receivables cycle.
Cases emphasizing planning should require the participants to decide the appro
priate risk levels, amount of materiality, and appropriate sampling methods. In addi
tion, cases should require the participants to define objectives, the population, frame,
and sampling unit for individual tests. Cases covering compliance applications
should emphasize the need for properly defining an occurrence and specifying ap
propriate threshold rates for unsatisfactory compliance.
Those cases emphasizing execution should reinforce the necessity for carefully
following the sampling plan to reduce the possibility that nonsampling errors may
occur. In addition, these cases offer a good opportunity to stress the need for care
fully prepared working papers.
Cases emphasizing evaluation should cover both situations where the results
correspond to what was anticipated in the planning phase as well as what to do when
surprises occur. One pervasive problem that requires attention is what to do when a
document is missing or when a response to a confirmation request cannot be ob
tained. Another concerns the need for thorough error analysis for each type of error
found in a sample. Participants should gain experience in considering alternative
sources of evidence when the sample does not corroborate the recorded amounts,
including the statistical evidence that may be required to support an adjustment to the
records.
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Very little, if any, of the time needs to be spent making the computations. It is far
more important that results be properly interpreted than that a person be able to com
pute a standard error. Moreover, any practice unit that decides to use statistical sam
pling will find it beneficial, and probably necessary, to have a battery of computer
programs, such as are described in chapter 9. Some practice in using such programs
would normally be an integral part of the training program.
Discussion leaders for the type of program described above should probably be
experienced auditors who have extensively used statistical sampling. Some practice
units have created effective discussion teams by combining an experienced auditor
who has used statistical sampling with a person who has been extensively trained in
statistics and has had experience in applying statistical sampling to auditing
problems.
In addition to a formal training program, there should be opportunity for on-the-job
training and supervision. On-the-job training is necessary as reinforcement to the
formal classroom training. The practice unit must decide how this can best be accom
plished. Some may select a formal procedure, others may adopt an informal system.
In either case, the objectives of the training program cannot be met without some prac
tical experience using statistical sampling.
Some practice units have found it advantageous to designate certain persons as
statistical auditing specialists. Such persons generally have had a good academic
background in statistics and extensive experience in applying statistical techniques
to auditing problems. Since the function of these specialists is to assist in solving
unusual applications as well as reviewing both plans and evaluations, their training
should afford an opportunity to develop these skills.
Long-run Programs. In the long-run, the colleges and universities need to accept
more responsibility for educating their students in the fundamentals of statistical sam
pling as it pertains to auditing. The basic statistics course required in many academic
programs needs to be reinforced with material pertaining more directly to sampling in
the accounting environment. The emphasis in this new material should be on apply
ing statistical principles to obtain evidence based upon samples.
With such training, practice units could then concentrate their training efforts on
their particular policies and procedures. A training program emphasizing cases pre
sented to persons with a couple of years of auditing experience would continue to be
beneficial, but the level of sophistication could be somewhat higher than is possible
in today’s environment.
As statistical procedures become more of an integral part of auditing practice,
the need for separate statistical training programs will diminish. The practice unit can
incorporate necessary statistics training within the framework of its regular program of
professional development.

Documentation
The need for appropriate documentation is a professional requirement. Documen
tation of a sampling application requires working papers that reflect the three phases
of planning, execution, and evaluation. Some practice units have found it advanta
geous to design forms for recording the required information pertaining to each sam
pling application. Whether or not forms are used, the documentation should be suffi
cient to permit a reviewer to determine whether the application represents a valid use
of statistics and whether the audit conclusions are justified.
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For planning purposes, documentation should include the following:
Audit objectives
Description of sampled population
Description of frame and sampling unit
Tolerable risks (both sampling risk and the risk of overauditing)
Minimum material amount (for substantive tests) or threshold rate for unsatisfactory
compliance (for compliance tests)
Desired reliability (one-sided or two-sided)
Desired precision (upper precision limit for attributes test)
Sample size and how determined
Sample selection method
Anticipated evaluation technique
Listing these items is necessary but not sufficient for satisfactory documentation. The
working papers should also contain a brief description of the criteria used for such
items as the definition of the population, frame, and sampling unit, the tolerable risks,
the minimum material amount, and the choice of sampling method.
The documentation of the execution phase should include a description of what
was done as well as how any problems were resolved, such as failure to locate a
particular document.
The documentation of the evaluation phase should include both the statistical
results of the test as well as the audit conclusions reached. The statistical results for
variables may be reported using either the positive or the negative approach. In either
case, the working papers should indicate the achieved precision as well as any ad
justment that was made to maintain the tolerable sampling risk at the planned level.
Audit conclusions should be explicitly stated. When the statistical evidence of a
compliance test indicates that compliance is satisfactory, the auditor concludes that
the statistical evidence corroborates his planned degree of reliance. On the other
hand, when the statistical evidence fails to indicate satisfactory compliance, the work
ing papers should state what changes were made in the preliminary audit program.
Failure to document the changes may suggest that the statistical evidence was
ignored.
A similar requirement exists for a substantive test. When the statistical evidence
supports the recorded amount, the auditor may conclude that the recorded amount is
fairly stated with respect to the objectives of the particular test However, when the
results fail to support the reasonableness of the recorded amount, the working papers
should indicate what additional audit procedures were used to support the audit
conclusion.

Review Process
A statistical application should be reviewed both prior to execution and after
evaluation. The purpose of the first review is to ascertain whether the plan is statis
tically valid and cost effective and, if carried out, will lead to useful audit conclusions.
The subsequent review should ascertain whether the plan was properly executed and
the results appropriately evaluated.
To be effective such preliminary approval and subsequent review should be per
formed by persons experienced both in auditing and statistical sampling. For many
applications this requirement can be met by audit executives who have received ade
quate training and have had experience in statistical applications. For some applica
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tions, the audit executive may need the assistance of a statistical audit specialist to
ascertain whether the proposed plan is valid or whether the statistical evaluation was
proper.
Many practice units that have adopted statistical sampling have found it desirable
to designate a person as the coordinator of statistical sampling. This person is re
sponsible for maintaining the quality of statistical applications, keeping the practice
unit abreast of developments that will improve the usefulness of statistical techniques
to the auditor and answering requests for assistance from those who need help in
solving particular audit problems. In larger practice units, this function may be some
what decentralized by designating persons within regions or offices to share some of
these responsibilities.
The coordinator would also have responsibility for supervising the activities of any
statistical audit specialist. The use of such specialists may be helpful in maintaining
the quality of the statistical applications at a high level as well as providing needed
assistance on more complex applications.

Common Problem Areas
In this section a discussion is presented of a few problems that are frequently en
countered by practice units using statistical sampling.

Missing Documents
Sometimes during the course of a statistical test a document cannot be located;
for example, in a test of disbursements, it may not be possible to find a particular pur
chase order. Normal auditing procedure would require the auditor to ascertain the
reason for the document’s absence. In the circumstances where investigation fails to
reveal any specific reason, the auditor may first determine whether there is any ac
ceptable alternative evidence. The criteria for acceptability is completely up to the
auditor—the only statistical requirement is that an audited value be established for
each sampling unit.
In the example of a missing purchase order, the auditor would consider whether
there is any acceptable alternative source of evidence that would enable him to deter
mine, say, whether the purchase had been properly authorized. If no such alternative
source exists, the auditor must evaluate the missing evidence statistically.
Statistical evaluation involves both estimating the extent of missing documents
and determining the possible effects that missing documents might have on the
auditor’s decision.
The most conservative evaluation is to regard any missing document as being
completely in error. When doing this enables the auditor to conclude that compliance
is satisfactory or that no material monetary error exists, there is nothing further required
from a statistical viewpoint. When the conservative evaluation leads to the conclusion
that compliance may not be satisfactory, but compliance would have been satisfactory
if the missing document produced evidence of compliance, some further action is
required.
One course of action for compliance tests would be to adjust the audit program to
reflect less than the planned reliance on the particular control procedures for which
the evidence is missing. This is the safest alternative. A somewhat less satisfactory
alternative would be to expand the size of the compliance test. This alternative is not
completely satisfactory, however, because it involves a form of sequential sampling
that increases the sampling risk somewhat above the nominal level.
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If the auditor decides to expand the sample, he should select enough additional
items to maintain the sampling risk close to the planned level. One way of accom
plishing this is to use the number of observed occurrences, regarding the missing
document as an occurrence, to determine a required total sample size. For example,
suppose the auditor had taken a sample of 90 based upon an anticipated propor
tion of .02, a desired upper precision limit of .07, and a one-sided reliability of .95.
If the sample contained two occurrences and one missing document, the auditor
would determine the sample size required for an anticipated proportion of .03, a de
sired upper precision limit of .07, and a one-sided reliability of .95. From the tables,
the required sample size is 160, and, consequently, the auditor would need 70 addi
tional observations.
Expanding the test in this manner is generally acceptable even though the sam
pling risk may be somewhat above the nominal risk. In the above example the sam
pling risk is .0534 instead of .05.
Non-response

Occasionally the auditor will not be able to obtain a response to a confirmation
request in spite of sending a second and maybe even a third request. The normal
course of action is to examine internal evidence through “alternative procedures.”
When these alternative procedures allow the auditor to determine the correct or
audited amount for the balance owed as of the confirmation date, there is no statistical
problem. On the other hand, when the auditor’s alternative procedures do not result in
determining an audited amount, there is an evaluation problem.
One conservative evaluation procedure is to regard such an account balance as
being 100 percent overstated. Such overstatement errors are then evaluated together
with the observed monetary errors. When this evaluation results in the sample evi
dence supporting the recorded accounts receivable balance as being fairly stated
with regard to existence and recorded amount, no further statistical evaluation is
required.
This conservative evaluation procedure may lead to the statistical conclusion that
the recorded balance could be materially misstated. In this circumstance, two alter
natives are suggested:
1.

2.

Follow the procedure suggested by Loebbecke and Neter in their article,
“Statistical Sampling in Confirming Receivables” (cited in the Selected Bibliog
raphy) to estimate the potential non-response in the population. Use this estimate
as the basis for deciding whether additional audit procedures are warranted or
whether the accounts receivable are auditable.
Increase the sample size sufficiently so that even when the unconfirmed balances
are regarded as being 100 percent overstated, the upper precision limit of error
is less than a material amount.

Auditors selecting the second alternative (increasing the sample size) should be
aware that the resulting sampling risk may be somewhat higher than the nominal risk.
This occurs because the auditor is using the results of his sample to determine the
sample size and is similar to the increase discussed under missing documents.
Timing

When sample items are selected several days prior to the observation date, it is
very likely that the recorded amounts will have changed between the two dates. For
example, suppose that a sample of inventory items is selected on December 23 and
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the quantities of the sampled items are to be observed on December 31. If the auditor
compares the observed quantities as of December 31 to the recorded quantities as of
December 23, there may be differences caused by transactions that occurred between
the two dates. What can be done to prevent such ordinary transactions from influenc
ing a decision about the accuracy of the recorded amounts?
The answer is easiest when the details of any intervening transactions are avail
able. In this case, the auditor can determine the quantity on hand as of the date of ob
servation, adjust the quantity for transactions that occurred between December 23 and
December 31, and compare this adjusted quantity with the recorded quantity as of
December 23. Any difference between the two quantities will be regarded as pertain
ing to the inventory as of December 23 even though there is the possibility that the
difference occurred after that date.
When the details of transactions between the two dates are not available, the
auditor must resort to a less accurate method. The observed quantities extended by
audited prices provide a basis for using a difference, ratio, or regression estimate of
the difference between the inventory value as of December 31 and the recorded
amount as of December 23. Comparing this estimate to the difference in the recorded
amounts for the two dates allows the auditor to estimate the amount of error in the
recorded amount caused by quantity errors. For example, if the recorded amount as of
December 23 is $9 million, and it is $9,800,000 as of December 31, then the recorded
net addition to the inventory is $800,000 ($9,800,000 - $9,000,000). Suppose the
sample resulted in an estimated difference between the recorded as of December 23
and the actual as of December 31 of $600,000. Then the estimated difference attrib
uted to recording errors is -$200,000 ($600,000 - $800,000).
Some of this difference is caused by sampling error, but because the transaction
details are not available, the auditor can do no better. The standard error of the esti
mate is also larger than it would be if the transaction details were available.

What Is an Error?
An explicit definition of an error is necessary for any application of statistical
sampling. This is so whether the error refers to a compliance deviation or to the differ
ence between an audited and recorded amount. The selection of the appropriate defi
nition should be done during the planning phase to correspond with the stated audit
objectives.
For example, if the audit objective is to test an inventory to determine whether
there could be material monetary error caused by using incorrect prices, the auditor
needs to define an error as any difference between the recorded price and the audited
price. As an alternative, the auditor might elect to test an inventory for both prices and
quantities. In this case, an error would be any difference in price or quantity
Similarly, if the audit objective of a test of accounts receivable is to estimate the
net realizable value, the auditor’s definition of an error needs to include all possible
sources of difference, such as an account that does not exist, a recorded account
balance that is incorrect, or a recorded account balance that will not be collected.
Defining an error in a compliance test requires the auditor to make sure that the
definition used will permit a useful audit conclusion. In addition, the acceptable evi
dence of compliance needs to be carefully stated. If the error is lack of proper authori
zation, the auditor needs to define operationally exactly what constitutes evidence of
proper authorization. If one type of acceptable evidence is an approving signature on
a purchase order, the lack of an authorized signature would be an occurrence. (See
chapter 7, Defining the attribute, p. 149, for additional discussion.)
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Glossary of Terms

A statistical procedure for deciding whether a manufactured lot of
items is acceptable based on examining a sample from the lot. A related technique useful
in auditing is called attribute decision in this book.

acceptance sampling

The precision amount computed from the sample results. It will equal
the planned precision only when the achieved standard error equals the standard error
used in sample planning

achieved precision

The precision amount calculated to have the same beta risk as
expressed in the planned precision.

adjusted precision

As used in this book, the risk of deciding that there could be a material amount of
monetary error when, in fact, the recorded amount is correct.

alpha risk

A qualitative characteristic, such as absence of an authorized signature, that is
associated with a sampling unit

attribute

A statistical procedure for deciding whether the rate of compliance
deviation is as large as a stipulated threshold rate

attribute decision

The amount established by the auditor as representing the amount that
should be in the client’s records relative to the particular sources of misstatement tested by
his audit procedures.

audited amount

audit risk

The risk that material errors or irregularities, if they exist, will not be detected.

As used in this book, the risk of deciding that the recorded amount is correct
when, in fact, the recorded amount is materially misstated.

beta risk

Sample selection is biased whenever any sampling unit has a probability of being
selected that is different from the planned probability.

bias

The approximate sampling distribution for the sample occurrence
rate (p) when an unrestricted random sample of size n is selected without replacement from
a population of size N If P = M/N denotes the unknown population occurrence rate, and
p = m/n, then

binomial distribution

Prob{p = a} =

n
an

a = 0,

1

P
—
anP)n-an
2

n ’ n

, . . , 1.

The approximation is appropriate whenever the sampling fraction (n/N) is less than .1.
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A number or quality associated with each sampling unit. A numerical
characteristic is called a variable A qualitative characteristic is called an attribute

characteristic

The ratio of a standard deviation to the corresponding mean. The
population coefficient of variation measures the relative dispersion of the population
distribution

coefficient of variation

A measure of the degree to which two quantities are linearly related. The
correlation coefficient (p) is a number between -1 and +1. The extremes (-1, +1) signify
an exact linear relationship, while zero means that the two quantities have no linear
relationship The population correlation coefficient may be computed from the following
formula

correlation

N
∑

(Xj-X)(Yj-Y)

1

P =

√∑ (Xj - X)2 ∑ (Yj - Y)2

The sample estimate of the correlation is
n

p =

(x

∑1
√∑ (Xj

-j-x)(y
y)

-x)2 ∑ (yj-y)2

The decision interval ranges from the recorded amount minus the
precision to the recorded amount plus the precision.

decision interval

Using a decision objective, the auditor's primary objective is to decide
whether the unknown population characteristic is within satisfactory limits

decision objective

The index used to identify the particular sampling distribution for an
estimate. The degrees of freedom for the mean estimator is one less than the sample size.
For the difference and ratio estimates, the degrees of freedom may be set equal to one less
than the number of observed differences. For the regression estimate, the degrees of
freedom may be set equal to two less than the number of differences. For stratified random
sampling, the number of degrees of freedom is reduced from the unstratified case by one
fewer than the number of strata.

degrees of freedom

The symbol (8) used to designate the sampling risk of unwarranted reliance in
statistical compliance tests.

delta risk

Those pertinent controls that have been designed to detect and correct
any errors or irregularities that may have occurred as transactions are processed

detection controls

The population difference equals the total audited amount (X) minus the total
recorded amount (Y). For an individual sampling unit, the difference equals the audited
amount (xj) minus the recorded amount (yj)

difference

A procedure for determining the sample size
required to have a stipulated probability of observing at least one occurrence when the
population occurrence rate is at a designated level.

discovery sampling (exploratory sampling)

A determination of the cause of any observed compliance deviation or
monetary difference.

error analysis
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Using an estimation objective, the primary purpose of a statistical
sample is to estimate an unknown population characteristic

estimation objective

A listing of the sampling units.

frame

The exact sampling distribution for the sample occurrence
rate (p)when an unrestricted random sample of size n is selected without replacement from
a population of size N If P = M/N denotes the (unknown) population occurrence rate and
p = m/n denotes the sample occurrence rate, then

hypergeometric distribution

PN)(1 — P)N
an
(1 - a)n

Prob {p = a} =

N
n

a = 0,

(N
n

where
likelihood

1

2

n ' n’

, 1

N!

(N - n)!n!

As used in this book, a subjective estimate of a probability of occurrence.

A measure of how much the unknown population characteristic may fall
below the estimated amount at a specified one-sided reliability. Equals the standard error
of the estimate multiplied by the corresponding one-sided reliability factor.

lower precision

The auditor using the negative approach decides there may be
material misstatement only when the achieved upper limit of monetary error exceeds a
material amount—otherwise the auditor acts on the basis that the recorded amount is not
materially in error

negative approach

The portion of audit risk of not detecting a material error that exists
because of the inherent limitations of the procedures used, the timing of the procedures, the
system being examined, and the skill and care of the auditor.

nonsampling risk

A symmetric bell-shaped frequency distribution that is the approxi
mate sampling distribution for many statistical estimates The normal distribution is
completely determined by its mean and standard deviation The standard normal distribu
tion has mean 0 and standard deviation 1 and is tabled.

normal distribution

A method for allocating a stratified sample to the
strata. The stratum sample size is proportional to the product of the number of stratum
population items times the stratum standard deviation. The stratum standard deviation used
should correspond to the estimation technique employed. The formula is as follows

optimal allocation (Neyman allocation)

Niσi
ni = n ∑Niσi
where n is the total sample size, Ni is the number of population items within the ith stratum,
and σi is the stratum standard deviation

"Pertinent procedures are those which, if not purported to be in use,
would have affected adversely the auditor’s preliminary evaluation of the system prior to his
tests of compliance” (section 320B.15, SAS no 1)

pertinent procedures
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planned precision

The precision amount used in sample planning.

The Poisson distribution is a useful approximation for the sampling
distribution of the number of occurrences in an unrestricted sample from a large
population, when the occurrence rate is low. Tables of the Poisson distribution are indexed
by a parameter (X) so that X = nP where n is the sample size and P is the population
occurrence rate

Poisson distribution

population

The aggregate of accounting entries about which information is desired.

The center of the population distribution computed by adding the
characteristics of each sampling unit and then dividing by the total number of sampling
units When the characteristic is an attribute, the population mean is the population

population mean

occurrence rate
The proportion or percentage of the sampling units in the
population that have the specified attribute.

population occurrence rate

population standard deviation

A measure of the dispersion about the population mean

The auditor using the positive approach decides the recorded amount
is not materially in error only when the recorded amount is within the achieved precision
interval—otherwise the auditor takes action to investigate potential material error

positive approach

pps

Refers to a selection technique known as probability proportional to size With this
technique, when the measure of size is the recorded amount, each sampling unit has a
probability of being selected that is proportional to its recorded amount Three ways to
select a pps sample are described in chapter 2, and the computer routine is described in
chapter 9.
A method for allocating a stratified
sample to the strata. The stratum sample size equals the total sample size multiplied times
the ratio of the total stratum recorded amount to the total recorded amount in all strata The
formula is as follows:

PRA allocation (proportional to recorded amount)

ni = nYi
Y ’
where n is the total sample size, Yi is the recorded amount of the /th stratum, and Y is the
total recorded amount over all strata.

A measure of closeness between a sample estimate and the corresponding
unknown population characteristic. It is computed by multiplying the standard error of the
estimate by a factor (reliability factor) corresponding to the desired reliability. The
reliability factor may be either one-sided or an interval The one-sided factor leads to a
one-sided precision and the interval reliability factor leads to a precision interval

precision

Formed by adding and subtracting the precision at a specified interval
reliability to the sample estimate.

precision interval

Those pertinent controls that have been designed to prevent errors or
irregularities from occurring.

prevention controls

Refers either to the relative frequency of occurrence of some event or to a
person’s subjective measure of belief that some event will occur

probability

Appendix 1

The population ratio equals the total audited amount (X) divided by the total recorded
amount (Y).
The sample ratio equals the estimated total audited amount (X) divided by the estimated
total recorded amount (Y).

ratio

recorded amount

The amount appearing in the client’s records

relative precision

The ratio of the precision to the amount being estimated.

The interval reliability measures the pro
portion of all such precision intervals that would contain the unknown population charac
teristic
The one-sided reliability measures the proportion Of upper precision limits that exceeds
the population characteristic or the proportion of lower precision limits that fall below the
population characteristic

reliability (confidence), one-sided and interval

A sampling procedure that selects a sample of size n by selecting k
subsamples, each of size m (n = km) Each subsample is statistically evaluated and the
resulting k estimates are used to estimate the standard error of the pooled estimate based
on all n observations. For details, see Deming [7] and Cochran [5]

replicated sampling

For substantive tests, this is the risk that the statistical test indicates
that there may be a material error when, in fact, there is none.
For compliance tests, this is the risk that the statistical test indicates that compliance may
be unsatisfactory when, in fact, it is satisfactory.

risk of overauditing

The risk that the auditor relies on the pertinent controls to a
greater extent than he would if he had complete knowledge of the effectiveness of the
procedures.
In testing compliance statistically, the risk of unwarranted reliance is the risk that the
auditor decides compliance is satisfactory when, in fact, the rate of compliance deviations
equals the threshold rate for unsatisfactory compliance

risk of unwarranted reliance

Equals the sum of the sample values divided by the sample size. The sample
mean is an unbiased estimate of the population mean

sample mean

A measure of the dispersion of the sample and an estimate of
the population standard deviation

sample standard deviation

Describes the probability of each possible value of the sample point
estimate The sampling distribution depends upon (1) the sample size, (2) the method of
selection, (3) the observed characteristic, (4) the evaluation procedure, and (5) the
population distribution.

sampling distribution

The portion of audit risk of not detecting a material error that exists because
the auditor examined a sample of the account balances or transactions instead of every
one.

sampling risk

sampling unit

The individual members of the population.

A procedure for reaching statistical decisions that does not specify
the required sample size in advance. Sampling units are examined individually or in small
groups until the cumulated statistical evidence is sufficient for a definite decision.

sequential sampling
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A lack of symmetry about the population mean in a frequency distribution.
Typical accounting populations are skewed because there are many small to medium
amounts and several very large amounts The skewness of a population is measured by the
following factor

skewness

G1 =

1

NσY3

N

∑(Yj-Y)3
1

The standard deviation of the sampling distribution
corresponding to a particular estimating procedure is called the standard error of the
estimate.

standard error of the estimate

One statistical technique is said to be more efficient than another if it
requires a smaller sample size to achieve the same precision and reliability

statistical efficiency

The approximate sampling distribution for the ratio of the sample
mean to the sample standard deviation when the sample size is not large. It is the exact
sampling distribution only when the population distribution is normal The distribution is
indexed by the number of degrees of freedom

Student’s t-distribution

A method of selecting a sample of size n from a population of size N
by first selecting a random number between 1 and [N/n] and then selecting every [N/n]th
unit from the entire frame. [N/n] refers to the smallest integer less than or equal to N/n If k
random starts are desired, then k numbers are selected between 1 and [kN/n] and the skip
interval is [kN/n]

systematic sampling

Represents the lowest rate of compliance
deviation that would cause the auditor to use less than his planned degree of reliance

threshold rate for unsatisfactory compliance

A sampling technique in which a sample of large units (primary units)
is selected at the first stage. At the second stage a sample of elements is selected from
each of the selected primary units. This technique is also called subsampling See Cochran
[5], chapters 10 and 11

two-stage sampling

A statistical estimator is said to be unbiased if its average value taken over all
possible samples equals the corresponding population amount.

unbiased

A method of selection in which each sampling unit has an
equal probability of being selected and each group of n units has an equal probability of
being selected. The term n refers to the sample size

unrestricted random sampling

A measure of how much the unknown population characteristic may
exceed the estimated amount at a specified one-sided reliability Equals the standard error
of the estimate multiplied by the corresponding one-sided reliability factor

upper precision

A quantitative characteristic, such as a dollar amount, that is associated with a
sampling unit.

variable
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List of Formulas

Unstratified Mean Estimation
Description

Formula
X =

∑ xj
n

Sample mean of audited amounts
Unstratified mean estimator of total audited
amount

Xm=Nx

√∑ x2 - nx2
n-1

Sx =

Estimated standard deviation of audited
amounts

NSX √1 - n/N
√n

Estimated standard error of unstratified mean
estimator

σ(X
=
)
M

n=

N2UR2SX2
A2 + NUr2Sx2

A'm =

Sample size formula for unstratified mean
estimator

NUrSx √1 - n/N

Achieved precision of unstratified mean esti
mator

√n

Unstratified Difference Estimation
Formula

Description

D = Nd

Unstratified difference estimator of total
difference

Xd = Y + D

Unstratified difference estimator of total
audited amount

SD =

σ(D) =

√∑
d
2 - nd2
n - 1

Estimated standard deviation of difference
amounts

NSd √1 - n/N

Estimated standard error of unstratified
difference estimator

√n
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N2URSd2

n=

Sample size formula for unstratified differ
ence estimator

A2 + NUR2SD2

√Pdσy2 + pD(1 -pD)Y2

Approximate expected value of standard de
viation of differences when all differences
are 100 percent overstatements

A'D= NURSD √1 -n/N
√n

Achieved precision of unstratified difference
estimator

σD = √ PU(m)SD2(m) + PU(m)(1 - PU(m))dm2

Estimated standard deviation of difference
amounts (approximation)

Unstratified Ratio Estimation
Formula

Description

∑xj
∑dj
R = ∑yj = 1 +
∑yj

Estimated ratio of audited amount to re
corded amount

Xr=RY

Unstratified ratio estimator of total audited
amount

Sr =

∑ xj2 +R2 ∑ yj2 -2R
∑
jy x
n-1
√
∑
j2+(R
d1)2 ∑ yj2

NSR √1 - n/N
σ(X
=
)
R
√n

n=

N2UR2SR2
A2 + NUR2SR2

Estimated standard deviation of ratios

- 2(R -1) ∑ djyj

Estimated standard error of unstratified ratio
estimator

Sample size formula for unstratified ratio
estimator

√pD(1 -pD)(σY2 + Y2)

Approximate expected value of standard
deviation of ratios when all differences are
100 percent overstatements

NUrSr √1 - n/N
√n

Achieved precision of unstratified ratio esti
mation

√PU(m)SR2(m)

Estimated standard
(approximation)

A'R =

δR =

deviation

of

ratios
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Unstratified Regression Estimation
Description

Formula
b=∑ xjyj - nxy
∑yj2-ny2

Estimated regression coefficient

= 1 + ∑ djyj - ndy
∑yj2-ny2

XG = Nx + b(Y - Ny)

Unstratified regression estimator of total
audited amount

DG = Nd + (b —1)(Y-Ny)

Unstratified regression estimator of total
differences

√1
n-2

SG

1

n-2

σ(XG) =

n=

∑ d2 - nd2 -

(∑ djyj - ndy)2
∑ yj2 - ny2

Estimated standard deviation of regression
amounts

Estimated standard error of unstratified re
gression estimator

NSG √1 - n/N
√n

Sample size formula for unstratified regres
sion estimator

N2UR2SG2
A2 + NUR2SG2

A'G =

σG

Xj2 - nx2 — (∑ xiyi - nxy)2
∑
∑ yi2 - ny2

NUrSg √1 - n/N

Achieved precision of unstratified regression
estimator

√n

√PU(m)SD2(m) + PU(m)(1- PU(m))dm2 - (n - 1

-

n -2

(b - 1)2Sy2

Estimated standard deviation of regression
amounts (approximation)

Stratified Mean Estimation
Formula

Description

Xms — ∑ NiXi

Stratified mean estimator of total audited
amount

σ(XMS)

n=

Sxi2

=

Ni(Ni - ni)
∑

A2 + UR2 ∑ NiσYi2

ni

Estimated standard error of the stratified
mean estimator

Sample size formula for the stratified mean
estimator using optimal allocation
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σYi2

Sample size formula for the stratified mean
estimator using PRA allocation (proportional
to the recorded amount)

∑ N2 Yi
A2 + UR2 ∑ NiσYi2
UR2Y

n=

A'ms

√∑ Ni(Ni

= UR

- ni)

SXi2

ni

Achieved precision of the stratified mean
estimator

Stratified Difference Estimation
Description

Formula

∑ Nidi

Stratified difference estimator of total differ
ence

Xds = Y + Ds

Stratified difference estimator of total audited
amount

Ds =

√∑ Ni(Ni - ni)

σ(DS) =

SD
i2

n

Estimated standard error of stratified differ
ence estimator

Ur2(∑ NiSDi)2
A2+ UR∑ NiSDi2

Sample size formula for the stratified differ
ence estimator using optimal allocation

∑ Ni2 SYDli 2
n=
A2 + UR2∑ NiSDi2

Sample size formula for the stratified differ
ence estimator using PRA allocation

n=

Ur2Y

SDi2

Achieved precision of the stratified differ
ence estimator

√PU(m)SD2(mi) + PU(m)(1 - PU(m))dmi2

Estimated standard deviation of difference
amounts in /th stratum (approximation)

√∑ NiNi

A'ds = Ur
σD(l) =

- ni)

Combined Ratio Estimation
Description

Formula

Rc =

∑Nixi
∑ Niyi

= 1.0 +

XRC = RcY

∑ Nidi
∑ Niyi

Combined ratio estimator of population ratio
of audited to recorded amount

Combined ratio estimator of total audited
amount

Appendix 2

√∑Ni(Ni-ni) S2RCi
ni

σ(XRC) =

√∑xij2 + Rc2yij2-2Rc∑xijyij
- 1

SRCi =

Estimated standard error of the combined
ratio estimator
Estimated standard deviation of ratio in ith
stratum

∑ dij2 + (Rc - 1)2∑ Yij2 - 2(Rc -1)∑ dijyij
ni - 1

n=

n=

Ur2(∑ NiSRCi)2
A2 + UR2∑ NiS2RCi

Sample size formula for the combined ratio
estimator using optimal allocation

Ur2Y∑

Sample size formula for the combined ratio
estimator using PRA allocation

Yi
A2 + UR2∑ NiS2RCi
N
i(Nni)

√∑

A'Rc = UR

S2RCi

ni

Achieved precision of the combined ratio
estimator

Combined Regression Estimation
Description

Formula

N
i(Nni)

∑

bc =

∑Ni(ni-ni)
∑
= 1 +

SXYi
ni
SYi2

ni

SDYi
N
i(Nni)
ni

∑ Ni(Ni - ni)

Combined regression estimator of the re
gression coefficient

SYi
2

ni

XGC = ∑NiXi+ bc(Y - ∑ Niyj)

Combined regression estimator of total
audited amount

SxYi =

∑ XijYij - nixiyi
ni - 1

Estimated covariance between audited and
recorded amounts in ith stratum

SDYi =

∑ dijyij - nidiyi
ni - 1

Estimated covariance between difference
and recorded amounts in ith stratum

σ(Xgc)

=

√∑ Ni(Ni - ni) S2GCi
ni

SGCi = √Sx2 - 2bcSXYi + bc2SYi2
= VSDi2 - 2(bc - 1)SDYi + (bc - 1)2SYi2

Estimated standard error of the combined
regression estimator

Estimated standard deviation of regression
amounts within ith stratum
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Sample size formula for the combined re
gression estimator using optimal allocation

Ur2(∑ NiSGCi)2

n =-

A2 + UR2 ∑ NiS2GCi
NiS2GCi

UR2Y∑
n=

A2 +U
2
R

A'gc = UR

Sample size formula for the combined re
gression estimator using PRA allocation

Yi
∑NiS2GCi

∑Ni(Ni-Ni)

S2GCi

ni

Achieved precision of combined regression
estimator

σGc(l) = √PU(m)SDi2(mi) + PU(m)(1 - PU(m))dmi2 - 2(bc - 1)SDYi + (bc - 1)2SYi2
Estimated standard deviation of regression
amounts in /th stratum (approximation)
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Normal Curve Areas, U Values, and
Reliability Percentages

Normal Curve Areas
a

00

.01

.02

.03

.04

.05

.06

.07

.08

09

00
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4

0000
.0398
.0793
1179
1554

0040
0438
.0832
.1217
1591

.0080
0478
0871
.1255
1628

0120
0517
0910
1293
1664

.0159
.0557
.0948
.1331
.1700

.0199
.0596
.0987
.1368
.1736

.0239
.0636
.1026
1406
.1772

.0279
.0675
.1064
1443
.1808

.0319
.0714
.1103
.1480
.1844

.0359
.0753
.1141
.1517
.1879

0.5
0.6
07
0.8
0.9

.1915
2257
2580
.2881
.3159

1950
2291
2612
2910
3186

.1985
.2324
.2642
2939
.3212

2019
2357
.2673
.2967
.3238

2054
.2389
2704
.2995
3264

.2088
2422
2734
3023
3289

.2123
.2454
2764
3051
.3315

.2157
2486
.2794
.3078
.3340

2190
.2518
.2823
3106
.3365

2224
.2549
.2852
3133
.3389

1 0
1.1
1 2
1.3
1.4

3413
3643
3849
.4032
4192

3438
3665
3869
.4049
.4207

3461
.3686
.3888
.4066
4222

.3485
3708
.3907
.4083
4236

3508
.3729
.3925
.4099
.4251

3531
3749
3944
.4115
4265

.3554
.3770
.3962
.4131
.4279

.3577
.3790
.3980
.4147
.4292

3599
.3810
.3997
4162
.4306

3621
.3830
.4015
.4177
.4319

1 5
1.6
1 7
1.8
1 9

.4332
4452
4554
.4641
4713

.4345
4463
.4564
4649
4719

4357
.4474
.4573
.4656
4726

.4370
.4485
.4582
4664
.4732

.4382
.4495
.4591
4671
4738

4394
.4505
4599
.4678
.4744

4406
.4515
.4608
.4686
.4750

.4418
.4525
.4616
.4693
.4758

4430
.4535
4625
.4699
4762

.4441
.4545
.4633
.4706
.4767

20
21
22
2.3
2.4

.4773
4821
.4861
4893
.4918

4778
.4826
.4865
.4896
.4920

.4783
.4830
.4868
4898
.4922

4788
4834
.4871
.4901
4925

.4793
.4838
.4875
4904
.4927

4798
.4842
4878
.4906
.4929

.4803
.4846
4881
4909
.4931

.4808
.4850
.4884
.4911
.4932

.4812
.4854
.4887
.4913
.4934

.4817
.4857
4890
.4916
.4936

2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
29

4938
4953
4965
4974
.4981

.4940
4955
.4966
.4975
4982

.4941
.4956
.4967
.4976
.4983

4943
4957
4968
.4977
.4984

4945
4959
.4969
4977
4984

4946
4960
.4970
4978
.4984

.4948
.4961
4971
4979
.4985

.4949
.4962
.4972
.4980
.4985

4951
.4963
.4973
.4980
.4986

4952
.4964
.4974
4981
.4986

3.0
31

.4986
.4990

4987
.4991

.4987
.4991

.4988
.4991

4988
4992

4988
4992

.4989
.4992

4989
4992

.4989
4993

4990
.4993
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U Values and Reliability Percentages
This chart of U values and reliability percentages can be used to convert either one from
the other.

R

UR

R

Ur

99.99%

3.87

83.84%

1.40

99.95

3.50

82.29

1 35

99.88

3.25

80.64

1.30

99.73

3.00

80.29

1.29

99.50

2.81

78.87

1 25

99.01

2.58

76.98

1.20

98.02

2.33

74.98

1.15

97.00

2.17

72.86

1.10

96.06

2.06

70.16

1 04

95.45

2.00

68.26

1.00

95 00

1.96

65.27

0.94

92.81

1.80

60.46

0.85

90.11

1.65

57.62

0.80

89.04

1.60

51.60

0.70

87.88

1.55

45.15

0 60

86.63

1.50

38.29

0.50

85.01

1.44

31 08

0.40

If trying to find a U value for a known R value which does not appear, use the U value for the next higher R
If trying to find R for a known U value which does not appear, use R for the next lower U value Interpolating
should not be done See normal curve area table for more detailed values
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Student’s t-Distribution

The following table provides the values of tα that correspond to a given upper-tail area α
and a specified number of degrees of freedom.
Degrees
of
Freedom

Upper-Tail Area α

1

005

001

0005

318.31
22 327
10214
7 173

636.62
31 598
12 924
8 610

5
5
4
4
4

893
208
785
501
297

6 869
5 959
5 408
5 041
4 781

3 581
3 497
3 428
3 372
3 326

4
4
3
3
3

144
025
930
852
787

4
4
4
4
4

3 286
3 252
3 222
3 197
3.174

3
3
3
3
3

733
686
646
610
579

4 073
4015
3 965
3 922
3 883

552
527
505
485
467

3 850
3819
3 792
3 767
3 745

0025

4

25

1
2
3
4

0 325
289
277
271

1 000
0816
765
741

3
1
1
1

078
886
638
533

6314
2 920
2 353
2 132

12
4
3
2

706
303
182
776

31
6
4
3

821
965
541
747

5
6
8
9

0 267
265
263
262
261

0 727
718
711
706
703

1
1
1
1
1

476
440
415
397
383

2015
1 943
1 895
1 860
1 833

2
2
2
2
2

571
447
365
306
262

3
3
2
2
2

365
143
998
896
821

4
3
3
3
3

032
707
499
355
250

4 773
4317
4 029
3 833
3 690

10
11
12
13
14

0 260
260
259
259
258

0 700
697
695
694
692

1
1
1
1
1

372
363
356
350
345

1
1
1
1
1

812
796
782
771
761

2
2
2
2
2

228
201
179
160
145

2
2
2
2
2

764
718
681
650
624

3 169
3 106
3 055
3012
2 977

15
16
17
18
19

0 258
258
257
257
257

0 691
690
689
688
688

1
1
1
1
1

341
337
333
330
328

1
1
1
1
1

753
746
740
734
729

2
2
2
2
2

131
120
110
101
093

2
2
2
2
2

602
583
567
552
539

2
2
2
2
2

947
921
898
878
861

20
21
22
23
24

0 257
257
256
256
256

0 687
686
686
685
685

1
1
1
1
1

325
323
321
319
318

1
1
1
1
1

725
721
717
714
711

2
2
2
2
2

086
080
074
069
064

2 528
2518
2 508
2 500
2 492

25
26
27
28
29

0 256
256
256
256
256

0 684
684
684
683
683

1
1
1
1
1

316
315
314
313
311

1
1
1
1
1

708
706
703
701
699

2
2
2
2
2

060
056
052
048
045

2
2
2
2
2

485
479
473
467
462

30
40
60
120

0 256
255
254
254
253

0 683
681
679
677
674

1
1
1
1
1

310
303
296
289
282

1
1
1
1
1

697
684
671
658
645

2
2
2
1
1

042
021
000
980
960

2
2
2
2
2

457
423
390
358
326

7

∞

05

025

01

63 657
9 925
5 841
4 604

127
14
7
5

32
089
453
598

2 845
2 831
2819
2 807
2 797

3
3
3
3
3

153
135
119
104
091

3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2

787
779
771
763
756

3
3
3
3
3

078
067
057
047
038

3 450
3 435
3 421
3 408
3 396

3
3
3
3
3

725
707
690
674
659

2
2
2
2
2

750
704
660
617
576

3 030
2 971
2915
2 860
2 807

3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

646
551
460
373
291

385
307
232
160
090

Source E S Pearson and H O Hartley, Biometrika Tables for Statisticians, vol 1 (London, 1966)
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Sequential Sample Sizes
P1 = .005

α≤

.05

Risk of overauditing

05

P0
.07

.08

81

68

69

58

.04

05

.06

.01

128

99

.02

109

84

3

09

10

59

51

46

50

44

39

.03

98

76

61

52

45

39

35

.04

90

69

56

47

41

36

32

.05

83

65

53

44

38

33

30

06

78

61

49

41

36

31

28

07

74

57

47

39

34

30

26

.08

70

54

44

37

32

28

25

.09

67

52

42

35

31

27

24

.10

64

50

40

34

29

26

23

An

59

51

45

40

36

33

31

P1 = .01
10

Risk of overauditing

.05

P0
δ

05

.01
.02

.06

.07

08

09

.10

63
53

55

75

73
62

67

60

48

46
41

48
41
37

.03
.04

78

62

51

44

38

34

.05

72

58

48

41

35

31

29

.06
.07

68

54

45

38

33

64

51

42

36

31

28

.08

61

49

40

34

30

26

.09

58

46

33

28

25

.10

56

44

38
37

31

27

24

An

40

36

32

29

27

25
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Ratio of Precision to Materiality—
Positive and Negative Approaches
Positive Approach
Alpha Risk (1 - R)
Beta Risk

20

.05

.10

.01

.01

.355

413

.457

.525

025

.395

.456

.500

.568

.05

.437

.500

.543

.609

.075

.471

.532

.576

.641

.10

.500

.561

.605

.668

15

511

612

.653

712

20

603

.661

.700

.753

.25

.653

708

.742

.791

30

.707

756

.787

.829

.35

766

.808

.834

.868

40

831

.863

.883

.908

.45

.907

926

.937

.952

Negative Approach
Beta Risk
(1 -R1)

.01

Alpha Risk
20

.10

.05

.01

645

585

543

.475

.025

605

543

.500

.432

.05

563

.500

.457

.390

.075
.10

529
.500

.466
437

424
.395

.358
.332

15

.448

387

.347

.287

.20

396

337

.300

246

.25

344

.289

.255

.206

.30

.289

.240

.210

.168

35

.234

.191

.166

131

.40

.163

.132

113

.088

.45

.092

.073

062

048
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Appendix 4
Technical Basis for Approximations

Suppose that all monetary differences are overstatements, each difference equals the
recorded amount, and the differences are randomly distributed among the N population units.
Under these assumptions, the N population units may be characterized as a realization of the
following process:

-Yj with probability p

Dj =

0 with probability (1 - p), j = 1, . . . , N.

This says that the particular set of differences in the population could have been generated by
a Bernoulli process with the magnitude of the differences equal to the recorded amount.
Examination of the properties of this process leads to some useful conclusions concerning
the set of realizations These conclusions will be stated in terms of averages over all possible
realizations. The averaging operation is denoted by the symbol Ep.

Ep(σD2) = p[σY2 + (1 -p)Y2].

Proposition 1

This proposition says that the square of the standard deviation of the differences averaged
over all realizations approximately equals the expected proportion (p) of differences times
the square of the standard deviation of recorded amounts (σY2) plus the complement of the
expected proportion (1 -p) times the square of the average recorded amount (Y2). The dot
over the equal sign signifies the approximate nature of the equality.
The truth of this proposition follows from the following two relationships:
N

N

EP ( ∑ Dj2)
\

1

=P∑

/

Yj2

1

and
N

EP

∑Dj)

N
∑

29

= p(1 -p)

1

∑Yj2+p2

2

∑Yj

Using these, the following relationship holds:
N
∑

EP

N
∑

1

Dj2-

2

1

= p2

N

2

n

∑

Dj

N
∑
1

yj

1

yj2

N

+ P(1-P)

N
∑
1

Yj2

1 - _N1_

Dividing both sides by N, and neglecting the terms of order 1/N2, results in the proposition.
The population ratio (R) averaged over all possible realizations is simply (1 - p). That is,
EPR = (1 - p).
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Proposition 2

Ep(σR2)
1 +

= p(1 -p{σY2 + Y2}

1

N

G1

4

σY2 +

2

Y2

1 +

YσY

Y
σy

1 +

Y
σY

2

- -5

This complex expression may be simplified for large values of N to read

Ep(σR2)=p(1 -p){σY2 + Y2}.
The proposition follows from the following relationships:

a.

σr2

=

_1_
N

N
∑

(Xj-RYj)2

1

1
N

[∑ Xj2 -2R∑ XjYj + R2∑ Yj2].

b. Ep ∑Xj2 = (1 -p) ∑ Yj2.

c.

Ep ∑Xj ∑Yj (∑XjYj)=p(1 -p)

d. EpR2=p(1-p)

e.

G1 =

+ (1-p)2 ∑Yj2

∑ Yj2
+ (1 -p)2
(∑ Yj)2

1 ∑ (Yj - Y)3

σ3

N

∑ Yj3

(Fisher’s measure of skewness).

The population regression coefficient

B=

∑ (Yj - Y)2

averaged over all possible realizations is also (1 - p). That is, EPB = (1 - p).
Proposition 3

Ep((σG2)≤ p(1 - p)(σY2 + Y2).

This proposition follows from previously cited relationships together with the fact that

(EpB)2≤EpB2.
Each of these propositions can be extended to stratified designs. For the stratified dif
ference estimate, proposition 1 may be interpreted as providing an approximation for the
standard deviation within each stratum. In this case, the relationship would be as follows:

Ep((σD2)=pi[σy2 + (1 -pi)Yi2],
where the subscript i denotes the ith stratum. In practice, the auditor would use a common
proportion (pi) for all strata unless he had specific information concerning the proportion of
differences within the several strata.
The proposition concerning the ratio estimator can be extended to the combined ratio
estimator. This is most easily done for the situation where all the stratum proportions (pi) are
the same. The relationship is expressed as

RCi -p){σYi2 + Yi2}.
2
σ
=p(1
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This approximation neglects additional terms of order 1/N, where N is the total population size
The relationship follows from the following three equalities

(1)

Ep

(∑xij2

Yij2

= (1 -p) ∑

(2) Ep(Rc∑XijYij)=p(1-p)

∑ Yij3
∑ ∑ Yij
i

Ep(Rc2∑Yij2)=p(1 -p)

Yij2

j

Yij2
(∑ ∑ Yij)2
∑ ∑

(3)

+ (1 -p)2 ∑
j

i

j

∑ Yij2 + (1 -p)2∑ Yij2
i
j

Likewise, the result for the regression estimator can be extended to the case of the com
bined regression estimate. This extension, however, has not been verified in detail because
the algebraic manipulations appear to be so very complex. Nevertheless, the fact that com
bined regression is at least as efficient as the combined ratio indicates that any approximation
for the combined ratio would also be an upper bound for the combined regression

Appendix 5A
Adjustments When Achieved Precision Does Not Equal
Planned Precision—Positive Approach
When planning, the auditor specifies his tolerable sampling risk (β), his tolerable risk of
overauditing (a), and his measure of materiality (M). Using the positive approach, the planned
precision (A) is given by the following formula:

A=

Zα/2

M.

Zα/2 + Zβ

If the achieved precision (A') does not equal the planned precision, an adjustment may be
made to preserve the planned sampling risk (β). The adjustment (A") is chosen so that

M - A" = A' Zβ

Zα/2

or

A" = M - A'

Zβ Zα/2
Zα/2

When the achieved precision is based on a factor from Student’s t-distribution, the formula used
becomes

A" = M-A'

tβ tα/2

where the selected t-factors correspond to the achieved degrees of freedom.
Using the adjusted precision A", the auditor tests whether the estimated audited amount
(X) is within the decision interval (Y - A" to Y + A") or

Y-M + A'(tβ/tαl2)≤X≤ Y + M- A'(tβ/tαl2)
If the estimated audited amount (X) does not satisfy the above relationship, the auditor con
cludes that there may be a material amount of error. Rewriting the inequality, it follows that
the auditor decides there may be a material amount of error provided

|X-Y| + A'(tβ/tαl2)>M
This, of course, is the same inequality used in the negative approach because in that case

tβ=tαl2
To test the sensitivity of the auditor’s decision with regard to the possible underestimation
of the standard error, multiply A'(tβ/tαl2) by the factor (1 + co) where co represents the fraction
of understatement. If

|X - Y| + (1 + ω)A'(tβ/tαl2) m M

for the selected value co, then the auditor’s conclusion that there is no material error stands
even if the estimated standard error is 100ω percent too low. The computer program (VAREVA)
tests the sensitivity with co = .1, 2, and .3 corresponding to a 10 percent, 20 percent, and 30
percent underestimation respectively
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Sensitivity of the Sampling Risk to the
Estimated Standard Error

The following table shows the actual sampling risk (β) corresponding to a target sampling
risk (β0) and the ratio of the estimated standard error (σ(X)) to the true standard error
when either the negative or the positive approach is used.
Ratio of σ(X) to σ(X)

Target β0

.95

.90

.85

.80

70

025

031

.039

.048

.058

.085

.05

.058

.068

.081

.093

.123

.10

.111

.125

.138

154

184

15

161

174

.189

.203

.233

.20

.212

224

.239

251

.278

.25

.258

.271

281

.295

.316

.30

.309

.316

.326

337

.356

.40

.405

.409

.417

.421

429

This table indicates the penalty for underestimating the standard error by various per
centages. For example, when the estimated standard error is ten percent below the actual
standard error (ratio = .90), the actual risk is .068 instead of the nominal .05.
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Computing Sample Sizes for pps Samples

Let M represent a material amount of error, 0 represent a small amount of error, and Y
represent the total recorded amount for all sampling units with positive recorded amounts.
Select the tolerable sampling risk (β = R1) for having the upper bound of monetary error
less than M when, in fact, the monetary error equals M
Select the tolerable risk of overauditing (α) for having the upper bound of monetary error
greater than M when, in fact, the monetary error equals Q
Let P0 = M/Y, P1 = Q/Y Then the required sample size is the same as the sample size
required for an attribute test for a threshold rate P0, risk of unwarranted reliance β = R1, and
risk of overauditing α at
The time sharing computer program ATSIZ2 can be used, or the
following manual procedure
The Poisson approximation may be used to find values of the sample size (n) and a critical
number of monetary errors (k) by finding values (n, k) that satisfy the following two inequalities:
(1)

e-nP0

k
∑

j!

0
k

∑

1-e-nP1

(2)

0

(nP1)j
≤α
J!

The following tables facilitate this calculation

01

.20

15

10

25

30

40

50

0

4 61

3 00

2.66

2 30

1 90

1.61

1.39

1 21

.92

.69

1

6 64

4.74

4 34

3 89

3.38

3.00

2.69

2.44

2.02

1.68

8 41

6.30

5 83

5.32

4 73

4.28

3.92

3 62

3.11

2 67

7 75

7.25

6.68

6 02

5 52

5 11

4.76

3 18

3.67

2
K

07

.05

3

10.0

4

11.6

5

13.1

9 15
10.5

8.88

7 99

73

6 72

6.27

5.89

4.24

4.67

1021

9.27

8.5

7.91

7.42

7.01

6.29

5 67

a

k

01

05

10

.25

.50

0

010

.051

.105

.288

.693

1

.149

.355

2

.436

818

532
1 10

1.73

1.68
2 67

.961

1.37

1.75

2 54

3.67

4

1.28

1 97

2.43

3.37

4.67

5

1 79

2.61

3.15

4.22

5.67

3

823
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The procedure is as follows:

1.

Set k = 0. For selected
to row k, column β.

2.

Set k = 0. For selected α, solve n'P1 = x(k, α) where x(k, α) is tabled value corresponding
to row k, column a.

3.

If n'≥n, stop and use the next integer larger than n as the sample size and k as the critical
number. If n'≤n, increase k by 1 and repeat steps 1, 2, and 3.

solve nP0 = x(k, β) where x(k, β) is tabled value corresponding
β,

For example, suppose M = $150,000, Q = $40,000, and Y = $2,000,000 P0 = .075(150,000/
2,000,000) and P1 = .02(40,000/2,000,000). Set β = .15 and α = .05.
1.

Set k = 0

(.075)n = 1.90

n = 25.3
(.02) n' = .051
n' = 2.55
2.

n' < n, so set k = 1 and repeat the steps
(.075)n = 3.38

n = 45.06
(.02) n’ = .355

n'= 17 75
3.

n' < n, so set k = 2 and repeat the steps
(.075)n = 4.73

n = 63 06
(.02) n' = 818

n' = 40.9
4.

n' < n, so set k = 3 and repeat
(.075)n = 6.02

n = 80 26
(.02)n' = 1.37
n' = 68.5
5.

n' < n, so set k = 4 and repeat
( 075)n = 73
n = 97.3

(.02) n' = 1.97

n' = 98.5
6.

n' > n, so the required sample size is 98 and the critical number is 4.

Appendix 6B

pps Sampling for Attributes

Adapting pps sampling to attributes is easily accomplished. The auditor defines the attri
bute just as he would when using unrestricted random sampling. Typically, the attribute will be
evidence of compliance deviation from some pertinent accounting control and the sampling
unit will be a transaction. Whenever there is evidence of a compliance deviation, the dollar
amount of the transaction is regarded as being in error. In symbols,

Yj

if there is evidence of a compliance deviation;

0

otherwise.

The ordinary pps estimator is (1/n) ∑ (Dj/Yj) and with Dj defined in this way, the pps estimator
is simply m/n, where m represents the number of sampling units containing evidence of a
compliance deviation. This fraction (m/n) represents the estimated fraction of the total recorded
amount (Y) associated with the compliance deviation
Attribute tables or a computer program can be used to evaluate the results of a pps attri
bute sample. For a specified one-sided reliability (R1), the auditor determines the achieved
upper precision limit (PU(m)) corresponding to the observed number of sampling units with
compliance deviations (m) This represents the upper limit of the fraction of the total dollars
that could have a compliance deviation at the stated reliability (R1). Multiplying this fraction
(PU(m)) times the total recorded amount (Y) results in an upper limit on the dollar amount of
transactions that could have compliance deviations
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Combining Two or More pps Samples

At times it may be necessary to select two or more independent pps samples from the
same population. For example, sample one may be used to examine one source of monetary
error and sample two may be used to examine a second source. In such circumstances, the
auditor desires to combine the results from the two samples in order to ascertain whether there
might be a material amount of monetary error from either cause How should the samples be
planned?
If possible, each sample should be planned using the same material amount (M), the same
tolerable sampling risk (β) and the same tolerable risk of overauditing (a). This will, of course,
result in the same sample size for each sample. Evaluation of the samples considered together
is accomplished by pooling the observed monetary errors and regarding all the errors as having
come from a single sample of size equal to the common sample size.
When it is not possible to use the same sample size, the auditor may still pool all the ob
served errors and regard them as having come from a sample of size equal to the smallest
sample size of the separate samples This will lead to a conservative conclusion
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Separate Ratio Estimator and
Separate Regression Estimator

Separate Ratio Estimator
The separate ratio estimator is formed by computing the ratio of the total sample audited
amount within each stratum (x,) to the total sample recorded amount within each stratum (y,),
extending this ratio (xi/yi) times the stratum total recorded amount (Yi), and adding the results for
all strata This may be symbolically represented as
∑
Xi
Yi
yi

XRS =

= ∑ RSiYi, where RSi =

Xi
Yi

Alternatively, the total stratum difference (di) may be used to estimate the total population
difference by means of the following formula
∑

Drs =

Yi,

xi yi

and, of course, the estimated total audited amount can be expressed as

Xrs

=Y +

Drs .

The estimated standard error of the separate ratio estimator may be computed by using the
following formula
σ(Xrs)

= √∑Ni(Ni-ni)

S2RSi

ni

√∑xij
2 + Rsi
2 ∑ Yij2 ∑

where SRSi =

j

j

∑ xijyij

j

ni - 1

The quantity SRSi can also be computed using the observed sample differences (dij = xij -yij).
In terms of the differences the formula is

SRSi =

∑ dij2 + (Rsi - 1)2 ∑ yij2 - 2(Rsi -1)∑ dijyij
j
i
i
ni - 1
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When all, or nearly all, of the differences are expected to be overstatements, the sample
may be planned by using the following approximation

σRSi =pi(1 - pi) [σYi2 + Yi2]
where pi represents the proportion of sampling units within the ith stratum that contain differ
ences, σYi is the standard deviation of the recorded amounts in the ith stratum, and Yi is the
average recorded amount in the /th stratum.

Separate Regression Estimator
The separate regression estimator is formed by computing a regression coefficient (bi) for
each stratum and using the following formula
XGS = ∑ NiXi + ∑ bi(Yi - Niyi).
The stratum regression coefficient (bi) is computed from the following formula:
bi =

∑ (xij -Xi)(yij -yi)

∑ (yij -yi)2

This may also be expressed in terms of the observed differences as

bi = 1 +

∑ dijyij - nidiyi
∑ (yij -yi)2

The estimated standard error of the separate regression estimator may be computed using
the following formula
σ(Xgs) =

where SGSi =

√∑Ni(Ni - ni)

S2GSi

ni

√∑ Xij2 -niXi2- 2b-(∑ xijyij - nixiyi) + bi2(∑ yij2 - niyi2)
ni - 1

The quantity SGSi can also be computed using the observed sample differences (dij = Xij -yij)
In terms of the differences the formula is,
SGSi =

√∑ dij2 + (1 - bi)2 ∑ yij2 + 2(1 - bi) ∑ dijyij -

ni - 1

+ (1 - bi)yi]
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Arkin, Herbert “Statistical Sampling and Internal Control ” CPA Journal, January 1976, pp.
15-18.
The author states a case for use of two-sided confidence limits in attribute tests of internal
control

Bedingfield, James P “The Current State of Statistical Sampling and Auditing ” Journal of
Accountancy, December 1975, pp 48-55

Boatsman, James R., and Crooch, G. Michael. “An Example of Controlling the Risk of a Type II
Error for Substantive Tests in Auditing.” Accounting Review, July 1975, pp 610-15.
Burstein, Herman. “The ‘Ratio Estimate’: A Useful Sampling Technique.” CPA Journal (formerly
New York Certified Public Accountant), November 1967, pp 844-50.

A general discussion of the usefulness of ratio estimation through presentation of seven
brief case studies where the technique was used.
Carmichael, D R “Tests of Transactions—Statistical and Otherwise.” Journal of Accountancy,
February 1968, pp. 36-40
Presents a comprehensive discussion of the nature of audit sampling objectives and the
choice among sampling techniques to best achieve the objectives
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Copeland, Ronald M , and Englebrecht, Ted D. “Statistical Sampling: An Uncertain Defense
Against Legal Liability.” CPA Journal, November 1975, pp. 23-27.
The authors believe statistical sampling may be a defense in the “legal liability arena,” but
not without some perplexities, difficulties, and vulnerability.

Davidson, H. J.; Neter, J.; and Petran, A. S. “Estimating the Liability for Unredeemed Stamps."
Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn 1967, pp. 186-207.
Presents a useful technique to estimate the liability for unredeemed trading stamps
although the technique might be useful in other areas such as transportation companies
Deakin, Edward B., and Granof, Michael H. “Directing Audit Effort Using Regression Analysis ”
The CPA Journal, February 1976, pp 29-33.
Expresses the view that the technique of multiple regression enables the auditor to
substitute statistical judgment for intuition in selecting areas for intensive investigation.
Authors believe the technique, if used with caution, can be used in conjunction with other
audit procedures to reduce cost and increase effectiveness

Deming, W. Edwards, and Grice, T. Nelson, Jr. "An Efficient Procedure for Audit of Accounts
Receivable.” Management Accounting, March 1970, pp. 17-21

A study in the practical application of statistical theory to the audit of a trucking company’s
freight bills receivable.

Doney, Lloyd D. “What Statistics Can Offer Certified Public Accountants.” Journal of Account
ancy, April 1968, pp. 86-88.
Outline of activities of the certified public accountant and partial inventory of related
statistical techniques applicable to each activity

Elliott, Robert K., and Rogers, John R “Relating Statistical Sampling to Audit Objectives”
Journal of Accountancy, July 1972, pp. 46-55.

Presents a sampling plan that specifically controls both types of risk accepted by auditors
when they make a decision based on a sample. The implications of not controlling both
types of errors, when sampling, are illustrated.
Goodfellow, James L; Loebbecke, James K.; and Neter, John “Some Perspectives on CAV
Sampling Plans ” CA Magazine, October and November 1974, pp 46-53.
Hall, William D “Inventory Determinations by Means of Statistical Sampling Where Clients Have
Perpetual Records.” Journal of Accountancy, March 1967, pp 65-66, 68-71.

Basic concepts in determining inventories by means of statistical sampling
Hubbard, T. D., and Bullington, J. B. "Positive and Negative Confirmation Requests—A Test ”
Journal of Accountancy, March 1972, pp. 48-56.
The article presents a case study of a test of effectiveness of positive versus negative
confirmation requests of receivable balances. Two samples of 102 items were selected.
One-third of each were overstated, one-third were understated, and one-third were left
unchanged One group was sent negative requests and the second positive requests for
confirmation. The results do not show that positive requests were more effective than
negative They do cast a shadow over the overall effectiveness of the audit procedures of
confirmation

Ijiri, Yuji, and Kaplan, Robert S. "The Four Objectives of Sampling in Auditing. Representative,
Corrective, Protective, and Preventive” Management Accounting, December 1970, pp
42-44.
Considerations in the design of sampling plans, both statistical and nonstatistical.

--------- . “A Model for Integrating Sampling Objectives.” Journal of Accounting Research,
Spring 1971, pp. 73-87.

Selected Bibliography

Gives the objectives for audit application of statistical sampling and the methods of
achieving the objectives.
Ilderton, Robert S. “Statistical Sampling Facilitated by DCAA Software Programs." Defense
Management Journal, October 1975, pp. 34-38.

Explains a number of computer programs in use by the Defense Contract Audit Agency
(and generally available to the public) for selecting and evaluating random samples.
Programs include random number generation, ratio and difference estimation, dollar-unit
sampling, and Bayesian methods.
Kaplan, Robert S. “Statistical Sampling in Auditing with Auxiliary Information Estimators.”
Report 7314, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago. Journal of Accounting
Research, Autumn 1973, pp 238-58.

Discusses problems in variables sampling because of general low error rate in accounting
population.
The article is an in-depth, sophisticated discussion of the advantages and usefulness of
various estimators for use in variables estimation techniques.
--------- . “A Stochastic Model for Auditing.” Journal of Accounting Research, Autumn 1973,
pp. 38-46

Kaufman, Stuart F. “Sampling for Zero Defectives.” Journal of Accountancy, October 1968, pp.
66, 68-69
Discusses availability of a table for determining sample size when zero errors are expected
in an accounting population. The table is based on hypergeometric distributions.
Kern, C. L; Neyhart, C. A., Jr.; and Hock, C. A. “Statistical Risk and Sample Reliability,” CPA
Journal, January 1973, pp. 55-60

Kinney, William R. Jr. “A Decision-Theory Approach to the Sampling Problem in Auditing.”
Journal of Accounting Research, Spring 1975, pp. 117-32

An argument for the use of decision theory over other dollar-value sampling approaches.
The approach is compared with hypothesis testing and the traditional confidence interval
approach
Kraft, William H. Jr., “Statistical Sampling for Auditors: A New Look." Journal of Accountancy,
August 1968, pp. 49-56.

Advocates use of Bayes formula to combine subjective assurance with sample results.
Illustrates the calculations required to evaluate the auditors’ combined assurance that the
error rate in a population does not exceed a critical error rate

Loebbecke, James K., and Neter, John. “Statistical Sampling in Confirming Receivables.”
Journal of Accountancy, June 1973, pp 44-50
Presents an approach to evaluating statistical samples using both positive and negative
confirmation requests, including the role of alternative procedures
Meikle, Giles R. “Statistical Sampling in an Audit Context.” Audit Technique Study, Canadian
Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1972, p. 43.

The study explains the basic sampling concepts (reliability levels and precision) and
explains how these concepts fit into auditing theory It describes the various sampling
techniques that are available, such as attribute sampling and variables estimation sam
pling, and comments on the feasibility of their application in auditing. The study also warns
of the most common problems encountered in the application of statistical sampling to
auditing in areas such as sample design, selection of items for examination, error
recognition, and sample evaluation. The pitfalls to avoid and how to avoid them are
discussed.
Nigra, Alphonse L "Statistical Sampling With EDP Equipment.” Internal Auditor, MarchApril 1969, pp. 18-34.
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Restall, Lawrence J , and Czajkowski, Peter J. “Computation of LIFO Index: A Statistical
Sampling Approach.” Management Accounting, September 1969, pp. 43-48.
Discusses the application of a statistical approach to arrive at an index for use in pricing
inventories carried on a LIFO method.

Roberts, Donald M. "A Statistical Interpretation of SAP no. 54 ” Journal of Accountancy, March
1974, pp. 47-53.

A discussion of the implications of Appendix B—"Precision and Reliability for Statistical
Sampling in Auditing” to “The Auditors Study and Evaluation of Internal Control” now
included in Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards (American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants, 1977)
--------- . “Sample Size Determination for Attributes.” Journal of Accountancy, June 1975, pp.
46-48.

An answer to an inquiry concerning determination of sample size for an attribute sample
using the table in an AICPA individual study program, "Sampling for Attributes Estimation
and Discovery.”

Sawyer, Lawrence B. "The Lawyer, the Statistician, and the Internal Auditor ” Internal Auditor,
Summer 1967, pp 9-18

Presents an example of possible legal consequences of employing statistical sampling to
determine the boundary of a variable. Stresses the need to plan, define, and document a
sample
--------- . “Simple Sampling: How to Stop Worrying and Learn to Love Statistical Tables.” Internal
Auditor, July-August 1968, pp 9-26.

Well-illustrated discussion of basic concepts of statistical sampling that minimizes jargon
and sets forth ten important principles for the auditor to learn.

Scott, William R. "Statistical Sampling in Auditing.” CA Magazine, July 1975, pp 13-17.
Smith, Kenneth A. "The Relationship of Internal Control Evaluation and Audit Sample Size.”
Accounting Review, April 1972, pp. 260-69

Compares arbitrary variation of confidence levels and the Bayesian approach and
concludes Bayesian is preferable
Sorensen, James E. “Bayesian Analysis in Auditing ” Accounting Review, July 1969, pp.
555-61

An illustration and endorsement of possible applications of Bayesian analyses in auditing.
Taylor, Robert G. “Error Analysis in Audit Tests.” Journal of Accountancy, May 1974, pp. 78,
80-82.
Discusses various types of errors that may be found while sampling and their disposition
during the work
Tracy, John A. "Bayesian Statistical Confidence Intervals for Auditors.” Journal of Accountancy,
July 1969, pp. 41-71

Discusses the applications of Bayesian analysis to modify classic confidence intervals
where attribute estimation is used. Illustrative data is included.

Tummens, Marvin, and Watson, Hugh J. “Advantages of Regression Analysis Over Ratio
Analysis.” CPA Journal, May 1975, pp 35-38.

Uyeda, Susumu “Statistical Sampling Procedures in Examination of Vouchers.” GAO Review,
Winter 1968.
Article discusses the development and implementation of a statistical sampling procedure
to determine overpayment error in vouchers.

Selected Bibliography

Warren, Carl S. “Interpreting and Evaluating Attribute Sampling.” Internal Auditor, July-August
1975, pp. 45, 48-56.
Wilburn, Arthur J. "Stop-or-Go Sampling and How It Works." Internal Auditor, May-June 1968,
pp. 10-20.

Describes the use of stop-or-go sampling including the use of tables for sample size
determination and evaluation.
--------- . "Observations of a Statistician in an Auditing Environment.” Internal Auditor, JanuaryFebruary 1974, pp. 56-62

Discussion of some of the problems of applying statistical sampling to auditing due to
some of the unique objectives of auditing and the "language barrier” which may result
when statisticians and auditors do not completely understand each others work.
Yu, S., and Neter, John. “A Stochastic Model of the Internal Control System.” Journal of
Accounting Research, Autumn 1973, pp. 273-95.

Books
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. An Auditor’s Approach to Statistical
Sampling. 6 vols. New York: AICPA, 1972-74.
Programmed learning texts designed for individual study. Include An Introduction to
Statistical Concepts and Estimation of Dollar Values (vol. 1); Sampling for Attributes (vols. 2
and 4); Stratified (vol. 5); and Field Manual for Statistical Sampling (vol. 6). Useful for basic
training programs for statistical sampling in auditing.

-------- Codification of Statements on Auditing Standards. “Appendix A: Relationship of
Statistical Sampling to Generally Accepted Auditing Standards” and “Appendix B: Preci
sion and Reliability for Statistical Sampling in Auditing ” New York: AICPA, 1977.
Arens, Alvin A., and Loebbecke, James K. Auditing: An Approach. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall, 1976.
A comprehensive conceptual approach to auditing which is both pragmatic and innovative.
Procedures and concepts are presented clearly, avoiding “how-to” prescriptions. Early
treatment of statistical sampling, clear explanations of complex terminology and recent
AICPA pronouncements are features of this text
Arkin, Herbert. Handbook of Sampling for Auditing and Accounting. New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1974.

One of the standard reference texts for the auditor or accountant who wishes to use
statistics in his work. The book contains numerous tables and a lucid explanation of
statistical formulas. A large number of statistical sampling plans and methods are also
displayed.
Bernstein, Leonard A Statistics for the Executive New York: Hawthorn Books, 1970.

An introductory exposition of how statistical techniques may be useful to the executive
decision-making process The objective is to give the reader an appreciation of what
statistics can and cannot do.
Brown, R. G., and Vance, L. L. Sampling Tables for Estimating Error Rates of Proportions
Berkeley, Calif.: University of California, 1961.
Burstein, Herman. Attribute Sampling New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1971

-------- . Sample-Size Tables for Quality Control and Auditing. Westport, Conn.: Redgrave
Information Resources Corporation, 1973.
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Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants. Internal Control and Procedural Audit Tests.
Toronto: Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, 1968.
Cochran, William G. Sampling Techniques 2d ed. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1963.

Mathematical formula and proofs underlying most commonly used statistical sampling
techniques
Coen, Charles D. Statistical Sampling for Bank Auditors Park Ridge, III.: Bank Administration
Institute, 1973.

Intended for bank auditors, this booklet includes a review of basic concepts and various
sampling methods. It includes an illustration of means of implementing sampling in a bank.
Cyert, Richard M., and Davidson, H. Justin. Statistical Sampling for Accounting Information.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962
General reference and learning text for statistical sampling methods commonly used in
accounting and auditing. Brief and not overly technical. Problems and solutions are
included.

Defense Contract Audit Agency. General Purpose Time-Shared Computer Programs. Memphis,
Tenn.: Department of Defense, Defense Contract Audit Agency, 1976.

Listings, descriptions, and sample runs of time shared computer programs which have
application to activities at a number of DCAA locations. Many programs may have
application to activities of internal and external auditors.
Defliese, Philip L; Johnson, Kenneth P.; and Macleod, Roderick K. Montgomery’s Auditing. 9th
ed. New York: Ronald Press, 1975, pp. 811-29.

As stated on page 811, “An auditor’s use of statistical sampling in performing audit tests
may be appropriate in certain circumstances . . . The purpose . . is to provide additional
guidance concerning the suitability and application of statistical sampling techniques. It is
not intended as a full exposition of the theory and application of mathematical statis
tics. ..." A well-written section concerning statistics in auditing by proponents of limited
use of statistical techniques in auditing.
Dixon, Wilfred J., and Massey, Frank J., Jr. Introduction to Statistical Analysis. 3d ed New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1969.

A standard textbook introduction to the field of statistics. Accessible to those who have not
had calculus. The book includes many useful tables and charts.
Hadley, G. Probability and Statistical Decision Theory. San Francisco: Holden-Day, 1967.
This text is a challenging introduction to applied decision theory primarily using business
examples. The necessary elements of probability theory and utility theory are included. The
last five of eleven chapters require some skill with calculus.

Institute of Internal Auditors. Sampling Manual for Auditors and Supplement to Sampling
Manual for Auditors. Orlando, Fla.: Institute of Internal Auditors, 1967 and 1971.
Working handbooks on the application of basic sampling plans and techniques for
auditors.

McRae, Thomas W. Statistical Sampling for Audit and Control London: John Wiley & Sons,
1974.
Neter, John; Wasserman, William, and Whitmore, G. A. Fundamental Statistics for Business and
Economics 4th ed., Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973.

--------- , and Loebbecke, James K. Behavior of Major Statistical Estimators in Sampling Ac
counting Populations. New York: AICPA, 1975.

An empirical investigation of a variety of important complex problems in the use of major
statistical estimators in accounting populations.

Selected Bibliography

Newman, Maurice S. Financial Accounting Estimates through Statistical Sampling by Com
puter. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1976
An exposition of some standard statistical estimation techniques together with many
suggestions fortheir use in producing estimates for financial and accounting purposes. A
set of computer programs is discussed and illustrated.

Pearson, E. S., and Hartley, H. O. Brometrika Tables for Statisticians. vol. 1. London: Cam
bridge, 1966.
Raj, Des. Sampling Theory New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968.

-------- . The Design of Sample Surveys New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1972.
Texts on classical sampling theory and methods. Quite thorough and includes a consider
able amount of derivations requiring calculus. A well-equipped reader will find these texts
to be good references.

Vanassee, Robert W. Statistical Sampling for Auditing and Accounting Decisions: A Simulation.
New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1968.
Intended fortraining exercises. Includes a brief summary of attribute, variable (mean-perunit), and discovery sampling. Exercises on each technique using simulated populations
are the principal focus of this text.

Wannacott and Wannacott. Introductory Statistics. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1969.
Williams, Thomas H., and Griffin, Charles H. Management Information, A Quantitative Accent.
Homewood, III/ Richard D. Irwin, 1967.

Willingham, John, J., and Carmichael, D R. Auditing Concepts and Methods. 2d ed. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1975.
Develops a uniformly conceptual approach to the teaching of auditing.

Yamane, Taro. Elementary Sampling Theory. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1967.
Introduction to sampling theory. Written for undergraduate students with a mathematics or
statistics background, it covers the basic concepts and most types of sampling usually
encountered.
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Index
Acceptance sampling
defined, 231
see also Attribute decision
Achieved precision, defined, 231
Adjusted precision, defined, 231
Alpha risk
defined, 41, 231
and materiality, 46-47
ATSIZ1, 182-183
ATSIZ2, 184-185
ATSIZ 2, 184-185
Attribute decision
appropriateness of, 49
defined, 231
and fixed sample-size plans, 54-57
how used, 53-54
see also Acceptance sampling
Attribute estimation
appropriateness of, 49
and binomial distribution, 50-51
evaluation, 52-53
how used, 50-51
sample size for, 51-52
Attributes
and calculating precision and
reliability, 38-39
defined, 18, 231
pps sampling for, 255
as qualitative characteristic, 232
and sample design for compliance
tests, 149
and sampling distribution, 30
see also Compliance tests
Attribute sample size, fixed, 54-57
Attribute sampling
and frame, 50
and sampling unit, 49-50
see also Curtailed attribute sampling
Audited amount, defined, 231
Audit program design
compliance tests in, 3
and sampling and nonsampling risk,
4-5
and statistical sampling, 3-9
substantive tests in, 3
Audit risk
defined, 231
objective measurement and control
of, 10-12
and precision and reliability, 35-39
and statistical sampling, 3-5
Audit strategy, development of and
statistical sampling, 9-13

Batch programs, 181
Beta risk
defined, 41, 231
and materiality, 45-46
Bias, defined, 231
Binomial distribution
and attribute estimation, 50-51
defined, 30, 231

Characteristic, defined, 18, 232
Cochran, William G., 81, 107
Coefficient of variation, defined, 232
Combined ratio estimation
formulas for, 240-241
see also Stratified ratio estimation
Combined regression estimation
formulas for, 241-242
see also Stratified regression
estimation
Compliance deviation, monetary error
and rate of, 7
Compliance tests
and attribute methods, 49
attributes and sample design for, 149
audit objective of, 143-144
in audit program design, 3
determining extent of, 143-151
evaluating results of, 151-152
evaluation of in case study, 177-178
final design of, 151
final design of in case study, 176-177
and frame in designing sample for,
149-150
and level of individual risk, 146-148
and monetary error, 7
planned in conjunction with
substantive tests, 143
purpose of, 5-6, 168
and risk of overauditing, 148-149,
235
and risk of unwarranted reliance, 6, 8
sample size for, 150
and sample size in case study, 176177
statistical objective of, 6
and statistical sampling, 6-8
use of in case study, 172—175
see also Attribute
Computer programs
routines on files of machine-readable
data, 181
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Computer programs, cont
sample size and, 181-185
time-sharing based, 181
COMRAT, 203-204
COMREG, 205-206
Confirmation requests, execution and
evaluation of in case study, 179
Correlation, defined, 232
CPA1, 188-190
CPA2, 196-200
CPA3, 211-213
Curtailed attribute sampling, when
used, 60-61

Frame
and attribute methods, 50
defined, 17-18, 233
in designing sample for compliance
test, 149-150
in designing sample for a substantive
statistical test, 136
Frequency distribution, defined, 23-26

Decision interval, defined, 232
Decision-making, 40-41
Decision objective, defined, 232
Degrees of freedom, defined, 232
Delta risk, defined, 232
Detection controls, defined, 232
Deviation, procedural, defining and
testing, 149
Difference, defined, 232
Difference estimation. See Stratified
difference estimation; Unstrati
fied difference estimation
Discovery sampling
appropriateness of, 49
defined, 232
evaluation of results, 62-63
and hypergeometric distribution, 61
sample size for, 61-62
sampling distribution for, 61
Distribution. See Binomial distribution;
Frequency distribution; Hyper
geometric distribution; Normal
distribution; Poisson distribution;
Population distribution; Sampling
distribution

Interdependence matrix, use of, 156,
166-167, 169, 172

Efficiency, statistical, 236
Elliott, Robert K., 131
Error analysis, defined, 232
Errors, problem of defining, 228
Estimated standard error
and sampling risk, 252
of stratified difference estimation,
103-104
of stratified mean estimation, 101
of stratified ratio estimation, 109
of stratified regression estimation, 113
of unstratified difference estimation,
73
of unstratified mean estimation, 67
of unstratified ratio estimation, 81
of unstratified regression estimation,
87
Estimation objective, defined, 233

Hypergeometric distribution
defined, 30, 233
and discovery sampling, 61

Kaplan, Robert S., 122

Likelihood, defined, 3-4, 233
Loebbecke, James K., 109, 117
Lower precision, defined, 233
Lower precision limit
and attribute methods, 38-39
how computed, 37
Materiality
and alpha risk, 46-47
and amount of overstatement in case
study, 170
and design of audit tests, 3-9, 131
determining amount in case study,
157
and negative approach, 45-48
and positive approach, 40-45, 48
ratio of precision to, 247
and sales understatement in case
study, 171
see also Monetary error
Maxwell Manufacturing Co
case study of for statistical sampling
in audit planning process, 155180
description of, 155-156
Mean estimation. See also Stratified
mean estimation; Unstratified
mean estimation
Monetary error
and audit objectives, 130-131
and compliance tests, 7
and determining sample size, 137138
and evaluating substantive tests,
152-154
and integrated audit plan, 127, 128
and rate of compliance deviation, 7
and risk of overauditing, 135

Index

Monetary error, cont.
and risk of unwarranted reliance, 146
several samples fortesting sources of,
139-142
and substantive tests of details, 8-9
see a/so Materiality
MPUDIF, 201-202

Negative approach
decision to use, 48
defined, 233
and materiality, 45-48
and ratio of precision to materiality,
247
see a/so Positive approach
Neter, John, 109, 117
Neyman allocation. See Optimal
allocation
Nonsampling risk
defined, 4, 233
difficult to assess, 10
Normal curve areas table, 243
Normal distribution
defined, 233
interpretation, 32-34
Optimal allocation, defined, 233
Pertinent procedures, defined, 233
PLAN1, 191, 192
PLAN2, 191, 193-195
Planned precision, defined, 234
Poisson distribution
and attribute estimate, 50-51
defined, 30-31, 234
Population, defined, 16, 234
Population distribution
defined, 23
and frequency distribution, 23-26
Population mean, defined, 26-27, 234
Population occurrence rate
and attribute methods, 49
defined, 234
Population standard deviation, defined,
26, 27, 234
Positive approach
decision to use, 48
defined, 234
and materiality, 40-45, 48
and ratio of precision to materiality,
247
see a/so Negative approach
pps estimator, computer program using,
214-215
pps sampling
as alternative to stratification, 116
attribute methods and, 63-64

for attributes, 255
combining two or more, 256
computer program for selection, 211213
computing sample sizes, 253-254
defined, 21, 234
and determining sample size for
substantive test, 138
evaluating compliance tests using,
152
used in case study, 171
use of by auditor, 21-23
when to use, 125
with high error rate populations, 116—
119
with low error rate populations, 119125
PRA allocation, defined, 234
Precision
when achieved does not equal
planned, 251
and attributes and reliability, 38-39
and audit risk and reliability, 35-39
defined, 35, 234
ratio of to materiality, 247
see a/so Achieved precision,
Adjusted precision, Lower
precision, Planned precision,
Relative precision; Upper
precision
Precision interval
calculation and interpretation, 36-37
defined, 234
Precision limit. See Lower precision
limit; Upper precision limit
Precision of an estimate
defined, 35
and sampling aspect of audit risk,
35-39
Preliminary design, 128-151
as carried out in case study, 156-176
Prevention controls, defined, 234
Probability, defined, 15-16, 234
Probability proportional to size. See pps
sampling
Proportional to recorded amount See
PRA allocation

Ratio, defined, 235
Ratio estimation See Stratified ratio
estimation; Unstratified ratio
estimation
Recorded amount, defined, 235
Regression estimation. See Stratified re
gression estimation; Unstratified
regression estimation
Relative precision, defined, 235
Reliability
and attributes and precision, 38-39
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Reliability, cont.
and audit risk and precision, 38-39
defined, 35, 235
Reliability of an estimate
defined, 35
and sampling aspect of audit risk,
35-39
Reliability percentages, and U values,
243, 244
Reliance
degree of planned, 11-13
determining planned degree of in
case study, 175
and evaluating compliance tests, 152
planned degree of and compliance
tests in case study, 178
and risks in case study, 175-176
and sampling risk, 135
and substantive statistical tests, 132
see also Risk of unwarranted reliance
Replicated sampling, defined, 235
Risk
compliance tests and individual,
146-148
control of with substantive audit tests,
40-48
delta, 232
how to determine total, 5
and reliance in case study, 175-176
sampling and nonsampling in audit
program design, 4-5
see also Alpha risk; Audit risk, Beta
risk; Nonsampling risk; Sampling
risk
Risk of overauditing
and amount of overstatement in case
study, 170
compliance tests and, 148-149, 235
defined, 8, 135, 235
monetary error and, 135
sample size in case study and, 172
and substantive tests, 235
Risk of unwarranted reliance, 144-145
and compliance tests, 6, 8
defined, 4, 235
monetary error and, 146
relation to sampling risk, 145-146

Sample design
and amount of overstatement in case
study, 170-171
how done, 148-151
how to draw for a statistical test,
136-139
and sales understatement in case
study, 172
Sample mean, defined, 235
Sample size
in attribute estimation, 51-52

for compliance tests, 150
for compliance tests in case study,
176-177
computer programs and, 181-185
for considered degree of reliance in
case study, 175
for discovery sampling, 61-62
and monetary error, 137-138
for pps sample, 253-254
pps sampling with high error rate
populations, 117-118
for pps sampling with low error rate
populations, 121-122
and risk of overauditing in case
study, 172
sampling distribution and, 31
and stratification, 97-99
and stratification difference estima
tion, 104-106
for stratified mean estimation, 102
for stratified ratio estimation, 110-111
in stratified sampling plans, 115
for substantive test, 136-138
for unstratified difference estimation,
74-76
for unstratified mean estimation, 67-70
for unstratified ratio estimation, 82-84
for unstratified regression estimation,
88-90
Sample standard deviation, defined, 235
Sampling
advantages of pps over unrestricted
random for compliance tests,
150-151
how to design statistical samples,
136-139
and monetary error, 139-142
number of samples and substantive
tests, 142-143
selection by pps, 139
statistical and judgmental, 1-2, 5, 9
when frame is stratified, 138-139
see also Acceptance sampling;
Attribute sampling, Curtailed
attribute sampling, Discovery
sampling, pps sampling;
Sequential sampling, Statistical
sampling, Stratified random
sampling; Systematic sampling,
Two-stage sampling; Unrestricted
random sample, Unstratified
sampling; Variable sampling
Sampling distribution
and attributes, 30
defined, 23, 235
for discovery sampling, 61
and pps sampling with high error rate
populations, 117
and pps sampling with low error rate
populations, 121
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Sampling distribution, cont.
and precision of estimate, 35
sample size and, 31
and stratified mean estimation, 101
and stratified ratio estimation, 109
and unstratified difference estimation,
72-74
and unstratified mean estimation,
66-67
and unstratified ratio estimation, 7982
and unstratified regression estimation,
87
use of by auditor, 27-32
Sampling risk
and amount of overstatement in case
study, 170
combinations of risk leading to same,
134
control of and audit tests as a whole,
1-2
defined, 4, 235
estimated standard error and, 252
formula for, 133
interrelated with nonsampling risk,
12-13
and nonsampling risk in total risk, 128
reliance and, 135
and risk of unwarranted reliance, 145146
and sales understatement in case
study, 171-172
and statistical sampling, 4
tolerable, 133-135
tolerable for total monetary error, 139140
and total audit risk, 4-5
Sampling unit
and attribute sampling, 49-50
defined, 16, 235
and variables, 65
Separate ratio estimator, 257-258
Separate regression estimator, 258
SEPRAT, 207-208
SEPREG, 209-210
Sequential attribute sampling
determining sample size for, 59
evaluating compliance tests using,
152
tables for size of sample, 246
when used, 57-58, 60-61
Sequential sampling, defined, 235
Skewness, defined, 26, 236
Standard error of the estimate
defined, 236
how computed, 32
Statistical efficiency, defined, 236
Statistical sampling
and audit objectives, 130-131
and audit program design, 3-9

and audit risk, 3-5
and audit strategy, 9-13
case study of use in audit planning,
155-180
compliance tests and, 6-8
computer programs for evaluating
results of, 181
and control of risk, 127
documentation needed for, 224-225
how used in basic auditing process,
2-9
limits to use of, 143
problems of implementation, 219-228
review process and, 225-226
and sampling risk, 4
system review and, 2-3
training for, 221-224
written policy for, 219-221
Statistical substantive tests
determining extent of, 132-139
materiality and, 132-133
Stratification
efficiency, 100-101
how done, 96-101
pps sampling as alternative to, 116
purpose of, 95
and sample size, 97-99
see also Stratified random sample
Stratified difference estimation
determining sample size for, 104-106
estimated standard error of, 103-104
evaluating results of, 106-108
formula for, 103, 240
and sampling distribution, 103-104
see also Unstratified difference
estimation
Stratified mean estimation
determining sample size for, 102
estimated standard error of, 101
evaluating results of, 103
formulas for, 101, 239
and sampling distribution, 101
see also Unstratified mean estimation
Stratified random sample
computer program to select, 196-200
degrees of freedom for, 232
and determining sample size for
substantive test, 138
efficiency of, 95
vs. unstratified random sample, 65, 95
see also Stratification
Stratified ratio estimation
estimated standard error of, 109
evaluating results of, 111-112
formulas for, 108
how to compute separate ratio
estimation, 257-258
sample size for, 110-111
sampling distribution and, 109
see also Unstratified ratio estimation
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Stratified regression estimation
determining sample size for, 113-114
evaluating results of, 114-115
formulas for, 112
how to compute separate regression
estimation, 258
sampling distribution for, 113
see also Unstratified regression
estimation
Stratified sampling. See Stratified
random sample
Stringer, K., and pps sampling in
populations with low error rates,
119-125
Student’s t-distribution
definition, 236
table for, 245
Subsampling. See Two-stage sampling
Substantive tests
and attribute methods, 49
in audit program design, 3
and compliance tests in defining
procedural deviation, 149
compliance tests planned in conjunc
tion with, 143
evaluation of, 152-154
final design of in case study, 178
and monetary error, 8-9
monetary error and evaluation of, 152154
negative approach and, 45-48
and number of samples, 142-143
positive approach and, 40-45, 48
purpose of, 8-9
and risk of overauditing, 235
statistical sampling and, 8-9
and stratified sampling, 95
test of bills of lading as, 171
when to use, 168
see also Statistical substantive tests
Systematic sampling, defined, 20-21,
236
System review, and statistical sampling,
2-3

Threshold rates
in case study, 174
for unsatisfactory compliance, 7, 236
Two-stage sampling, defined, 236

Unbiased, defined, 32, 236
Unrestricted random sample
and attribute decision, 53-54
defined, 19-20, 236
in discovery sampling, 61

Unstratified difference estimation
determining sample size for, 74-76
estimated standard error of, 73
evaluating results of, 76-79
formulas for, 237-238
sampling distribution for, 72-74
when used, 71-72, 74
see also Stratified difference
estimation
Unstratified mean estimation
determining sample size for, 67-70
estimated standard error of, 67
evaluating results of, 70-71
formulas for, 237
sampling distribution for, 66-67
when used, 65
see also Stratified mean estimation
Unstratified ratio estimation
determining sample size for, 82-84
estimated standard error of, 81
evaluating results of, 84-86
formulas for, 238
sampling distribution for, 79-82
when used, 79, 82
see also Stratified ratio estimation
Unstratified regression estimation
determining sample size for, 88-90
estimated standard error of, 87
evaluating results of, 90-92
formulas for, 239
sampling distribution for, 87
when used, 86-87
see also Stratified regression
estimation
Unstratified sampling
vs. stratified sampling, 65, 95
and variable sampling methods, 6593
Upper precision, defined, 236
Upper precision limit
how computed, 36-37
and attribute methods, 38
U values, and reliability percentages,
243, 244

VAREVA, 216-217
Variable
defined, 18, 236
as numerical characteristic, 232
and sampling distribution, 31-32
Variable sampling, 65, 95
see also Difference estimation; Mean
estimation; pps; Ratio estimation;
Regression estimation; Stratified
random sampling
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